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ABSTRACT 

Existing electronic markets are fragmented in the sense that each is an information island. 

The interoperation of product information between them is difficult especially in semantics 

communication. This prevents the formation of global electronic markets and the lowering 

distribution cost through market globalisation. The traditional and contemporary ap-

proaches of product standardisation and ontology mediation could solve the problem only 

if all markets could adopt the same product standards, or mediation systems could mediate 

all heterogeneous standards and markets without semantic conflicts. However, problems 

generally exist in adopting a universal standard or mediating all markets through existing 

mediation systems. A reflection of the issue is that there are millions of ad hoc electronic 

product catalogues (EPCs) situated in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), where 

each EPC is a semantic community, often not aware of standards and mediation systems 

due to its ad hoc nature. This thesis focuses on the semantic integration of autonomous ad 

hoc EPCs, which are semantically inconsistent with each other. 

Firstly, a novel Collaborative Concept Exchange (CONEX) approach is developed for the se-

mantic integration of ad hoc EPCs. Using this approach, a PRODUCT MAP is first built based 

on the theories of semiotic analysis and market segmentation. It functions as an analytical 

framework to articulate ad hoc EPCs, and answers the questions: what are the general char-

acteristics of ad hoc EPCs, what are their heterogeneous relations, and how they are unevenly 

distributed in fragmented electronic markets. Within this framework, an abstract representa-

tion of ad hoc EPCs is proposed using the articulated elements that are simple and manipu-

lable. Major contributions of this framework include: the models of the abstract representa-

tion of ad hoc EPCs on their structures, concepts and contexts; the semantic integration 

conditions of heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs; and a ConexNet of market network topology that 

captures the characteristics of ad hoc EPCs that are unevenly distributed in fragmented elec-

tronic markets. 

Secondly, a three-layer CONEX information model is proposed to integrate ad hoc EPCs 

based on the PRODUCT MAP, which provides a trichotomy of systems, designers and users. 

The strategy behind the model is the separation of structure from concept and context, and 

hence they can be independently managed to resolve semantic conflicts between ad hoc 

EPCs. The major contributions of this model include the CONEX framework, collaboration 

mechanism and context transformation. The CONEX framework presents a formal characteri-
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sation and reconstruction of the structures of ad hoc EPCs based on a CONEX structure 

model and a CONEX grammar. It provides a formal specification for representing ad hoc 

EPCs including concept structure, classifier structure and mapping structure. The semantic 

conflicts in designing the concepts of ad hoc EPCs are resolved by a collaboration mecha-

nism based on a semantic consistency model. The collaboration mechanism includes three 

key procedures: replicating unique concept identifiers and translating concept definitions be-

tween common concepts of common EPCs; localising common concepts to local EPCs; and 

globalising local concepts to common EPCs. Users in the CONEX information model are not 

involved in any integration activities. They are provided with automatic and accurate concept 

exchange services through a mechanism of context transformation, which is designed based 

on an algorithm called Heterogeneous Concept Transformation. The separate integration of 

structures, concepts and contexts of ad hoc EPCs guarantees that the requirements of flexi-

bility, evolvability and exactness of semantic integration have been met. 

Thirdly, the feasibility and features of the Collaborative Concept Exchange approach have 

been demonstrated in a prototype implementation that provides the services of collaborative 

concept design for semantic conflict resolution, and heterogeneous concept transformation 

for accurate and automatic concept exchange between ad hoc EPCs. A key contribution in 

the implementation level is the independent representation of the CONEX framework called 

XML PRODUCT MAP (XPM). XPM provides a feature of platform independence by con-

forming to the standards of W3C XML, Simple Object Access Protocol and Web Services 

Description Language in both document specification and document transport. It is also a 

demonstration that the generic CONEX structure model and CONEX grammar can be imple-

mented in any specific language such as XML for the particular scenarios of semantic integra-

tion. With the aid of a collection of XPM document templates, two components called Con-

cept Collaborator and Concept Transformer of the CONEX prototype are implemented to 

demonstrate how concepts are collaboratively designed to resolve semantic conflicts and how 

concepts are automatically and accurately exchanged between autonomous, heterogeneous 

and distributed ad hoc EPCs. 
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C h a p t e r 1  

INTRODUCTION  

 

The development of Internet technology has signified a general shift from electronic hierarchies 

toward electronic markets [125]. It also indicates a forthcoming change toward the global inte-

gration of fragmented electronic markets and traditional markets.  For example, efforts are 

being made to integrate electronic markets following international standards and technologies 

such as cXML [33], xCBL [203], semantic web [13], WSDL [24], RDF [157], DAML [42], 

OIL [56][57][58], and OWL [178], and new practices have been adopted to integrate tradi-

tional markets (e.g. US Postal Service) into online markets (e.g. www.usps.com). These 

changes are forming new global markets and adjusting market behaviours that are consistent 

with the principles of labour division [177] and comparative advantages [161]. In this trans-

formation, firms would be forced to concentrate on markets where they have comparative 

advantages over production and distribution, and to avoid disadvantageous markets that lead 

to lower aggregate productivity and less efficiency. Underlying these changes may be more 

fundamental changes in how firms collaborate with each other to adopt their market roles in 

global markets. This thesis addresses the more basic issues of how integration technology, 

especially product information integration technology, could be developed to benefit the 

global market participants from the spectrum of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 

1.1. Evolution of  Global Electronic Markets 

New integration technologies, evolved from the technologies of electronic data interchange 

(EDI) [192], enterprise resource planning (ERP) [119] and supply chain management (SCM) 

[114], have created privately owned and profit-oriented electronic markets [80], and are 

allowing closer global interoperations between market participants through the development 

of global electronic markets (GEM) and global traditional markets (GTM). Although integration 

technology is making both GEM and GTM more efficient, it will also lead to an overall shift 

toward global division of labour and global collaboration in and between GEM and GTM. 

Some firms will be able to benefit from this shift by becoming global producers. Others will 

be able to benefit from providing global distribution services. Almost all firms and individu-

als will be able to benefit from the wider range of options provided by GEM/GTM. 
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In the research of [85], an analytical framework has been developed to support this trend, 

which could explain the evolution of electronic markets in the past two decades, describe the 

interactions between markets, as well as predict the consequences of changing integration 

technology that might impact on our current market structures. In this framework, the term 

electronic market is assumed to be a dynamic concept that extends over time to reflect the new 

development of the integration technology. It is defined as a dynamic common information space 

(CIS) [9][171] in which market participants continuously interact with each other with the aid 

of integration technology to achieve common goals: to lower business costs and to increase 

revenue through the exchange of products and services [80]. In this framework, the globalisa-

tion of production and markets could increase the demand for greater interoperation both 

within and between traditional and electronic markets. This demand drives the development 

of integration technology as a means of achieving interoperation. It is expected that greater 

interoperation will lead to an overall shift toward global specialization and global collaboration be-

cause of the cost advantages of both technical integration and the internationalisation of produc-

tion and distribution [85]. 

The remainder of Section 1.1 will explain the evolution process of electronic market global-

isation with emphasis on the role of integration technologies, especially on the effects that 

semantic integration technologies might bring about. 

1.1.1. EDI Markets 

Until the mid-1980s, the market functions of production and distribution were still confined 

to traditional markets, although the systems for transaction processing, database management 

and decision making had already developed. By the late 1980s, the rapid development of EDI 

technologies [192] brought about electronic markets. Some firms played their market roles as 

the EDI specification makers, electronic interconnection providers or EDI systems vendors 

such as Sterling Commerce (www.sterlingcommerce. com). These firms became EDI market 

facilitators to provide all needed EDI services. At the same time, many firms that bought EDI 

services and installed EDI platforms became EDI market users such as Line56 

(www.line56.com). The establishment of EDI markets allowed reduced transaction costs, and 

increased market efficiency in traditional markets through interoperating with the emergent 

EDI markets, although these markets were confined to some large firms - some limited 

common information spaces. Figure 1-1 (a) shows the simple EDI market structure and its 

interoperation with traditional markets. 
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Electronic Market
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Electronic Markets
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(a) (b)  
Figure 1-1: Comparison of EDI markets and electronic markets 

1.1.2. Electronic Markets 

The real electronic markets were formed in the 1990s when many common information 

spaces over the Internet for business interaction were enlarged. In this period, new Internet 

and browser technologies triggered two subsequent important integration technologies: 

front-end technologies (human-oriented web integration) and back-end technologies (com-

puter-oriented data integration) [174]. Front-end technologies led to the development of elec-

tronic catalogues [107][93][70][184] including online shops, electronic malls and corporate 

user interfaces to internal enterprise systems and external partner systems. Of these, the firms 

providing services directly to consumers and businesses are called electronic market intermediaries 

(i.e. electronic retailers and electronic distributors), and other firms that provide Internet in-

frastructures (e.g. ISP) and electronic market supporting tools (e.g. vendors for ordering and 

payment systems) are called electronic market facilitators. Consumers and firms beyond the above 

list are called electronic market users that buy services, equipments and systems from both elec-

tronic market intermediaries and facilitators. 

Back-end technologies integrated functionalities of enterprises, both within firms in the form 

of enterprise resource planning (ERP) [3][201][16], and between firms in the form of supply 

chain management (SCM) [7][28][61][25]. These inter- and intra-enterprise integrations rap-

idly pushed many firms from traditional markets into electronic markets. For example, con-

figurable ERP systems such as SAP, BAAN and PeopleSoft integrated information and in-

formation-based processes within and across functional areas of a firm through Intranet. 

SCM such as Commerx eProcurement System (www.commerx.com) expanded the access of 

business resources from enterprise-wide to multiple associated partners. In the late 1990s, 

ERP and SCM gradually merged through various integration tools such as enableNet 

(www.commercequest.com). Many large firms in traditional markets became faithful elec-

tronic market users by continuously purchasing enterprise integration systems. For example, 

analysts in 1999 stated that 70% of Fortune 1000 firms had and would install ERP systems 
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[15]. Due to the increased adoption of ERP systems by firms in traditional markets, the in-

teroperation and collaboration between traditional markets and electronic markets have been 

vigorously increasing [53]. In this context, a lot of new firms have entered into electronic 

markets and become electronic market facilitators. This has led to an overall cost reduction 

of both production and distribution in both electronic and traditional markets. Figure 1-1 (b) 

shows the structural changes and interoperations between these two markets, which are 

brought by the changes of inter- and intra- enterprise integration technologies. Contrasting 

with the EDI market, the electronic market is larger in terms of the common information 

space. However, electronic markets are still fragmented and cannot interconnect with each 

other to meet the globalisation requirements for trading products and services [131]. 

1.1.3. Emergent GEM and GTM 

In inter-enterprise integration, an acute issue has been observed, that is, heterogeneous inte-

grated enterprise systems have serious semantic interoperation problems. This issue largely 

prevents traditional markets and electronic markets from growing into global markets -- 

GEM and GTM. Researchers have found that each supply chain system may be a separate 

“semantic community” [162] that is heterogeneous in product data [55] (e.g. UNSPSC [193] 

versus ecl@ss [50]), document models [146] (e.g. xCBL [203] versus cXML [33]), and busi-

ness processes [45] (e.g. RosettaNet [165] versus MESChain [135]). Numerous standards and 

reference models generate numerous heterogeneous electronic markets that prevent semantic 

interoperation between these electronic and traditional markets [144][82][83][131]. Current 

technologies are not yet able to fully solve this semantic interoperation problem, because 

most existing integration technologies target the schematic or structural integration level 

[110][105], and the semantic integration studies are still in an exploration stage. 

Global Electronic Markets
(GEM)

Global Traditional Markets
(GTM)

Consumers

Retailers Retailers

Distributors

Producers Producers

Market Facilitators
 

Figure 1-2: Integrated dual-trading-arena model 

Four types of emergent semantic integration technologies have been identified [85]: semantic 

Web, market-to-market technologies, virtual organisations and collaborative computing tech-
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nologies, which could support the development of emergent GEM and GTM. The research 

work [85] argues that the effects of these technologies will form a new global market struc-

ture called the dual-trading arena shown as in Figure 1-2. Given this new market model, the 

global markets will become more organised, specialised and collaborative to enable greater 

interoperation between the global market participants. 

These technological effects could be categorised into three types. Firstly, a semantic integration 

effect means that different fragmented markets or “semantic communities” can communicate 

with each other in spite of different cultures, languages or legal systems. This effect will bene-

fit all firms in terms of global production and global distribution, needing less consideration 

of internationalisation ability. For example, electronic markets based on different standards 

of Commerce XML (cXML) [33] and XML Common Business Library (xCBL) [203] can 

interoperate with each other [144]. In addition, firms that have emergent requirements for 

various ad hoc personalized product representations are able to interoperate with each other 

[84]. 

Derived from the semantic integration effect, another two effects are the market-to-market col-

laboration effect and the production specialisation effect. The market-to-market collaboration effect is a 

natural consequence of semantic interoperation between the participants of both GEM and 

GTM. It means that market participants are able to work together across semantic communi-

ties to design, produce and distribute products in a virtual organisation [137]. This effect en-

ables collaborative commerce [154] for dynamic web-enable exchange of business informa-

tion and ideas between trading partners. It also enables integrated supply chain management, 

collaborative sourcing and procurement, customer collaboration, collaborative ontology edit-

ing, collaborative shopping and collaborative documents editing. This is because the semantic 

integration of distributed and heterogeneous business data and processes supports unambi-

guous information exchange, not only in local systems, but also in a wider integrated global 

system. It provides the basis of collaborative work between distributed organisations and in-

dividuals. 

Since semantic integration has brought tremendous market transparency for both GEM and 

GTM, firms have been forced to adopt product differentiation strategies [66] to obtain rela-

tive advantages by specialising their production and distribution activities and by expanding 

their niche markets [160]. This is the production specialisation effect due to the pressure of compe-

tition. This effect automatically optimises the quantity and quality of production and distribu-

tion and is consistent with the labour division theory [177] because, confronted with in-
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creased competition, sellers have to continuously adjust their global market activities accord-

ing to market demand and their expertise for survival and thriving. 

The dual-trading arena model formed by the above effects indicates an expanded common 

information space brought by semantic integration technology. It reflects the dynamics of the 

electronic market where its activity boundary is expanded, its number of collaborative actors 

is increased, and its interactive contents are broadened. The quality indicators of this dynamic 

space could be classified into three aspects [85]:  

• Semantic linkability is an indicator of how well the proposed international standards under 

the framework of the semantic web are semantically linked or how much non-standard 

business information from different firms and markets could be exchanged unambigu-

ously, allowing business interoperation. For example, how many product representations 

of different markets are possibly mediated [80]. 

• Preservation of personalised and contextual semantic contents is a measurement criterion of how 

much personalised and contextual information of individual firms and markets, situated 

in different semantic communities, is preserved to meet the personalised requirements 

when these firms and markets participate in the dual-trading arena. 

• Healthy collaborative competition relationship is an indicator of whether the participation of 

more firms and markets in the dual-trading arena will lead to a harmonious relationship 

between participants and automatically increase their overall benefit. 

The improvement of the quality indicators depends on the development of emergent seman-

tic integration technologies, assuming other things are equal. 

1.2. Semantic Integration Technology 

The listed four types of emergent technologies that support the semantic integration of frag-

mented electronic markets are: semantic Web [13][41][151], market-to-market integration 

[22][36][55][146], virtual organisation [137], and collaborative computing [172][187]. 

• Semantic web, which semantically integrates web services, is expected to be the next gen-

eration of Internet. It enables semantic representation and sharing, and processes busi-

ness data across semantic webs [13][41]. Researchers in this area have envisioned a se-

mantic web language tower [151] that provides intermediate language standards based on 

XML as the universal syntax carrier (see Figure 2.6). From the lower to the higher level of 

the tower are metadata schemas such as RDF, ontology vocabulary such as OWL [178], 

and rule languages such as ruleML [166].  It is discernible that the semantic Web intends 
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to provide an overall semantic interoperation framework based on a collection of inter-

operable standards (e.g. those proposed and recommended by www.w3.org) to mediate 

fragmented markets. 

• The market-to-market integration technologies endeavour to integrate global market func-

tions between heterogeneous markets such as product data integration [55], business 

document integration [146] and business process integration [22][36] including ordering, 

payment and negotiation [200]. These technologies are more concerned with the local 

contexts of individual markets and firms. They attempt to preserve the different local 

understandings of different semantic communities, but to enable interpretation of their 

local business data in a common context in a dynamical way. Therefore, these technolo-

gies generally extract the individual business semantics of various markets and firms at a 

specific level of business interaction, and use them as the inputs to the standards that the 

semantic web establishes. The successful combination of semantic web and market-to-

market integration technologies will enable wider semantic integration across fragmented 

markets and establish closer collaborative relationships in globally integrated markets. 

• Based on semantic web and market-to-market integration technologies, virtual organisation 

[137] and collaborative computing technologies [172] integrate enterprise functionalities that 

are distributed across the Internet to form integrated global organisations, where partici-

pants are supplied with tools to work together for a common organisational goal. The 

former often follow firm principles such as the self-interest principle [31][29][30][202] to 

organise the linked resources and people. Under these principles, the design of the virtual 

organisation often takes the form of collaborative competition such as game theory [94] 

to minimize a firm’s costs. The latter provides the collaborative working mechanism 

where participants can play their roles to fulfil their respective tasks stipulated by the vir-

tual organisation in a distributed and heterogeneous environment. 

These technologies are emergent and their success in supporting the predicted dual-trading 

arena model needs to be proven by time. Section 1.3 will briefly discuss a specific type of se-

mantic integration technology, which is envisioned as the fundamental technology for con-

necting fragmented electronic markets, and identify the issues in its development. 

1.3. Interoperable Electronic Product Catalogues 

A particular type of market-to-market semantic integration technology for global electronic 

markets is the interoperable electronic product catalogues (IEPCs). This type of system allows het-

erogeneous product representations over the Internet to be integrated into an interoperable 
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system that enables product information exchange without semantic conflicts. The IEPC sys-

tems attempt to solve the basic semantic integration problem for global electronic markets at 

the level of product information interoperation and can be specifically used for: 

• modelling heterogeneous product representations over the Internet. This modelling 

supports the basic functions of global electronic markets (e.g. discussed in [8][80]); 

• supporting heterogeneous product information exchange for business interoperation 

(e.g. discussed in [82]); 

• resolving semantic conflicts that arise from the inconsistent encoding and decoding 

of product information between numerous semantic communities (e.g. discussed in 

[144][83]); and 

• facilitating collaborative operations for creating and reconstructing product vocabu-

laries that underpin global electronic markets (e.g. discussed in [81][87]). 

In a given IEPC system, the different participants of global electronic markets could achieve 

a semantically conflict-free business interaction, which reinforces business interests by reduc-

ing transaction errors and increasing business interoperability. 

1.3.1. Development of  Globally Interoperable Electronic Catalogues 

In this thesis, a globally interoperable electronic product catalogue (IEPC) is defined as a collection of 

autonomously distributed product information systems that are interrelated, both in their 

back-end information sources and at the front-end Web interfaces, where the global market 

participants interact with each other to exchange their intended product information and to 

make successful business transactions. 

Traditionally, an electronic product catalogue is simply regarded as a kind of Web presence or 

online media channel [206], which is an alternative outlet of sales and marketing departments 

in a firm that supports the option of online product exhibition and promotion. With the de-

velopment of electronic commerce in the mid-1990s, the functions of a Web presence gave 

way to online shopping [150] that enables consumers to buy products virtually around the 

world. This provides a “virtual store space” to consumers and a virtual “gateway” to a firm 

[174]. The implication of this change is important since the “front-end” Web interface appli-

cations must be consistent with the “back-end” processing systems, which might cause appli-

cation-wide conflicts.  

A significant impact on the development of electronic product catalogues was the introduc-

tion of multiple product information sources from the heterogeneous “back-end” systems, 
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which are required to be integrated for presenting to a collection of buyers that again might 

have heterogeneous systems. Two well-known examples are the Smart Catalogs and Virtual 

Catalogs [107] developed at Stanford University as the foundation of Commerce.Net, and the 

NetAcademy [121] developed in University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. The former intro-

duced the facilitator concept to perform routing and translation between distributed product 

sources and catalogue Web interfaces based on a set of ontologies [76] that defines the various 

levels of common terms. The latter introduced the mediator concept [93] as an integrating 

EPC to mediate the distributed individual electronic product catalogues through a merger 

(i.e. common product description frame) called Q-Calculus. Both of the above cases have 

exhibited a great business opportunity for creating an integrated electronic product catalogue 

that could direct future global electronic markets. Nevertheless, both have exposed a number 

of research challenges in integrating heterogeneous product information sources and person-

alised Web presences. The key challenges include: 

• the accuracy of brokering or translating different product ontologies [198]; 

• the reconciliation of semantic differences between individual electronic product cata-

logues [120]; 

• interoperation with existing international and industrial electronic product standards 

[144] to support a wide range of electronic business activities that are consistent with 

various types of legacy business systems. 

In response to the above challenges, contemporary researches on electronic product cata-

logues are moving toward the approaches of standardisation and ontology mediation. In the 

area of standardisation, two well-known standards are UNSPSC [193] and ecl@ss [50]. Both 

standards adopt classified identifiers to resolve semantic conflicts between product informa-

tion systems. The ontology mediation approach introduces mediating ontologies to mediate 

heterogeneous product sources such that mediating ontologies are understandable to all 

linked heterogeneous sources. Examples of this can be found in the works of some research-

ers (e.g. [147][146]). In general, two types of goals in the ontology mediation approach can be 

classified: to mediate existing international standards or industrial standards (e.g. [143][145] 

[12]) and to mediate existing large product information systems (or vocabulary systems) that 

may not be product standards (e.g. [156][45][140]). 

Nevertheless, while both standardisation and ontology mediation approaches are developing, 

the electronic product catalogues (EPCs) distributed in SMEs around the world are neglected in 

the global integration process. This puts SMEs in a possibly unfavourable competitive posi-
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tion when confronted with emergent global electronic markets. It is imperative that research-

ers enable SMEs to participate in future global electronic markets, where they could obtain 

equal rights in global competition. The importance of integrating the EPCs distributed in mil-

lions of SMEs is also illustrated by the fact that over 90% of firms are SMEs1. 

Nevertheless, in contrast with the standard-based [33][50][193][203] and ontology-based EPCs 

[107][184] that are formal, explicit and shared [76][56], the EPCs presented by SMEs have 

unique characteristics. They are ad hoc [84], meaning that they are characterised by the fea-

tures of being inconstant (following no standards), small-scale (small number of products in-

cluded), irregular (various types of data sources), heterogeneous (different languages and semantic 

encoding) and numerous (millions of). These ad hoc characteristics indicate that the existing 

technologies developed from the standardisation and ontology mediation approach need to 

be re-evaluated or redeveloped to suit the special needs of integrating the ad hoc EPCs of 

SMEs that are autonomously distributed over the Internet. 

1.3.2. Semantic Consistency Issue in Ad Hoc EPCs 

The following example demonstrates the semantic inconsistency issues between heterogene-

ous ad hoc EPC representations. 

Consider, for example, there are two distributed SMEs that have individually designed ad hoc 

EPCs for Web business. The data store of each EPC consists of the catalogue schemas that 

are actively used in all aspects of the individual SME’s internal management information sys-

tems. Suppose that the two SMEs are trying to communicate with each other to sell and buy 

refrigerators. They may encode the refrigerator in two different product representations: 

• SME1: fridge (id: 222, clr: blue, prc: 300) 

• SME2: réfrigérateur(art: x111, couleur : bleu, prix : 300) 

The immediate question is: are these two pieces of product data semantically the same or dif-

ferent? Obviously, it is uncertain and depends on each SME’s understanding in its situated 

context. If by accident these two SMEs have ever cooperated with other, they may know 

whether they are semantically equivalent or not. If they have never cooperated before, they 

may have the following understandings: 

                                                 
1 Source from “Small Business Development” of UNIDO, http://www.unido.org/en/doc/5069, April 9, 2003. In Korea, 

the number of SMEs is approximately 2.6 million, representing 99.2% of Korean Businesses, which employ 7.65 million 
persons with 75.3% of the total national workforce at the end of 1998 (Source from 1998 Survey Report on Basic Work-
place Statistics published by National Statistical Office, Korean). 
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• If SME1 knows French, it may understand that SME2 has a “fridge” specification where 

its “couleur = clr” is “bleu = blue”. It is not sure whether value “300” of its “prix = prc” 

is the same as its own “300”, because SME1 may implicitly refer to “300” as US$300 and 

it cannot conclude whether the currency of SME2 refers to US dollars, French Francs or 

other currency. SME1 also does not know what “art” means. 

• If SME2 knows English, it may infer SME1 has a “réfrigérateur” specification if it under-

stands “fridge” as “refrigerator”. However, this inference may be wrong if “fridge” in 

SME1 does not refer to “refrigerator”.  SME2 cannot infer or understand the details of 

the “fridge” specification of SME1 because “id”, “clr” and “prc” are only understandable 

in SME1’s own context. 

• If SME1 does not understand French or SME2 does not understand English, both cannot 

understand the refrigerator specification of the opposite side. 

The example demonstrates that the issue of ad hoc product information is extremely com-

plex. The real problem is that the concept2 interpretation of a piece of ad hoc product infor-

mation is context3 dependent. For a product concept producer, it is impossible to imagine all 

contexts of product concept consumers and for a product concept consumer it is difficult to 

correctly infer the contexts of product concept producers. In the multi-database area, this is a 

semantic interoperability problem among autonomous and heterogeneous systems 

[168][175][98][73], or a business data management problem [156]. In the semantic web, it re-

fers to the problems of product data integration, business integration or information integra-

tion among different business documents [55][143][145]. In the ontology research field, it 

often refers to the mapping problem between differently designed product ontologies [140]. 

In the language engineering area [180], it is a language resource management problem relating 

to the modelling of language resources [99][100]. In the research on electronic product cata-

logues, the problem is specific to the product classification and reclassification, and is some-

times generalised as an information heterogeneity problem between heterogeneous electronic 

catalogues [12][138]. In computational semiotics research, it is the issue of representation and 

interpretation of signs [181]. In this thesis, it is referred to as a semantic consistency problem to 

encompass all the above usages, but also to emphasise the meaning consistency between ad 

hoc product representations. 

                                                 
2 concept: n. 1. A general idea derived or inferred from specific instances or occurrences. 2. Something formed in the mind; a 

thought or notion. See: idea. 3. Usage Problem. 4. A scheme; a plan. (The American Heritage Dictionary) 

3 context: n. 1. The part of a text or statement that surrounds a particular word or passage and determines its meaning. 2. The 
circumstances in which an event occurs; a setting. (The American Heritage Dictionary) 
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1.3.3. Collaborative Concept Exchange Approach to Integrating Ad Hoc 

EPCs 

This thesis describes a novel Collaborative Concept Exchange (CONEX) approach to collabo-

ratively integrating heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs for constructing globally interoperable elec-

tronic product catalogue (IEPC) systems [82][87]. This approach satisfies the requirements of 

exactness, flexibility and evolvability [88]. The CONEX approach is introduced below to define the 

scope of this research. 

The CONEX approach takes the strategy of deconstruction and reconstruction of complex 

heterogeneous ad hoc EPC representations [86]. The approach drew its inspiration from the 

works of semiotics (e.g. [10][23][167]). The deconstruction is an articulation process, which 

decomposes the complex ad hoc product representation into simple, manageable, and ele-

mental units. These deconstructed units are reformulated in a novel PRODUCT MAP, which is 

an analytical framework for describing the core elements and relations for reconstructing 

complex ad hoc EPCs. The reconstruction is an integration process, which recreates the struc-

tures, concepts and contexts of autonomous ad hoc EPCs into a semantically consistent and 

integrated IEPC system in a CONEX information model. Specifically, the basic tenets are that: 

• The detection and reconciliation of semantic conflicts are collaboration services that are 

provided by collaboration mechanisms, which are systems services. 

• The provision of collaboration services is built into the deliverable systems, which in-

clude a collection of document templates underlying the collaboration services. Designers 

of individual EPC systems are only required to collaboratively work together through the 

collaboration mechanism to create and evolve their individual EPCs, which are personal-

ised and compatible with the legacy systems. 

• The users of the IEPC systems are, in general, unaware of the integration activities re-

lated to the development of the IEPC systems. They enjoy the services of automatic 

product information exchange either through their legacy systems or through newly de-

veloped systems. 

These insights are novel because they depart from the traditional dichotomy of systems and 

users: either the systems detect and resolve the semantic conflicts through the ontology me-

diation approach or the users are required to engage in the detection and reconciliation of 

semantic conflicts through the standardisation approach (in the sense that users develop the 

views by themselves). The former approach requires automation to circumvent the semantic 

conflicts, either by one or more interrelated ontologies (e.g. Smart Catalogs and Virtual Cata-
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logs [107] in the case of loosely coupled systems), or by a shared common vocabulary 

framework (e.g. NetAcademy [121] in the case of tightly-coupled systems). The latter ap-

proach requires users to actively adopt a priori product terms that are provided in product 

standards (e.g. UNSPSC [193], U.P.C. [194], ecl@ss [50], xCBL [203] or cXML [33]). 

As interesting as these ideas may be, they could remain vague in the absence of a theoretical 

foundation to explain the situations in the following examples: 

• If two ad hoc EPCs have different definitions to a same term (e.g. for a refrigerator, one 

defines it as a refrigerator for normal home use and the other defines it as a refrigerator 

used in cars), and if the integration systems have no rules to differentiate the meanings of 

the refrigerator between the two ad hoc EPCs, how will the systems react when they 

come across the term “refrigerator” from the above two ad hoc EPCs? 

• If a term in an ad hoc EPC is not found in a priori ontologies or standards of the integra-

tion systems, is the firm still able to send the term to remote receivers in an understand-

able way via the integration systems? 

Clearly, the vagueness here has implicitly hidden the semantic conflicts between the product 

information of senders and receivers. 

The CONEX approach takes a trichotomy of systems, designers and users: The systems provide 

tools and mechanisms for representing a semantically consistent product information model; 

the designers (viewed as a type of knowledge workers 4) resolve semantic conflicts that systems 

are not capable of; and the users simply use the systems automatically. By this trichotomy, the 

CONEX approach resolves semantic conflicts in three layers. The bottom layer is the CONEX 

framework (based on CONEX structure model and CONEX grammar), which represents the 

heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs in an integrated model and provides system functionalities. The 

middle layer is the collaboration mechanism that is facilitated as a collaboration platform for 

all distributed EPC designers to reconstruct their local ad hoc EPCs for participating global 

IEPC systems. The top layer is the automatic product information exchange mechanism that 

automatically processes users’ inputs and outputs for routine business information exchange. 

The CONEX approach includes three important aspects: a PRODUCT MAP, a CONEX informa-

tion model and a CONEX prototype. The PRODUCT MAP functions as an analytical framework 

for deconstructing autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed ad hoc EPCs into a collec-

tion of simple, abstract and manageable units and models, which lays the theoretical founda-

                                                 
4 Knowledge workers: “Their main value to an organization is their ability to gather and analyze information and make deci-

sions that will benefit the company. They are able to work collaboratively with and learn from each other” [163]. 
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tions for semantic integration. The CONEX information model is a semantic integration 

model for integrating autonomous ad hoc EPCs, which consists of three parts: the CONEX 

framework, the collaboration mechanism and the context transformation mechanism. The 

CONEX framework describes the structural aspect of integration based on the CONEX struc-

ture model and CONEX grammar. It provides the structural framework of IEPC systems. The 

collaboration mechanism describes the semantic aspect of integration based on a semantic 

consistency model. It resolves semantic conflicts that occur during the design of individual ad 

hoc EPCs. The context transformation mechanism provides automatic and accurate product 

concept exchange services for users between heterogeneous and distributed ad hoc EPCs 

based on a heterogeneous concept transformation algorithm. The CONEX prototype demon-

strates the feasibility of the Collaborative Concept Exchange approach through the imple-

mentation of CONEX information model. It includes components of Collaborator for col-

laborative concept design and Transformer for automatic and accurate concept exchange 

based on an XML PRODUCT MAP product representation specification. 

1.4. Summary of  Contributions 

This thesis has three related objectives. Firstly, it aims to provide a theoretical framework for 

the Collaborative Concept Exchange. This framework will not only be used as an analytical 

tool for deconstructing complex ad hoc EPCs into orderly manageable elements, but also 

provide for a reconstruction guidance to modelling product information representations that 

integrate millions of autonomously distributed ad hoc EPCs. Secondly, the idea of collabora-

tion (e.g. [187]) provides an opportunity to address the concerns of semantic conflict resolu-

tion for achieving accuracy. Thirdly, the concept of mapping used in the integration field (e.g. 

[140][145]) is employed to establish semantic linkages between heterogeneous ad hoc product 

terms to achieve automatic and accurate concept transformations. 

A key contribution of this thesis is the novel approach of Collaborative Concept Exchange, 

which includes: 

(1) A PRODUCT MAP, which provides a theory on structure, concept and context for ana-

lysing and understanding autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed ad hoc EPCs. It 

provides the guidelines of how to reconstruct ad hoc EPCs in a semantically conflict-

free and interoperable EPC that captures characteristics of real-world fragmented elec-

tronic markets and meets the requirements of business interoperation between mil-

lions of SMEs. 
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(2) A CONEX framework, which provides a novel structural representation scenario. In 

this representation, the novelty is that the structural integration is separated from con-

cept integration and context integration based on the three unique structures of con-

cept structure, classifier structure and mapping structure. With this representation, the 

personalisation of ad hoc EPCs and the connection to legacy EPCs are supported. 

(3) A concept collaboration mechanism, which supports the reconstruction of heteroge-

neous concepts of different ad hoc EPCs on the procedures of replication, translation, 

localisation and globalisation based on a novel semantic consistency model. It enables 

concept designers of different semantic communities to design or recreate semanti-

cally conflict-free concepts in a collection of collaborative concept maps, which are 

used to accurately mediate heterogeneous product concepts. 

(4) A heterogeneous context transformation mechanism that allows the users of inte-

grated systems not to be involved in any integration activities, but simply to subscribe 

to integration services to achieve automatic and accurate concept exchange between 

ad hoc EPCs. The key to this contribution is the heterogeneous concept transforma-

tion algorithm that automates the heterogeneous context transformation. 

(5) An EPC representation specification called XML PRODUCT MAP (XPM), which pro-

vides a reusable and platform independent representation of ad hoc EPCs based on 

the CONEX structure model and CONEX grammar. It is compatible with W3C XML 

recommendation [20] and supports Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [19] and 

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [24] for cross-platform transfer of op-

eration parameters. 

1.5. Organization of  the Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides a summary of the EPC-

related integration literature, beginning with a short investigation of the causes of heterogene-

ity. A taxonomy of semantic conflicts between ad hoc EPCs is given, followed by a brief survey of 

the various research efforts aimed at overcoming these problems and the critics of existing 

approaches. Through a short complexity analysis, this thesis contends that existing solutions 

are not adequate in resolving the issues involved in ad hoc EPCs and suggests that a viable ad 

hoc EPC integration consider not only the criterion of “non-intrusiveness”, but also the addi-

tional requirements of exactness, flexibility and evolvability. 

Chapter 3 outlines the rest of the Thesis by exemplifying the features of the Collaborative 

Concept Exchange approach through the use of examples. This provides an overview from 
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the perspectives of users, designers and systems, which is consistent with the three-layer re-

construction methodology. The chapter illustrates what is being accomplished, how this is 

aided by the underlying CONEX theories and information model, and why the various features 

are useful. The technical discussion is deliberately kept to a minimum so that this material can 

be accessible to a wider audience. 

Chapter 4 begins with reviewing the grounding concepts of representation and articulation 

for developing the analytical framework of the PRODUCT MAP on structure, concept and con-

text of ad hoc EPCs. This is followed by a detailed development of the theoretical frame-

work based on an articulation methodology that articulates and meanwhile reconstructs the 

ad hoc EPCs. The articulation is discussed in three aspects:  homogeneous ad hoc EPCs (to 

find out the similarities in structures and concepts), heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs (to identify 

semantic relations of heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs between different contexts) and distributed 

ad hoc EPCs (to capture the uneven distribution characteristics on real-world fragmented 

electronic markets). The articulation results are reconstructed as a collection of informal inte-

gration conditions and models that resolve semantic conflicts at a conceptual level. 

Chapter 5 formally reconstructs ad hoc EPCs into a CONEX information model. It begins 

with formalising the notation of a collaborative concept map followed by a description of the 

CONEX structure model (including its elements and grammar), which is the structure recon-

struction of the CONEX approach and is the structural basis of the CONEX framework. A se-

mantic consistency model is proposed to maintain semantic consistency over collaboration 

mechanism for concept reconstruction, where the collaboration procedures of replication, 

translation, localisation and globalisation are detailed for semantic conflict resolution. Con-

text reconstruction is described as a process consisting of five context transformation opera-

tions that are eventually summarised as a heterogeneous concept transformation algorithm. 

Chapter 6 presents the details of the design and implementation of a CONEX prototype. The 

architecture of the CONEX prototype is firstly designed. Two implementation strategies are 

proposed, which are the provision of an XML-based EPC representation specification (called 

XML Product Map) and the adoption of standard protocol and language (i.e. SOAP and 

WSDL) for interconnectivity that achieve cross-platform interoperation. The core compo-

nents of CONEX prototype are described as Concept Collaborator (for collaborative design of 

concepts) and Concept Transformer (for automatic transformation of heterogeneous active 

context documents). These two components respectively provide the functionalities of con-

cept reconstruction and context reconstruction. In the last section, the implemented proto-

type is reviewed with a set of screen shots from the perspectives of both users and designers. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the Thesis with a summary of its contributions, points out several im-

plications of this research, and describes some important research directions that have not 

been able to be addressed in this Thesis due to resource limitations. 
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C h a p t e r 2  

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Throughout this thesis, the term “interoperable electronic product catalogue systems” is used 

to refer to all ad hoc EPC systems of SMEs on the Internet and those product catalogue sys-

tems (later developed as LEPCs and CEPCs in this thesis) that assist the ad hoc product in-

formation exchange. In these systems, the designers and users produce, collaborate and share 

product information. For brevity, the term “IEPC” (defined in Section 1.3) will be used to 

refer to these types of general systems. To be clear, a sharp distinction is made between data 

and information, where data are machine-readable facts detached from human interpretation 

while information is additionally assigned human interpretation. By this distinction, an EPC 

refers to a set of organised pieces of product information. Any EPC systems in IEPC sys-

tems will be referred to as component EPCs when the distinction is not important. Component 

EPCs are characterised by autonomy, thus differing from traditional EPC systems that are cen-

trally administered to maintain an acceptable level of homogeneity. Autonomy is an impor-

tant concept in distributed systems [63][122]. As the IEPC system this thesis aims to investi-

gate is autonomously distributed, this concept will be explored first in the literature survey. 

2.1. Autonomy 

“Autonomy denotes the self-determination of components and means that an autonomous 

entity is governed by its own local laws and consequently does not usually adhere to common 

concepts or agreements” [91]. Autonomy leads to heterogeneity and requires cooperation 

because of interdependence. Given an IEPC system that aims to share product information, 

heterogeneity reflects a state difference between autonomous component EPCs both in 

space and time. Interdependence denotes the mutual links between component EPCs and the 

mutual influences on their behaviour [91]. The existence of mutual dependence among com-

ponent EPCs means that the operations on one component EPC may influence the opera-

tions of the others. In other word, conflicts may happen. Thus, cooperation means operating 

together towards common concepts by reaching agreements [91]. While component EPCs 

take the local perspectives governed by autonomy and contradictory to global cooperation, 

they have to resolve conflicts that arise from heterogeneity by promoting cooperation in or-
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der to maintain autonomy. Autonomy is classified into three types: design autonomy, com-

munication autonomy and execution autonomy [205]. 

2.1.1. Design Autonomy 

Design autonomy refers to the capability of a component EPC to independently choose its own 

EPC representation model in terms of representation specification and implementation pro-

cedures. The former refers to the choice of its information construction and the underlying 

data structure. The latter refers to the selection of the manipulation operations on the local 

EPC representation specification and the propagation operations to other component EPCs 

for product information exchange. Design autonomy leads to design heterogeneity between 

component EPCs, which arises at the time of the design of EPC representation specifications 

and their subsequent operations. Nevertheless, such heterogeneity is only perceived when the 

local operations are propagated to the remote component EPCs. Therefore, the resolution of 

the conflicts that arise from design heterogeneity could use two strategies: to re-

duce/eliminate heterogeneity at the design stage by reaching agreements through cooperation 

and/or to resolve conflicts at the execution stage. 

Transaction

Flow

Business
process

Business
document

Transaction

Flow

Business
process

Business
document

Product
information

Product
information  

Figure 2-1: Layers of heterogeneities 

In business integration, it is a common practice to distinguish the five types of design hetero-

geneities in different levels: product information, business document, business process, flow 

and transaction [68][132][143]. The product information heterogeneity refers to the different ways 

of modelling EPC representations by abstracting and manipulating real-world products. 

Other heterogeneities are higher-level types:  document heterogeneity (arising from using 

product information), process heterogeneity (arisen from ordering documents), flow hetero-

geneity (arising from the conjunction of processes) and transaction heterogeneity (arising 

from incorporating flows). It is believable that different levels of heterogeneity can be sepa-

rated and independently tackled shown as in Figure. 2-1 if the layer design is adopted 

[132][68]. This capability could greatly reduce the design complexity and decompose design 

tasks into several separate research areas. Figure 2-2 illustrates that if the product information 
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level has a common information interface to the higher document level (e.g. using common 

term identifiers), this capability is then available regardless of how the higher-level business 

documents are designed. 

(1111, fridge)
(1111-1, clr)
(1111-2, prc)

(1111-2.1, curr)
(1111-2.2, val)
(1111-.2.3, unt)

(1111-3, qty)

(1111, refrigerateur)
(1111-1, couleur)
(1111-2, prix)

(1111-2.1, devise)
(1111-2.2, valeur)
(1111-.2.3, unite)

(1111-3, quantite)
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* Instance data such as "blue", "USD" etc. are assumed to be dynamically translated in execution time.
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of level separation capability of heterogeneity types 

Assuming the above level separation capability, this thesis focuses on the investigation of 

product information heterogeneity. Hence other types of design heterogeneities are assumed 

outside the scope of this thesis. 

2.1.2. Communication Autonomy 

Communication autonomy refers to the capability of component EPCs to independently select 

communication systems through which the requests and responses are conveyed for the 

product information exchange with other component EPCs. Communication autonomy 

causes communication heterogeneity of product information, which refers to the inconsistent 

communication protocols that prevent the exchange of product information. In literature, 

communication protocols for exchanging product information can often be categorised in 

two types: proprietary protocol and open protocol. The former generally refers to a standard for a 

single dedicated network of a vendor or a collection of vendors (e.g. EDI [192]) while the 

latter refers to a standard built on the philosophy of interoperability for internetworking 

across various hardware and software platforms (e.g. SOAP [19]).  This thesis adopts open 

protocols and assumes that all heterogeneous product information representations could be 

transformed by applying the standard XML SOAP protocol and the Web Services Descrip-

tion Language (WSDL) [24] to achieve communication transparency. Based on these open 

standards, heterogeneous product information could be transparently sent and received be-

tween component EPCs. 
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2.1.3. Execution Autonomy 

Execution autonomy refers to the capability of component EPCs to independently determine 

how and when to process requests and make responses from/to other component EPCs, 

assuming that product information is faithfully conveyed. Execution autonomy leads to 

product information execution heterogeneity, which generally refers to the different operation 

execution orders and operation structures on the received requests and sent responses. How-

ever, execution heterogeneity becomes more complex if some or all design heterogeneities 

have passed to the execution stage. 

Execution heterogeneity usually has two levels of interpretation. The syntactic level interpretation 

is whether the inbound operations make sense, that is, whether the received operations are 

operable in the eyes of the receivers and whether the senders and the receivers can maintain 

the identical document structures and document views after the receivers execute the received 

information carried by the inbound operations. The semantic level interpretation is whether the 

inbound operations can be executed on the receivers’ sides and whether the execution results 

lead to the identical meanings regarding the real-world objects that are expressed by both 

senders and receivers. Obviously, the syntactic level interpretation emphasises the identical 

operation structures and orders underpinning the identical document structures and the iden-

tical views supported by the identical document structures. This level of consistency mainte-

nance is often investigated in the collaborative editing systems that require the identical 

shared views such as in the systems of PROSPERO [47], Timewarp [52] and REDUCE [187]. In 

contrast with the identical view-shared collaborative editing systems, the IEPC systems em-

phasise the semantic level, which requires that both the senders and receivers maintain the 

logical consistencies in meaning expressions about certain real-world objects regardless of 

how the underlying operations are executed to achieve such semantic consistencies. Existing 

approaches to maintain semantic consistency often adopt product standards (e.g. UNSPSC 

[193] and ecl@ss [50]), where both the senders and the receivers could refer to the unambi-

guous meanings about product representations, and the mediating product ontologies such as 

the product catalogue systems in [107] and [184]. 

This thesis concentrates on design heterogeneity and assumes that execution heterogeneity 

can be minimised through resolving conflicts arisen from design heterogeneity. This is be-

cause a well-designed IEPC system will provide both senders and receivers with identical op-

eration structures and execution orders at least in the shared operation level. In the next sec-

tion, the semantic conflicts arising from design heterogeneity are classified for a better under-

standing of the semantic consistency issue between component EPCs. 
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2.2. Semantic Conflicts between Component EPCs 

Design heterogeneity between component EPCs leads to product information conflicts. In 

general, information conflicts can be divided into two types: schematic conflicts [110] and semantic 

conflicts [104]. Schematic conflicts often arise from the data schema differences during the 

construction of information representation and the operation impacts on the data interopera-

tions between component systems. This type of heterogeneity generally does not pay atten-

tion to the confusion of human’s interpretation on the exchanged data. Schematic conflict 

has been extensively documented in [105][110]. Semantic conflicts, on the other hand, arise 

from the incongruent semantic assignments to the data representations and the different in-

terpretations of the exchanged data. These types of conflicts are summarised in 

[73][104][105]. Schematic conflicts result from syntactic inconsistency while semantic con-

flicts originate from semantic inconsistency between component systems. Schematic consis-

tency may imply semantic inconsistency.  

Closely related to component EPCs, semantic conflicts can be further categorised into three 

types: structure conflicts, concept conflicts and context conflicts. In the remaining part of 

this section, a taxonomy is introduced (as illustrated in Figure 2-3) [88], which provides a syn-

thesis of the literature on this subject. 

Value Structure Conflicts

Semantic
Conflicts

Structure
Conflicts

Concept
Conflicts

Context
Conflicts

Vocabulary Classification Conflicts

Product Modelling Conflicts

Naming Conflicts

Annotation Conflicts

Natural Language Conflicts

Concept Referencing Conflicts

Implicit Meaning Conflicts
 

Figure 2-3: A taxonomy of semantic conflicts between component EPC  

2.2.1. Structure Conflicts 

Structure conflicts refer to the different effects on semantic inconsistency between component 

EPCs. Two categories of semantic conflicts are often identified with structure conflicts. 
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2.2.1.1. Vocabulary Classification Conflicts 
Vocabulary Classification conflicts refer to the different taxonomy methodologies for classifying 

the concepts of EPC contents. For example, product contents can be horizontally catego-

rised to include a high-level classification of all possible products and cover many domains, 

or vertically categorised to provide a deep and narrow classification of a certain limited do-

main [144]. The differences may stem from the different selections of product content do-

mains, or from the different perspectives of the semantic relationships between the concepts 

of product contents. Some EPCs adopt linear identification schemes such as UCC/EAN, where 

products are unambiguously identified universally. The others adopt hierarchical classification 

schemes, such as UNSPSC [193] and ecl@ss [50], where products are levelled into different 

categories to indicate the relations between EPC items. Inconsistencies of product content 

classifications lead to interpretation conflicts and make product information interoperation 

difficult. Vocabulary classification conflicts are demonstrated in the works of [12][55][138] 

[144][145]. 

2.2.1.2. Product Modelling Conflicts 
Product modelling conflicts refer to the different abstraction methodologies for modelling prod-

ucts. Given the same category of products, different EPCs have different abstraction models 

for product features. For example, in Smart Catalogue [107], products are modelled in prod-

uct ontology that defines the product database, its structure and the terms used in it. In Q-

Vocabulary [183][184], product vocabulary is modelled as sorts, scales and attributes. In addi-

tion to the general modelling differences, some product models focus on certain aspects of 

product characteristics such as the EPC price model [106]. Since the semantics underlying the 

given models are often different, the inconsistent modelling results in semantic conflicts. For 

example, an address representation model for EPCs, shown as in Figure 2-4 (which has been 

demonstrated in [143]), has illustrated the semantic conflicts between the DTD models of 

xCBL [203] and cXML [33]. 

<ELEMENT OrganizationAddress ((AddressType)?, (ExternalAddressID), (POBox)?,
                     (Street)?, (HouseNumber)?, (StreetSupplement1)?, (StreetSuplement2)?,
                     (PostalCode)? (City), (Country), (Region)?, (District)?, (County)?,
                     (TradingPartnerTimezone)?)>
<ELEMENT AddressType ((AddressTypeCoded), (AddressTypeCodedOther)?)>

(a) xCBL
<ELEMENT PostalAddress (DeliverTo*, Street+, City, State?, PostalCode?, Country)>

(a) cXML  
Figure 2-4: The conflicting DTD models for an address (adapted from Omelayenko et al [143]) 
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2.2.2. Concept Conflicts 

Concept conflicts refer to the different semantic inconsistency effects originated from inconsis-

tent EPC conceptualisations. Given a classified EPC, an EPC conceptualisation denotes a 

concept, or a semantic unit, which can be a category, a product or an attribute. This section 

categorises it into three types as described below. 

2.2.2.1. Naming Conflicts 
Naming conflicts arise from the inconsistent uses of names or identifications for the units of 

product information between different component EPCs. In the work of [191], names are 

textual linguistic entities that denote resources, which are human-readable and understand-

able, and serve three purposes of identification, access and mnemonic. The recognised conflicts of 

naming between component systems are synonyms and homonyms [73]. For example, an 

identifier “1112”, which has been assigned for the concept of “drilling systems” in one com-

ponent EPC, may also be assigned for the concept of “cooling systems” in another compo-

nent EPC. In another case, “refrigerator” is assigned the identifier “2222” in one component 

EPC while at the same time “fridge” may be assigned the identifier “3345” in another com-

ponent EPC, though “refrigerator” and “fridge” may mean the same product concept. In 

many business solutions, standards are forced to limit variations. For example, UNSPSC 

[193] and ecl@ss [50] are two international standards to mandate EPC designers to adopt 

standard identifiers for product categories. In other proposed solutions, mapping tables are 

provided to bridge synonyms and homonyms, for example, the OWL Web Ontology Lan-

guage (OWL) [178] provides an ontology mapping mechanism to map equivalent classes and 

properties. However, OWL has warned: “if the combined ontologies are contradictory (all 

A’s are B’s vs. all A’s are not B’s) there will be no extension (no individuals and relations) that 

satisfies the resulting combination” [178]. In real world business, component EPCs are emer-

gent [35], meaning that new EPC concepts are generated over time. A mapping mechanism 

will not effective unless it provides the functionality of dynamic mapping of new synonyms 

and homonyms. 

2.2.2.2. Annotation Conflicts 
Annotation conflicts refer to the different semantics assigned to a concept or a unit of informa-

tion. It is similar to homonyms but arises from the different semantic definitions of an EPC 

concept. For example, a “refrigerator” may be defined in one component EPC as “domestic 

refrigerator for household purpose” while in another component EPC, it may be defined as 

“portable refrigerator used in cars and camping areas”. This type of conflicts affects the in-

terpretation of product metadata [32] (i.e. data about data or information about information), 
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especially for the intelligent systems that infer meanings through keywords that are used as 

metadata [184]. 

2.2.2.3. Value Structure Conflicts 
Value structure conflicts refer to the adoption of different measurement systems for a value 

structure. For example, gloves are sold either as a piece or a pair. Sometimes an attribute 

value can have several implicit measurement standards, for example, the “43” and “9” 

roughly means the same “size” of shoes in the American and European measurement sys-

tems. In complex value structures, this type of conflicts also arises from the different defini-

tions of an attribute value. For example, an attribute value of “Price Term” of gloves is often 

defined in a sales contract, such as “CIF Rotterdam USD0.12/piece”. Nevertheless, other 

component EPCs may denote “USD” as “$” or “US$”, “piece” as “pair” or “dozen”, and 

“USD0.12/piece” as “us$0.12 per piece”. Limited solutions for the inclusion of possible 

variations are ontology mapping [178], data registry [164] and dictionary structure [99]. 

2.2.3. Context Conflicts 

Context conflict refers to the different semantic inconsistency effects from the different seman-

tic contexts where EPC representations are modelled in different semantic communities 

[162][83]. This thesis assumes that people in a semantic community generally share the same 

perspectives on product information in terms of its structures and concepts. Three types of 

context conflicts between component EPCs are outlined below. 

2.2.3.1. Natural Language Conflicts 
Natural language conflicts refer to the differences in using natural languages for defining the se-

mantics of product information. These types of conflicts can roughly be classified into three 

levels: natural language conflicts, dialect conflicts and proprietary language conflicts, for ex-

ample, “refrigerator” versus “réfrigérateur”, “fridge” versus “freezer”, and “color” versus 

“clr”. The solutions proposed for these types of conflicts are similar to naming conflicts and 

value structure conflicts such as mapping, data registry and dictionary structure [99][100][164] 

[178]. 

2.2.3.2. Concept Referencing Conflicts 
Concept referencing conflicts refer to the different contextual references of the unit information of 

component EPCs, which mean that different component EPCs may refer to different sche-

mas, definitions or product standards. For example, in one EPC, a refrigerator may be hypo-

thetically encoded as <refrigerator ref = “http://www.unspsc.com/…”> and in another 
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EPC as <refrigerator ref = “www.eclass.de/…”>. Concept referencing conflicts will result in 

misunderstanding between component EPCs. 

2.2.3.3. Implicit Meaning Conflicts 
Implicit meaning conflicts refer to the partial representation of the component EPC features that 

are important for other component EPCs. These types of conflicts arise from the implicit 

assumption that some EPC features are commonly known to all and can be omitted in the 

EPC representations. For example,  “USD300/piece” in a semantic community may be sim-

ply represented as “300”. In fact, this practice is very common in the data table design of da-

tabases though it is an important factor that causes semantic conflicts. An example solution is 

given in COIN project [72][73] where implicit meaning conflicts are discussed in by a context 

interchange approach. 

2.3. Approaches to Component EPC Interoperability 

In the last decade, there have been many proposals and research prototypes aimed at main-

taining semantic consistency for achieving interoperability among autonomous and heteroge-

neous component EPCs. These proposals differ in two aspects: 
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• the choice of the underlying EPC representation models to maintain semantic consis-

tency; and 

• the selection of either a standardisation integration strategy or a mediation integration 

strategy. 

Figure 2-5 identifies some known representation systems reported in the literature, and used 

in industry and standard organisations, which are related to constructing the Interoperable 

Electronic Product Catalogue (IEPC) systems. The semantically interoperable representation 

models (i.e. code-based and vocabulary focused open systems) have gained popularity over 

traditional (vendor-based and proprietary) systems. The distinction between standardisation 

and mediation strategies can be characterised by: 

• who is responsible for identifying what semantic conflicts exists and how they can be 

circumvented; and 

• where and when the semantic conflicts are resolved. 

It is obvious that the two tasks are correlated since the first must precede the second. The 

remainder of this section describes the pertinent features of the two approaches, followed by 

a brief literature survey. 

In the following discussion, a clear distinction is made between standardisation and media-

tion integration strategies to contrast the tradeoffs between the two strategies. Though in ac-

tual business practices, most EPC integration strategies fall somewhere in between this divid-

ing line (that is, a standard considers individual needs and a mediator provides standard fea-

tures), a hybrid strategy does not seem to offer additional benefits because the two strategies 

are founded on very different premises on how EPC information semantics are captured, and 

does not leverage effectively on each other. At best, the synthesis of the two approaches pro-

vides either a larger standard or a bigger set of semantically inaccurate interfaces between 

multiple standards from which business organisations choose to interact with others. It does 

not, in general, resolve the semantic conflicts inherited from each strategy. 

2.3.1. Standardisation Strategy 

In the case of the standardisation strategy, the detection of semantic conflicts and the alterna-

tives for resolving them is performed by IEPC designers in the design stage, and the actual 

conflict resolution is accomplished by defining a shared EPC (i.e. a standard), which includes 

a set of “commonly acceptable” terms. A standard separates the participated component 

EPCs from underlying product information heterogeneity by providing a canonical represen-

tation of component EPCs. Product documents are formulated by the senders against the 
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product standards but not the existing legacy component EPCs. Resolving conflicts between 

standards and component EPCs is the responsibility of the users of standards. When stan-

dard product documents are transferred to the multiple receivers of component EPCs, the 

results are interpreted according to the standards. If the results must be used in legacy sys-

tems, the receivers must build the relations by themselves. 

Earlier developed systems, which have taken the standardisation approach, include EDI sys-

tems (based on EDIFACT [192]) and barcode systems (e.g. U.P.C [194] and EAN [48]). EDI 

systems adopt strict standards and cover a broad range of business data interchange. They are 

proprietary, rigid and require substantial amounts of maintenance costs. Barcode systems are 

flat identifier systems, which define all individual product items, where each is given a unique 

identifier. The customised definitions to identifiers are dependent on the manufacturers who 

are assigned the barcodes. More recently, the standardisation strategy is often employed for 

systems adopting hierarchical classification models (e.g. ecl@ss [50], UNSPSC [193]). A clas-

sification code system refers to a set of distinctive hierarchical classified identifiers of categories or 

product definitions, and is often used to construct the horizontal EPC systems (e.g. 

UNSPSC) that cover many business domains. Besides the classification code approach, con-

temporary standardisation strategy often focuses on vocabulary (i.e. a set of concepts in terms 

of ontology [76] or thesaurus [1]) construction (e.g. OLI [56][57][58], OWL [178], TOPIC MAP [14], 

ANSI/NISO [4] and HL7 [96]). It believes that through standard vocabulary building by inter-

national standard organisations, multiple systems could achieve interoperability by way of 

standard conformance. Similar beliefs are held in industries, which wish to develop standards 

to build supply chains and electronic markets (e.g. xCBL [203], cXML [33], OCP/OCF [141], and 

RosettaNet [165]). 

In virtually all of the above cases, the technique for semantic conflict resolution implicitly 

follows an assumption that semantic conflicts in underlying component EPCs could be cir-

cumvented via a set of commonly acceptable terms (i.e. common concepts). For example, 

consider the following naming conflicts for “refrigerator” reported by two XML component 

EPCs: the first EPC defines the refrigerator as “fridge” and the second refers to “réfrigéra-

teur”. Using UNSPSC classification code model, the conflict can be resolved by referencing 

the same concept identifier: 

EPC 1:  

<product unspsc:ID=“52141501”> 
<name = “fridge”/> 
</product> 

EPC 2: 
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<product unspsc:ID = “52141501”> 
<name = “réfrigérateur/> 
</product> 

Hence, interoperations between “fridge” and “réfrigérateur” are possible when both refer to 

the same identifier “52141501”. Using concept identifiers for resolving semantic conflicts has 

the following advantages: 

• Simple 

• Accurate and unambiguous 

• No conflict from natural languages. 

As pointed out in the next paragraph, there are disadvantages for adopting a technique of 

standardisation for circumventing the conflicts of ad hoc product information.  

A standardising process is often a complex socio-economic process [62]. Standards tend to 

be rigid and are not adaptive when facing emergent integration requirements. Counter-

arguments for adopting product standards to build electronic markets are: 

• A standard is emergent by itself and thus needs to dynamically adapt [35]. 

• The standardisation process always lags behind the emergent requirements such as 

customers’ personalisation requirements [123][109][204]. 

• Many highly standardised electronic markets that are designed on the basis of de 

facto industrial product standards such as cXML [33] and xCBL [203] have difficul-

ties in product data interoperation amongst sellers and buyers if they want to pur-

chase the services from other EPC providers [176][44]. 

• Many product standards such as U.P.C [194] and UNSPSC [193] developed by inter-

national organisations are not compatible. The sellers and buyers adopting one inter-

national standard often have difficulty in interacting with users who adopt another in-

ternational standard or other de facto standards. 

• Numerous SMEs directly enter into the competitive electronic markets. Each of 

them owns a small subset of directly related customers [179]. Their ad hoc product 

representations, though representing a large portion of the total electronic market-

place activities, are unable to interact with the mainstream standardised EPCs. These 

SMEs have either financial or technical difficulties in joining the standardised EPCs 

[83]. 

The heterogeneous and emergent nature of standards and their requirements mean that stan-

dards cannot be relied upon. A more adaptive way should be found to construct IEPC sys-
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tems for achieving business interoperability. In general, standard representations are well 

formatted in syntax, clear in semantics and highly machine-readable. Standards are suitable 

for building the representations for common sense and general knowledge in certain com-

mon contexts. Therefore, we should incorporate the merits but overcome the limitations of 

the standardisation approach and find a better solution for reducing the spatial and temporal 

complexity caused by the distribution, heterogeneity and interdependence between compo-

nent EPCs. 

2.3.2.  Mediation Strategy 

The mediation approach, on the other hand, assumes that the schemas and semantics of 

product information are heterogeneous between numerous product standards, which them-

selves need to be integrated. Therefore, instead of mandatory compliance with a single a priori 

product standard, conflict detection and resolution are undertaken using a mediating system 

that is independent of component EPCs. Under this strategy, component EPCs need only to 

subscribe for conflict resolution services from a mediator (e.g. COIN mediator [73]). To facili-

tate this task, research on this front has focused on the invention of inference systems (e.g. 

facilitator [107]), which allow heterogeneous product information exchanged between various 

component EPCs to be intelligently compared and semantically inferred for the results of 

equivalence, intersection, disjunction, subsumption etc. In doing so, heterogeneous product 

information is appropriately transformed between component EPCs. NetAcademy [92] is 

probably a well-known example of a mediation system, in which heterogeneous concepts are 

intelligently mediated from one NetAcademy to another. Systems based on the mediation 

approach often include three important parts: vocabulary systems (e.g. product ontology 

[76][107], Q-Vocabulary [183] and OWL [178]), information interchange format (e.g. KIF 

[108]) and data manipulation language (e.g. KQML [59] and Q-Calculus [75]). The first de-

scribes product concepts in a taxonomy used for constructing product knowledge base. The 

second specifies the syntax and semantics of information interchange formats for exchanging 

product information among disparate component EPCs. The last defines a set of rules (pro-

tocols) that support query reasoning (or context transformation) in product information ex-

change.  

Different from specific practices, the mediation approach can often be categorised into tight-

coupling and loose-coupling strategies, though their dividing line becomes unclear when lay-

ered approaches (e.g. [132], [143] and [75]) are adopted in practice. Nevertheless, a clear dis-

tinction is useful for analysing the tradeoffs between the types. 
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2.3.2.1. Tight-Coupling Strategy 
In systems subscribing to the tight-coupling approach (e.g. MEPC [93], Internet EPC [184], 

MEMO [156]), system administrators are responsible for detecting and resolving conflicts 

based on a single shared vocabulary, which is defined in a federated EPC system. It is similar 

to the standardisation approach except for the introduction of a global vocabulary (c.f. the stan-

dard reference models of HL7 [96] and TOPIC MAP [14]) for insulating the receivers from in-

formation heterogeneity. The global vocabulary (e.g. SIMS [5]) provides for the canonical rep-

resentation of the information originating from disparate sources. A global vocabulary is use-

ful for mediating heterogeneous concepts between component EPCs without the loss of se-

mantics in integration. For example, consider the following unit conflicts in exchanging 

“glove” product information in two XML component EPCs: the EPC1 represents “glove” in 

“piece” while EPC2 represents the same in “pair”. We can circumvent the semantic conflict 

by introducing the unit as the global term that has reification “piece” and “pair”, where the 

invocation of the function name (e.g. QuantityUnit) on unit by source value “piece” will 

automatically take the target value “pair” as a parameter to execute a necessary unit transfor-

mation that obtains a modifying value for “pair”. 

<concept annotation=”unit” function=”QuantityUnit”>piece</concept> 
<concept annotation=”unit” function=”QuantityUnit”>pair</concept> 
Function QunatityUnit(srcVal, tgtVal) 
  If srcVal = piece and tgtVal = pair Then 
    valFactor = 1/2 
    return valFactor 
  End If 
End Function 

The global vocabulary provides an opportunity to resolve semantic conflicts, if a term is en-

abled to have functions for conflict resolution. Nevertheless, if different component EPCs 

have different views on the domain (e.g. different “concept” structure of above example such 

that “<value>pair</value>”), the ontology commitment becomes difficult. In addition, the 

change of component EPCs’ structures and semantics will also cause inconsistency between 

component EPCs and the domain that the ontology represents. 

2.3.2.2. Loose-Coupling Strategy 
In contrast to the tight-coupling approach, the loose-coupling approach believes that a global 

vocabulary is insufficient for any non-trivial number of sources. Instead of detecting and re-

solving conflicts a priori, systems based on a loose-coupling strategy (e.g. Smart/Virtual Cata-

logue [107], OLI [56], MOMIS [12], On-To-Knowledge [58], MACS [115] and Kramer et al 

[111]) undertake conflict detection and resolution on product information receivers who 

have independent vocabulary systems that interact with a limited subset of sources each time. 
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Based on the practices of adopted vocabulary systems, two types of mediating approaches are 

used: developing multiple vocabularies for multiple sources and linking them with inter-

vocabulary mapping; or developing layered vocabularies that are hierarchically arranged un-

der a global vocabulary. The former is a multiple vocabulary approach where each information 

source is described by its own vocabulary (e.g. MACS [115], Kramer et al’s thesaurus federa-

tion [111], OBSERVER [133]). The advantage of this approach is that no common and minimal 

ontology/thesaurus commitment about one global ontology/thesaurus is needed. Each 

source vocabulary can be developed without reference to other sources or their vocabularies. 

This vocabulary architecture can simplify the integration task and supports the change (i.e. 

the adding and removing) of sources. Nevertheless, the lack of a common vocabulary makes 

it difficult to compare different source ontologies/thesauri. To overcome this problem, an 

additional formal representation defining the inter-vocabulary mapping is needed (e.g. RDFT 

mapping meta-ontology [148] and MACS linking approach [115]). The inter-vocabulary map-

ping identifies semantically corresponding terms of different source vocabularies (e.g. which 

terms are semantically equal or similar). However, the mapping has also to consider different 

views about structures and semantics on a domain, which makes inter-vocabulary mapping 

difficult to define. 

The second approach of loose-coupling strategy is a layered vocabulary approach (proposed in 

Melnik and Decker [132] and applied in Omelayenko [143], OLI [56] and Q-Calculus [75]) In 

this approach, multiple independent vocabularies have a higher-level shared vocabulary, and 

the higher-level shared vocabularies again have a shared vocabulary. In Smart Catalog and 

Virtual Catalog [107], local ontologies over local component EPCs and global ontology are 

mediated through a set of translating ontologies along with a set of inference rules. The Q-

Calculus [75] provides two or more layers of shared Q-Vocabularies to mediate information 

sources. Mediating vocabularies could resolve semantic conflicts if the local vocabularies of 

both senders and receivers understand the mediating vocabularies. 

A conspicuous trend in designing the mediating information model is its standardisation in all 

aspects of vocabulary (e.g. OWL [178]), protocols (e.g. SOAP [19]) and inference rules (e.g. 

ruleML [166]). The novelty of this idea is that different subsystems of information systems 

could be separately designed as standard components for increasing reusability. Figure 2-6 

[151] could describe this new standardisation trend where the expected future semantic web 

is built on different kinds of standards. Nevertheless, whether standards could be accepted by 

all electronic market participants and whether the standards have enough flexibility to be in-

tegrated together are key to the proposal of Patel-Schneider and Fensel [151]. 
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Figure 2-6: The semantic web tower (adapted from Patel-Schneider and Fensel [151]) 

The mediation approach has many merits in mediating many existing heterogeneous product 

representations. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the single shared vocabulary approach 

relies on the a priori vocabulary that lacks flexibility. The inter-vocabulary mapping approach 

for multiple vocabularies is difficult to adapt to the changes in individual vocabularies. The 

layered vocabulary approach is a hybrid approach, which has enlarged the ruling domain of 

integration but still cannot cover the millions of ad hoc EPCs because existing vocabularies 

have limited influences on them. In addition, the mapping method employed in the media-

tion strategy is often over static vocabularies and lacks the ability to cope with the emergent 

EPC requirements. The problem is: after the set of mediating product representations is de-

signed, the electronic marketplace is closed until the next version is released. Therefore, the 

openness for evolving is intermittently static between two versions and not adaptive to the con-

tinuous changes. 

In response to the issues in both standardisation and mediation approaches, some research-

ers have advanced the mediating approach by focusing on conducting business “on the fly”. 

For example, the research of Dogac et al [45] focuses on building business process in a col-

laborative way based on ebXML to capture customers’ dynamic requirements. Jung and Lee 

[103] regard electronic marketplaces as the online spaces with people interacting for transac-

tion, and thus these marketplaces need to collaborate and be aware of each other. These 

works imply an idea that EPCs underpinning electronic markets should meet as many instant 

requirements as possible for semantic conflict resolution. Nevertheless, these researchers 

have not resolved the issue of how web-distributed, emergent and heterogeneous component 

EPCs could be collaboratively and semantically integrated for real-time interoperation. 
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2.4. Complexity of  Integrating Component EPCs 

Traditionally, the one requirement for an integration strategy is that any additional services 

added to component EPCs should not require these systems to be changed to adapt to the 

provided services. The classic approaches described above meet that requirement in one way 

or another. Nevertheless, with the popularity of the Internet, more enterprises, especially 

SMEs, have joined the global electronic markets, resulting in an exponential growth in the 

number of EPCs requiring integration. In addition, since enterprises are constantly adjusting 

their product items, component EPCs are evolving all the time. These facts cause component 

EPCs to be highly distributed and emergent on the Internet. Since the IEPC systems are for 

the use of global electronic markets, the designed integration systems must be financially fea-

sible, which departs from traditional economically insensible systems. These changes demand 

more complex integration scenarios. 

From the viewpoint of standards, there are two basic types of component EPCs on the 

Internet: standard EPCs constructed on the basis of international or de facto industrial prod-

uct standards, and ad hoc EPCs that are irregularly generated in various SMEs following no 

product standards. When they are compared, they exhibit very different characteristics and 

behaviours. In general, the standard EPCs have the characteristics formal, explicit and shared 

when they are represented by ontologies or vocabularies [76][56]. 

• Formal means that EPCs should be machine-readable and machine-understandable. 

• Explicit means that the type of concepts used and the constraints on their use are ex-

plicitly defined. 

• Shared means that the notions of EPCs are commonly accepted by a group. 

The ad hoc EPCs are completely different from standard EPCs and have special characteris-

tics [84]: 

• Inconstant: the syntax and semantics of EPCs follow no standards and are easy to 

change without notice to other component EPCs. 

• Small-scale: each EPC only contains several or tens of product items. 

• Irregular: EPCs are stored in different storage formats that, in general, could be cate-

gorised in relational models, XML documents and coded Web pages. 

• Heterogeneous: EPCs are encoded in local natural languages, dialects or special terms. 

• Numerous: millions of ad hoc EPCs are distributed around the world. 

The different characteristics of ad hoc component EPCs increase the possibility of heteroge-

neity between autonomous component EPCs and complicate the integration scenarios. Het-
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erogeneity is subject to the changes of component EPC characteristics in both spatial and 

temporal dimensions, where the distribution of component EPCs leads to the spatial com-

plexity and the emergence of EPC characteristics results in temporal complexity. Figure 2-7 

shows the relationships between distribution/emergence and heterogeneity and illustrates the 

increasing complexity in both spatial and temporal dimensions. The remainder of this section 

will investigate how component EPCs become highly distributed and why ad hoc EPC char-

acteristics cause quick emergence, which complicate integration scenarios. 
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Figure 2-7: Complexity analysis of component EPC  

2.4.1. Spatial Complexity 

A component EPC is often created by a semantic community, which is the cause of heterogene-

ity. “Different groups, professions, and subcultures embody different perspectives. They 

communicate in different ‘jargon’. Much of this cannot be translated in a satisfactory way 

into terms used by other groups, since it reflects a different way of acting in the world (a dif-

ferent ontology or epistemology). Distinct groups of this sort will be referred to as semantic 

communities” [162]. This phenomenon referred to as ontological drift by Robinson and Bannon 

[162] has generalized the problem of sharing the understanding between semantically differ-

ent communities. 

As discussed in Section 2.1, autonomy leads to heterogeneity. The increasing number of 

Web-distributed ad hoc EPCs means an increase in the number of semantic communities, 

which results in more ontological drift between component EPCs. Thus, a higher distribution of 

component EPCs makes the provision of feasible integration scenarios more complex, be-

cause the semantic interdependence between them has been weakened when the requirement 

of semantic interoperation has to be met. Under this circumstance, semantic translation be-
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tween component EPCs has to consider a highly complex semantic transformation that 

translates the ontologically drifted semantics from one component EPC to another. To illus-

trate the spatial complexity, an empirical study was conducted of the real-world refrigerator 

representations (shown in Table 3 and Table 4 of Appendix 1). 

This investigation revealed: (1) Product representation heterogeneity between web-

distributed EPCs is high, especially the high frequency in use of synonymous and homonymous 

terms. (2) Different EPCs classify their products in different structures, especially the differ-

ent attribute structures and product classifications. (3) Different EPCs have different seman-

tic context reference systems. For example, in Table 3 of Appendix 1, 41% of catalogues use 

the names of “refrigerator”, “freezer” or “fridge” but interpret them differently according to 

their own semantic references. (4) Different languages have their own terms for semantic 

terms, for example, “refrigerator” in English and “réfrigérateur” in French. 

The investigation result has confirmed the literature survey of Section 2.2, but has further 

found that the structure, vocabulary semantics and referencing context of component EPCs 

are interdependent and the semantic conflicts between them cannot be separately resolved. 

This implies that integration efforts should be toward the reduction of complexity arising 

from the heterogeneities of syntactic structures, semantic encoding and contexts amongst 

distributed yet interdependent component EPCs. These three aspects should be correlated 

when designing integration scenarios. 

2.4.2. Temporal Complexity 

A component EPC is a set of electronic product representations, which is emergent in time. 

By emergence, we mean that product representations in a component EPC are in constant 

change (added, deleted or modified) because of the continuous changes of user requirements 

for interaction with other component EPCs in global electronic markets. Emergence in-

creases the complexity of providing feasible integration scenarios. To illustrate, consider a 

basic electronic market that has only two causal related basic functions [8]: to electronically 

represent various real-world products as machine-readable and multi-firm sharable data in 

component EPCs, and to match buyers and sellers by utilizing these component EPCs. 

Three categories of continuous changes are immediately observed. 

• Component EPCs in terms of standard and ad hoc EPCs are constantly changing. For 

example, the version changes of product standards and the deletion of EPC items with-

out notice in ad hoc EPCs. These actions result in the unavailability of product contents 

in other component EPCs that are mutually dependent. Such integration complexity, in-
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creased by the content change, implies that dynamic semantic mapping in real-time be-

tween component EPCs is required. 

• Web-distributed sellers and buyers of different semantic communities, such as SMEs, 

have their local languages, cultures, preferences and business practices. They constantly 

change their product representations to satisfy their personalised requirements. 

• The electronic market structure and the relationships between sellers, buyers and EPC 

providers are dynamic and not stable. When an electronic market becomes a profitable or 

cost-saving place, potential sellers and buyers will actively participate in the electronic 

market through the EPCs and vice versa. Therefore, the interdependence amongst com-

ponent EPCs becomes complex. 

The perpetual changes in component EPCs have described the emergence characteristic that 

increases the complexity of integration scenarios. Emergence is correlated to execution 

autonomy (c.f. Section 2.1.3) that leads to heterogeneity arising from operations in execution 

time. Emergence represents a significant challenge for designing a viable IEPC system for the 

global electronic markets. Reduction of this temporal complexity is important because any 

statically designed services could lead to dysfunctional behaviour of the emergent require-

ments [124].  

The importance of reducing the temporal complexity in integrating component EPCs is 

strongly supported by the researchers of emergence theory [69][136][189], which points out 

that there is no point to assume that stable structures underpin organizations. Social organisa-

tions are works-in-process, emergent as their actors respond to adapting to shifting environ-

ments, and constantly interacting with each other to re-negotiate the “rules of the game” for 

stability while never achieving it [139][35]. This theory explicitly states that many available 

system development means are inadequate, because they are not connected through a coher-

ent framework that focuses on the emergent characteristics of organizations [189][190]. 

2.5. The Measure of  a Viable Integration Strategy 

In the light of preceding investigations and observations, it is suggested that, for any integra-

tion strategy to be viable, it must satisfy the following three additional requirements: flexibil-

ity, exactness and evolvability. This is where classical integration approaches have fallen 

short. 
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2.5.1. Flexibility 

The first measure of a viable integration strategy is flexibility, that is, its efficacy must not de-

grade drastically when the number of component EPCs increases and when personalisation 

of individual EPCs is required. As integration complexity increases in both spatial and tem-

poral dimensions, the number of semantic conflicts between component EPCs is propor-

tionally increased. This significantly impacts on the existing EPC integration strategies at least 

in two aspects: 

Firstly, the classic strategies for semantic integration are generally not tenable when there are 

millions of ad hoc EPCs that require integration. In the case of standardisation systems, sug-

gesting a standard for all is a practice of “Procrustean Bed” [35], because the popularity of a 

standard is a socio-economic process [62]. Ad hoc EPCs of SMEs, in general, are insensitive 

to product standards because SMEs are small. It is often not financially or technically feasible 

for them to adopt formal product standards. In the case of mediation systems, the provided 

solutions are also not feasible because semantic conflicts are often resolved by mediating 

product information via shared ontologies. In practice, using ontology as a mediating 

vocabulary has a precondition: either the product information sources are built according to 

the shared product ontologies, or at least the product definitions can commit to the 

ontologies if they are later adopted. Obviously, in the former case, there should be pre-

existing shared ontologies that make the product information sources understand them. In 

the latter case, if ontologies are later plugged in for mediation and the systems use intelligent 

agents to extract the sources to map ontologies, then many significant problems will occur 

such as “an inadequate representation format of the information and high irregularities in the 

information’s layout”, “incompleteness” and “false values” [55]. In business reality, most 

product information exists in SMEs who represent their products in ad hoc EPCs. Thus, at 

most the latter ontology mediation approach can apply, which means that we are facing the 

problems listed above in product information mediation. 

Secondly, from a system design point of view, the mediation approach relies on the building 

of mapping rules, either in the view levels (often used in tight-coupling systems with global 

ontology), or context transformation level (often used in loose-coupling systems with media-

tion ontology). It is difficult for a designed system to include all semantic conflict resolution 

rules for the increasing number of millions of ad hoc EPCs without the loss of semantic in-

formation. The existence of numerous ad hoc EPCs makes the design of inference rules 

nearly impossible. If possible, it will mean very high expert labour costs to design. 
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Therefore, the flexibility for viable IEPC systems becomes paramount and should be consid-

ered first to allow millions of ad hoc EPCs to be integrated regardless of their characteristics 

of high distribution and ad hoc nature. 

2.5.2. Exactness 

Besides of the flexibility criterion, exactness is a critical measure for many electronic business 

systems. In a fully automatic electronic transaction system, exactness means no transaction 

errors, no customer complaints and the maximisation of customer loyalty to the transaction 

systems. For example, if an ad hoc EPCA has integrated into a loose-coupling system in the 

way that “refrigerator” is semantically denoted as “portable refrigerators that keep cool for 

maximum 12 can drinks at temperature 3-5 degree centigrade”, then an exactness problem 

will occur if the rules for refrigerator is defined in the mediating system as: 

EQUAL (refrigerator, fridge) 
DEFINE (refrigerator, a domestic refrigerator used in home) 

This is because in the rule library there is no correct semantics mapping. The result is that 

when customers buy “domestic refrigerator” from the mediating systems, they might wrongly 

receive the “portable refrigerator” in the ad hoc EPCA, or the “portable refrigerator” is never 

been bought due to the mismatch. The former affects buyers’ interests while the latter re-

duces sellers’ profits. Similar types of terminology problems could be found in the research 

project of Net.Commerce [198]. 

2.5.3. Evolvability 

As demonstrated in Section 2.4.2, the component EPCs are emergent if the underlying indi-

vidual requirements are continuously changing. This requires a feasible integration strategy 

that could cope with emergence, which introduces another important measure criterion – 

evolvability – for a viable integration strategy.  

Evolution is often described as an important task in many systems. However, as Wache et al 

pointed out, “integration systems which take this into account are few” [195]. In the case of 

standardisation approaches such as UNSPSC [193] and eCl@ss [50], the identifiers have 

fixed hierarchical levels and/or attribute numbers. The insertion of new identifiers for new 

items is a time-consuming process through discussion, review and evaluation. Alternatively, a 

standard is rigid and slow to adapt to the changes [102]. In addition, the new changes cannot 

be automatically reflected in the existing integrated systems and must have systems adminis-

trators to manually incorporate the new changes. With systems based on mediation strategies, 

problems may occur in the following way: 
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Any designers of component EPCs may edit their own product information in their own 

ways without the notice to other designers of other component EPCs. This causes semantic 

inconsistency between the mediation systems and components EPCs. For example, 

Original: 

Mediation System:  (ID: 333, name: refrigerator (price, colour)) 

Component EPC   :  (ID: 333, name: fridge (price, colour)) 

Changed: 

Mediation System:  (ID: 333, name: refrigerator (price, colour)) 
Component EPC   :  (ID: 333, name: fridge(price, colour, size 
                   (height, length, width))) 

Obviously, the local component EPC is no longer consistent with the mediation systems. 

The same situation would exist in the mediation system if it changed its referenced contents. 

From the above discussion, it could be concluded that the traditional integration solutions are 

technically infeasible for integrating ad hoc EPCs. New strategies should be explored to sat-

isfy the above criteria.  
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C h a p t e r 3  

COLLABORATIVE CONCEPT EXCHANGE BY 
EXAMPLE 

 

The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of the Collaborative Concept Exchange 

(CONEX) approach that will highlight various features of the proposed approach through the 

use of examples. Throughout the discussion, it is assumed that the XML data model [20] is 

adopted to be the canonical product representation model [83][84]. Under this assumption: 

• Heterogeneous product information, which is structured, semi-structured or non-structured 

that is stored in relational databases, XML documents or ad hoc coded Web pages, is 

transformed to the XML data model for interoperation. 

• Data schemas underlying product information sources are XML Document Type 

Definitions (DTDs). If the sources are encoded in relational databases, schema con-

version is available between relational table schema and XML data by utilising exist-

ing technologies (e.g. XGrammar [118][126]). 

• Product information communicated between distributed component EPCs over the 

Internet is transported via Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [19][77][78] in 

Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) [24], so that platform dependent data are 

transparently transported. 

With these assumptions, the tasks of this thesis are focused on resolving semantic conflicts 

between component EPCs. The choice of XML as the canonical product representation 

model is partly because the XML as a data modelling language has become popular and stan-

dard in platform independent systems, and is easy to deploy on the Internet, and partly be-

cause it is convenient to describe product information structure. This choice of XML data 

model is not a necessity and is not used as a constraint of the integration approach that is 

being proposed. In fact, the proposed approach is generic (see details in Chapter 5) and ap-

propriate to be implemented by any data model.  

In the next section, an example of an integration scenario is presented. The discussion con-

cerning the features of Collaborative Concept Exchange is organised into three parts. Firstly, 
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the distinctive features of the approach are examined from a user’s perspective of component 

EPC. Secondly, the approach is described from the perspectives of component EPC design-

ers. Thirdly, the novel features of the approach are identified from a system’s perspective. In 

the final section, this integration approach is contrasted to the classic and contemporary inte-

gration approaches to provide a better appreciation of these features. 

3.1.  Motivational Scenario 

Consider the scenario shown in Figure 3-1, which is deliberately kept simple for illustration 

reasons. The scenario includes three autonomous component EPCs c1, c2 and c3 (but could 

be expanded to a finite C number without the loss of generality), where each contains a 

product (possible semantically the same), that could be integrated to c = {c1, c2, c3} for mu-

tual understanding and interoperation. Of these three component EPCs, c1 is a relational da-

tabase, called SEPC1, c2 is an XML document, called SEPC2, and c3 is a plain Web page dis-

playing products, called SEPC3. 

Suppose that SEPC1 is interested in placing two orders of “fridge” to SEPC2 and SEPC3 

respectively in order to reset the inventory back to the normal level. The two orders can be 

formulated directly based on the inventory control software that is monitoring the “risk 

level” of “fridge” inventory in the table product1. It is assumed that the risk level of “fridge” is 

350 pieces and its normal inventory is 1000 pieces. To refill the inventory, SEPC1 places the 

order O1 of 400 hundred pieces to SEPC2 and the O2 of 300 pieces to SEPC3 in the form 

of XML documents by directly converting the computing results from the relational table 

product1. 

By means of order O1 and O2, SEPC1 expects that it can receive the order confirmation 

from both SEPC2 and SEPC3. Obviously, given that SEPC2 has XML document processing 

systems, in the absence of global knowledge or any semantic mediation, SEPC2 cannot un-

derstand the received order document and cannot compare with its own inventory to deter-

mine whether it can accept the order O1. For the SEPC3, it is an issue of no data processing 

systems for any input, as well as the understanding of order O2. The automatic order placing 

in both cases is thus not possible because each component EPC involved in the process is a 

semantic community and has its own assumptions on product data with regard to their struc-

tures, semantics and contexts. Under this circumstance, SEPC1, SEPC2 and SEPC3 have no 

logical relationships in data structure, product semantics and referencing contexts and cannot 

understand each other. By further examination, the problems are: 
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product2.xml

Assumption: The number of component EPCs contained in the expected integrated system is: C = 
{c1, c2, c3, …}.

SEPC2 (c2) 

XML 
Documents

<catalogue> 
    <réfrigérateur modelé = “BCD-202WG”> 

     <couleur>blanc</couleur> 
     <prix>450</prix> 
     <quantité>2,800</quantité> 
</réfrigérateur> 

</catalogue> 

SEPC3 (c3) 

F AB 2 Å Z3

Gro ss capac ity: 2 7 1  litres
Tro picalized co m presso r
Adjustable  the rm o stat
Energy e ffic iency c lass: A
Energy co nsum ptio n: 2 8 8  Kw/h per year
Clim atic  c lass: T
Freezing capac ity: 2 kg/2 4 h
Thaw tim e: 1 2 h

REFRIGERATOR
Fresh foo d capac ity: 24 7  litres
Autom atic  defro st
3  adjus table  glass  she lves
1  fruit and vege table  co ntainer
1  co vered s to rage  bo x
1  chro m e wine  rack

Blue

product3 

SEPC1 ( c1) 

Relational 
Database

id cname clr prc qty 
5 fridge white 1,000 300 

product1

O2 

O1 

O1 to SEPC2: 

<product1> 
 <cname>fridge</cname> 
 <clr>white</clr> 
 <prc>990</prc> 
 <qty>400</qty> 
</product1> 

O2 to SEPC3: 

<product1> 
 <cname>fridge</canme> 
 <clr>white</clr> 
 <prc>980</prc> 
 <qty>300</qty> 
</product1> 

⇐ Inventory Software 

 

Figure 3-1: A motivational example for an integration scenario  
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First, different product data sources have no same data structure or at least there is no media-

tion structure for relating to the heterogeneous product data structures underlying SEPC1, 

SEPC2 and SEPC3.  

Second, whether “fridge” of SEPC1, “réfrigérateur” of SEPC2 and “refrigerator” of SEPC3 

refer to the same product semantics is a question. The same issue arises in “clr, prc, qty” of 

SEPC1 and “couleur, prix, quantité” of SEPC2. 

Third, even if the first and second issues can be resolved, how can SEPC2 understand 

“white” of SEPC1 though it means “blanc” in our human interpretation? 

Fourth, what does “blue” of SEPC3 refer to? How can SEPC1 and SEPC2 know it is the 

value of the product attribute “colour” as a human being does?  

Fifth, even if all above problems are solved, the “1,000” and “300” of SEPC1 and the “450” 

and “2800” of SEPC2 are implicit. Are “1,000” and “450” scaled in U.S. dollars, British 

pounds, Euro dollars or other currency? What are their unit measurements? Are they in 

“piece” or in certain quantity unit? 

Confronted with the above problems, Sections 3-2 to 3-4 will provide an overview of the 

solution by a feature introduction of COllaborative CONcept EXchange (CONEX) integra-

tion approach. 

3.2. User Perspective of  Collaborative Concept Exchange  

Unlike traditional and contemporary approaches, the CONEX approach provides a variety of 

options in product information exchange, such as automatic and accurate product concept 

exchange and the avoidance of information overloading. These features allow greater flexibil-

ity and accuracy in exchanging product information between heterogeneous component 

EPCs.  

From the perspective of component EPC users (briefly called “users”) shown as in Figure 3-2, 

the order O1 of SEPC1 is accurately sent to SEPC2 automatically. The provision of such 

services is the task of EPC designers and systems, not users. The global part of CONEX sys-

tems hidden behind users is the common component EPCs (CEPCs). Each of them consists of a 

set of common concepts that are connected with a set of heterogeneous local component EPCs 

(LEPCs), where each consists of a set of local concepts. An LEPC links to one or several 

heterogeneous source stores, called source component EPCs (SEPCs) that includes a set of source 

concepts. Source concepts of different SEPCs are exchanged via CONEX systems. 
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Figure 3-2: User perspective of CONEX 

3.2.1. Context Transformation: Automatic and Accurate Product Con-

cept Exchange 

A most important feature provided by Collaborative Concept Exchange is the automatic and 

accurate product concept exchange. In the CONEX integration approach, the order O1 or O2 

is submitted to a specialised transformer, called Transformer, which transforms the order O1 

or O2 to the form that SEPC2 or SEPC3 can understand via a series of context mapping (see 

Figure 3.2). By this transformation, disparate SEPC1, SEPC2 and SEPC3 can semantically 

interoperate with each other. This process is referred to as context transformation, and the resul-

tant documents as transformed contexts or transformed concept sets.  

A context transformation (e.g. from SEPC1 to SEPC2) has two steps: 

• Heterogeneous concept representation, which refers to generating an active context (e.g. O1) for 

concept exchange based on SEPC (e.g. SEPC1). 

• Heterogeneous concept transformation, which refers to the process of transforming an active 

context of sender (e.g. O1 of SEPC1 as shown in Figure 3-3) to another active context of 

receiver (e.g. TO1 of SEPC2 as shown in Figure 3-3). 

For example, the context transformation of O1 into the transformed context TO1 is shown 

in Figure 3-3 (For simplicity, the case of O2 to SEPC3, which can be transformed by apply-

ing the same principles, is omitted). 

The context transformation of Figure 3-3 considers all potential semantic conflicts in sending 

O1 of SEPC1 to SEPC2. It generates a set of active context documents ELO, ECO, FCO, FLO 

and TO1 that are semantically the same as O1, but also semantically consistent with the ex-

perienced LEPC1, CEPC1, CEPC2 and LEPC2 and SEPC2 that are defined in Table 1, Ta-
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ble 2 and Figure 3.1. The conditions of transformation are O1 ⊆ SEPC1, ELO ⊆ LEPC1, 

ECO ⊆ CEPC1, FCO ⊆ CEPC2, FLO ⊆ LEPC2 and TO1 ⊆ SEPC2. This transformation 

guarantees that the original meaning of O1 is faithfully delivered to TO1 that is understand-

able to SEPC2 in both concepts and concept values (e.g. AUD → Euro and 990 → 660). 

 

Source-Local 
Map (SLMAP) 

Local-Common 
Map (LCMAP) 

Local-Common 
Map (CLMAP)

Source-Local 
Map (LSMAP)

fridge 
  clr: white   
  prc: 990 
  qty: 400

LF111-1: white 
LF111-2.1: AUD 
LF111-2.2: 990 
LF111-2.3: piece 
LF111-3.1: 400 
LF111-3.2: piece 

ELO

O1

Transform([in](qty, 400), [out]((LF111-3.1,
400), (LF111-3.2, piece))) 

Transform([in](prc, 990), [out]((LF111-2.1,
AUD), (LF111-2.2, 990), (LF111-2.3, piece))

Implicit-to-explicit transformation 

1.52.14.15.1-2: white 
1.52.14.15.1-3.1: AUD
1.52.14.15.1-3.2: 990 
1.52.14.15.1-3.3: piece 
1.52.14.15.1-4.1: 400 
1.52.14.15.1-4.2: piece

T: locIid → comIid 

1.52.14.15.1-2: blanc 
1.52.14.15.1-3.1: AUD 
1.52.14.15.1-3.2: 990 
1.52.14.15.1-3.3: morceau 
1.52.14.15.1-4.1: 400 
1.52.14.15.1-4.2: morceau

Contextual Translation 
(CCMAP) 

FLO1FCOECO

annotation(comCpt2) : = Translate(annotation(comCpt1), lang1(iid), lang2(iid))  

T: comIid → locIid

RL33-2: blanc 
RL33-3.1: Euro 
RL33-3.2: 990 
RL33-3.3: morceau
RL33-4.1: 400 
RL33-4.2: morceau

newValue = 990*Currency([in] 
AUD, [in]Euro) = 660 

Value transformation 

réfrigérateur 
 couleur: blanc
 prix: 660 
 quantité: 400

Explicit-to-implicit transformation 
Transform([in]((RL33-3.1, Euro), (RL33-3.2, 
660), (RL33-3.3, morceau)), [out] (prix, 660))  

TO1

RL33-2: blanc 
RL33-3.1: Euro 
RL33-3.2: 660 
RL33-3.3: morceau
RL33-4.1: 400 
RL33-4.2: morceau

FLO2

Transform([in]((RL33-4.1, 400), (RL33-4.2, 
morceau)), [out] (quantité, 400))  

LSMAP

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Context transformation between O1 and TO1 

In the following, the explanation of the above example (i.e. context transformation of O1 

from SEPC1 to TO1 of SEPC2) is made to illustrate the feature of the accurate product concept 

exchange and to answer why the users could enjoy this feature behind their routine operations: 

Firstly, it is assumed that the SEPCs (i.e. SEPC1 and SEPC2 and SEPC3) of Figure 3.1 have 

the same product “domestic refrigerators” (using the standard meaning defined in UNSPSC 

[193]) though they are expressed heterogeneously in their sources. This allows concentration 

on the transformation process. Their heterogeneous usages and actual meanings of vocabu-

laries are listed in Column 2 and Column 5 of Table 1 (excluding the bold italic terms). 

Secondly, a source concept is defined as a unique term of an SEPC schema, which corresponds 

to a schema path 5 (alternatively called as source path) of a concept shown as in Column 3 of Ta-

ble 1. A schema path is functioned to retrieve source contents. For example, a “fridge” of 

SEPC1 is queried by “c1.product1.cname = ‘fridge’”. The schema of an SEPC defines a vo-

cabulary of a SEPC. Thus, the vocabularies of SEPC1 and SEPC2 are {c1, product1, id, 

                                                 
5 In this thesis, a schema path is a path expression of a schema graph. When the SEPC is a set of relational database tables, the 

path expression takes the form developed in LOREL [155] and TSIMMIS [64]. When the SEPC is an XML document, 
the path expression takes the form of W3C XPath [27]. Details will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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cname, clr, prc, qty} and {catalogue, réfrigérateur, couleur, prix, quantité, modelé} based on 

Figure 3-1. Active contexts (e.g. O1 and TO1) are generated using the vocabularies of their situ-

ated EPCs. Source concepts along with their schema paths ensure that active contexts and 

their SEPCs are semantically consistent and can interoperate with each other. 

Table 1: Vocabulary and rules of different EPCs 

Column 1: 
Component 

EPC 

Column 2: 
Vocabulary 

Column 3: 
Schema Path of Term 

Column 4:  
Unique Identi-

fier 

Column 5: 
Standard English 

Meaning 
CEPC1 

 
refrigerators 
  model  
  colour  
  price  
    currency  
    value  
    unit  
  quantity  
    value  
    unit 

 1.52.14.15.1 
1.52.14.15.1.1 
1.52.14.15.1.2 
1.52.14.15.1.3 
1.52.14.15.1.3.1 
1.52.14.15.1.3.2 
1.52.14.15.1.3.3 
1.52.14.15.1.4 
1.52.14.15.1.4.1 
1.52.14.15.1.4.2 

Refrigerators 
  Model 
  Colour 
  Price 
    Currency of Price 
    Value of Price 
    Unit of Price 
  Quantity 
     Value of Quantity 
     Unit of Quantity 

CEPC2 réfrigérateur 
  modelé 
  couleur 
  prix 
    devise 
    valeur 
    unité 
quantité 
   valeur  
   unité 

 1.52.14.15.1 
1.52.14.15.1.1 
1.52.14.15.1.2 
1.52.14.15.1.3 
1.52.14.15.1.3.1 
1.52.14.15.1.3.2 
1.52.14.15.1.3.3 
1.52.14.15.1.4 
1.52.14.15.1.4.1 
1.52.14.15.1.4.2 

Refrigerators 
  Model 
  Colour 
  Price 
    Currency of Price 
    Value of Price 
    Unit of Price 
  Quantity 
     Value of Quantity 
     Unit of Quantity 

LEPC1 ← 
SEPC1 (c1) 

fridge 
  clr 
  prc 
    curr 
    val 
    unt 
  qty  
    val  
    unt 

c1.product1.cname 
c1.product1.clr 
c1.product1.prc 
 
 
 
c1.product1.qty 

LF111 
  LF111.1 
  LF111.2 
     LF111.2.1 
     LF111.2.2 

 i

 
i i

     LF111.2.3
  LF111.3 
     LF111.3.1 
     LF111.3.2 

Refrigerators 
  Colour 
  Price 
   Currency of Price 
   Value of Price 
   Un t of Price 
  Quantity 
   Value of Quantity
   Un t of Quant ty 

LEPC2 ← 
SEPC2 (c2) 

réfrigérateur 
  modelé 
  couleur 
  prix 
    devise 

 
i  

 
 

 

 
i i

    valeur
    un té
quantité 
   valeur  
   unité 

catalogue/réfrigérateur 
catalogue/réfrigérateur[@modelé] 
catalogue/réfrigérateur/couleur/text() 
catalogue/réfrigérateur/prix/text() 
 
 
 
catalogue/réfrigérateur/quantité/text() 

RL33 
  RL33.1 
  RL33.2 
  RL33-3 
    RL33.3.1 
    RL33.3.2
    RL33.3.3
  RL33.4 
    RL33.4.1 
    RL33.4.2 

Refrigerators 
  Model 
  Colour 
  Price 
    Currency of Price
    Value of Price 
    Unit of Price 
  Quantity 
   Value of Quantity
   Un t of Quant ty 

LEPC3 ← 
SEPC3 (c3) 

refrigerator  
  model 
  colour  
 freshfood capacity  
    value 

  

 

 

 
i i

    scalar
  gross capacity 
    value
    scalar 

 AH68 
  AH68.1 
  AH68.2 
  AH68.3 
    AH68.3.1 
    AH68.3.2 
  AH68.4 
    AH68.4.1 
    AH68.4.2 

Refrigerators 
  Model 
  Colour 
  Fresh food capacity
    Value of Price 
    Unit of Price 
  Gross food capacity 
   Value of Quantity
   Un t of Quant ty 

Table 2: Default concept value and function tokens for unit conversion 
Component EPCs Default Value Assignment Token for Unit Transformation Function 

LEPC1 curr → AUD 

unt → piece 

Currency 

QuantityUnit 

LEPC2 devise → Euro 

unité → morceau 

Currency 

QuantityUnit 

LEPC3 scalar → litre WeightUnit 
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Thirdly, a concept supply chain is defined with a set of distributed concept repositories to sup-

port context transformation (e.g. transform O1 of SEPC1 to TO1 of SEPC2) in the follow-

ing (see specific example in Figure 3-3): 

• SEPC1 ↔ source-local context map (SLMAP) ↔ LEPC1 

• LEPC1 ↔ local-common context map (LCMAP) ↔ CEPC1 

• CEPC1 ↔ common-common context map (CCMAP) ↔ CEPC2 

• CEPC2 ↔ common-local context map (CLMAP) ↔ LEPC2 

• LEPC2 ↔ local-source context map (LSMAP) ↔ SEPC2 

With this concept supply chain, all SEPCs, LEPCs and CEPCs that are heterogeneous and 

distributed in different web locations can be semantically connected through context maps if 

they satisfy the following conditions: 

• SLMAP =(SEPC1 ∩ LEPC1) 

• LCMAP =(LEPC1 ∩ CEPC1) 

• CCMAP =(CEPC1 ∩ CEPC2) 

• CLMAP =(CEPC2 ∩ LEPC2) 

• LSMAP =(LEPC2 ∩ SEPC2) 

The construction of the above concept supply chain has two assumptions.  

Assumption 1: It is assumed that there are some firms that are willing to become the CEPC 

providers to make profits from providing the context transformation services to disparate 

SEPCs. Under this assumption, they have built and maintained CEPCs for providing the ser-

vices of context transformation, where each concept is provided with a unique concept iden-

tifier, shown as in column 4 of Table 1. These uniquely identified concepts are common concepts 

and the identifiers are common concept identifiers (comIid). The CEPCs also provide term trans-

formation services (e.g. Unit Transformation from “AUD” to “Euro” and Value Transfor-

mation from “990” to “660”, see Figure 3-3). When multiple language-different CEPCs are 

involved, translation services are provided via the plugged-in translation programs of third-

party. 

Assumption 2: It is assumed that SMEs are willing to purchase the context transformation ser-

vices from CEPC providers and are willing to create LEPCs and context maps (i.e. SLMAP, 

LCMAP, CLMAP and LSMAP) to participate CEPCs. Under this assumption, when LEPCs 

are being created, SEPC concepts are exported to LEPCs (Column 2 of Table 1) and pro-

vided with local concept identifiers (Column 4 of Table 1). The implicit concepts (discussed 

in Section 2.2.3.3) are made explicit by adding lower-level concepts and assigning default 
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concept values. For example, in the schema of SEPC1, the concept “prc” that implicitly as-

sumes the “AUD” for price currency and “piece” for price unit is made explicit. To capture 

these implicit assumptions [73], three lower-level concepts “curr”, “val” and “unt” are added 

under the “prc” shown as in Column 2 of Table 1 (bold italic terms). At the same time, the 

default constant values are assigned shown as in Column 2 of Table 2. When constants such 

as “AUD” of currency need to be converted to other currencies (e.g. Euro), they launche unit 

transformation functions imported from the CEPCs, where the functions are implemented 

for the public uses. These functions generate a collection of value factors for modifying the 

value of “Euro” (see example in Figure 3-3). The imported functions are listed in Column 3 of 

Table 2.  

The concept supply chain provides the foundation for accurate context transformation, on 

which active context document O1 can semantically transformed. 

Fourthly, the active context O1 is transformed to TO1 of SEPC2 through a series of context 

comparisons such that: 

 If concept(O1)⊆concept(SLMAP), Then O1→ELO such that ELO⊆LEPC1. 

 If concept(ELO)⊆concept(LCMAP), Then ELO→ECO such that ECO⊆CEPC1. 

 If concept(ECO)⊆concept(CCMAP), Then ECO→FCO such that FCO⊆CEPC2. 

 If concept(FCO)⊆concept(CLMAP), Then FCO→FLO such that FLO⊆LEPC2. 

 If concept(FLO)⊆concept(LSMAP), Then FLO→TO1 such that TO1⊆SEPC2. 

Key to this transformation are the context maps of concept identifiers between two adjacent 

component EPCs, for example, SLMAP(c1.product1.clr, LF111-1) between SEPC1 and 

LEPC1, LCMAP(LF111-1, 1.52.14.15.1-2) between LEPC1 and CEPC1, 

CCMAP(1.52.14.15.1, 1.52.14.15.1) between CEPC1 and CEPC2, CLMAP (1.52.14.15.1, 

RL33-2) between CEPC2 and LEPC2, and LSMAP(RL33-2, catalogue/réfrigérateur/ 

couleur) between LEPC2 and SEPC2.  

With the chained swaps of concept identifiers, the original heterogeneous O1 is accurately 

transformed to the final destination as TO1. 

The above example demonstrated the process of accurately transforming the order document 

O1 into the TO1 that SEPC2 can understand. The exactness of semantic transformation 

provided in this process significantly improves the business interoperation between autono-

mous and distributed SMEs. The implication of context transformation is that product in-

formation can be exchanged exactly for meeting requirements such as order placing and in-

voicing that are sensitive to information accuracy. 
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3.2.2. Avoidance of  Information Overloading 

An important feature derived from automatic and accurate product concept exchange is the 

avoidance of product information overloading [204] because the active context (e.g. an order) is 

filtered during context transformation. For example, during local-common context transfor-

mation, the transformed order of O2 is filtered against the context map LCMAP such that if 

O2 has no local concepts in LCMAP, the order is filtered out. During common-local context 

transformation, the order O2 is filtered by comparing with CLMAP and only the matched 

order is qualified for further processing in the remote LEPC. For example, if the SEPC1 

places an order to SEPC3, since SEPC3 has no mapped local concepts on the CEPC, the 

CEPC immediately filters out the order sent to SEPC3 in the following way:   

Test 1:  

IF O2(LF111, LF111-1, LF111-2, LF111-2.1, LF111-2.2, LF111-2.3, 
LF111-3, LF111-3.1, LF111-3.2) ⊆ LCMAP(local concepts of LEPC1, 
common concepts of CEPC1), THEN succeed; 

Test 2:   

IF O2(1.52.14.15.1, 1.52.14.15.1-2, 1.52.14.15.1-3, 1.52.14.15.1-
3.1, 1.52.14.15.1-3.2, 1.52.14.15.1-3.3, 1.52.14.15.1-4, 
1.52.14.15.1-4.1, 1.52.14.15.1-4.2) ⊆ CLMAP(common concepts of 
CEPC, local concepts of LEPC3), THEN succeed; 

Apparently, test 1 is true while test 2 is false according to Table 1. Thus, O2 will be filtered 

out by CLMAP and will not be sent to LEPC3. By this test, a number of LEPC receivers are 

secured from the large amount of overloaded non-useful information. Another important 

aspect of this feature is that SEPC1 could be notified by CEPC that O2 is not deliverable and 

thus SEPC1 knows the order cannot be placed online and should find other ways of securing 

the purchase of refrigerators. The multi-level order tests protect order receivers from the 

large amount of garbage information that uses the precious system execution resources. They 

also benefit order senders by advising the order situation. 

3.3. Designer Perspective of  Collaborative Concept Exchange 

While users have enjoyed the accurate and automatic product concept exchange on the non-

intrusive and autonomous EPC components, there is a need for the designers of CEPCs and 

LEPCs (simply called designers) to create common concepts on CEPCs and to reconstruct the 

source concepts of SEPCs into local concepts on LEPCs. This section describes the features 

from a designer’s perspective to examine how both common and local concepts underlying 

the CONEX integration approach are designed. 
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3.3.1. Personalised Design of  Component EPCs  

From the viewpoint of designers, a component EPC is an autonomous and non-intrusive 

system. CONEX allows EPC designers to design personalised vocabularies to serve the pur-

pose of their local communities. In CONEX, this is a novelly provided personalisation feature. 

Personalisation in the component EPC design has two levels of meanings: maintaining the 

original SEPC systems for daily use to support legacy systems, and meeting the dynamic local 

users’ requirements that are different between component EPCs. To enable this feature, the 

CONEX approach provides designers with a personalisation working mechanism shown in 

Figure 3-4, where the integrated CONEX system is divided into two parts: the CEPCs and the 

LEPCs (that links to SEPCs), on which the respective designers work for creating and recon-

structing product concepts. Locally in LEPCs, a designer has two types of tasks: to design the 

local vocabulary, (i.e. a set of local concepts locally understandable and preferable), that is 

mapped onto the common vocabulary (i.e. a set of concepts commonly understandable and 

preferable) of CEPCs, and to design mapping relations (i.e. mapping concepts) between 

SEPCs and LEPCs to link the legacy EPC systems. Commonly in CEPCs, the tasks of de-

signers are to design common vocabulary and common functions for the use of LEPC de-

signers to reconstruct their SEPCs into LEPCs. 
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Figure 3-4: Personalisation working mechanism 

The CONEX approach enables the personalised EPC design by providing a collection of 

document templates. These templates are used for concept personalisation, and are classified 

into three categories: concept templates, map templates and classifier templates.  

The concept templates are the canonical concept representation structures that are generic to the 

types of domain models, for example,  

concept(identifier, annotation, conceptType, function). 

The concept template regulates the creation of common concepts and the reconstruction of 

local concepts. For instance, a product concept “refrigerator” is created in its personalised 

formats as concept(1.54.14.15.1, refrigerator, product, none) in CEPC, as concept(LF111, 
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fridge, product, none) in one LEPC and as concept(RL33, réfrigérateur, produit, aucun) in 

another LEPC. 

The map templates are the canonical concept map representation structures that are generic to 

linking two adjacent component EPCs, which are either between two domain models (e.g. a 

map between LEPC1 and CEPC1) or in a same domain model (e.g. a map between SEPC1 

and LEPC1). A concept map instantiated from a map template is functioned to link two per-

sonalised concepts of two component EPCs. Two major types of map templates are the lo-

cal-source concept map and the local-common concept map. The former maps source con-

cepts onto local concepts while the latter maps local concepts onto common concepts, e.g. 

Local-common concept map:  
    map(local concept identifier, common concept identifier) 
    Instantiation: map(LF111, 1.52.14.15.1). 

Local-source map:  
    map(local concept identifier, schematic term, source path) 
    Instantiation: map(LF111, fridge, c1.product1.cname). 

These maps establish semantic equivalent relations between adjacent component EPCs. 

The classifier templates are the canonical pattern structures of how the product concepts are 

related together in a specific domain model. Roughly, an XML DTD or a table schema can 

be interpreted as a kind of term classifier. Nevertheless, the CONEX approach provides a uni-

fied classifier shown in the Listing 3.3.1, which converts heterogeneous schemas into an in-

teroperable structure without the loss of the features of the original schemas. The underlying 

method naturally arranges an original schema into a hierarchy, where for each concept of the 

schema, its schema path (schema path was briefly discussed in Section 3.2.1 and details will be 

discussed in Chapter 5) is utilised as a retrieval pattern to the variable value of the concept in 

the source. 

Listing 3.3.1. Unified CONEX Classifier and An Example 

//The generic CONEX classifier: 

<!ELEMENT concept (concept*)> 

//A partial example of classifier for a relational table schema 

<concept type=“server” annotation="" srcPath="tyspace\NetSDK"> 
 <concept type="database" annotation="northwind" srcPath="northwind"> 
 <concept type="table" annotation="product1" srcPath="product1"> 
 <concept type="field" annotation="cname" srcPath="product1.cname" /> 
 <concept type="field" annotation="prc" srcPath="product1.prc"/> 
 <concept type="field" annotation="clr" srcPath="product1.clr"/> 
 <concept type="field" annotation="qty" srcPath="product1.qty"/> 
</concept></concept></concept> 
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For example, to retrieve “fridge” name in table “product1” of database “northwind”, a query 

can be given using LOREL [155] path expression such that: 

Select northwind.product1.cname 
Where northwind.product1.cname = “fridge” 

With a unified CONEX classifier, a query to heterogeneous sources (SEPCs) becomes possible.  

The above templates are flexible because they can be reused on different occasions to support 

the feature of personalised EPC design. The flexibility is supported by three aspects: 

• an analysis of general EPC structure (see details discussed in Section 4.2), which pro-

vides meta-structures that support the design of document templates; 

• the design of the CONEX structure model (see details discussed in Section 5.2), which 

enables heterogeneous meta-structure to be reused and conceptualised; and  

• the novel product concept representation specification of XML Product Map (see de-

tails discussed in Section 6.2). 

The flexibility of personalised EPC design allows heterogeneous vocabularies of different 

component EPCs to be evolved independently based on their own requirements. The benefit 

of personalised EPC design is that the emergent requirements and legacy systems are sup-

ported, which not only copes with the dynamic business environment, but also reuses the 

existing business resources for saving business costs. 

3.3.2. Collaborative Design of  Product Concepts 

A distinctive feature of CONEX is the collaborative concept design between CEPC designers 

(human-computer-human), between LEPC designers and CEPCs (human-computer), and 

between LEPC designers and CEPC designers (human-computer-human). These correspond 

to three CONEX collaboration approaches of product concept design: replication, localisation 

and globalisation. Replication is an approach in which a common concept designed in one 

CEPC is copied in real-time to other CEPCs in an identical way except for its annotation (i.e. 

the language-different concept definition). Localisation is an approach in which the reconstruc-

tion of a source concept into a local concept follows the semantics of a common concept 

that is connected to the LEPC being edited. Globalisation is an approach in which a locally 

developed concept with no corresponding concept definition found in CEPCs is submitted 

to an adjacent CEPC for CEPC designers to define a new common concept that matches the 

semantics of the submitted local concept. 
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Collaborative concept design is necessary and important. It solves the issue that people in 

different semantic communities have different modality judgments [23]. Modality judgment 

refers to the differences in truth value assignment to a representation between groups of de-

signers who are in heterogeneous contexts and experiencing ontological drifts [162]. A reliable 

solution to the issue of modality judgment is critical for maintaining semantic consistency 

between the autonomous and distributed EPC representations, where the designers have 

various backgrounds of languages, requirements, customs and preferences.  
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Figure 3-5: CONEX collaboration mechanism 

Collaborative concept design states that the modality judgment issue can be resolved if con-

cept designers are provided with a collaboration mechanism shown as in Figure 3-5, where 

oncept designers could reconcile their incongruent views on the semantics of representing 

product concepts by explicitly exchanging their viewpoints and making agreements on the 

aspect of vocabulary semantics. This statement is strongly supported by the work of Geisler 

and Rogers [67], who have explained why “design collaboration” is critical to design success 

“in the numerous project teams organised around the joint construction of documents, web 

sites, software and other activities”. Through a comprehensive literature review (e.g. Fischer 

et al [60]), Geisler and Rogers have also replied the question why “the element of human 

judgment … cannot be delegated to formal methods”. 

3.3.2.1. Collaborative Design of  Common Concept  
In the CONEX approach, common concepts are collaboratively designed by common concept 

designers. They are copied to all CEPCs in terms of concept identifiers through a replication 

procedure. 

There are two types of conflicts during replicating common concepts. The first type of con-

flict arises from execution heterogeneity at a syntactic level (see Section 2.1.3). For example, if 

multiple designers are creating the semantically same child concepts under the same CEPC 
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location of “fridge” identified by “1.52.14.15.1”, conflicts may arise. Listing 3.3.2.1.1 demon-

strates this syntactic conflict: 

Listing 3.3.2.1.1: Syntactic conflict from concept identifiers 

CEPC1: Generates a child concept identifier (iid) 1.52.14.15.1.1 and as-
signs a semantic concept definition “colour” under the parent concept 
node “fridge” identified by 1.52.14.15.1. 

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15” annotation = “domestic appliances”> 
  <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1” annotation = “fridge”> 

    <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.1” annotation = “colour”/> 
</concept></concept> 

CEPCx: Generates a child concept identifier (iid) 1.52.14.15.1.2 and as-
signs a semantic concept definition “color” under the parent concept 
node “fridge” identified by 1.52.14.15.1. 

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15” annotation = “domestic appliances”> 
  <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1” annotation = “fridge”> 
    <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.2” annotation = “color”/> 
</concept></concept> 

The result is that the different identifiers 1.52.14.15.1.1 and 1.52.14.15.1.2 of CEPC1 and 

CEPCx have assigned semantically same concept definitions when they are propagated. It 

leads to redundant child concept definitions and inconsistent development of product con-

cept classifications.  

CONEX resolves this conflict through a concept node locking mechanism (see details discussed in 

Section 5.4.2.1) that locks the child nodes of the selected concept node on a dedicated lock 

tree. The concept node locking mechanism has prevented such syntactic level conflicts that 

have arisen from the conflicting syntactic operations. 

The second type of conflict arises from execution heterogeneity in semantics (see Section 2.1.3): two 

CEPCs have different languages that define the product concepts. When a common concept 

is defined in one CEPC and propagated to other CEPCs, the receivers do not understand the 

definitions carried by the inbound concept creation operation. Listing 3.3.2.1.2 demonstrates 

this type of conflict. 

Listing 3.3.2.1.2: Semantic conflicts from heterogeneous languages 

CEPC1: Generates a child concept “colour” of the parent concept node 
“fridge” and propagates to CEPCx

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15” annotation = “domestic appliances”> 
  <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1” annotation = “fridge”> 

    <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.1” annotation = “colour”/> 
</concept></concept> 

CEPCx: Generates a child concept (color) under the parent concept 
node 电冰箱 (fridge) and propagate to CEPC

颜色

1. 

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15” annotation = “ ”> 家用器械

  <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1” annotation = “电冰箱 ”> 
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    <concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.1” annotation = “颜色 ”/> 
</concept></concept> 

The CONEX approach resolves this issue through a run-time translation solution (see details 

discussed in Section 5.2.1.3.1 and Section 5.4.2.1), which translates the inbound concept 

definitions with a plugged-in translation program. 

3.3.2.2. Localisation of  Common Concepts 
Provided that there is at least a part of common concepts available and usable to LEPCs, the 

LEPC designers can localise the available common concepts to reconstruct source concepts 

into local concepts that are semantically linkable to the globally integrated IEPC systems. Lo-

calisation is supported by a set of document templates, a localisation procedure (see details of 

Section 5.5.2.2), and a user interface called Local Concept Designer (see details of Section 6.3.1.2). 

Local Concept Designer provides the design form made by source-local concept map tem-

plate, local-common concept map template and source classifier. The localisation procedure 

governs how the local concepts are generated in the local-source maps and local-common 

maps. The collaboration between LEPC designers and CEPC designers are loose and indirect 

in the localisation process. In fact, the collaboration takes the collaboration mode of workflow 

[113]: the CEPC designers develop the common concepts and display them on CEPCs, 

which are also displayed on the Local Concept Designers, where the LEPC designers browse 

the common concepts and map them onto their local concepts that are again mapped onto 

the source concepts displayed by the source classifier.  

The core function of localisation is to build a chain where the semantics of the source concept 

of SEPCs can be passed to the common concepts of CEPCs. LEPC designers assisted by 

Local Concept Designer (i.e. an editing user interface) help identify how the chain of seman-

tic linkage should be maintained. Listing 3.3.2.2 provides a demonstration of how an LEPC 

designer helped build a semantically linked concept supply chain where a source concept is finally 

mapped onto a common concept. 

Listing 3.3.2.2: A semantically linked chain built by localisation proc-
ess 

Relational table schema of product1 table in SEPC1 (database name) of 
Figure 3.1: 

serverName.c1.product1(id, cname, clr, prc, qty) 

CONEX classifier of SEPC1: 

 <concept type=”server” annotation="serverName" srcPath="serverName"> 
  <concept type="database" annotation="c1" srcPath="c1"> 
   <concept type="table" annotation="product1" srcPath="product1"> 
    <concept type="fld" annotation="cname" srcPath="product1.cname"/> 
    <concept type="fld" annotation="prc" srcPath="product1.prc" /> 
</concept></concept></concept> 
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source-local map: 

 <concept locIid = “LF111” annotation= “fridge”  
          srcPath= “product1.cname”> 
 <concept locIid=“LF111.2” annotation=“prc” srcPath=“product1.prc”> 

local-common map: 

 <concept locIid = “LF111” comIid= “1.52.14.15.1”> 
 <concept locIid = “LF111.2” comIid= “1.52.14.15.1.3”> 

In the above demonstration, the localisation process has built a concept supply chain:  

• Source concepts are mapped onto local concepts through the source-local map, that is, 

the source concept value “fridge” of source concept “cname” is retrieved through the 

srcPath = “product1.cname” and is mapped onto local concept identifier “LF111” (the 

same as “prc”).  

• Local concepts are mapped onto common concepts through the local-common map, 

that is, LF111 onto 1.52.14.15.1 and LF111.2 onto 1.52.14.15.1.3. 

3.3.2.3. Globalisation of  Local Concepts 
The localisation approach is based on the assumption that local concepts are available on 

CEPCs. Nevertheless, it is not always true that common concepts can be found in an adja-

cent CEPC, especially when local concept requirements are emergent in LEPCs. To allow 

new concepts of LEPCs to be semantically interoperable with other component EPCs, the 

globalisation approach allows the creation of new concepts by collaborating LEPC and 

CEPC designers. A globalisation process includes proposal submission, revision and publish-

ing. Submission refers to the process where LEPC designers submit new terms to the CEPCs 

as unreviewed concepts. Revision refers to the review and revision of the new concepts by 

CEPC designers. Publishing refers to the publishing process of the revised new concepts on all 

CEPCs and notifying the LEPCs that have made the submissions.  

 <concept locIid = “LF111-3”  
         annotation = “size”/> 

1.52.14.15.1, domestic refrigerator 

1.52.14.15.1-2, colour 

1.52.14.15.1-4, quantity 

rev-01, size, the size of refrigerator 

1.52.14.15.1, domestic refrigerator 

1.52.14.15.1-2, colour 

1.52.14.15.1-4, quantity 

1.52.14.15.1-5, dimension 

<concept locIid = “LF111-3” annotation= 
“size”   srcPath= “product1.size”/> 

Submit

1
Execute

Publish

<concept comIid = “1.52.14.15.1-5” 
      locIid = “LF111-3/> 

Revise 

Local-source map  

 2 Notify(1.52.14.15.1-5, LF111-3) 

 3
Map

 Local-common map 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Globalisation working mechanism 
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For example, a new “size” concept could be globalised in the way shown in Figure 3-6, where 

the LEPC designer submits the intended concept “size” to the desired location under 

1.52.14.15.1 (i.e. domestic refrigerator), which refers to the size of refrigerator. When CEPC 

designers receive the submission, they use their own knowledge to create a new concept 

“dimension” that is equivalent to the “size” of refrigerator and apply this new concept to the 

whole system. If the CEPC designers think that the new concept should not be created under 

1.52.14.15.1, they will move to the location they think it is appropriate. 

By globalisation, the emergent requirements of LEPCs could be satisfied, which in general 

avoids the problem of rigidity of new concept evolution and increases the accuracy of con-

cept mapping and vocabulary classification. 

Two benefits of collaborative concept design are: first, semantic conflicts of modality judg-

ment issues are resolved. Second, feasible solution is provided for SMEs to integrate their ad 

hoc EPCs into global IEPC systems, which requires less cost and non-skilled integration 

techniques through a simple user interface - Local Concept Designer. 

3.4. System Perspective of  Collaborative Concept Exchange 

Heterogeneous EPC integration systems become more complex when their component 

EPCs are more distributed and more personalised. The CONEX system, as an ad hoc EPC 

integration system, is no exception. No claim is made in this thesis that the proposed integra-

tion approach is “simple”. However, complexity is analysed and articulated into manipulable 

elements through a deconstruction and reconstruction theory [86] (which is extensively dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 and 5). These elements are reconstructed into a semantically interoper-

able information model. Articulation, which is discussed in both collaborative systems [172] 

and semiotics [79], is defined as a process of deconstruction of complex system phenomena. 

It has obvious benefits from a system engineering perspective, allowing complex semantic 

systems to be decomposed into controllable semantic concepts for orderly management. By 

articulation, the CONEX integration approach could cope with millions of ad hoc EPCs with 

their emergent requirements. This allows understanding of the application scope of the inte-

gration approach by contrasting with its potential and limitations. The remainder of the sec-

tion describes the ways of managing complexity as well as the benefits resulting from the re-

construction by adopting the Collaborative Concept Exchange approach. 

3.4.1. Representing Concept as Opposed to Semantic Conflicts 

A key insight into the CONEX approach is its new interpretation of concept. A concept is a 

meaning definition of a real-world object that is either abstract or concrete. It is conveyed in 
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a structure that is either physical or virtual. A structure, as it is, implies no meaning and only 

becomes meaningful when it is assigned a concept in a particular context. By this interpreta-

tion, structure, concept, and context are separable. For example, a refrigerator definition can 

independently be assigned to an identifier (e.g. 1.52.14.15.1 or LF111), that is, a symbolised 

structure. A symbolised structure is referred to as a concept identifier, which is not related to any 

specific properties of structure or context of a semantic community [83][162]. 

The idea of a concept identifier is inspired by the use of code (e.g. “0, 1” binary code or 

Morse code), the code study in semiotics [51], and product code classifications (e.g. used in 

UNSPSC [193] and eC@ss [50]). These ideas have provided an opportunity that a complex 

heterogeneous component EPC can be articulated into a set of identifiers, where each of 

them is able to convey a concept. Through the linking of two identifiers, complex concepts 

from two heterogeneous component EPCs can be semantically interoperable. That is, the 

complex meaning definition of a term in one component EPC can be transformed to an-

other component EPC without semantic conflicts regardless of different contexts. 

CONEX realises the semantic transformation such that: when two concept identifiers iids 

from two heterogeneous component EPCs are placed in a map map(iid1, iid2), they are substi-

tutable and interoperable if they have been assigned the same meaning. For instance, 

1.52.14.15.1 and LF111 are concept identifiers detached from the properties of their original 

complex structures and contexts of CEPC1 and LEPC1 in Table 1. When they are placed in 

a map and used to convey the original concepts “refrigerator” and “fridge” such that: 

map(1.52.14.15.1, LF111), 

they becomes interoperable because both refer to a commonly agreed concept of “domestic 

refrigerator”. This example shows that concept identifiers along with their mapping structure 

are an effective way of resolving semantic conflicts.  

Generically, a concept identifier system is able to relate to any complex EPC systems. For 

example, a complex structure of “currency” of the fridge price of SEPC1 can be represented 

in Listing 3.4.1: 

Listing 3.4.1: A complex representation structure of “currency” in the 
context of “www.boo.com/fridge”. 

<concept iid=“LF111” annotation=“fridge”  link=“www.boo.com/fridge”> 
<concept iid=“LF111-2” annotation=“price”> 
 <concept iid=“LF111-2.1” annotation=“currency” function=“Currency”> 
 AUD</concept> 
</concept></concept> 
 

With listing 3.4.1, concept maps can be established to semantically link to the complex terms 

of other EPCs such that: 
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map(1.52.14.15.1.3.1, LF111-2.1), 

where 1.52.14.15.1.3.1 may be defined by “devise de prix” of “réfrigérateur” of another EPC. 

With this mapping, 1.52.14.15.1.3.1 has obtained the “AUD” exactly without any semantic 

conflicts such that “AUD: currency: price: fridge” = “AUD: devise: prix: réfrigérateur”. The 

benefits of concept mapping through concept identifiers are: 

• The semantic conflicts that arise from complex heterogeneous structures are resolved 

by mapping of simplified unique concept identifiers. 

• The semantic conflicts that arise from the heterogeneous concept contexts are re-

solved through decontextualising contextual concepts into concept identifiers. 

• Heterogeneous product concepts could be mediated without the loss of semantic 

consistency.  

The feature of concept identifiers is fundamental for product information exchange. It en-

ables global IEPC systems to be constructed in conformity to non-intrusiveness principle 

[73], and avoids the rigidity of product standards. 

3.4.2. Context Mapping within Hierarchical Domain Model 

Unlike single domain model (e.g. COIN [73]), which presents a single set of information units 

(i.e. semantic types) that constitute a common vocabulary for capturing the semantics of in-

formation in disparate systems, the CONEX information model adopts a very different con-

ceptualisation of domains. An integrated IEPC system is viewed as a hierarchical domain 

model, which is defined as a collection of single domain models that are hierarchically linked. 

A single domain model in the hierarchy is a semantic community (e.g. LEPC1, LEPC2, CEPC1 

or CEPC2 in Figure 3.2), which has different assumptions (e.g. natural languages, dialects, 

special terms, heterogeneous requirements and preferences) from others in representations 

(i.e. structures, concepts and contexts). A context, as a set of product representations concep-

tualised from a collection of domain-wide structures and concepts, is situated in a specific 

domain model and relates to the other contexts of other domain models to reflect its differ-

ential properties. Because of the different assumptions, the contexts of different domain 

models are often heterogeneous and need to be transformed through mapping mechanisms 

for understanding each other. 

Figure 3-7 provides a graphical representation of the salient features of the structure that 

represents a hierarchical domain model, where the specific domain models are linked following a 

domain hierarchy. In this hierarchy, the higher-level domain (called common domain scoped in  
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the mediation nodes of ConexNet, see Figure 4-10) implies the vocabularies of lower level 

domains (called local domains scoped in the source nodes of ConexNet, see Figure 4-10) though 

they may be heterogeneous because they belong to different semantic communities. The rela-

tionship between the common domain and local domain is: if both common domain and 

local domain have a common context that contains their intersected concepts, then the local 

domain is heterogeneously included in the common domain if it is also included in the com-

mon context. For example, in Figure 3-7, LEPC1 is semantically included in CEPC1 such 

that: 

 LEPC1(LF111, LF111-2, LF111-2.1, LF111-2.2, LF111-2.3)  
   is semantically included in  
 CEPC1(1.52.14.15.1, 1.52.14.15.1-2, 1.52.14.15.1-3, 
   1.52.14.15.1-3.1, 1.52.14.15.1-3.2, 1.52.14.15.1-3.3). 

In Figure 3-7, two specific heterogeneous contexts from two domain models are semantically 

linked through a context map, which consists of a set of concept maps where each includes two 

corresponding unique concept identifiers exposed by the two domain models, for example, 

map(LF111, 1.52.14.15.1).  

The introduction of the hierarchical domain model brings a number of opportunities for the 

sharing and reuse of contextually heterogeneous product information. For example, concept 

structures encoded in a common domain can be reused by local domains, and the concepts 

represented in a complex way in common domains can be communicated with those repre-

sented in local domains through simple concept mappings. These circumvent the need to 

define a global set of semantic types as common vocabulary for all connected data sources. 

This feature preserves the structures, concepts and contexts that are developed autono-

mously in all individual component EPCs. 

3.4.3. Complexity Encapsulation for Concept Semantics 

A very important feature derived from context mapping between two domain models is that 

the complexity of concept representation and semantics assignment operation is encapsulated 

in specific domain models. More specifically, the CONEX concept structure (see details dis-

cussed in Section 5.2.1.1) is divided into two parts: interior concept structure and exterior 

concept structure. An interior concept structure conveys a full meaning of a concept including 

concept identifier, concept annotation/definition, concept type, web location, function for 

operating concept, and other functionalities that are needed for representing the concept. 

Therefore, interior concept structures are complex and highly heterogeneous between differ-

ent domain models. An exterior concept structure includes only a concept identifier (iid) but con-

veys the full meaning exactly in an interior concept structure.  
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For example, a concept structure concept(1.52.14.15.1-3.1, currency, www.cept.com/ concept, 

atomicUnitType, Currency) is a complex interior concept that is conceptualised from a con-

cept structure conceptStr(iid, annotation, link, type, function). This concept is exactly the same 

as its exterior concept concept(1.52.14.15.1-3.1) that is conceptualised from the structure con-

ceptStr(iid). 

The two-way abstraction of product concepts brings about several benefits. Firstly, the re-

quirement of non-intrusiveness [73] of autonomous component EPCs is met. Different 

component EPCs, as independent domain models, are allowed to maintain their individual 

declarations and implementations of the concept representations. This increases the benefit 

to the EPC designers for personalising their product catalogues. Secondly, the complex de-

sign heterogeneity is reduced to the identifier systems adopted in different ways, and the 

complex execution heterogeneity is reduced to the interpretation of different concept identi-

fiers that are being received. More importantly, the complex operations on structures and the 

meaning assignment to the structures are encapsulated and hidden behind the semantic in-

teroperation between two heterogeneous domain models. This also significantly reduces 

communication throughput between two domain models during interoperation. 

3.4.4. Achieving Accuracy by Divisible Concept 

A distinct feature of the CONEX approach is that the meaning of a concept representation is 

divisible, that is, we are able to divide the meaning of a concept into multiple pieces, while 

still referring to the same concept. This feature is derived from the semiotic analysis of a 

product representation (see detailed discussion in Section 4.2), where a concept conveyed in a 

structure is a denotation and could be recursively connoted until the atomic level of denota-

tions. For example, in the CONEX approach, the concept “refrigerator” conceptualised from 

the structure conceptStr(iid, annotation) could be represented in many forms but still refers to 

“refrigerator”. 

• (1.52.14.15.1, refrigerator); 
• (1.52.14.15.1, refrigerator) 

(1.52.14.15.1-1, model); 
• (1.52.14.15.1, refrigerator) 

(1.52.14.15.1-2, colour) 
(1.52.14.15.1-3, price); 

• (1.52.14.15.1, refrigerator) 
(1.52.14.15.1-2, colour) 
(1.52.14.15.1-3, price) 
(1.52.14.15.1-3.1, currency) 
(1.52.14.15.1-3.2, value) 
(1.52.14.15.1-3-3, unit); 
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An immediate benefit from the divisibility of a concept is that the accuracy of concept ex-

change is achieved in various levels of product information exchange. In real-world business 

activities, an inquiry or an order placed to the sellers is often different. For example, the 

above four refrigerator representations could be regarded as four instances of requesting a 

refrigerator from sellers. Each implies a different level of accuracy of information feedback. 

In the circumstance that the concept cannot be divided (e.g. the UNSPSC [193] product 

code) or is rigid in having fixed number of attributes (e.g. ecl@ss [50] product attributes), the 

receiver can only answer the inquiry in its own way and hence the accuracy of communica-

tion is lost. The divisibility of the CONEX concept provides the arbitrary combination of a 

product concept down to the atomic attribute level (e.g. currency or unit measurement). This 

feature has departed from the integration approaches that monolithically define terms. 

3.4.5. Hierarchical Concept Identifier 

An important feature of the CONEX approach is the gene-alike behaviour of the CONEX con-

cept identifier. The identifier, which acts as the conveyor of concept, is generated following 

the denotation-connotation relationship (see details in Chapter 4). This symolised structure naturally 

creates an evolvable concept tree (called vector concept tree) shown as in Figure 3-8. 

CONEX catalogue

domestic applicances and
consumer electronic productsdrags and pharmeceutical products

windows
treatments domestic appliances

1

51 52

13 14 15

1514 kitchen appliances 16

refrigerators
1

model colour price quantity1 2 3 4

1 2 3 1
currency value unit value unit

2 3

2

 

Figure 3-8: Vector concept tree 

Any concept identifier is dynamically generated in concept design-time following a previous 

node sequence as its parent concept identifier. The created child identifier appends a number 

after the parent sequence. For example, a “refrigerator”, which is generated based on a term 

classification rule, is automatically assigned the concept identifier 1.52.14.15.1. When a child 

concept (e.g. quantity) is generated on the “refrigerator”, the smallest position number in the 

set of unused sibling nodes of children is appended to the identifier of the refrigerator (e.g. 

1.52.14.15.1.4). In different domain models, a concept identifier can be personalised by add-
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ing a prefix to the node number. For example, if the refrigerator is assigned an iid “LF111” 

(for LEPC1), it could be acted as a prefix and implicitly mapped onto a node number decided 

by an LEPC designer. 

The dynamically created concept identifier behaves like a gene of a concept, which carries all 

the information of its ancestors. This feature is extremely useful: 

• Any concept identifier implies a concept path top to the root of a domain model. Thus, 

the concept identifier intrinsically carries the context of a certain domain model and 

specifies where the concept comes from. It provides an opportunity to interpret the ac-

curate concept value context pointed to by a concept identifier. For example, a piece of 

product information: 

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.2”>orange</concept> 

could immediately be interpreted as the colour of a refrigerator, not an orange as a fruit 

because 1.52.14.15.1.2 implies a complete context of “colour” for “orange”. 

• Since a concept identifier implies all the operations on its identified node, it can immedi-

ately retrieve these operations for operating the carried information. For example,  

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1.3.1”>AUD</concept> 

implies a “Currency” operation for its carried value “AUD”. If “AUD” of sender is ex-

changed with another concept “Euro” of receiver, the receiver’s program can accurately 

transform “AUD” to “Euro” and obtain the converted value of “Euro”. For example, 

<concept iid = “LF111.2.1”>Euro</concept> 
<concept iid = “LF111.2.2”>0.588</concept>, 

where the “Currency” operation will be triggered to convert AUD to Euro, generating a 

modifying value. 

The gene-alike concept identifier implies a good evolvability of a domain vocabulary, which 

is important to meet the emergent user requirements. It also could save backtracking costs in 

looking for the information of an ancestor. 

3.5. CONEX vis-a-vis Traditional and Contemporary Integration 

Approaches 

The preceding sections have described many features that the Collaborative Concept Ex-

change approach has compared to traditional standardisation and mediation approaches. In 

summary, although standardisation systems may provide common syntax, accurate semantics 

and explicit context for all participated component EPCs, they are not flexible and do not 
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scale up effectively to include ad hoc EPC components that are unaware of the standards. 

The adoption of standards in SMEs is not an easy task due to the fact that there exist millions 

of SMEs where their EPC creations are ad hoc and their EPC schemas and semantics are 

unknown. Ontology mediation systems, on the other hand, have similar effects to standardi-

sation systems if the mediation is based on a global ontology that requires the participated ad 

hoc EPCs to commit to the definitions of the global ontology. In fact, when SMEs create 

their ad hoc EPCs, they are often not aware of any global ontology and thus they could not 

use ontology in constructing their EPCs. In this sense, it is not possible for ad hoc EPCs to 

commit to the global ontology definitions. If the mediation is based on a set of loosely cou-

pled translation ontologies that mediate different ad hoc EPC components, the latter 

plugged-in mediation ontologies may not accurately interpret and translate the semantics un-

derlying the ad hoc EPCs because of the innate issues of using the tools of artificial intelli-

gence [55]. 

At a cursory level, the Collaborative Concept Exchange approach may resemble many con-

temporary integration approaches. Examples of these commonalities include: 

• Specifying semantics in a concept model (e.g. sign model [153] of semiotics, similar ap-

proach is found in [181]). 

• Classifying product concepts in classification taxonomy (e.g. elc@ss [50] and 

UNSPSC [193]) and adopting unique identifiers to identify product concepts (e.g. 

COIN [71] and BRIITY [90] that use unique object identifiers [73], UNSPSC [193] 

and ecl@ss [50] that adopt classified identifiers). 

• Isolating heterogeneity in context (e.g. COIN approach [71]) where the semantic 

conflicts are formed. 

• Adopting the thought of mapping (e.g. structure mapping in BRIITY [90] and ME-

COTA [185], ontology mapping in [140] and [145] and inter-thesaurus mapping in 

[115]) for context transformation. 

• Applying the collaboration thoughts [171][172][187] to resolving semantic conflicts 

between interdependent component systems. 

It is posited that, despite these superficial similarities, the CONEX approach represents a de-

parture from these contemporary integration strategies that aim at rejuvenating the mediation 

and standardisation approaches. These are often characterised by the adoption of a context-

oriented common vocabulary construction for more effective semantics mediation, or a stan-

dardisation process to limit the effects of inaccurate vocabulary mapping by proposing a ho-
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mogeneous specification of product representation. To some extent, the systems (e.g. COIN 

[72], GRAIL [158], TAMBIS [6], MECOTA [185], RDFT [148], MOMIS [12], Q-Calculus 

[75] and MACS [115]) could be seen as the example of the first approach (by introducing 

common semantic types or by building mapping ontologies or thesauri on standards) while 

the systems (e.g. UNSPSC [193], ecl@ss [50], HL7 [96], ISO TC37 [164], Topic Map [14], 

OWL [178], and ANSI/NISO Z39.19 [4]) could be regarded as the latter approach (by pro-

moting the adoption of standards). These strategies differ from the Collaborative Concept 

Exchange strategy since they continue to rely on global vocabularies or standards that medi-

ate component systems and neglect the ad hoc component systems that are not aware of 

shared vocabularies or standards.  

The second difference is the concept defined in the CONEX approach, which only captures 

the hierarchical semantic relation between concepts (in terms of denotation-connotation rela-

tion discussed in Chapter 4). It thus differs from Conceptual Graph (CG) [182] where con-

cept relations are complex and nearly every pair of different concepts has a different concept 

relation. While CG has the advantage representing richer and more particular concepts, it 

makes more difficult for millions of heterogeneous concept representations to build equiva-

lent relations in concept definitions for semantic interoperation. In this sense, CG is more 

appropriate to be a certain standard of a single domain, where inter-domain interactions are 

less required. CONEX also differs from product classification standards such as UNSPSC 

[193] and ecl@ss [50], which have simple hierarchical semantic relations but fixed hierarchical 

levels of product concepts. A fixed hierarchy of concept representation is rigid and is not ev-

olvable for meeting emergent requirements of customers [35][189]. The implication is that 

the concept representation of the CONEX approach is more flexible and simple to manage for 

concept evolution. 

The third difference is that although context is also emphasised in the CONEX approach, the 

context in this case is a perspective of a component EPC, which consists of a set of recursive 

unique concepts that could be decomposed into atomic concepts that are collaboratively de-

signed (either created or reconstructed). This differs from the definition that a context is a 

collection of axioms (e.g. COIN [73]) particular to a source or receiver of heterogeneous sys-

tems. The implication is that a context is run-time divisible to cater for the specific need of 

accuracy in context transformation for product concept exchange. In addition, heterogene-

ous concept domains can collaboratively reconstruct their own concepts and contexts. This 

realises the personalisation of the individual domain and allows legacy systems to be con-

nected. In the meantime, it generates a common domain for context transformation. 
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The fourth difference is the way of concept mapping between heterogeneous component 

EPCs. In the CONEX approach, heterogeneous concepts are not to be mapped onto a global 

ontology (e.g. RDFT [148][146] and Q-Calculus [75]) or onto a thesaurus (e.g. MACS [115]). 

They are also not pure structural mapping (e.g. BRIITY [90]) or similarity mapping between 

objects (e.g. semPro [105]). The map in the CONEX approach is a collaboration result, which 

is an agreement on two heterogeneous concepts between two contexts. The implication is 

that a collaborative concept map is dynamic and can be flexibly edited. It expresses exact and 

equivalent meanings of two concept designers from different contexts. This resolves seman-

tic conflicts arising from inaccurate mapping that bothers mapping systems that adopt tech-

nologies of artificial intelligence (e.g. issues of “incompleteness” or “false values” etc. [55]). 

There are some unique features in Collaborative Concept Exchange that are not comparable 

because they are novel and stem from both empirical investigation (see Appendix 1) and theo-

retical analysis on semiotics and market segmentation (see Chapter 4). These features are:  

• CONEX describes a collection of domain models that are hierarchically distributed in 

fragmented electronic markets based on the nature of uneven distribution of real-

world markets. Each domain model has its own vocabulary and context, which does 

not link to a universal vocabulary but to an adjacent context. This departs from the 

contemporary approaches that only describe a single domain model with a global vo-

cabulary. For example, COIN mediates a number of databases through a set of 

common semantic types [72]. RDFT maps heterogeneous business documents onto 

a certain global ontology [148][143]. Q-Calculus maps two Q-Vocabularies onto a 

common mapping ontology [75]. MEMO bridges heterogeneous sources with com-

mon product ontology in a federated system [156]. TAMBIS mediates biological ter-

minologies through a common biological concept model [6]. It is noted that HER-

MES [186] appears similar to CONEX because it also aims to mediate multiple do-

mains. However, it focuses on physical linking of the data sources, where its semantic 

mediation still relies on a central mediator that includes a conflict handling toolkit.  

• The component EPCs are represented by denotative and connotative structures 

through the analysis of a sign model (see Chapter 4), which enables the product con-

cepts to be accurately and flexibly notated. Semantic relations between concepts be-

come simple and manipulable.  

• The collaborative creation and reconstruction of product concepts (see Chapter 5) en-

able the semantic conflicts to be resolved in the stage of component EPC design. 

The introduction of collaboration departs from traditional and contemporary rule-
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based mediation and transformation of heterogeneous concepts (e.g. MECOTA 

[185] and HERMES [186]). It has eliminated semantic conflicts between any partici-

pating sources that are heterogeneous, because collaboration between concept de-

signers can effectively make agreement on the semantic equivalence between hetero-

geneous concepts.  

The implication of these distinctive features is that the Collaborative Concept Exchange ap-

proach is able to meet the requirements of flexibility, evolvability and exactness in an integra-

tion framework. 
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C h a p t e r 4  

PRODUCT MAP: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 
OF COMPONENT EPCS 

 

This chapter provides a framework on structure, concept and context, called PRODUCT MAP, as the 

theoretical foundation of Collaborative Concept Exchange. This framework serves three 

purposes. First, it is an analytical tool that facilitates the understanding of complex compo-

nent EPCs. It takes an articulation methodology often used in semiotic analysis to articulate the 

complex component EPCs into elemental concepts, structures and contexts. As it is analyti-

cal, this chapter aims to bread down the various aspects of component EPCs in terms of 

their homogeneity, heterogeneity and distribution. Second, it is an integration model because it 

not only articulates the complex component EPCs but also reconstructs the articulated units 

and relations into a set of integrated models that support the rebuild of IEPC systems. Third, 

it is a practical model in that it analyses the reality of the business world in which component 

EPCs are rooted. As pointed out in the work of Chandler [23], “reality” always involves rep-

resentation. Because component EPCs are the reality of fragmented electronic markets [154], 

this chapter focuses on the discussion of various aspects of complex component EPC repre-

sentations to develop a PRODUCT MAP through articulation and integration. 

Following this introduction, the groundwork for the subsequent discussion is laid with a 

summary of key concepts found in the literature on representation and articulation. Section 

4.2 builds a generic PRODUCT MAP through articulating homogeneous component EPCs. Sec-

tion 4.3 applies the PRODUCT MAP to articulate heterogeneous component EPCs, deriving 

integration conditions for Collaborative Concept Exchange. Section 4.4 articulates the dis-

tributed EPC representations and applies the PRODUCT MAP to reconstruct complex compo-

nent EPCs into a ConexNet, which is the market net topology for Collaborative Concept 

Exchange. 

4.1. Background 

The difficulty of integrating component EPCs arises from the high complexity of their repre-

sentations due to the characteristics of autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution. As a type of 
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computerised representation, component EPCs have been represented and integrated with 

different methodologies, often using a wide range of literature from ontology mapping 

[146][183], terminology integration [6][158][159], multi-database integration [72][104][105], to 

language resource management [180][99]. This leads to different representation models when 

various strategies are described, which further results in representation competition between each 

other. Representation competition is explicitly pointed out in Sowa’s work [181], which fol-

lowed the work of logician and philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce [153]. By using Peirce’s 

semiotics about syntax, semantics and pragmatics, Sowa criticised the existing document repre-

sentations (e.g. XML [20] and RDF [21]) arguing that the true meaning of representations are 

lost due to representation competition. 

• Syntax is grammatical speculative. “We may term it pure grammar” ([153]:CP2.229). It 

studies the relationship between representations in terms of their structural combination. 

• Semantics “is logic proper”, which “is the formal science of the conditions of the truth of 

representations” ([153]:CP2.229). It studies the relationship between representations and 

real-world things in terms of truth assignment. 

• Pragmatics is “pure rhetoric. Its task is to ascertain the laws by which in every scientific 

intelligence one sign gives birth to another, and especially one thought brings forth an-

other” ([153]:CP2.229). It studies the causal relations between representations, and the re-

lations between representations and users. It is concerned with whether users’ intentions 

about things are faithfully conveyed between representations. 

The loss of true meaning due to representation competition in the above aspects requires a 

careful analysis of component EPC representations because the successful integration of 

component EPCs depends on semantic communication. In both semiotics (e.g. [23]) and 

collaborative computing (e.g. [171][172]), articulation is promoted as an analytical tool to de-

compose complex representations into basic elements that support the representation of 

meaning. The remaining of this section provides a general introduction to representation and 

articulation from the angle of semiotics. 

4.1.1. Representation 

Complex ad hoc component EPC systems are a type of semiotic system. “Semiotics involves 

studying representations and the processes involved in representational practices” [23]. Peirce 

in his work defines that a sign, or representation “is something which stands to somebody for 

something in some respect or capacity” ([153]:CP2.228). It is first created in the mind and is 

an interpretation of something by somebody. This sign stands for a real-world object and is 

further abstracted as abstract object in a certain form.  This abstract object is in reference to a 
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sort of idea, called the ground of representation ([153]:CP2.228). This sign definition could be 

applied to the representations of all types of EPCs, products, attributes or even values of at-

tributes. Signs, studied in semiotics [10][11][51][167], take the forms of words, images, sounds, 

odours, flavours, acts or objects, but such things have no intrinsic meanings and become 

signs only when people invest them with meanings. In this sense and at this moment, a sign 

is vague, interweaving complex syntax, semantics and pragmatics when the representation of 

an EPC, a product, an attribute or a value is interpreted as a sign. According to Peirce’s defi-

nition of representation, a generic semiotic community can be modelled to characterise the com-

plex syntax, semantics and pragmatics between component EPCs, as shown in Figure 4-1. 

Real-world Products
(Real Object)

Firm or Market
(Semiotic Agent)

Syntax
(Object)

Concept
(Ground)

Representation(Sign)

Contextual
Interpretation

(Semantic Community)

StandFor

Observe InterpretedAs
RepresentedAs

Construct

Express

R
eference

 

Figure 4-1: A generic semiotic community 

The model includes six components: semiotic agents that are the designers of EPC representa-

tions who observe, interpret, represent and assign meanings to syntactic objects constrained 

by their own semantic communities. Real objects refer to the real-world products that designers 

have seen, thought about and represented. Interpretation is an understanding of real objects in 

the context of the designers’ semantic communities [162][83], which lead to the different perspec-

tives on real-world products. Representations are the written or verbal forms of interpretation 

(either informal or formal), and are dependent on the contexts where designers are situated. 

They are constructed in syntactic objects and are assigned meaningful concepts based on the design-

ers’ interpretations. Representations are complex and in constant change because of three 

factors: the changes in real-world products, the changes in semantic communities and the 

changes in cognitive abilities of designers. 

Ad hoc component EPC representations are autonomous and distributed in various semantic 

communities. Their complexity reflects the reality of “fragmented electronic markets” [154]. 

For Peirce, “reality can only be known via signs” [23]. In this sense, if EPC representations 

are our only access to the reality of fragmented electronic markets, determining the accuracy 

and consistency between ad hoc component EPCs is a critical issue of ad hoc EPC integra-

tion for business interoperation. 
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4.1.2. Articulation 

A representation is a syntactic object relating to a corresponding meaning pertinent to a se-

mantic community. Its complexity varies in its structure expression for meaning assignment. 

Articulation ([79]:32; [51]:231-234) refers to the deconstruction of representation such that 

structure complexity can be analysed and the meaning assigned to structure can be accurately 

mastered. For Guiraud [79], a message is articulated if it can be broken down into elements 

that are themselves significant. For example, a refrigerator can be broken down into colour, 

price and description, and price can be further broken down into currency, value and unit. 

Within the product domain, an articulated representation has a vocabulary of basic units to-

gether with syntactic rules that can be used to generate larger meaningful combinations, as-

suming that each basic unit conveys a definite meaning assigned by designers and understood 

by users. Articulation provides a clear understanding of representation. 

The purpose of articulation is integration. For better understanding of what articulation is, a 

clear distinction is made between articulation and integration. The distinction is fundamental 

to build the PRODUCT MAP framework presented in this chapter. Integration is a process of re-

construction of the numerous interdependent and deconstructed ad hoc EPCs. While inte-

gration provides semantic linkage between the individual EPCs, it also changes the state of 

the interdependent EPCs that other EPCs could access for interoperation. Since integration 

involves millions of Web-based component EPCs that are constantly changing, the struc-

tures, formats, contents, semantics, etc. of these EPCs are inherently distributed and hetero-

geneous in both time and space. The design of IEPC systems is, therefore, extremely com-

plex, such as handling various languages, business practices, and preferences [81]. To deal 

with the source of confusion and the disorder in designing IEPC systems yet, at the same 

time, support the component EPC design and use, the heterogeneous, distributed yet inter-

dependent component EPCs must then be analysed, decomposed, aligned, managed, etc. 

from complex to simple – that is, articulated. The orderly deconstructing of the distributed and 

heterogeneous component EPCs for integration is referred to as the articulation. Understand-

ing the relationship (shown in Figure 4-2) between integration and articulation is important 

for the design and use of CONEX systems developed in this thesis for achieving business in-

teroperation.  

 

Reconstruction

Deconstruction
 

Integration 
 

Articulation  

 

Figure 4-2: Relationship between articulation and integration 
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The rest of this chapter describes a PRODUCT MAP through articulating complex component 

EPCs to lay the conceptual foundation of Collaborative Concept Exchange. 

4.2. PRODUCT MAP 

In a semiotic community (shown in Figure 4-1), all semiotic agents, if they are in the same 

semantic community and have the same interpretation of the real-world products, have ho-

mogeneous EPC representations or they share a common context. An analogy to a set of 

homogeneous EPC representations is a product standard, which shares common representa-

tion rules and semantics encoding. This section provides an articulation of homogeneous 

EPC representations for developing a novel generic PRODUCT MAP to capture the characteris-

tics of homogeneous component EPCs. 

4.2.1. Concept and Structure 

This subsection describes the basic characteristics of homogeneous component EPCs 

through articulation in terms of their representations as shown in Figure 4-1, assuming that 

all component EPCs have the same interpretation of real-world products. Through articula-

tion, it aims to decompose homogeneous component EPCs into several manageable ele-

ments.  

To facilitate the articulation, a component EPC representation is divided into two parts: 

structure and concept (following Saussure’s dyadic sign model 6 [167]:67), where structure re-

fers to the syntactic construct of an EPC representation and concept refers to the meaning 

conveyed in the structure. In general, structure is any syntactic form that can be assigned a 

meaning. Specifically, structure can be a set, a list, a tree or any syntactic formula. The model 

of representation can be graphically illustrated in Figure 4-3. 

c(116), rouge
a red colour

a(b1(c, ...), b2, ...)
a catalogue

concept(123, fridge, product)
a refrigerator

Structure

Concept

Structure Structure

Concept Concept

Representation Representation Representation  

Figure 4-3: Model of representation 

In Figure 4-3, a representation includes a structure that can be any syntactic form. This form 

conveys a concept and expresses the meaning of the concept. For example, “c(116), rouge” is 

a structure and its meaning is given as “a red colour”. The “a(b1(c, …,), b2, …) is a structure 
                                                 
6 In Saussure’s sign model ([167]:67), a sign as being composed of a “signifier” and a “signified”, where the signifier is the form 

that the sign takes, and the signified is the meaning that the sign represents. 
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and it is called as “a catalogue” because it is given the meaning of catalogue. Similarly, “con-

cept(123, fridge, product)” is a structure and it exactly expresses the meaning of “a refrigera-

tor” because it is so defined. 

By the above definition, any component EPC representation in an EPC system could be re-

garded as a couple (structure, concept). This couple is referred to as a PRODUCT MAP to rep-

resent any ad hoc component EPC that is investigated in this thesis. 

Definition 4-1: PRODUCT MAP (in short “PM”) 

PRODUCT MAP = (structure, concept), 

where structure notates any syntactic form of a representation and concept refers to the meaning 

of the same representation, which is assigned by a human being to the structure. In this defi-

nition, concept determines the meaning expressed by structure.     

A structure stands for nothing only if it relates to a concept while a concept is autoecious to a 

structure. Hence, in a semiotic community, structure is meaningful only after it is assigned a 

meaning. As observed by Langer [116], structure is not a pure proxy for concept but a vehicle 

for conveying the meaning of representation.  

Applying the definition of a PRODUCT MAP, a component EPC can be generically modelled as 

a collection of PRODUCT MAPs (PMs) in terms of structures and concepts. This is because a 

component EPC is a set of representations of categories, products, attributes and values. 

Definition 4-2: Electronic product catalogue (EPC) 

   EPC = (PM1, PM2, …, PMn), i∈(1…n)    

For example, a barcode system is an EPC where each barcode is a structure of a product rep-

resentation and the definition of that barcode is a concept, where the concept is unambigu-

ous in everyone’s understanding. Without the unambiguous concept definition, the corre-

sponding barcode means nothing and semantic discrepancies arise. 

4.2.2. Concepts in Hierarchical Structures 

Knowing the meaning assignment relation between structure and concept is not enough to 

explain the phenomena of hierarchical representations that appear in many EPCs such as 

UNSPSC [193] or Yahoo (www.yahoo.com) taxonomy on its web site. To explain, the prin-

ciple of articulation ([79]:32; [23]) is applied to deconstruct a component EPC into a multi-

level PRODUCT MAP for examining the relations between structure and concept. In this thesis, 

articulation adopts “denotation” and “connotation” ([10]:89-94; [51]:54-57) to describe the 

hierarchical relations between structure and concept. Following Barthes’ orders of signification 
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([11]:114-115), the EPC concept as a whole is referred to as denotation (concept) and EPC 

structure as a whole as connotation (structure). Then the EPC concept bonded to the EPC 

structure is a representation, called the first system ([10]:89), which again is a structure of a sec-

ond level system to be assigned a concept. The second level system can be recursively devel-

oped as a structure of a representation to be assigned a concept, consistent with Barthes’ 

statement that the denotation leads to a chain of connotations.  

EPC | UNSPSC
Structure | Concept

Product Map
Structure

Segments
Concept

Families
Concept

Product Map
Structure

Product Map
Structure

Classes
Concept

Product Map
Structure

Product Map
Structure

Commodities
Concept

Attributes
Concept

Product Map
Structure

Attributes
Concept

Product Map
Structure

Values
Concept

Product Map

 
Figure 4-4: A UNSPSC-based PRODUCT MAP hierarchy 

To gain a better understanding, Figure 4-4 illustrates an EPC representation, which is arbi-

trarily denoted by an EPC definition and connoted by a set of lower level structures, using 

UNSPSC [193] as an example. In this example, the first system “(EPC, UNSPSC)” is a 

PRODUCT MAP representation including a structure “EPC” that is assigned a concept 

“UNSPSC”. This first system as a denotation is connoted by lower level PRODUCT MAP repre-

sentations of segments. Any segment is again as a denotation to be connoted by its lower 

level families. This denotation-connotation relation goes down along a hierarchy through classes, 

commodities, and attributes to values. For instance, UNSPSC-based “domestic refrigerators” 

could be alternatively articulated into <UNSPSC, 1> (<segment 1, 1.1>, …, <Domestic 

Appliances and Supplies and Consumer Electronic Products, 1.52> (<family 1, 1.52.1>, …, 

<Domestic appliances, 1.52.14> (<class 1, 1.52.14.1>, …, <Domestic kitchen appliances, 

1.52.14.15> (<Domestic refrigerators, 1.52.14.15.1> (<colour, 1.52.14.15.1-1>, <price, 

1.52.14.15.1-2> (<currency, 1.52.14.15.1-2.1>, <amount, 1.52.14.15.1-2.2>, <unit, 

1.52.14.15.1-2.3>, …, <attribute Y, 1.52.14.15.1-Y>, …, <Commodity X, 1.52.14.15.X>, 

…), …), …). 

The chained EPC structure illustrated above suggests that it is important to make a further 

analytical distinction between two types of concepts: a denotative concept and a connotative 

concept. A denotative concept “tends to be described as the definitional, ‘literal’, ‘obvious’ or 

‘commonsense’ meaning” of a representation, while the term connotative concept “is used to re-

fer to the socio-cultural and ‘personal’ associations …” of the representation, which is more 
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obvious to individual interpreters [23]. With this distinction, denotation involves a broad 

consensus where the meaning of a representation is broadly agreed upon by the members of 

the same semantic community, while connotation defines the features or characteristics of a 

representation in the second level of a system. For example, the denotation “UNSPSC” in 

EPC root defines a general meaning while its connotation such as “1-52: domestic appliances 

and suppliers and consumer electronic products” defines more specific meaning. Denotation 

and connotation are two types of concepts in a PRODUCT MAP such that: 

• Type 1: PM : structure ⇐ denotative concept 

• Type 2: PM : PM ⇑ (PM1, …, PMn) 

Type 1 is an atomic PRODUCT MAP, where a structure is assigned an atomic concept, which is 

a denotative concept. The “⇐” refers to denotative concept assignment to structure. Type 2 is a 

complex PRODUCT MAP, which is a PRODUCT MAP further specified by a collection of child 

level PRODUCT MAPs, where each is a couple of structure and denotative concept. The “⇑” 

refers to connotative concept assignment to the parent level PRODUCT MAP. 

A complex PRODUCT MAP describes a recursive relation between concepts. Structurally, it has 

depicted a hierarchical relation between multiple concepts. For example, “(235, 冰箱 )⇐a 

household refrigerator” is a Type 1 atomic PRODUCT MAP, while “[(235, 冰箱 )⇐a household 

refrigerator]⇑{[(2351, )⇐price of refrigerator], [(2352, 颜色 )⇐ color of refrigerator)]}” 

is a Type 2 complex PRODUCT MAP. 

价格

4.2.3.  Denotative and Connotative Concept Structure 

As shown in Figure 4-3, a PRODUCT MAP is either a catalogue (e.g. UNSPSC), a product (e.g. 

commodity) or an attribute. A collection of lower level PRODUCT MAPs connotes a higher-

level PRODUCT MAP. To capture concept meanings that are recursively developed in different 

PRODUCT MAP levels, it is necessary to understand how concepts are denoted and connoted. 

By applying denotation and connotation, we extend the PRODUCT MAP defined in definition 

4-1 and redefine it in definition 4-3. 

Definition 4-3 (Form 1): Extended PRODUCT MAP (in short “PM”) 

PM = (<denotative concept structure, connotative concept 

structure>, denotative concept). 

In short, 

PM = (<DS, CS>, DC), 
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Where the structure of Definition 4-1 is divided into two parts as denotative concept struc-

ture and connotative concept structure. Denotative concept structure (DS) is a structure that is re-

sponsible for conveying the denotative concept (DC) assigned by the concept designer in creating 

component EPCs. Connotative concept structure (CS) is a set of child level PRODUCT MAPs that 

are used to describe their common parent structure. They can be null if a PRODUCT MAP has 

no child concepts. The relation between denotative concept structure and connotative con-

cept structure is a parent-child hierarchical relation, also called denotation-connotation relation that 

emphasise the concept relation conveyed in the structural relation. 

To simplify the above definition, we assume that denotative concepts are always truly con-

veyed in denotative concept structures in PRODUCT MAPs. With this assumption, the defini-

tion of PRODUCT MAP can be contracted as (Definition 4-3 Form 2): 

PM = (denotative concept structure, connotative concept 

structure). 

In short, 

PM = (DS, CS). 

In this new form, a PRODUCT MAP is clearly comprised of two parts of denotative concept 

structure (DS) and connotative concept structure (CS), which conveys a set of denotative 

concepts (DC) that are hierarchically connoted. Applying this definition, UNSPSC [193] and 

eCl@ss [50] are two typical PRODUCT MAPs that have constructed two product vocabulary 

classification systems. A barcode system such as U.P.C [194] is a flat PRODUCT MAP, which 

has only two levels – the root level denoted as “U.P.C” and a connotation level comprising a 

set of barcodes defined by corresponding concepts (definitions). 

4.2.3.1. Denotative Concept Structure 
As mentioned above, denotative concept structure is responsible for conveying denotative 

concepts. Following the work on product representation [81][84], this thesis represents a de-

notative concept in a denotative concept structure as a 4-tuple (identifier, annotation, link, 

option) based on definition 4-3 Form 2 to capture the content of denotative concept in a 

PRODUCT MAP. 

Definition 4-4: Denotative Concept Structure (in short “DS”) 

DS = (identifier, annotation, link, options). 

In this definition, a denotative concept structure includes four components: identifier, anno-

tation, link and options. An identifier is a concept identifier (in short IID or iid), which func-

tions to uniquely identify a denotative concept. Annotation (in short AN or an) is a written 
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definition about a denotative concept (e.g. a piece of natural language expression). Link (in 

short LK or lk) is a web address of a denotative concept structure, which defines the web 

location of a denotative concept. Options (in short OP or op) are a collection of elementary 

structures that are reserved to describe details about the denotative concept (e.g. concept type 

to define the type of denotative concept, or function to define an operation on a denotative 

concept).           

A denotative concept structure is said to be denoted (i.e. conveyed a concept) if and only if it 

has been assigned a meaning. For example, the structure (IID, AN, LK, OP) is denoted if it 

has been assigned a meaning such as (<IID, AN, LK, OP> ⇐ <1.52.14.15.1, domestic re-

frigerators, www.pm.org/1.52.14.15.1, {product}>). Syntactically, the denotation of structure 

is the same as the instantiation of an object-oriented method. Semantically, a structure is de-

noted only if the instantiated data carry the true meaning with regard to something. For ex-

ample, “IID ⇐ 12345” is an instantiation if we do not know what “12345” refers to. In con-

trast, “IID ⇐ 12345” is a denotation if we have a definition about 12345 somewhere such 

that “12345 refers to a household refrigerator”. 

4.2.3.2. Connotative Concept Structure 
Unlike denotative concept structure that provides a mechanism for defining how a concept 

should be conveyed in a structure to formulate an atomic PRODUCT MAP, a connotative con-

cept structure is facilitated as a mechanism for defining how the structure of a PRODUCT MAP 

should be hierarchically evolved. 

Definition 4-5: Connotative Concept Structure (in short “CS”) 

A connotative concept structure (CS) is specified by a set of child level PRODUCT MAPs {PM1 

… PMn}:  

CS = {PM1 … PMn}. 

In this definition, a PRODUCT MAP PMi is a recursive part of the parent level PRODUCT MAP 

PM = (DS, CS). The function of connotative concept structure (CS) is to specify the charac-

teristics of the parent structure and concept.        

It is obvious that a PRODUCT MAP is recursive, which reflects the way of EPC representation 

classification shown in Figure 4-4. A denotative concept structure is connoted by a connota-

tive concept structure that is defined by a set of child level PRODUCT MAPs. This recursive 

structure is consistent with Bathes’ order of signification ([11]: 114-115), which can be cap-

tured through indexing concept identifier (IID), because a PRODUCT MAP consists of a deno-
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tative concept structure (DS), which again includes a concept identifier IID that can be 

uniquely referenced.  An index of concept identifiers (IID) is defined as a set of vectors on a 

vector concept tree [81] in the following: 

Definition 4-6: Indexation of IID 

The IID are indexed by a set of vectors on a vector concept tree (Ii
1, …, Ii

k) where (1) level is k 

∈{1,…,n}and (2) position is i ∈{1,…, m} of each I,  where n and m are integers.  

In this definition, parent is a vector (Ii
1, …, Ii

k-1), child is a set of vectors (Ii
1, …, Ii

k+1), and root is 

a vector (Ii
1, …, Ii

k) with k = 1 and i = 1. For convenience, a human readable vector is given 

and notated as: 

iidik ∈ IID, iidik = 1.i…i, 

where “1” is the root position of the vector tree, “.” is the level separation, “k” is the level, 

and “i ” is the sibling position under a same parent position.      

By this index, any IID can be indexed in an orderly way to build a denotation-connotation 

representation relation to create a PRODUCT MAP classification system. 

4.2.4. Context of  PRODUCT MAP 

A pure indexed PRODUCT MAP is abstract, which relates to nothing. It is meaningful only 

when it relates to a specific context to describe a specific component EPC. In the work of 

Ouksel et al [149], context is defined as the knowledge that is needed to reason about another 

system for the purpose of answering a query. In COIN [72], context as a mediator defines a set 

of axioms used to transform semantic data between senders and receivers. In semPro [105], 

context is a component for capturing the semantics related to an object’s definition and its 

relationships to other objects, where a particular semantic similarity holds between two ob-

jects. The term context in a PRODUCT MAP defines a representation perspective of a specific 

semantic community, which relates to the other representation perspectives of other seman-

tic communities. Returning to Figure 4-1 of semiotic community, a context affects not only 

the interpretation of real-world objects to represent ad hoc EPCs but also the understanding 

of the represented EPCs sent by another semantic community. To analyse the effect brought 

by context difference, a context triangle is shown in Figure 4-5 to describe the relations between 

structure, concept and context between PRODUCT MAPs. In this triangle, a PRODUCT MAP is 

first a context, which defines a perspective of a semantic community. Secondly, it includes a 

structure, which defines a syntactic form created in the context. Thirdly, it has a concept, which 
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defines a meaning assigned to the structure and is understandable in the context. Including 

the context factor, a PRODUCT MAP (PM) can be redefined in the following: 

PM =(denotative concept structure, connotative concept 

structure) in the context of context 

In short, 

PM = (DS, CS) ∝ context 

where the “∝” reads as “in the context of”.  

In this new definition, a PRODUCT MAP is always in a specific context of a semantic commu-

nity. When two PRODUCT MAPs of different semantic communities are compared, they take 

the forms of contexts to specify their individual characteristics. In another word, a PRODUCT 

MAP is called as a context when it is related to other PRODUCT MAPs of different semantic 

communities. 

CONTEXT

Structure Concept

CONTEXT

Structure Concept
 

Figure 4-5: Two PRODUCT MAPs connected through contexts of two semantic communities 

Context consists of coupled structure and concept, and determines the formation of struc-

ture and the understanding of concept. Inversely, formed structure and defined concept con-

stitute their situated context. Two PRODUCT MAPs of different semantic communities have 

different perspectives of structure and concept, which are semantically interoperable only if 

their contexts are semantically linked in a consistent way. The distinction between structure, 

concept and context of a PRODUCT MAP is invaluable in designing Collaborative Concept Ex-

change Systems. 

4.2.5. Product Concept Properties 

To understand more about how a concept is assigned and expressed in a structure in a 

PRODUCT MAP, this subsection investigates concept properties pertinent to a PRODUCT MAP. 

In semiotics, Peirce endeavoured to sort out the elements of thought and developed what he 

called the three categories of thought: Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness ([153]:CP8.213). In a 

simpler explanation, “Firstness is quality, Secondness is effect, and Thirdness is product in 

the process of its becoming. Firstness is possibility (a might be), Secondness is actuality (what 
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happens to be at the moment), and Thirdness is potentiality, probability, or necessity (what 

would be, could be, or should be, given a certain set of conditions) [134]”. There is a certain 

pattern among the categories that reminds one of the components of representation, semi-

otic object, and interpretation. 

Relating to the previous description of products (by comparing Figure 4-1), Firstness is the 

qualities of an object (e.g. refrigerator), which exist independently before thought without 

reference to anything else. Secondness is the effect of interpretation of the object (e.g. refrig-

erator), which is a specific act that is different for different people. Thirdness is the represen-

tation that mediates First object (e.g. refrigerator) and Second interpretation (i.e. act) of First 

object. This representation becomes a syntactic form that is used to convey the meaning of 

interpretation in the mind. When a representation (of refrigerator) is made, it is again an ob-

ject with its Firstness that causes Secondness and Thirdness. Peirce’s three categories of 

thought are profound. He discusses the everlasting change of a representation shown as in 

Figure 4-6, which is “in perpetual motion, but it returns into itself, it is in-forming, self-

repeating, yet it is always becoming something other than what it was becoming, and it never 

stands a chance of becoming what it will be and fixed for all time” [134]. 

Representation
(Third)Object

(First)

Interpretation
(Second)

 

Figure 4-6: Three categories of thought 

In the CONEX approach, Firstness is referred to as FIRST semantics to describe the independ-

ent qualities of real-world products (e.g. refrigerators), and Secondness as SECOND semantics 

to describe the interpretation of FIRST semantics, which are individual experiences of con-

cept designers about real-world products (e.g. refrigerators) in their own contexts. The 

Thirdness or the representation of real-world products (e.g. refrigerators) partially records the 

interpretation and is called THIRD semantics. In CONEX structure model, this representation is 

the denotative concept structure, in which annotation is responsible for recording the interpre-

tation of real-world products. Thus, the THIRD semantics directly corresponds to annota-

tion, which is the written definition of the interpretation. 
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Different from Peirce’ three categories of thought, a denotative concept structure not only 

describes the changing process of an object itself but also wishes to make a semantic linkage 

with other individual experiences of interpreting the same object. For example, if one con-

cept designer represents his/her interpretation of refrigerator as “(annotation) = (domestic 

refrigerators)” and another concept designer represents the same as “(annotation) = 

( )”, a semantic linkage is needed to make a judgment about whether they are se-

mantically the same. The unique concept identifier IID (e.g. LF333) described in Section 

4.2.3.2 provides this function and is called FOURTH semantics to connect two different repre-

sentations (Thirdness). It is unique and unambiguous to refer to an individual representation. 

A representation often has two levels of abstraction to represent the interpretation. The first 

level is the meta-level, that is, a representation captures the commonality of a category of con-

cept characteristics (e.g. colour). The second level is the reified level, where a representation 

refers to a specific characteristic (e.g. red or white). In the CONEX approach, annotation re-

flects the meta-level concept, which is definitional but not particular. The particular reified 

level concept (e.g. red or white) is the reification of annotation and is called FIFTH semantics. 

Since annotation is identified by concept identifier IID, reification does not directly have 

connection with annotation but with IID. In this way, reification is unambiguous and unique 

to a meta-level annotation. In the following, the above semantic relations are applied to de-

scribe concept properties. 

家用冰箱

Concept Property 1: Order of Concept Semantics  

Given a category of objects with independent qualities (FIRST semantics), in the process of 

forming the concept (C) of these objects, SECOND semantics is an interpretation (IT) of con-

cept designer in a specific context, which determines THIRD semantics annotation (AN) of a 

denotative concept structure. THIRD semantics produces the FOURTH semantics - concept 

identifier (IID), which further reifies itself as FIFTH semantics in terms of specific concept value 

(IS). Simply, the semantic order of a concept is expressed as: 

IT→AN→IID→IS 

where IT→AN is a many-to-many mapping relation, AN→IID is a many-to-one mapping 

relation, and IID→IS is an one-to-many relation.          

The semantic order property is important because it exposes the complexity in ascertaining 

concept interpretation, annotation, identifier and reification of product concepts. Under-

standing this property helps us reduce the complexity by managing the relations between 

concept semantics. It also makes possible for concept transformation between AN, IID and 
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IS, because the uniqueness of IID within a system enables the sets of AN and IS to be linked 

uniquely without the loss of true meaning assignment.  

While applying for this property to analyse a set of connoted concepts of a PRODUCT MAP, 

another important concept conversion property is derived. 

Concept Property 2: Hierarchy-to-Linearisation Conversion of Concept (in short “HtL”) 

Given a PRODUCT MAP consisting of a hierarchical concept C = C1(C1.1, …, C1.i(C1.i.1, …, 

C1.i.i(…, C1.i…i, …))) stipulated by definition 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5, we can build an IID set where 

for each iid ∈ IID, iid is an identifier of C , then C connoted by its lower level C1.i…i can be 

converted into a linear structure containing a set iid1.i…i ∈ IID such that: 

∀AN1,.i…i→iid1, .i…i,  
C = (an1→iid1, an1.1→iid1.1, an1.2→iid1.2, …, an1.i…i→iid1.i…i), 

where AN1,i…i is a set of hierarchical concept annotations, “→” is a mapping relation between 

AN and IID. For each iid ∈ IID, its subscript notates its PRODUCT MAP index position in a 

vector concept tree. Shortly, a hierarchical concept representation is converted into a linear 

set such that: 

C = (iid1, iid1.1, iid1.2 …, iid1.i…i).    

For example, a “refrigerator” that is arbitrarily represented on a vector concept tree 

“fridge→F1 (description→F1.1, dimension→F1.2(width→F1.2.1, length→F1.2.3, height→ 

F1.2.3), price→F1.3)” can be linearly reconstructed as (F1, F1.1, F1.2, F1.2.1, F1.2.2, F1.2.3, 

F1.3)”. This linear structure can be easily converted back to a hierarchical refrigerator con-

cept by decoding the iids to annotations following the pattern of F(1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 

1.2.3, 1.3). The importance of HtL conversion property is that all hierarchical concepts could be 

represented and stored in either linear or hierarchical structure. 

Concept Property 3: Divisibility of Concept 

Given a linearised hierarchical concept C = (C1, C1.1, C1.2 …, C1.i…i), then C can be divided 

into a finite number of concepts Ca, …, Cz such that each divided concept is still a hierarchi-

cal concept in the form: 

  C = Ca + … + Cz  
    = {C1, C1.a, C1.(a+1) …, C1.a…a} + … + {C1, C1.z, C1.(z+1) …, C1.z…z}   

In this property, each divided concept is a branch PRODUCT MAP (including all of its ances-

tors) of the whole PRODUCT MAP.  
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For example, in Figure 4-7, C1 = {C1, C1.1} + {C1, C1.2} = {C1, C1.1, C1.1.1} + {C1, C1.1, C1.1.2} + 

{C1, C1.2, C1.2.1} + {C1, C1.2, C1.2.2} where each C1.1.1, C1.1.2, C1.2.1 or C1.2.2 is a branch PRODUCT 

MAP including a path to the root of the whole PRODUCT MAP. The reason why to include all 

ancestor concepts in a branch PRODUCT MAP is because, for concepts, ancestor concepts are 

contexts of descendant concepts. Without ancestor concepts, the descendant concepts mean 

nothing. 

C1

C1.1 C1.2

C1.1.1 C1.1.2 C1.2.1 C1.2.2

C1.1.1.1 C1.1.1.2 C1.1.1.3 C1.1.2.1 C1.2.1.1 C1.2.1.2 C1.2.2.1 C1.2.2.2 C1.2.2.3

 

Figure 4-7: Divisible concept 

The divisibility of a hierarchical concept is important because each divided concept still refers 

to the original root concept except for the reduced connotation. By applying this concept 

property, any two hierarchical concepts are exactly the same if they share the identical sub-

tree of another hierarchical concept (assuming semantically equivalent) and have the same 

concept root. 

In summary, this section has articulated a homogeneous EPC into its structure, concept and 

context of a PRODUCT MAP, which is important and fundamental in understanding how a 

component EPC is constructed. 

4.3. Articulating Heterogeneous EPC Representations 

The characteristic of heterogeneity between component EPCs requires the articulation of 

their relationships. For instance, if SME1 defines a freezer in a PRODUCT MAP such that 

“freezer (price (currency, value), color, dimension (width, length, height))”, and SME2 defines 

another freezer in a PRODUCT MAP such that “freezer (quote term (qty, prc (curr, val)), desc 

(clr, size (w, l, h)))”, then how can SME1 and SME2 be related together for business interop-

eration? What does “freezer” mean? Does it refer to a “mini-freezer used in a car”, or “a 

domestic freezer for household use”? To answer these questions, this section applies a 

PRODUCT MAP to articulate relations between heterogeneous component EPCs. Through ar-

ticulation, the issue of EPC representation heterogeneity is investigated on structure, concept 

and context, and three integration conditions are derived for Collaborative Concept Ex-

change.  
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Following semiotic analysis, the phenomena of heterogeneity in structure, concept and con-

text is explained under the notations of syntagm ([167]:122-123), paradigm [23] and pragmatism 

([152]:180-223) or pragmatics [40]. Syntagm concerns term combination and positioning rela-

tions between terms. Paradigm concerns term substitution about associative relations be-

tween terms. Pragmatics concerns mutual effects between term representations and users. 

4.3.1. Syntagmatic Relationship versus Structure Mappability 

Syntagmatic relationship specifies the differences of two syntactic structures between two het-

erogeneous EPCs in terms of two PRODUCT MAPs. For example, if SME1 defines its refrigera-

tor in a structure of refrigerator(price(currency, value), color, dimension(width, length, 

height)) and SME2 defines a structure refrigerator(quote term(quantity, price(currency, 

value)), description(color, dimension(width, length, height))), then these two firms have dif-

ferent semantic structures and thus are semantically heterogeneous for interoperation. This 

inconsistency is often reflected in the product concept classification heterogeneity [55][138] 

and concept structure modelling [106]. For example, the standard of UNSPSC adopts a four 

level classification scheme, the standard of ecl@ss applies a five level classification scheme 

including product attributes, and the standard of UCC/EAN bar codes  (www.ucc.org) in-

troduces a flat one by one identification scheme. Specifically, these inconsistencies exist at 

three levels: (1) Within a firm, different data sources may have different data schema. (2) 

Within a given electronic market, different enterprise-wide EPCs have different catalogue 

schemas. (3) Different product standards have different vocabulary classifications.  The ar-

ticulation of the above issue requires examining the agreement of term combination between dif-

ferent component EPCs. This is because for each syntagm, it is “an orderly combination of 

interacting signifiers which forms a meaningful whole within a text” [23]. While each compo-

nent EPC is autonomous, its own orderly combination leads to the disagreement of term 

combination with others. 

For example, “fridge(clr, prc(curr, val, unit))” and “refrigerator(colour, price(currency, value, 

unit))  have the same term combination and thus they are structurally mappable (e.g. 

fridge↔refrigerator,  clr↔colour, prc↔price, curr↔currency, val↔value, unit↔unit). 

However, in another example of “fridge(clr, curr, val, unit)” and “refrigerator(colour, 

price(currency, value, unit)”, the term combinations of “fridge” and “refrigerator” cannot 

agree, and thus they are not structurally mappable. 

To enable heterogeneous structures to agree with each other in term combination and be in-

teroperable, this thesis applies mapping [140][146], which provides a reference structure for 

mapping heterogeneous structures. Given a reference structure, a condition of integrating 
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heterogeneous structures of PRODUCT MAPs is derived, which focuses on structure mapping 

that disregards the intrinsic meaning heterogeneity between two structures. This condition is 

stated as follows: 

(1) Given a reference tree structure ST = DS1(DS1.1, …, DS1.k(…(…, DS1…k, …)…), …, 

DS1.n) based on Indexation of IID of Definition 4-6. 

(2) Given two heterogeneous component EPCs represented as two PRODUCT MAP PM1 and 

PM2, where both include a set of denotative concept structures such that PM1 ={DS1, …, 

DSi, …, DSp} and PM2 ={DS1, …, DSj, …, DSq}. 

(3) Given (1) and (2), then two denotative concept structures DSi ∈ PM1 and DSj ∈ PM2 are 

mappable if and only if there exist a structure DS1…k ∈ ST such that DSi ↔ DS1…k and DSj ↔ 

DS1…k, where “↔” is one-to-one mapping.  

This condition requires that two heterogeneous PRODUCT MAPs can structurally map to a 

same reference structure, which is facilitated as a structure bridge for two heterogeneous 

PRODUCT MAPs. The reason why mapping can achieve same term combination is that the struc-

tural mapping to a reference structure is a process of reclassifying denotative concept struc-

tures of heterogeneous PRODUCT MAPs such that the reclassified PRODUCT MAPs have same 

structure classification as the reference tree structure. This condition is referred to as heteroge-

neous structure integration condition, in short HESI condition. 

For example, given a reference structure ST = 1(1.1(1.1.1), 1.2(1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3), 1.3(1.3.1, 

1.3.2)) and two PRODUCT MAP PM1 = fridge(clr, prc(curr, val, unt)) and PM2 = refrigera-

tor(colour, currency, value, unit). If we have fridge↔1, refrigerator↔1, clr↔1.1, col-

our↔1.1, curr↔1.2.1, currency↔1.2.1, val↔1.2.2, value↔1.2.2, unt↔1.2.3 and 

unit↔1.2.3, then we have PM1’↔PM2 where PM1’ = fridge(clr, curr, val, unt), such that 

fridge↔1↔refrigerator, clr↔1.1↔colour, curr↔1.2.1↔currency, val↔1.2.2↔value and 

unt↔1.2.3↔unit. Thus, PM1 is partially mapped onto PM2 via reference structure. Specifi-

cally, the denotative concept structures of PM1’ and PM2 that have the same reference posi-

tion in the reference tree structure are structurally mapped. This examples suggests that two 

heterogenous component EPCs have adopted a same structure classification structure after 

reclassification through structure mapping. 

4.3.2. Paradigmatic Relationship versus Concept Substitutability 

Paradigmatic relationship concerns concept substitution between any two heterogeneous com-

ponent EPCs in terms of PRODUCT MAPs, assuming they are structurally mappable. For ex-
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ample, if two SMEs have refrigerators that are structured as “refrigerator(price(currency, 

value), color)” and “fridge(prc(curr, val), clr)”, then paradigmatically, the question is whether 

there are semantic substitution relations in structurally mappable pairs of “refrigerator, 

fridge”, “price, prc”, “currency, curr”, “value, val” or “color, clr”. 

The above issue can be generalised as concept inconsistency issue, which is often reflected in syn-

onymous concept expressions and homonymous concept expressions [73] when concept designers assign 

meanings to structures. A paradigmatic issue often occurs when Concept Property 1 is violated 

in interpreting, representing, identifying and reifying a same concept such that the non-trivial 

semantic order of IT→AN→IID→IS is not identically followed in different component 

EPCs. Three violation cases are: 

• The n concept designers have n ITs (interpretations in minds), which leads to n ANs 

(written annotations), expressed as ITn→ANn. 

• The n ANs have n IIDs (unique concept identifiers), expressed as ANn→IIDn, 

• The n IIDs have n ISs (reified concepts), expressed as IIDn→ISn. 

The first case states that different interpretations (n IT) of a same real world object leads to 

different written definitions (n AN) of the same object. The second case states two sub-

issues: (a) different IID is used to identify a same concept definition (AN) or same IID is 

used to identify different concept definitions (AN), for example, “radio→1.52.15.14.1” and 

“refrigerator→1.52.15.14.1”. (b) Even if AN → IID is consistent in different component 

EPCs, IT → AN may be inconsistent. The third case states two sub-issues: (a) IIDs for a 

same reified concept may be different, for example, “LF111.2→price→(USD, dozen)” and 

“LF111.2→prc→(AUD, piece)”. (b) Even if the IIDs may be the same, the IT→AN→IID 

may be inconsistent. 

For above issues, substitutability is the key notion of the paradigmatic relationship. Saussure 

called it as “association relation” ([167]:119-125) where a paradigm is a set of associated con-

cepts as members of some defining category. In any substitution, each concept is significantly 

different in expression, for example, in different natural languages or dialects.  

Substitutability relates to context. Given a same context, “refrigerator” and “fridge” can be 

the same (synonymous) and substitutable because this substitutability can be proved by refer-

encing to a same concept definition, for example, “fridge” → “A” and “refrigerator” → “A”. 

However, for different contexts, it is difficult to prove whether “refrigerator” and “fridge” 

are the same for substitution, because “refrigerator” in one context and “fridge” in another 
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have no common semantic reference for semantic comparison. Without identical orders of 

concept semantics such that IT1→AN1→IID1→IS1 is semantically equivalent to 

IT2→AN2→IID2→IS2, two compared concepts are not substitutable. At most, they have 

unreliable perceived similarities in structure or concept definition. Saussure uses the term “men-

tal association” ([167]:121-126) to refer to the diverse similarities. He noted that there is no 

end (or commonly agreed order) to such association. 

The unreliable mental association between two concepts requires a mechanism to prove that 

two associated concepts are also semantically substitutable. In this thesis, this issue is ad-

dressed by stating that any machine-based reconciliation of semantic conflicts for substitution 

is at most a kind of similarity [105]. This is because machines can only infer meaning equiva-

lence for semantic substitution through pre-encoded rules. They cannot handle uncertainty 

outside the given rules, that is, the “mental association” issue remains unsolved. To enable 

the exact concept substitutability but not the diverse similarity, this thesis applies the theory 

of design collaboration of Geisler and Rogers [67] to mediate heterogeneous concepts. Through 

design collaboration, concept designers make agreements on concept substitution, hence re-

solving semantic conflicts and eliminating diverse similarity during the phase of collaborative 

concept design. A collaboration mechanism that supports design collaboration can provide a 

public space for negotiating the semantic equivalence between concept designers of multiple 

component EPCs. By applying design collaboration, a collaboration mechanism is a neces-

sary condition of integrating heterogeneous concepts, which provides the possibility of 

achieving identical orders of concept semantics between concepts. With this condition, a het-

erogeneous concept can be substituted such that concept1↔concept2 through collaboration. This 

condition is referred to as heterogeneous concept integration condition, in short HECI condition, which 

is facilitated as a proving mechanism for ensuring identical orders of concept semantics for 

heterogeneous concepts. 

4.3.3. Pragmatic relationship versus Context Commonality 

Pragmatic relationship that specifies “the relationships between signs and their users” [40] is 

somewhat different. In general, the basic pragmatic issue is context inconsistency between two 

component EPCs. The reflection of the issue is the implicit meanings hidden in representa-

tions and the different semantic reference systems for representation interpretation. Specifi-

cally, for EPC designers, pragmatics describes how real-world products are represented for 

business communication based on their past experiences and environment. For EPC users 

(e.g. an order receiver), it depicts how the inbound representations from other component 

EPCs are interpreted based on their stored knowledge or semantic reference systems. For 
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example, different EPC designers may annotate something like “an appliance, a cabinet, or a 

room for storing food or other substances at a low temperature” in different ways such as 

“refrigerator”, “fridge” or “réfrigérateur”. Users, on the other hand, may interpret these an-

notations differently by deviating from the original meanings of representation designers. In 

essence, the pragmatic issue is the irreversibility of Concept Property 1 between heterogeneous 

contexts such that: a PRODUCT MAP representation made in one context cannot be reinter-

preted correctly in another context. More specifically, the semantic order “interpretation → 

annotation → concept identifier (IID) → concept value” of context1 cannot be understood 

in context2. Receivers of context2 cannot infer the received information and thus cannot ac-

curately interoperate with the sender. 

The cause of the problem is that people in different contexts have different modality judgments 

[23], which reflects in concept interpretation, annotation or identifying. Unless we have me-

diating facilities that can relate heterogeneous contexts to a common context, the order of 

concept semantics in one context cannot be correctly reinterpreted in another context. For 

example, (fridge→LF111)(context1) ↔ (LF111, 1.52.14.15.1) ↔ 1.52.14.15.1 ↔ (1.52.14.15.1, 

DH55) ↔ (refrigerator→ DH55)(context2), where domestic refrigerator → 1.52.14.15.1 such that 

fridge, refrigerator and domestic refrigerator are all semantically equivalent. In this example, a com-

mon context is maintained through two mediation structures (LF111, 1.52.15.15.1) and 

(1.52.14.15.1, DH55) in addition to a proof mechanism of the semantic equivalence of fridge, 

refrigerator and domestic refrigerator. It is clear that the core of the pragmatic issue is to maintain a 

common context, where heterogeneous representations with different orders of concept se-

mantics can be avoided through the mediation by common context. 

Syntactically speaking, it is rather easy to build a mediation structure such that a ↔ (a, b) ↔ 

b ↔ (b, c) ↔ c. Nevertheless, to determine whether the semantics of a, b and c are equiva-

lent is not simple because of the modality judgment issue. In fact, this issue is the same as the 

issue of perceived similarities discussed in Section 4.3.2. The former studies the problem from 

the angle of different contexts while the latter brings the problem to a same context where 

the diverse similarities are found. Since the two problems are same in nature, the solution of 

design collaboration is applied to resolve the issue of modality judgment. A collaboration 

mechanism is adopted as a mediation space, where mediation structures in terms of common 

PRODUCT MAPs are provided. With a common PRODUCT MAP, concept designers of hetero-

geneous contexts can have a common space for negotiating how to interpret real-world 

products and map individual concept representations onto common PRODUCT MAPs.  
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It should be pointed out that the mediation of different contexts using common PRODUCT 

MAPs is different from the traditional mediation approach (e.g. COIN mediator [73] or facilita-

tor [107]) because the latter is fully rule-based, and cannot resolve semantic conflicts beyond 

pre-defined rules. In contrast, common PRODUCT MAPs are built on a collaboration mecha-

nism, where concept designers actively resolve semantic conflicts by collaboration in concept 

designing. 

Common context is a condition of integrating heterogeneous contexts, which can be stated 

as follows: given any two heterogeneous PRODUCT MAPs PM1 and PM2, then PM1 and PM2 

can semantically interoperate with each other if there is a common PRODUCT MAP PM such 

that two concepts of PM1 and PM2 map to a same concept of PM by collaboration. This 

condition is referred to as heterogeneous context integration condition, in short, HEXI condition. 

This condition ensures that representations in heterogeneous contexts are semantically trans-

formable through common context.  

In all above three heterogeneous conditions, HESI and HECI conditions are necessary for 

integrating heterogeneous component EPCs but the HEXI condition is a sufficient condi-

tion, which guarantees integration by providing a common context. 

4.4. Articulating Distributed EPC Representations 

Heterogeneity is not the only source of complexity in integrating component EPCs. The 

characteristic of the high distribution of millions of ad hoc component EPCs increases the 

integration complexity. Schmidt et al [171][172] explain that interdependent systems tend to 

be more complex than independent systems because of the involvement of coordination 

work arrangement for supporting indirect and distributed cooperative work relations. Hence, 

articulation work is required to reduce complexity so that the involved work arrangement 

could be managed in an orderly way. This explanation typically characterises the component 

EPC systems that are highly distributed yet interdependent for sharing product information. 

To facilitate the articulation, this section first describes the characteristic of the uneven distri-

bution of component EPCs, and then a clustering method is employed to segment the dis-

tributed component EPCs into a hierarchy. This hierarchy is further abstracted as a market 

net topology, called ConexNet, which consists of common PRODUCT MAPs, local PRODUCT 

MAPs and source PRODUCT MAPs. These unevenly distributed PRODUCT MAPs are linked to-

gether through their context mappings. By means of ConexNet, the design guideline for Col-

laborative Concept Exchange is established. 
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4.4.1. Uneven Distribution of  Component EPCs 

The component EPCs are unevenly distributed between fragmented electronic markets. 

More specifically, the interdependent component EPCs, which are carriers and transmitters 

of product information between electronic markets, are “fragmented by geography, which 

creates inefficient markets and uninformed buyers and sellers” [154]. The concept geography 

here refers to the differences in network locations where component EPCs are created on 

the Internet and related to various fragmented markets. Geography leads to the heterogene-

ous designs and uses of component EPCs. 

Geographic discrepancies often arise from three aspects: natural causes, marketing strategies and 

resource constraints. Natural causes refer to geographic regions, country borders, natural lan-

guages, customs and cultures [54][37]. Marketing strategies refer to the deliberate designs of cer-

tain product features, unnatural languages and descriptions that could cater for the need of a 

small portion of customers (e.g. product differentiation [39][66]). Resource constraints refer to 

the legacy systems, technical difficulties and financial limitations of firms [85]. These causes 

lead to an uneven distribution of component EPCs, in both contents and representations, over 

the Internet, for instance, heterogeneity in natural languages (English, Chinese, French, etc.) 

or regional locations (USA, UK, China, France, etc.) that involve different terms specific to 

these countries, or term usage relevant to social classes or geo-demographic factors. 

The uneven distribution of component EPCs raises an integration issue, that is, in which way 

component EPCs should be connected? The next subsection applies a clustering analysis to 

understand the unevenly distributed EPC representations. 

4.4.2. Clustering Unevenly Distributed Component EPCs 

Cluster analysis is “a convenient method commonly used in many disciplines to categorise enti-

ties … into groups that are homogeneous along a range of observed characteristics” 

([199]:39). It can provide the underlying systems with transparency in architecture and com-

munication and can accommodate heterogeneity in various aspects. 

Component EPCs are segmented based on five criteria: languages, geographical locations, 

industrial classification schemes, geo-demographic factors and resource constraints. This 

clustering base provides a way to observe real-world electronic markets that could help build 

cost-effective EPC integration systems accommodating heterogeneous component EPCs. It 

should be noted that no conclusion is made that this clustering base is better than others be-

cause different systems have their own characteristics for adopting suitable clustering bases. 
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Language and geographical locations as the first two criteria relate to the fact that component 

EPCs are firstly represented by natural languages for business communication between dif-

ferent geographical locations. In the business world, people often exchange business infor-

mation through so-called global languages [197] such as English, Chinese, or Arabic for in-

ternational or inter-regional business. Within a country, most domestic business is usually 

related to a national language such as Japanese, French, German, Chinese, Hindi, etc. In 

some special communities (e.g. supply chains), business deals are made in their own commu-

nity languages in terms of specialised business vocabularies (e.g. ebXML [49] or HL7 [96]). In 

certain companies, people even use their own dialects or slangs to communicate. 

The third and fourth criteria of industrial classification schemes and geo-demographic factors divides 

component EPCs into industrial sectors of different producers and consumers. These two 

criteria are two facets of representing products: supplier-based versus consumer-based sec-

tors. They lead to finer clusters of component EPCs than languages and geographical loca-

tions. 

Resource constraints are criteria related to the internal situations of a firm. They reveal the ability 

of firms regarding what component EPCs they are able to provide and accept for product 

information exchange. These constraints are information sources of component EPC, con-

nections to legacy systems and technical and financial capabilities of EPC reengineering for 

adapting to external component EPCs. 
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Figure 4-8: Illustration of hierarchical distribution of component EPCs  
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The clustered component EPCs provide an insight into the uneven distribution of compo-

nent EPCs: there is a hierarchical relationship between unevenly distributed component 

EPCs. This relationship can be depicted in Figure 4-8 where heterogeneous component 

EPCs are hierarchically distributed and every two of adjacent component EPCs are semanti-

cally linked. For the real global electronic markets, some paths in component EPC hierarchy 

may be more than five levels and some paths may be less than five levels. The configuration 

is dependent on the actual needs. The hierarchical distribution of component EPCs is consis-

tent with the natural market distribution: global markets, regional markets, national markets, 

sector markets and firms. 

4.4.3. Aligning Distributed Component EPCs into ConexNet 

The hierarchical distribution of component EPCs characterises the levels of global electronic mar-

kets where product information is exchanged. This subsection abstracts the distributed com-

ponent EPC hierarchy in Figure 4-8 into a multi-set of hierarchical PRODUCT MAPs, called 

ConexNet, where each component EPC (e.g. global EPC, regional EPC, national EPC, 

community EPC, sector EPC, firm EPC and source EPC) in the hierarchy is a PRODUCT MAP 

(PM) respectively situated in their market locations. Based on “Context of PRODUCT MAP” 

described in Section 4.2.4, a PRODUCT MAP is a context related to another PRODUCT MAP as 

another context. The hierarchically distributed component EPCs are thus segmented into a 

multi-set of contexts, which are arranged hierarchically in the following way: 

Common contexts (global EPCs with common language) 
 Common contexts (regional EPCs with regional languages) 
  Common contexts (community EPCs with community language) 
   Local context (Enterprise EPCs with corporate language) 
    Source contexts (Source EPCs such as XML Docs or DBs) 

This abstraction characterises the architecture of hierarchically distributed component EPCs, 

where product information is exchanged along the hierarchy of component EPCs. The ab-

straction is presented in Figure 4-9, where ConexNet consists of common context, local context 

and source context such that:  

SourceContext ConnectTo LocalContext ConnectTo CommonContext 

The depiction of unevenly distributed component EPCs suggests that ConexNet is a set of 

hierarchical contexts where each is again a set of contexts.  

A ConexNet characterises the unevenly distributed component EPCs that are hierarchically 

situated in different market segments based on commonality and locality. These common, 

local and source contexts together with the operations on them present a global concept ex-

change network for transporting product information between heterogeneous component 
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EPCs. This network is the foundation layer of global electronic markets, over which the 

higher-layer business representations are enabled for further investigations. For instance, 

business documents are created based on interoperable product information, business proc-

esses are created based on interoperable business documents, and flows and transactions are 

created based on interoperable business processes. The higher-level of business representa-

tions above component EPC representations are beyond this scope of this thesis and will not 

further be discussed. 
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Figure 4-9: Illustration of relations between global electronic markets and ConexNet 

A ConexNet consists of two types of components: context representation components and context 

connection components. The former includes common contexts, local contexts and source con-

texts (expressed as squares in Figure 4-9) while the latter includes context maps (expressed as 

connection lines between squares) between contexts in terms of source-local context map-

ping, local-common context mapping and common-common context mapping. In Conex-
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Net, contexts are heterogeneous and semantic conflicts between them cannot be automati-

cally resolved because of modality judgment issue [23][97]. For this reason, context maps be-

tween them should be collaboratively designed [81][87] through collaboration mechanisms in 

order to resolve semantic conflicts. The functions of context maps are: 

• Source-local context map is to map concepts between source and local contexts. 

• Local-common context map is to map concepts between local and common contexts. 

• Common-common context map is to map language different common contexts. 

Context maps as connection components between heterogeneous contexts are critical for 

Collaborative Concept Exchange. 

4.4.4. ConexNet as a Network for Connecting Component EPCs 

This subsection generalises source, local and common contexts as nodes of ConexNet. To 

derive features, ConexNet is abstracted as a market network topology shown in Figure. 4-10, 

where nodes of source, local and common contexts are renamed as two types of distinctive 

nodes: source node (S) and mediation node (M). The former consists of a local context and at least 

a source context, which is used to reconstruct/create local concepts and to send/receive 

product concepts. The latter is a common context, which is responsible for creating common 

concepts and transforming concepts to resolve semantic conflicts. By this distinction, the 

features of ConexNet are described to understand how distributed component EPCs are 

connected to resolve semantic conflicts in ConexNet. 
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Figure 4-10: An example of ConexNet 

ConexNet is a hierarchical market network topology of integrating distributed component 

EPCs that are unevenly distributed on the Internet. By joining in ConexNet as a node, par-

ticipants can subscribe or provide services of component EPC integration. Features of Con-

exNet are provided in the following: 
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(1) ConexNet is a generalisation hierarchy, where directly linked higher-level nodes are par-

ents. Concepts that are created on parent nodes could be localised for reconstructing local 

concepts of child nodes through collaboration mechanisms. The relation between a par-

ent and a child is a context inclusion relation, expressed as ChildNode ⊆ ParentNode, 

which means local concepts are semantically included in common concepts, e.g. fridge (clr, 

prc (curr, val, unt)) ⊆ refrigerators (model, colour, price (currency, value, unit), dimension 

(height, length, width)). 

(2) Nodes of ConexNet are cross-linked to form multiple product concept supply chains (CSC) 

where services of concept transformation are provided. For example on ConexNet 

shown as in Figure 4-10, a source S1 can exchange its heterogeneous product concepts 

with a remote source S4 via either directly on CSC: S1↔M4↔M5↔S4, or indirectly on 

CSC: S1↔M4↔M6↔M5 ↔S4, CSC: S1↔M4↔M2↔M3↔ M5↔S4, or CSC: 

S1↔M4↔M2↔M1↔M3↔M5↔S4. Multiple routes of product concept exchange 

provide redundancy and increase delivery rate between senders and receivers. 

(3) A mediation node M can provide services of concept creation and concept transformation to ei-

ther source nodes S or child mediation nodes M. As a Collaborator, it is a part of peer-to-

peer collaboration platform for creating common concepts. As a Transformer, it not only 

transforms common concepts between peer nodes but also provides mediation services 

for its own child nodes. 

(4) A source node S is a terminal node of ConexNet, which is a product information source 

or receiver and cannot mediate product concepts for other component nodes. A source 

node S only connects to a local mediation node M if its local concepts are semantically 

consistent with common concepts of its mediation nodes. This feature can be interpreted 

as a condition that local concept designers should understand structure and semantics of 

both source and adjacent mediation node.  

(5) ConexNet is open, which means that any number of components can join in ConexNet 

for service subscription and/or provision. For example, any S can be plugged-in under 

any M, and any M can be plugged between S -- M or M -- M. The openness allows any 

ready product concept mediation systems to be plugged into ConexNet. For example, if a 

catalogue provider has provided a mapping map between CONEX and eCl@ss, then this 

map can serve as a mediation node of ConexNet, which mediates sources of ConexNet 

and eCl@ss. 
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The features of ConexNet have characterised the properties of autonomy and distribution of 

component EPCs. By ConexNet, semantic conflicts are resolved through both concept collabo-

ration and concept transformation provided by mediation component nodes M. The details of 

how these semantic conflicts are resolved are discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.5. Summary of  PRODUCT MAP 

This chapter has contributed an analytical framework of PRODUCT MAP on structure, concept 

and context to analyse complex component EPCs based on an articulation methodology. 

Firstly, it has articulated complexly interdependent component EPCs into structures, con-

cepts and contexts. The relations between the articulated units are discussed as denotative 

and connotative concept structures based on semiotic analysis such as dyadic sign model 

[167], denotation and connotation [23], and orders of signification [11]. Under the notion of 

PRODUCT MAP, three important Concept Properties are derived, which are semantic order of 

concept semantics, linearisation of hierarchical concepts, and divisibility of concepts.  

Secondly, the relations between heterogeneous component EPCs are articulated on PRODUCT 

MAP against syntagm, paradigm and pragmatics of semiotics. The articulation of heterogene-

ous relations has derived three conditions for integrating heterogeneous component EPCs, 

which are structure mappability, concept substitutability and context commonality. The struc-

ture mappability requires that heterogeneous structures be mappable onto a common struc-

ture. The concept substitutability requires that the heterogeneous concepts be substitutable. 

Substitutability has raised a question: whether pure computer programs have the ability to 

identify the semantic substitutability between different concept terms. The Collaborative 

Concept Exchange strategy subscribed in this thesis provides a negative answer based on mo-

dality judgment [23]. However, human by collaboration can alternatively resolve subtle semantic 

conflicts between multiple component EPCs. Context commonality requires that heteroge-

neous component EPCs share a common context. 

Thirdly, relations between millions of distributed component EPCs are articulated against a 

clustering method based on natural language, geographical location, industrial classification, 

geo-demographic factors and resource constraints. Resulting from the clustering of distrib-

uted component EPCs, a novel ConexNet is developed on PRODUCT MAP to describe un-

evenly distributed component EPCs as either mediation nodes or source nodes. 

PRODUCT MAP provided in this chapter is a foundation theory for reconstructing heterogene-

ous and distributed component EPCs into globally integrated IEPC systems, which are the 

fundamental layer of global electronic markets. 
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C h a p t e r 5  

CONEX INFORMATION MODEL 

 

The goal of this chapter is to reconstruct the articulated concepts, structures and contexts of 

PRODUCT MAP developed in chapter 4 into an integrated CONEX information model for Col-

laborative Concept Exchange. Following the principle of model independence [112], the reconstruc-

tion separates structures, concepts and contexts into three sub-models to achieve the reuse of 

structures, linkage of concepts, and heterogeneous context transformation. The CONEX in-

formation model proposed in this chapter is concept-centric in that the integration of compo-

nent EPCs focuses on the representation of concept structure, concept classification and 

concept mapping. The model is also collaboration-oriented because the integration strategy uses 

collaboration to resolve semantic conflicts between heterogeneous contexts. 

This chapter is organised into 5 sections. Section 5.1 formalises the collaborative concept 

map for semantic consistency maintenance. Section 5.2 describes the CONEX structure model, 

which is the reconstruction of PRODUCT MAP. In Section 5.3, the CONEX framework is de-

scribed as a concrete solution to integrating component EPCs. Section 5.4 describes the col-

laboration mechanism for concept reconstruction. Section 5.5 describes the context recon-

struction for accurate concept exchange on the CONEX framework. 

5.1. Formalising Collaborative Concept Map for Maintaining 

Semantic Consistency 

As pointed out in [84], concept is created in a given context. A context refers to a PRODUCT 

MAP definition related to two perspectives of a concept in two different semantic communities 

[83] (see context of PRODUCT MAP in Section 4.2.4). Thus, a concept is a contextual concept 

and can only be understood in a given context. For any concept in two given contexts, the 

truth or falsity of a statement about a concept in one context cannot necessarily lead to the 

truth or falsity of a statement about the concept in another context. Whether truth or falsity 

statements made in both contexts could apply to a given concept is determined by the human 

judgment of concept creators.  
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A similar conclusion was drawn by Robinson and Bannon [162] when they investigated 

modelling group communication in the CSCW arena, where they made a sceptical critique on 

consistent representation between disparate semantic communities. They stated that the dis-

tinct objects of work (e.g. office problems, analyses, designs and programs) do not map onto 

each other, and cannot be mutually tested using simple true/false criteria. In semiotics, repre-

sentation relates to modality judgment – the truth value of a representation [23] where, logically, 

representation could only offer a partial truth. Similarly, Saussure used the term mental associa-

tion to refer to perceived similarities in form (e.g. homophones) or meaning (e.g. synonyms) 

of words ([167]: 123-126). The above researches imply that there exist no fully automatic sys-

tems that could exactly bridge two meanings about a product concept represented in two dif-

ferent contexts if these two contexts have no effective negotiation mechanism for making 

semantic agreement. For example, nearly all product ontology mediation systems (e.g. [107]), 

where semantic conflicts are fully resolved by the systems, at most achieve semantic similari-

ties between two different product vocabularies. These systems have the problems of “in-

completeness” or “false values” [55] in mediating contexts of product ontologies [83].  

Different from most mediation systems that pursue the automatic semantic conflict resolu-

tion by systems themselves, the CONEX approach subscribes to a collaboration integration 

strategy [87]. This provides a mechanism similar to a common semantic community between 

two adjacent heterogeneous contexts to support the mutual agreement between concept de-

signers on structuring mapping (see Section 4.3.1), concept substitution (see Section 4.3.2) and common 

context (see Section 4.3.3). Collaboration is a useful method to reduce incongruent views on 

heterogeneous representations. In Gary’s work [65], collaboration can be used effectively to 

resolve conflict or advance shared vision. For Schmidt [170], the contents of the representa-

tion of organisational context or the classification schemes of the represented contents are 

contingent and negotiable. Contents and schemes should be constructed and maintained co-

operatively. He stated that in the design of cooperative systems, to support access to a repre-

sentation of organisational context, the issue should be addressed on how to make the classi-

fication schemes for the management of common repositories amenable to be managed co-

operatively in an on-going process of distributed systems.  

Following the ideas of the above discusions, the remainder of this section formalises a collabo-

rative concept map, which is used as a common representation (or common repository) contain-

ing product concepts from two adjacent component EPCs that are in heterogeneous con-

texts. This map supports the negotiation of making agreement between heterogeneous con-

cepts, and the access to a concept classification scheme that is semantically transformable 

between two heterogeneous contexts. 
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Inspired by the work of McCarthy et al [128][129] about the assertion of a proposition in a 

given context 7, it is declared that two true statements about a product concept in two con-

texts is formalised using the assertion: 

Γ├ map(is(c(x1), σ1), is(c(x2), σ2)). 

This form suggests that the statements of σ1 and σ2 may not be semantically consistent to 

express the truth (“is”) about the concept c in two different context x1 and x2. The mapping 

(“map”) of the concept c of two contexts x1 and x2 is a human judgment declaration to confirm 

that c in x1 and x2 is exactly the same in meaning. This judgment declaration ├ is made by 

collaboration Γ between the concept creators of both context x1 and x2, which maintains se-

mantic consistency between σ1 and σ2 for ensuring that σ1 → c and σ2 → c. 

For example, in two different EPC components of EPC1 and EPC2, both may use a term 

“refrigerator” to refer to a certain product. Without any collaborative negotiation between 

EPC1 and EPC2, no one has idea what is the exact product that EPC1 or EPC2 refers to. 

Several situations may happen: 

• (A): is((refrigerator(EPC1), “An appliance, a cabinet, or a room for storing food or 

other substances at a low temperature”). 

• (B): is((refrigerator(EPC2), “A soft isolation bag for keeping food or drink at a tem-

perature around 3 to 8 degree centigrade”). 

• (C): is((refrigerator(EPC2), “domestic refrigerator”). 

It is obvious that (A) and (B) are different products though they relate to certain cooling sys-

tems. The (A) and (C) may be same but different in the scope of category. In another case, if 

EPC1 uses the term “fridge” to substitute “refrigerator”, that is, changing c1(x1) to c2(x1), 

then we have a different product concept form as follows: 

• (D): is((fridge(EPC1), “An appliance, a cabinet, or a room for storing food or other 

substances at a low temperature”). 

From the statement, we know that (A) and (D) are actually exactly the same. The demonstra-

tion explains that for the form is(c(x), σ), the statement σ is autonomous and its referred 

product is only understandable in its own context x. It also indicates that how to represent a 

concept term, such as “refrigerator” or “fridge”, is not important as long as for two given 

                                                 
7 For McCarthy, a statement p is true (ist) if it is with reference to a given context c, i.e., ist(c, p), where c is a context and p is a 

proposition. This thought is largely applied in Goh’s work for constructing context mediation systems where a context is a 
collection of axioms [72]. 
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context x1 and x2, if their statements are semantically the same, then c1(x1) and c2(x2) are the 

same. To declare that they are semantically equal (expressed as “≡”), the following form is given: 

Γ├ c1(x1) ≡ c2(x2). 

It suggests that collaboration Γ between concept creators of x1 and x2 is necessary. To gener-

alise, we formalise it by using the assertion of a map. 

Γ├ map(is(c1(x1), σ1), is(c2(x2), σ2)). 

This map refers to the ubiquitous semantic connection between heterogeneous component 

EPCs, in which different contextual concepts are integrated. “Γ” is a collaboration mecha-

nism that assists concept designers to make maps between contexts. For example, 

Γ├ map(is(cream(∝ colour ∝ refrigerator ∝ EPC1), “cream is 

colour of domestic   refrigerator”), is( (∝  ∝ 

 ∝ EPC2), “ ”)). 

奶白色 颜色

电冰箱 奶白色是电冰箱的颜色

In this form, collaboration is made between context EPC1 and EPC2, where “∝” specifies 

the detailed context with “a ∝ b” to refer to “a is in the context of b”. This new form exactly 

depicts where a concept should be for concept interpreters in a concept hierarchy 

c1(c1.1(…(c1.1.m…1, …, c1.1.m…n), …), …, c1.n). The generalisation of the above form is: 

Γ├map(is(c1(a1 ∝ … ∝ an ∝ x1), σ1), is(c2(b1 ∝ … ∝ bm ∝ x2), σ2)). 

By this generic form, the ambiguous mapping of values of concepts between two contexts 

could be reduced to minimum and accuracy is maintained. For example, “cream” of “colour” 

concept will not be translated into “ ” (cream as food in Chinese) or “ ” (ice cream 

in Chinese) when it is sent to a Chinese EPC. 

奶油 冰激淋

Collaborative concept mapping is fundamental in the CONEX approach, where the semantics 

of component EPC information are explicitly captured in a collection of concepts of a 

PRODUCT MAP. Each concept includes a unique statement (i.e. annotation) to define the con-

cept. During EPC integration, two annotations as concept definitions from two PRODUCT 

MAPs are negotiated, either between two collaborative concept designers, or between a con-

cept designer and a concept system. Building a concept map in integration time helps avoid the 

issue of perceived similarity and increases the accuracy of associating two heterogeneous con-

cepts. 

The remainder of this Chapter describes the CONEX Information Model underlying the 

CONEX approach. The model consists of three parts. (1) A structure model that represents the 
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concept constructs where heterogeneous and distributed concepts can be conveyed and linked 

together via collaborative concept maps. (2) A semantic consistency maintenance model for collabo-

rative maintenance of semantic consistency between concepts of collaborative concept maps be-

tween adjacent contexts. (3) A heterogeneous context transformation model for governing how het-

erogeneous concepts are transformed between heterogeneous contexts. These three models 

are separately discussed in this chapter with the following assumptions. When describing 

structure model, it is assumed that two concepts are both true against a given concept map, 

and hence the structure is separable from concepts for investigation. For the semantic consis-

tency maintenance model, all concepts in different contexts cannot be assumed to be seman-

tically the same. Thus, when two concepts of two adjacent contexts are aligned to a concept 

map, they require a collaborative judgment to determine whether they are semantically 

equivalent for placing in the same concept map. For the context transformation model, it is 

assumed that all collaboratively constructed concept maps are true and concepts within the 

map are semantically equivalent. Hence, heterogeneous concepts of adjacent contexts can be 

transformed automatically via concept maps. 

5.2. CONEX Structure Model 

The CONEX structure model reconstructs the articulated units of PRODUCT MAP. It provides a 

conceptualisation for representing the integrated structures of autonomously distributed 

component EPCs. It provides the mechanism of semantic connectivity between component 

EPCs for concept exchange 
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Figure 5-1: CONEX structure model 
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Figure 5-1 provides an overview of the CONEX structure model. The theoretical base of this 

model is the PRODUCT MAP theory developed in Chapter 4, where a PRODUCT MAP is a couple 

of structure and concept. A structure is a syntactic form of a representation of a component 

EPC. Following the notation of [169], a structure is defined as an n-ary relation S that is a 

property which is true for some n-tuples (s1, s2, …, sn) and false for all other n-tuples. It writes 

S(s1, s2, …, sn) 

to state that S is true for (s1, s2, …, sn), where si is an element of  Si (i ∈ 1…n). Formally, an n-

ary structure S is an n-ary relation that is an object, such that an n-ary structure on sets S1, S2, 

…, Sn is a subset of Cartesian product S1 × S2 × … × Sn. Especially, for a unary structure S(a), 

there is a nullary function F such that F = a. Structure is also similar to type in an object-

oriented model [34][74] and can be arranged in a generalisation hierarchy with provision for 

non-monotonic inheritance. A concept is the meaning of a representation, which is assigned to 

a structure through instantiating a structure. The meaning in a structure is guaranteed true by 

concept designers. Three types of structure are construct structure, elementary structure and primitive 

structure. Types of construct structure include classifier structure, concept structure and mapping struc-

ture. Two types of concept structure are interior concept structure and exterior concept structure, 

where each is a binary structure for the couple (meta-concept structure, value structure). Central to 

the model is the concept structure, which is reconstructed from the denotative concept struc-

ture of PRODUCT MAP. The classifier structure is a classification structure of PRODUCT MAP 

that is abstracted from the denotation-connotation relation, which classifies concepts and 

indexes concept identifiers to control the evolution of concept structures. Mapping structure 

is an integration mechanism that connects two heterogeneous concept identifiers from two 

contexts. 

With the general framework of the CONEX structure model described above, the remainder 

of this section will provide a detailed description of the model. 

5.2.1. Elements of  CONEX Structure Model 

In the CONEX structure model, product information units are modelled as concepts, which as-

sign meanings to unique but editable concept identifiers (IID) that identify concepts. Concept are 

conveyed in structures, and are distinguished in three types: primitive concepts that are instances of 

primitive structures, elementary concepts that are instances of elementary structures, and construct concepts 

that are instances of construct structures. In this model, both primitive structures and elementary struc-

tures are unary structure. The former corresponds to data types such as strings, integers and 

reals, while the latter are similar to the attributes of XML elements. Construct structures are 
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complex and are introduced to support the underlying integration strategy. They are the foot-

stone of the CONEX structure model. In CONEX, the term concept is dedicated to refer to the 

instance of concept structure (not primitive structure and elementary structure, which must 

explicitly be called primitive concept and elementary concept) and reflects the conceptualisa-

tion of concept structure in terms of semantics. A concept either includes a meaningful con-

cept identifier iid or includes both a meaningful iid and a concept value. A meaningful iid refers 

to an iid that has been assigned a concept definition. If a concept includes a meaningful iid 

but not a concept value, it is called a meta-concept otherwise it is called a reified-concept. A concept value 

refers to an instantiated primitive structure. For example, a construct structure of catalogue 

UNSPSC is a structure for a 4-tuple of concept structures such that UNSPSC(segments, fam-

ily, class, commodity). Each concept structure of segment, family, class and commodity is a 

structure for a couple (code, definition). The elementary structures of “code” and “defini-

tion” can be instantiated into elementary concepts of number and string. 

With the above initial understanding of the elements of the CONEX structure model, the re-

mainder of this subsection will discuss concept structure, classifier structure and mapping 

structure in more detail. 

5.2.1.1. Concept Structure 
Concept structure (notated as e) is a concept representation structure, which functions to convey 

a concept. It is a binary structure of interior concept structure (notated as δ) and exterior concept 

structure (notated as ε) such that e (δ, ε) with an externalisation function f : δ → ε. The former 

encapsulates the complexity of concept in an internal PRODUCT MAP of a specific context. 

The latter refers to an external concept structure that is a simplified version of interior con-

cept structure and is used to communicate with other contexts that are heterogeneous. Con-

cept structure is diagrammed in Figure 5-2, where “1..1” or “0..n” refers to cardinality of 

structures, and “::” is an inheritance. 

Interior Meta-Concept Structure

iid (1..1) :: element structure
annotation (1..1) :: element structure
link (0..1) :: element structure
option (0..n) :: element structure

Value Structure

concept value (1..1)
      :: primitive structure

Exterior Meta-Concept Structure
iid (1..1) :: elementary structure

Value Structure

concept value (1..1)
                            :: primitive structure

<<Externalise>>

<<Externalise>>

11

1 1

<<ReifiedAs>>

<<ReifiedAs>>
1

0..1
0..1

1

Exterior Concept Structure Interior Concept Structure

ConstantTypeStructure
UnitTypeStructure
ValueTypeStructure

Type

<<Is>>

<<Is>>

1 1

1 1

 

Figure 5-2: Concept structure 
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5.2.1.1.1. Interior Concept Structure 

The interior concept structure δ is a concept structure defined in a particular component EPC that 

may be heterogeneous with other component EPCs. It is a binary structure of an interior 

meta-concept structure (notated as µ) and a value structure (notated as v) such that δ(µ, v) 

with a reification function f : µ → v. Interior meta-concept structure is a 4-ary structure µ (iid, annota-

tion, link, option), where iid (the identifier of meaning), annotation (content of meaning) and link 

(place of meaning) are elementary structures while option is n-ary structure option(a1, a2, …, an), 

where each a is an elementary structure that is reserved for extending the description of a 

concept. Its usage is dependent on a particular component EPC. Both link and option are not 

mandatory for inclusion in an interior meta-concept structure. Interior meta-concept struc-

ture is equivalent to the denotative concept structure of a PRODUCT MAP. Value structure is a 

unary placeholder structure for the tuple of concept value. 

Interior concept structure is a complex structure, which describes a structure related to all 

aspects of a concept, including describing the constructs of a denotative concept structure, 

Concept Properties (discussed in Section 4.2.5), and operations on manipulating the seman-

tics of the conveyed concept. It is also contextual to different component EPCs. The pur-

pose of describing interior concept structure is to support autonomy and personalisation in 

designing individual component EPCs. 

5.2.1.1.2. Exterior Concept Structure 

The exterior concept structure ε is a simplified interior concept structure on couple (concept iden-

tifier, concept value). It is called as exterior meta-concept structure if it is a structure on 1-tuple (iid) 

such that ε (iid), or it is called as exterior reified-concept structure if it is a structure on couple (iid, v) 

such that ε(iid, v). Opposite to interior concept structure, an exterior concept structure em-

phasises on its external communication ability and easy manipulation of structure. Thus, its 

requirements are “light-weighted” and “transformable” in concept structure. 

In CONEX, concept identifier IID is adopted to map interior concept structure and exterior 

concept structure.  Since iid is assigned the full meaning that an interior meta-concept struc-

ture conveys, an exterior meta-concept structure also conveys the full meaning of corre-

sponding interior meta-concept structure. This provides a sufficient condition that interior 

meta-concept structures can autonomously be designed in a personalised way to support leg-

acy systems. Their concepts can be conveyed via their exterior concept structures in a simple 

way such that: 

iid of δ → iid of ε. 
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The externalisation of a concept from interior concept structure to exterior concept structure 

is a novel feature, called encapsulation of complex semantics, which can drastically reduce the com-

plexity in concept transformation. With this feature, interior meta-concept structures that 

have complex semantics and operations on them can be hidden behind their exterior concept 

structures. For instance, given two interior meta-concepts instantiated from a structure of 

concept(iid, is(concept(context), annotation)) : 

• (A): concept(LF111, is(fridge(EPC1), “An appliance, a cabinet, or a room for storing 

food or other substances at a low temperature”)). 

• (B): concept(CH585, is(电冰箱 (EPC2), “冰箱, 冰柜, 冷藏室在低温下冷藏储存  

 ”)). // the same meaning as (A). 食物或其它 物质的装置, 柜子或房间.

They can be simplified to two exterior meta-concepts instantiated from a structure of con-

cept(iid) in the following: 

• concept(LF111) and 

• concept(CH585). 

These two exterior concepts convey the full meanings of their interior meta-concepts ex-

pressed in (A) and (B) and are semantically equivalent. Exterior concept structure can sim-

plify concept transformation from one context to another context through a simple map of 

two heterogeneous concept identifiers, for example, map(LF111, CH585). 

5.2.1.1.3. Value Structure 

Value structure v is a reification representaion structure in a leaf concept structure. It is a type 

of primitive structure. It is instantiated as a concept value when the instance of a meta-concept 

ε(iid) is reified to an instance of reified-concept ε(iid, v). For example, if ε(LF111.1) is reified, 

then ε(LF111.1, v) is adopted and instantiated as ε(LF111.1, white), where “white” is an in-

stance of primitive structure string. A leaf concept structure is defined in the following: 

Definition 5-1: Leaf Concept Structure (in short “LS”) 

Given a concept structure (also called denotative concept structure (DS, CS)) DS ∈ PM (a 

PRODUCT MAP), DS is a leaf concept structure LS if and only if DS is not connoted by any 

connotative concept structures CS such that CS = ∅.      

Context of Value Structure 

A value structure has a context, which is given by a leaf meta-concept structure LS in the form: 

v inContexOf LS, 
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where “inContextOf” refers to “in the context of” and is notated as “∝”. The context of 

value structure is either fixed if the leaf structure LS is situated in a source context (e.g. an 

SEPC of Figure 3.1) or it is run-time determined if LS is in an active context (e.g. O1 of Figure 

3.1). The context of value structure enables a concept value of value structure to have spe-

cific context for machine translation programs to reduce ambiguity in translation, and thus 

resolve semantic conflicts between two concept values. For instance, for “white” in 

(A): white ∝ LF111-1 ∝LF111 ∝ EPC1 // where LF111 is refrigerator and LF111-1 is 

colour, 

the context of “white” is LF111-1. Since LF111-1 is a leaf meta-concept that is in the meta-

concept hierarchy of PRODUCT MAP EPC1, it provides an accurate context for interpreting 

“white”, where LF111-1 is in the context of LF111, which is again in the context of EPC1. With 

this accurate context, “white” can be accurately translated to other heterogeneous PRODUCT 

MAP (e.g. a French EPC) shown below: 

(B): blanc ∝ RL33-2 ∝ RL33 ∝ EPC2 // where RL33 is réfrigérateur and RL33-2 is 

couleur. 

Given that we have mapping functions map(LF111-1, 1.52.1.14.15.1-2) and map(RL33-2, 

1.52.14.15.1-2), according to “white ∝ LF111-1” to “blanc ∝ RL33-2”, we have “white” ↔ 

“blanc”. 

Types of Value Structures 

In the CONEX approach, value structures are categorised into constant type structure, unit 

type structure and value type structure. The constant type structure corresponds to a unary primi-

tive structure of strings, such as “red”, “automatic” and “adjustable”. It applies to the solu-

tion to run-time contextual value translation. The unit type structure corresponds to a unary 

primitive structure of special terms such as “AUD” reified from currency meta-concept, or 

“piece” reified from quantity unit meta-concept. In the CONEX approach, each unit type con-

cept such as “currency” and “quantity unit” corresponds to a unit transformation function. 

These functions transform units (e.g. AUD to Euro) and are maintained in public locations of 

CEPCs for LEPC designers to freely use. Thus, the complexity of unit transformation is hid-

den behind LEPCs. The value type structure corresponds to a unary primitive structure of pure 

values (e.g. “33” or “58.55”). CONEX processes these values through a value transformation 

function (discussed in Section 5.2.1.3.3) together with unit type structure. An instance of 

value type structure is often modified by a set of instances of unit type structures. For exam-

ple, for a “price” instance such that “price(AUD : currency , 150 : value, dozen : quanti-
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tyUnit)”, when it is sent to an other context that has a price instance such that “price(Euro : 

currency, X : value, piece : quantityUnit)”, the value X will have to be modified based on the 

conversion results of “AUD → Euro” and “dozen → piece”. The rules of determining the 

effects of one value structure to another are given in the following:  

For all leaf concept structures that have the same parent concept structure, 

• If an instance of constant type structure has been changed from one context to another 

context, then it has no effect on the instances of the other two types. 

• If an instance of value type structure has been changed from one context to another con-

text, then it implies that at least one instance of unit type structure has been changed. 

• If an instance of unit type structure has been changed from one context to another con-

text, then it must change the instance of value type structure. 

These rules are very important, and can be used for value structure transformation between 

heterogeneous contexts. 

5.2.1.2. Classifier Structure 
Classifier structure is a concept classification structure in the CONEX structure model, which is a 

generalised schema of a PRODUCT MAP. It is introduced to cope with the complexity of classi-

fication of autonomous component EPCs and to provide the capability of integrating het-

erogeneous component EPC structures. Classifier structure is defined in the following based 

on the idea of generic tree structure [196]: 

Definition 5-2: Classifier Structure (in short “K”)  

Let K(c) is structure and c is also a relation, K is a classifier structure if the following condi-

tions are satisfied: 

(1) Given an n-tuple (c1, c2, …, cn) and there is exactly one n-ary parent-child relation c ∈ K 

on (c1, c2, …, cn) such that c(c1, c2, …, cn). 

(2) For all ci in the n-tuple (c1, c2, …, cn), there exist c(ci). 

(3) If cx is any descendant relation generated on (c1, c2, …, cn), then there exists c(cx). 

(4) For all ck ∈ K (k ∈ 1, …, n), ck = ck(a1, a2, …, am) such that ai ∈ Ai (i ∈ 1…m).  

Intuitively, the classifier structure is a structure tree and can be illustrated in the following 

example, where all nodes have exactly same concept structure. 

    ExampleClassifier( 
c1(a1, a2, …, am)(   // Root level 
  c1.1(a1, a2, …, am)  // Second level 
  c1.2(a1, a2, …, am)  // Second level 
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  c1.3(a1, a2, …, am)(  // Second level 
c1.1.1(a1, a2, …, am))) // Third level 

    ). 

The classifier structure has unified different data schemas in the same structure. Figure 5-3 

provides a graphical explanation of a classifier and its relations to other objects. In this Fig-

ure, a classifier structure is instantiated as a certain classifier, which is a vocabulary that includes 

all meta-concepts of a particular PRODUCT MAP that represents a component EPC (e.g. 

CEPC, LEPC and SEPC). This vocabulary is semantically classified by concept creator (either 

human or program), and is syntactically classified based on the IID generation rule, which con-

trols the evolution of concept identifier IID of meta-concepts. The meta-concepts of a classi-

fier are either from reclassifying a SEPC schema (e.g. XML DTD or relational table schema) 

or from the creation by concept creators. In CONEX, the classifiers of SEPC and 

LEPC/CEPC are discussed separately due to their different natures. 

Classifier Structure

concept
structure (c)

0..*

Classifier

Source EPC
Schema

<<SemanticallyClassify>> IID Generation
Rule

XML DTD

Relational
Table Schema

SEPC

LEPC

CEPC

<<Reclassify>>

<<Instantiated As>>

<<SyntacticallyClassify>>

<<Member>>

1..*

1..*

1

1 1

1

1

Concept Creator

parent-child

1.1

 

Figure 5-3: A classifier and its related objects 

5.2.1.2.1. Reclassifying SEPC Schema into SEPC Classifier 

The schemas of heterogeneous SEPCs are a source of conflicts that affect product informa-

tion exchange [105]. CONEX reclassifies the schemas of heterogeneous SEPCs into a unified 

classifier through classifier structure K. In this reclassification, an important issue is how to 

maintain the semantic linkage between the unified classifier and the schema of an SEPC. In 

CONEX, such linkage is maintained by two steps: firstly, the schema of an SEPC is converted 

into a schema tree. Second, all schematic terms of the schema tree are transformed into the 

instances of meta-concept structure (e.g. concept) on the couple of a schema path (used as a 

concept identifier iid) and a schematic term (used as annotation of meta-concept) such that: 

concept(annotation, iid) = concept(schematic term, schema path). 

where annotation = schematic term and iid  = schema path. 
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Schema path in a meta-concept structure is a path expression, which can locate and retrieve the 

content of a schematic term in a schema. To be more specific, two types of schemas of 

SEPC are differentiated: the schema of a relational table and that of an XML DTD. This dif-

ferentiation is consistent with the motivational scenario of this Thesis.  

Reclassify ng the schema of relational tables. The schema of a relational table can be 

naturally expanded as a schema tree. Hence, no adjustments are needed. For example, the fol-

lowing schema of SPEC1 (shown as in Figure 3.1) is a schema tree 

i

SchemaTree = c1(product1(id, cname, clr, prc, qty)), 

which can be transformed into an instance classifier of classifier structure K such that 

SEPC1Classifier( 
  concept(c1, “iid”)( 
    concept(product1, “iid”)( 
      concept(id, “iid”) 
      concept(cname, “iid”) 
      concept(clr, “iid”) 
      concept(prc, “iid”) 
      concept(qty, “iid”))) 
). 

The above classifier has reclassified the schema of SEPC1. Nevertheless, it does not provide 

any information that the new classifier can semantically link to the original schema of SEPC1 

for content access without conflicts. To resolve this issue, the path expression developed in 

LOREL [155] and TSIMMIS [64] is applied as concept identifier iid, which corresponds to a 

schematic term (e.g. cname or clr) that is defined as the elementary concept of annotation. In 

this way, each schematic term uniquely maps onto a path expression in the Listing 5.2.1.2.1.1: 

Listing 5.2.1.2.1.1: Mapping of schematic term and path expression 

  concept(c1, c1)( // c1 → c1 
concept(product1, c1.product1)(     // product1 → c1.product1 
concept(id, c1.product1.id)       // id → c1.product1.id 
concept(cname, c1.product1.cname) // cname → c1.product1.cname 
concept(clr, c1.product1.clr)     // clr → c1.product1.clr 
concept(prc, c1.product1.prc)     // prc → c1.product1.prc 
concept(qty, c1.product1.qty)))   // qty → c1.product1.qty 

Through Listing 5.2.1.2.1.1, the schema of SEPC1 has transformed into a K classifier. 

The benefit of the above reclassification is that the iid in terms of path expression of a rela-

tional schema is not only light-weighted as pointed out in TSIMMIS [64] but also accurately 

links to the contents of SEPC1 for data interoperation. For example, a retrieval of “fridge” 

can be: 

SELECT c1.product1.cname WHERE c1.product1.cname = ‘fridge’. 
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In addition, since all schematic terms are placed in the instance of classifier structure K, it 

guarantees interoperation between different schemas without the problem of structure (or 

schematic) heterogeneity. 

Reclassify ng DTD. For general XML DTD, since XML [20] builds a tree based on ele-

ment nodes and the attribute nodes are dependent on their situated element nodes, attribute 

nodes are not tree nodes. This is inconsistent with classifier structure K, where all meta-

concept structure (including normal XML attributes) must be treated as tree nodes. This is 

because, for many general XML documents, attributes are also concepts.  This structural con-

flict is resolved by setting the following rules: 

i

(1) Each element of a DTD corresponds to a meta-concept name (annotation in a concept 

structure) of a classifier. 

(2) Each attribute of a DTD is converted to a child element of its context element by adding 

a “_” prefix to identify that it is converted from an attribute. 

Applying these two rules, an XML DTD can be transformed into an instance classifier of 

classifier structure K. For example, given the DTD of SEPC2 (shown in Figure 3.1) in List-

ing 5.2.1.2.1.2: 

Listing 5.2.1.2.1.2 : DTD of SEPC2 
<!ELEMENT catalogue (réfrigérateur)> 
<!ELEMENT réfrigérateur (couleur, prix, quantité)> 
   <!ATTLIST réfrigérateur modelé CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT couleur (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT prix (#PCDATA)> 

 <!ELEMENT quantité (#PCDATA)>. 

The DTD of SEPC2 can be generalised as a schema tree: 
SchemaTree = 
  catalogue(réfrigérateur(_modelé, couleur, prix, quantité)). 
Based on this schema tree, its classifier instantiated from classifier structure K is: 

SEPC2Classifier( 
  concept(catalogue, “iid”)( 

          concept(réfrigérateur, “iid”)( 
             concept(_modelé, “iid”) 
             concept(couleur, “iid”) 
             concept(prix, “iid”) 

concept(quantité, “iid”))) 
 ). 

To link terms of the above classifier to the original DTD of SEPC2, XPath expression [27] is 

applied as concept identifier iid to identify the element nodes and attribute nodes in an XML 

DTD. The benefit of using XPath is that it is already widely adopted in several XML related 

programming languages (e.g. Microsoft .NET) for transformation (XSLT [26]), linkage 

(XLink [38]) and querying (XQuery [17]). This implies that XPath is widely used by a number 
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of XML developers, and no new wheels are needed to invent for creating new mapping rules 

between DTD of SEPC and CONEX Classifier. Following Amann et al [2], a mapping rela-

tionship between XML node (element or attribute) and XPath expression is built such that: 

nodeName → XPathExpression, 

where an XML node name is a meta-concept annotation while the corresponding XPath ex-

pression is a concept identifier iid. With this mapping, we can unify the element and attribute 

nodes of DTD to meta-concept structure such that: 

concept(annotation, iid) = concept(nodeName, XPathExpression)  

where annotation = nodeName and iid = XPathExpression. The new classifier of SEPC2 can 

be expanded in the Listing 5.2.1.2.1.3 based on the above mapping rule: 

Listing 5.2.1.2.1.3 : Classifier of SEPC2 
SEPC2Classifier( 
 concept(catalogue, catalogue)(         // catalogue → catalogue 
   concept(réfrigérateur, catalogue/réfrigérateur)(  

// réfrigérateur → catalogue/réfrigérateur 
     concept(_modelé, catalogue/réfrigérateur[@modelé])  

// _modelé → catalogue/réfrigérateur[@modelé] 
     concept(couleur, catalogue/réfrigérateur/couleur/text()) 

// couleur → catalogue/réfrigérateur/couleur/text() 
     concept(prix, catalogue/réfrigérateur/prix/text())  

// prix → catalogue/réfrigérateur/prix/text() 
     concept(quantité, catalogue/réfrigérateur/quantité/text()) 

// quantité → catalogue/réfrigérateur/quantité/text())) 
) 

For simplicity, the remainder of this Thesis uses schema tree (i.e. schemas are presented in tree 

pattern) to notate a particular instance of classifier structure K. For example, the following 

schema tree: 

 K(A(B+(C, D, E), F?)) 

will replace the instance of: 
K( 
   concept(A, iid, zero)( 

concept(B, iid, one-to-many)( 
   concept(C, iid, zero) 
   concept(D, iid, zero) 
   concept(E, iid, zero)) 
concept(F, iid, one-or-zero))). 

In this example, one tuple is added to concept structure from concept(annotation, iid) to con-

cept(annotation, iid, occurrence), where “occurrence” represent the combination of concepts.  

As a general rule of this Thesis, for the classifiers that are reclassified from the schemas of 

SEPC, schematic terms are used to notate nodes of K classifiers. For the classifiers of LEPC 
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and CEPC discussed in the next subsection, the names of concept structures are adopted to 

notate nodes in K classifiers. The benefit of using a schema tree to represent a K classifier is 

that a general tree structure of a classifier can be presented in a concise way when there is no 

need to know the details of concept structures. 

5.2.1.2.2. Classifying Meta-Concepts of CEPC and LEPC on Classifier Structure 

Different from the reclassification of SEPC where a classifier is transformed from the 

schema of SEPC, the classifiers of CEPC and LEPC are dynamically created in meta-concept 

design-time, and semantically classified based on the judgments of the concept creator. Con-

cept identifiers iids are dynamically created and evolved based on IID generation rules, which 

syntactically classify meta-concepts. Due to this nature, the central issue relating to LEPC and 

CEPC is how to generate unique meta-concept identifiers when new meta-concepts are cre-

ating. In CONEX, Indexation of IID (Definition 4-6) is adopted to define concept identifiers 

that classify a CEPC or an LEPC. The remainder of this subsection defines the concept iden-

tifiers of CEPC and LEPC. 

A meta-concept is created and assigned to a denotative concept structure (Definition 4-4) of 

a PRODUCT MAP. It evolves following denotation-connotation relations (as discussed in Sec-

tion 4.2.2) based on a concept designer’s judgment at the time of concept design. Structurally, 

the denotation-connotation relation is consistent with classifier structure K if each newly cre-

ated meta-concept is assigned to a meta-concept structure. Nevertheless, a question is raised: 

what kind of concept identifier systems can uniquely identify the newly created concepts and 

record the denotation-connotation relations between concepts? 

IID generat on rule and IID persona sation. To answer the question, an IID generation 

rule is provided to instantiate classifier structure K into a classifier. The vector concept tree de-

fined in Indexation of IID (Definition 4-6) is applied to describe the denotation-connotation 

relations between meta-concepts shown as in Listing 5.2.1.2.2. 

i li

Listing 5.2.1.2.2: Classifier of CEPC or LEPC 
   Classifier( 
     Concept(annotation, iid)( // iid = pκ, κ = 1 
       Concept(annotation, iid) // iid = pκ, κ = 1.1 
       … 
       concept(annotation, iid)( // iid = pκ, κ = 1.n 
         concept(annotation, iid) // iid = pκ, κ = 1.n.1 
         … 
         concept(annotation, iid)( // iid = pκ, κ = 1.n.n 
           … 
            concept(annotation, iid) // iid = pκ, κ = 1.n.n…1 
            … 
            concept(annotation, iid)))) // iid = pκ, κ = 1.n.n…n ) 
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In Listing 5.2.1.2.2, each κ (called classifier factor) is a vector of vector concept tree (11, i2, …ik) 

(i, k ∈n) defined in Indexation of IID (Definition 4-6), which records the denotation-

connotation relations between adjacent concepts, that is, a concept’s parent, itself, children 

and siblings. Since κ is also unique, it can uniquely identify its situated concept such that “an-

notation → iid (= pκ)”. 

The CONEX approach supports the personalisation of IID systems by separating an iid into 

two parts: a prefix p of iid and a classifier factor κ. The prefix p is a personalised concept 

identifier local to a component EPC and κ is a unique classifier factor that is a position re-

cord of meta-concept in a classifier, which is associated to the personalised identifier p (e.g. 

iid = LF111.1 such that p = LF111 and κ = 1.1).  

With classifier factor κ, the basic IID generation rules for evolving iids are: 

• Sibling of k: if concept(annotation,  p1.i… k.i) then concept (annotation, p1.i…(k+1).i). 

• Child of k: if concept(annotation, p1.i… k.i ) then concept(annotation,  p1.i…k.(i+1)). 

These rules determine how semantically classified meta-concepts should be syntactically clas-

sified to evolve a component EPC. 

There are two important features of classifier factor κ. First, κ is similar to a gene. It carries 

all of its ancestors’ information and can judge whether a concept is its siblings or descendants. 

For example, given κ = 1.52.14.15.1, κ will know all factors in {1, 1.52, 1.52.14, 1.52.14.15} 

are its ancestors. Second, κ-based concept identifiers can be linearly arranged into a set based 

on Concept Property 2 of chapter 4 to notate a component EPC but do not lose the hierar-

chy property such that: 

EPC = {c(c, …c(c(..(…c(…)…)..)))} = {p11, pi2, …, pik}. 

if and only if for each c = c(annotation, pκ), annotation → pκ. 

In CONEX, we directly utilise κ as common concept identifier iid for all CEPCs such that: 

iid = κ. 

This equation has simplified the notation of common concept identifier and is similar to an 

identifier standard that applies to all CEPCs. Nevertheless, to support the personalisation 

requirements of LEPCs, local concept identifiers are defined as: 

iid = pκ. 
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Supporting international product standard UNSPSC. Applying the CONEX IID above 

discussed, the international product standard UNSPSC [193] is mapped in CONEX and is thus 

supported for business interoperation. This is because the classification code of UNSPSC can 

be regarded as a subset of CONEX classifier of CEPC in the following mapping. 

UNSPSC (no digit)   : → 1 
Segment (two digits “ss”) : ss → 1.n. 
Family (two digits “ff”)  : ssff → 1.n.n 
Class (two digits “cc”)  : ssffcc → 1.n.n.n 
Commodity (two digits “cc”) : ssffcccc → 1.n.n.n.n 

Generically, the CONEX IID of UNSPSC classification code can be represented as:  

κi5 = (κ1, κ1.1, κ1.2, κ1.i, …, κ1.i.i.i.i) 

where κ1 represents the root of UNSPSC, κ1.i stands for segment set, κ1.i.i. for family sets, κ1.i.i.i 

for class sets, and κ1.i.i.i.i for commodity sets. Semantically, the CONEX approach directly ap-

plies the code definitions of UNSPSC to the meta-concept annotation (i.e. definitions) of 

CEPC as the horizontal concept classification of CEPC. For example, “Domestic refrigera-

tors → 52141501 of UNSPSC → 1.52.14.15.1 of CONEX. Thus, CEPC of the CONEX ap-

proach inherently supports UNSPSC international product standard and can interoperate 

with firms that adopt UNSPSC code classification. 

5.2.1.2.3. Relations in and between concept structure and classifier structure 

Figure 5-4 summarises the relations between denotative concept structure, interior concept 

structure, exterior concept structure, classifier structure, value structure, meta-concept struc-

ture and reified-concept structure. In this Figure, denotative concept structure µ(i, m, l, oi) is 

on a 4-tuple of elementary structures, which is also called meta-concept structure, where i is 

meta-concept identifier iid, m is annotation, l is link and oi is a structure on an n-ary tuple of 

optional elementary structures. v is a value structure. κ is a classifier structure. δ   is an interior 

reified-concept structure δ(µ, v) on the couple (µ, v). It is externalised as an exterior reified-

concept structure ε{i, v}. For both δ and ε, they are meta-concept structure if v is not pre-

sented. Relations between structures are directed (“←”) such that v←i, v←v, i←i, i←κ, i←m, 

m←l, m← oi. The structure e(δ, ε) presented in Figure 5-4 is called concept structure expression. In 

different contexts of SEPC, LEPC and CEPC, the concept structure expression may be dif-

ferent in meta-concept structure, value structure and classifier structure, depending on spe-

cific method of structure construction. Nevertheless, the exterior concept structure is always 

the same in the form of ε{i, v} to include a concept identifier and a concept value place-

holder for reification. 
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Figure 5-4: Relations between some key structures 

A concept structure expression e defines semantic relations between structures where each has its 

specific role in concept expression. When these structures are instantiated by assigning mean-

ings, a concept is expressed to present specific semantic relations in a concept.  

For instance, a meta-concept “colour” of “refrigerator” can be defined in Figure 5-5 to illus-

trate its interior and exterior relations. In this concept expression, the “colour” is conveyed in 

the instance structure of concept(1.52.14.15.1.1, colour, www.boo.com, type(string)) and is rei-

fied as “red”. Its concept identifier 1.52.14.15.1.1 is generated based on the classifier of CEPC. 

In order to present a simple and decontextualised concept that is easy to map onto the con-

cepts of other component EPCs, it encapsulates complex concept representation in an inte-

rior concept structure, and only externalises the exterior reified-concept concept(1.52.14.15.1.1, 

red) to the public for concept exchange. 
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CEPC Classifier

1.52.14.15.1.1 

colour 
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red type(string) red 

Interior ConceptExterior Concept 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5: An example of reified concept expression 

The insulation of private contexts of a component EPC from the public contexts reduces the 

ambiguity brought by internal complex structures, semantics and operations. 

5.2.1.3. Mapping Structure 
Mapping structure is a concept connection structure, which links two adjacent concept struc-

tures of two contexts. It enables heterogeneous concepts, which are conveyed in different 
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concept structures, to be mapped in a simple and common structure for concept transforma-

tion. For the purpose of business interoperation between different component EPCs, the 

CONEX approach takes the strategy that exterior source concepts of SEPC are mapped onto 

exterior local concepts of LEPC, which are again mapped onto common concepts of CEPC. 

By this strategy, CONEX builds a concept supply chain such that: 

Ss↔map(Ss,Sl)↔Sl↔map(Sl,Sc)↔Sc↔map(Sc, 
Sc)↔Sc↔map(Sc,Sl)↔Sl↔map(Sl,Ss)↔Ss

where Ss is exterior source concept structure, Sl is exterior local concept structure, Sc is com-

mon concept structures, and map is a mapping structure for linking concepts of two adjacent 

component EPCs. Figure 5-6 provides a graphical representation of mapping structures and 

their relations to concept structures. 

Common Concept
Structure

Common Concept
Structure

CEPC

CCMap

CLMap

LSMap

CEPC

Local Concept
Structure

Source Concept
Structure

LEPC

SEPC

Collaborate

Collaborate

Collaborate

 

Figure 5-6: Mapping structures and their relations to other objects 

In Figure 5-6, each component EPC (CEPC, LEPC and SEPC) is a context in terms of a hi-

erarchical PRODUCT MAP. It includes a set of concepts that are instantiated from concept 

structures. Every two adjacent component EPCs collaborate with each other to assign con-

cepts to concept maps.  Depending on the connection types between contexts, mapping 

structures between concept structures are categorised into three types: common-common concept 

mapping (CCMap), common-local concept mapping (CLMap) and local-source concept mapping (LSMap). 

Mapping between concept structures has the following functions: 

• Mapping heterogeneous concept structures that belong to two different contexts. 

• Hiding the complexity of heterogeneous contexts behind concept map structures. 

• Supporting heterogeneous concept transformation through concept maps that map two 

exterior concepts. 

• Reducing mapping number by mapping many local concept structures onto a common 

concept structures. 
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• Providing a public structure for collaborative resolution of semantic conflicts between 

adjacent heterogeneous contexts. 

The remainder of this subsection describes members and operations involved in mapping 

structures. 

5.2.1.3.1. Common-common concept mapping structure 

Common-common concept mapping structure (CCMap) is a concept mapping function be-

tween two CEPCs for linking two heterogeneous common concepts such that: 

map(concept(iid1, annotation1), concept(iid2, annotation2)) 

where concept(iid1, annotation1) ∈ CEPC1 and concept(iid2, annotation2) ∈ CEPC2. It includes two 

sub-functions common concept replication during concept creation and concept value trans-

formation during concept exchange. 

Common concept replication copies a newly created concept from CEPC1 to CEPC2 with the 

same iid but language-different annotations. The process is collaborative such that: 

IF iid2
replicate←⎯⎯⎯⎯ iid1 THEN AN2

translate←⎯⎯⎯⎯ AN1. 

The replication requires that iid of CEPC1 is replicated to that of CEPC2 at the identical posi-

tion of the classifier of CEPC1. The CONEX approach follows the IID generation rule (see 

Section 5.2.1.2.2) to copy the received iid in a correct position such that if a new concept is 

generated under the parent concept “κik” and inserted in “κ(i+1)(k+1)” at CEPC1, then the lookup 

address of iid in CEPC2 is “κik” and the replicated address of received iid is “κ(i+1)(k+1)”. Because 

CEPC1 and CEPC2 are different in natural languages, a translation operation is required to 

translate annotation AN1 to AN2 during IID replication. For example, “colour” of CEPC1 is 

translated to “couleur” of CEPC2 (see Table 1) such that 

“couleur(1.52.14.15.1.2) colour(1.52.14.15.1.2)”. translate←⎯⎯⎯⎯

Concept value transformation refers to the transformation of an exterior reified-concept ε(iid1, v1) 

of CEPC1 into an exterior reified-concept ε(iid2, v2) of CEPC2 based on the mapping struc-

ture map(concept(iid1, annotation1), concept(iid2, annotation2)) such that: 

IF iid1 = iid2 THEN ε2(iid2, v2)
transform←⎯⎯⎯⎯ ε1(iid2, v1), 

where v2  vtranslate←⎯⎯⎯⎯ 1 if CEPC1 and CEPC2 are two language-different CEPCs. 

In the CONEX approach, all tasks related to natural language translation are performed in the 

common-common concept mapping stage. 
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5.2.1.3.2. Common-local concept mapping structure 

Common-local concept mapping structure (CLMap) is a mapping structure between a CEPC 

and an LEPC, which links a common concept of CEPC and a local concept of LEPC such 

that: 

map(iid1, iid2) 

where iid1 ∈ concept(iid1, annotation1) ∈ CEPC, iid2 ∈ concept(iid2, annotation2) ∈ LEPC, and 

iid1 is semantically equivalent to iid2, written as “iid1 ≡ iid2”, if  Γ├ map(is(annotation1(CEPC), 

statement about annotation1), is(annotation2(LEPC), statement about annotation2)). 

A key function of CLMap is to exchange exterior concepts between CEPC and LEPC such 

that: 

(1) If an exterior meta-concept is transfomed between CEPC and LEPC, then: 

IF map(iid1, iid2) THEN iid1
transform←⎯⎯⎯→iid2. 

(2) If an exterior reified-concept is transformed between CEPC and LEPC, then 

IF map(iid1, iid2) THEN iid1
transform←⎯⎯⎯→iid2 AND v1

transform←⎯⎯⎯→v2. 

Applying the above LCMap, heterogeneous concepts between CEPC and LEPC can be 

transformed. For example, given a map(LF111, 1.52.14.15.1), if “domestic refrigerators↔ 

1.52.14.15.1” and “fridge ↔ LF111”, then refrigerators is semantically equivalent to fridge. An-

other example is that given concept(LF111.1, red), if LEPC, then if map(LF111.1, 1.52.14.15.1.1) 

then concept(1.52.14.15.1.1, red) of CEPC. 

5.2.1.3.3. Local-source concept mapping structure 

Local-source concept mapping structure (LSMap) is a mapping structure between an LEPC 

and an SEPC such that map(iid1, iid2, options) where iid1 ∈ local concept structure ∈ LEPC, iid2 ∈ 

source concept structure ∈ SEPC, and options that are an n-ary tuple (o1, o2, …, on) reserved for as-

sisting the mapping operation on map. The options may be differently defined in different 

LEPCs. LSMap semantically links a source concept of SEPC and a set of local concepts of 

LEPC. An LSMap solves two important issues: 

• The transformation of heterogeneous reified concept values between a received con-

text and an existing context of SEPC or LEPC. 

• The transformation of implicit and explicit concepts between SEPC and LEPC. 

In the following, the issues are described and the solutions are provided one by one. 
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Trans orming heterogeneous reified concept values  An issue of LSMap is to support 

the transformation of heterogeneous reified concept values between a received context from 

CEPC at LEPC and an existing context of LEPC. This issue happens before the transforma-

tion of concept identifiers between LEPC or SEPC, and can be demonstrated in the follow-

ing form, using the fragment of Figure 3.3 and Table 2: 

f .

 Received context from CEPC2 at LEPC2 
   concept(RL33-3.1, AUD) 
   concept(RL33-3.2, 990) 
   concept(RL33-3.3, morceau) 

 Existing context of LEPC2:  
   concept(RL33-3.1, Euro) 
   concept(RL33-3.2, X) // X is a placeholder for receiving 990 
   concept(RL33-3.3, morceau). 

This example demonstrates that the received currency “AUD” from CEPC2 at LEPC2 is dif-

ferent from existing currency “Euro” of LEPC2, which requires a unit transformation. At this 

stage, concept identifiers are the same between the received context and existing context. The 

difference is the concept values such that ReceivedConcept(iid, v1) ≠ ExistingConcept(iid, v2). Obvi-

ously, the unit transformation of AUD to EURO will affect the received value of “990”, which 

implies a need for value transformation. To solve the above problems, CONEX introduces two 

functions: a unit transformation function and a value transformation function. The former is to trans-

form heterogeneous concept values of unit type structure (see Section 5.2.1.1.3) while the latter is 

to adjust the concept value of value type structure (see Section 5.2.1.1.3) based on the value result 

of the transformation of unit types. A Unit Transformation Function is defined as follows: 

Definition 5-3: Unit Transformation Function 

Input: 

(1) Ruling scope (parentIid: the parent iid of the unit’s concept iid). 

(2) Source unit (srcUnit: the received unit, e.g.  “AUD” and “morceau”). 

(3) Target unit (tgtUnit: the expected transformed unit, e.g. “Euro” and “morceau”). 

Output: 

(1) Value factor (valFactor: the decimal value resulted from unit transformation). 

Function: 

valFactor = UnitTransform(parentIid, srcUnit, tgtUnit)      

This function returns a modifying value valFactor used to adjust the value that has the same 

ruling scope. The key to use this function is that all returned valFactors should be used to 

modify the concept value of value type if both value type and unit types have the same ruling 
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scope (note: in CONEX, under a same ruling scope, only one value type is permitted in evolv-

ing concepts). Formally, the rule is: 

   IF ∀valFactor0, …, n-1, parentIid0, …, n-1 ∈ UnitTransform,  
      parentIidu = parentIidv (u, v ∈ 0 … n)  
   THEN valFactor[] = {valFactor0, …, valFactorn-1}. 

In this rule, all valFactor ∈ UnitTransform that have the same ruling scope parentIid should be 

multiplied in valFactor[ ]. 

A value transformation function multiplies the received concept value of value type (pure value 

such as integer, decimal, etc.) by the return values valFactor[ ] of UnitTransform to calculate a 

new value. The function is defined as follows: 

Definition 5-4: Value Transformation Function 

Input: 

(1) Ruling scope (parentIid: the parent iid of the value concept’s iid). 

(2) Received value (rcvVal: the value brought by the incoming document). 

(3) A set of value factors (valFactor[ ]: an array of return values of UnitTransform). 

Output: 

(1) Adjusted value (adjVal: the return value of ValTransform function). 

Function: 

adjVal := ValTransform(parentIid, rcvVal, valFactor[ ])      

This function returns the adjusted value that has considered all the unit transformations, 

which are relevant to the concept value of value type. The binding condition of UnitTransform 

and ValTransform is that both should be in the same ruling scope such that for all parentIidi, j 

∈{UnitTransform,ValTransform}, parentIidi=parentIidj. 

Applying these functions, the received context of the above example is transformed into: 

concept(RL33-3.1, Euro) 
concept(RL33-3.2, 660) // Assuming 1 Euro = 1.5 AUD 
concept(RL33-3.3, morceau). 

Trans orming between implicit and explicit concep s. Another issue of LSMap is to 

support the concept transformation between implicit source concepts and explicit local con-

cepts [88]. The issue is that the source concept such as “price” in SEPC may include hidden 

assumptions such as “AUD”, which may be different from the hidden assumptions of an-

other such as “Euro”. Thus, the receiver will not understand the sender if the hidden infor-

mation is not explicitly provided, or if the explicitly received information is not consistent 

f t
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with the receiver’s implicit form. Particular to the motivational scenario, this issue is pre-

sented in Table 2, where LEPC1 (explicit from SEPC1) and LEPC2 (explicit from SEPC2) 

have different currency values. To resolve this issue, the issue is decomposed into two sub-

issues: implicit-to-explicit concept mapping and explicit-to-implicit concept mapping. 

Implicit-to-explicit concept mapping transforms an implicit concept of SEPC to a set of explicit 

concepts (e.g. from source concept “prc” of O1 in Figure 3.3 to explicit local concepts of 

prc(curr, val, unt) of ELO in Figure 3.3). Explicit-to-implicit concept mapping transforms a set of 

explicit concepts back to an implicit concept (e.g. from prix(devise, valeur, unité) of FLO in 

Figure 3.3 to an implicit “prix” of TO1 of Figure 3.3). The purpose of implicit-explicit con-

cept transformation is to have the receivers understand the meaning of received contexts 

based on the context knowledge of receivers. 

Definition 5-5 (“Implicit-Explicit Concept Mapping”):  Given an implicit source reified-

concept sourceConcept(iid, v), and an explicit local reified-concepts localCon-

cept(iid0)(localConcept(iidl, v1), …, localConcept(iidi, vi), … localConcept(iidn, vn)), then they are mapped 

if there exists a collaborative statement to state that they are semantically equivalent such that: 

Γ├ Ξ(is(v←iid), is(iid0(v1←iidl,…,vi←iidi,…,vn←iidn)) | σ. 

This form suggests that σ is a conditional statement introduced by a condition symbol “|” 

about how to determine the mapping between v←iid and iid0(v1←iidl, …, vi←iidi, …, vn←iidn). 

(1) If implicit-to-explicit concept mapping (localConcept ← sourceConcept), then: 

σ:(iid0
transform←⎯⎯⎯⎯ iid,vi = v). 

(2) If explicit-to-implicit concept mapping (sourceConcept ← localConcept), then: 

σ:(iid transform←⎯⎯⎯⎯ iid0,v = vi). 

The implicit-explicit concept mapping transforms concepts between a single implicit concept 

and a two-level explicit concept.  

The introduction of implicit-explicit concept mapping structure has extended the concept 

structure expression. It allows an implicit source concept to be expressed by a two-level ex-

plicit local concept for public understanding (shown as Figure 5-7, c.f. Figure 5-4). Con-

versely, several explicit concepts can be contracted into an implicit concept, which provides 

the support of legacy systems and personalised systems. 

An implicit-explicit concept mapping structure has two system views: an internal view to an 

SEPC that expresses an implicit concept structure only understandable to the SEPC, and an 

external view to an LEPC that is linked to a CEPC with explicit concept expression for pub-
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lic understanding. The condition statement containing the transformation rules stipulates the 

mapping between explicit concept structures and implicit concept structures. 
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Figure 5-7: Implicit-explicit concept mapping structure 

5.2.2. Grammar of  CONEX Structure Model 

The previous subsection described the elements of the CONEX structure model. This subsec-

tion describes the grammar of the CONEX structure model to summarise the ideas of struc-

ture, concept, context and map that were discussed. The syntax of the CONEX grammar is 

largely inspired by Gulog [43]. The advantages of Gulog are the separation of schema decla-

ration from data definition and the methods overridden on specific instances of subclasses. 

These provide an opportunity for the CONEX approach to separate structure from concept 

and to reconstruct denotation-connotation relationships in an inheritance hierarchy.  

Rather than predefining the actual semantics of structures (i.e. concepts) through instantiat-

ing structures of every component EPC without interaction with other component EPCs (e.g. 

traditional ontologies [107] or vocabularies [50][96] in disparate EPCs), the “concept” of the 

CONEX approach is introduced as a result of collaborative design. The instantiation of a 

structure into a concept must accompany collaboration between participants of component 

EPCs, or at least each participant must agree that the instantiated structure has captured 

his/her actual meaning. The significance of instantiating structure by collaboration is that 

concept heterogeneity between component EPCs is eliminated. Because of the introduction 

of collaboration in structure instantiation, the CONEX grammar described in this subsection 

only includes a set of declarations that are not related to any concept semantics. 

CONEX grammar defines an alphabet as consisting of (1) a set of structure symbols that are di-

vided into symbols representing primitive structures, elementary structures and construct 

structures: each of which is notated by SP, SE, and SC; (2) a set of concept structure symbols; 

(3) a set of classifier symbols; (4) a set of map symbols; (5) a set of function symbols; (6) an 
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infinite set of variables; (7) a set of constants; (8) auxiliary symbols such as ( ), :, ::, ←, →, ↔, 

etc.; and finally; (9) A term is either a constant, a variable, or a token s(t1, …, tn) where s is a 

structure symbol and t1, …, tn are terms. Within a classifier, the occurrence of a concept 

structure is constrained by (* | + | ?) consistent with XML conformable EBNF notation 

[20], which defines the combination of concept structures. 

Definition 5-6: Structures 

• If s and s’ are structure symbols, then s :: s’ is a structure declaration. It is said to be that s is 

substructure of s’, and conversely s’ is a superstructure of s. For any structure symbol s’’ 

such that s’ :: s’’, s is also a substructure of s’’. 

• If c is an n-ary concept structure symbol, s1, …, sn are elementary structure symbols, then 

c(s1, …, sn) is a concept structure declaration. It is said to be that the signature of concept structure 

c is s1× …×sn. 

• If f is an n-ary function symbol, and s1, …, sn are structure symbols, then f(s1, …, sn) is a 

function declaration. It is said to be that the signature of function f is s1× …×sn. 

• If κ is a classifier symbol, λ1
1, …, λ1…i

n are concept structure symbols, then κ(λ1
1( …(…, 

λ1.i…i
n))) is a classifier declaration. It is said to be that the signature of classifier κ is λ1

1× … 

×λ1.i…i 
n, and this signature is a classification pattern of classifier κ. 

A structure declaration notates an abstract inheritance relation, which provides a new repre-

sentation structure modelled on its superstructure. Concept structure declaration is a syntactic 

definition of a concept model, which governs how meaning should be conveyed. A function 

is a special structure. Its function symbol can be used as an elementary structure symbol in a 

concept structure declaration and thus to provide operations for concept structures. A classi-

fier structure declaration defines a classification schema for a PRODUCT MAP (often a compo-

nent EPC). 

Definition 5-7: Concepts 

• If t is a term and s is a concept structure symbol, then t : s is a concept declaration. It is said 

to be that t is a conceptualisation of structure s. If s’ is a superstructure of s, then t is also a 

conceptualisation of structure s’. 

• If t is a leaf concept symbol and v is a primitive structure symbol, then v←t or t→v is a reifi-

cation declaration. It is said to be that leaf concept t has a concept value v. 
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Syntactically, concept declaration is similar to object declaration [43]. Nevertheless, semanti-

cally, concept declaration must be immediately followed by concept implementation through 

collaborative concept design between collaborative parties, otherwise semantic conflicts will 

occur between participating component EPCs. In addition, distinction should be made be-

tween conceptualisation and reification. For example, the “colour” of a refrigerator could be 

a substructure, which is conceptualised and reified in the way of “red←c(1.52.14.14.1-1, col-

our) : c(iid, annotation) :: c(IID, AN)” or “红色← c(1.52.14.14.1-1, ) : c( , ) :: 

c(IID, AN)”. 

颜色 标识 注解

Definition 5-8:  Contexts 

• If s1, …, sn is a set of concept structures and x is a context symbol, then x{s1, …, sn} is a 

structure context declaration. It is said to be that concept structures have context x. 

• If t1, …, tn is a set of concepts and x is a context symbol, then x{t1, …, tn} is a concept con-

text declaration. It is said to be that concepts have context x. 

• If v1, …, vn is a set of concept values and x is a context symbol, then x{v1, …, vn} is a reifi-

cation context declaration. It is said to be that reified concepts have context x. 

A given context expresses a specific semantic space. Different contexts have heterogeneous 

structures, concepts and concept values, which are the source of semantic conflicts. Hetero-

geneity can be further specified as follows: 

• A set of concept structures adopts different classifiers. 

• A set of concept structures with the same classifier has different conceptualisations. 

• A set of concepts with the same classifier and conceptualisation has different concept 

reifications. 

Definition 5-9: Maps 

• If Ξ is a map symbol, ε1 and ε2 are concept structure symbols, and x1 and x2 are context sym-

bols, then Ξ(ε1( x1), ε2(x2)) is a one-to-one mapping declaration. It is said to be that map Ξ has 

the signature of ε1 ↔ ε2. 

• If Ξ is a map symbol, ε and ε1, …, ε2 are concept structure symbols, and x1 and x2 are context 

symbols, then Ξ(ε(x1), (ε1 …, εn)(x2)) is a one-to-many mapping declaration. It is said to be that 

map Ξ has the signature of ε ↔ ε1×…×εn. 
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A map is a special construct for linking heterogeneous contexts, which allows that concepts 

between different contexts are substitutable regardless of their heterogeneous classifiers, con-

ceptualisation and reification methods. 

5.3. CONEX Framework 

The CONEX framework [86] builds on CONEX market network topology ConexNet [88] (see 

Chapter 4) and CONEX structure model to provide a formal characterisation of Collaborative 

Concept Exchange approach for the integration of heterogeneous product information. 

5.3.1. Definition of  CONEX Framework 

Definition 5-10: A CONEX framework is a six-tuple F  = <C, L, S, ϕ, Θ, θ> where 

• C, the common context, is a labelled multi-set {CEPC1 = C1, …, CEPCn = Cn}. The label 

CEPCi is the name of a common context (i.e. common component EPC), and Ci 

(i∈1…n) consists of a set of common concepts such that Ci = {cei1, …, ceij, …, ceim} 

(j∈1…m), where each ceij is an instance of common concept structure that includes a 

common concept identifier and a common annotation. 

• L, the local context, is a labelled multi-set {LEPC1 = L1, …, LEPCn = Ln}. The label 

LEPCi is the name of a local context (i.e. local component EPC), and Li (i∈1…n) con-

sists of a set of local concepts such that Li = {lei1, …, leij, …, leim} (j∈1…m), where each leij 

is an instance of local concept structure that includes a local concept identifier and a local 

annotation. For any Li, it is a sub context of at least one common context Ci such that all 

concepts of Li semantically included in Ci. 

• S, the source context, is a labelled multi-set {SEPC1 = S1, …, SEPCn = Sn}. The label SEPCi 

is the name of a source context (i.e. source component EPC), and Si (i∈1…n) consists of 

a set of source concepts such that Si ={sei1, …, seij, …, seim} (j∈1…m), where each seij is an 

instance of a source concept structure that includes a schematic term and a schema path 

to the source content if the instance is a leaf concept. 

• ϕ, the common-to-common context mapping, defines a bijective replication function ϕ from C 

to C. If ϕ(CEPCi) = CEPCj, we say CEPCi is replicated onto CEPCj, where for each pair 

of common concepts, their iids are equal and their common annotations are semantically 

equivalent. 
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• Θ, the local-common context map, is a labelled multi-set {lcCtx1 = Θ1, …, lcCtxn = Θn}.  The 

label lcCtxi is the name of the local-common context map, and Θi (i∈1…n) consists of a set of 

local-common concept maps lcCtxi = {Ξi1(locIid1, comIid1), …, Ξik(locIidi, comIidj), …, Ξim(locIidi, 

comIidj)} (j∈1…m) such that ∀locIidi ∈ LEPCi and ∀comIidj ∈ CEPCj. Semantically speak-

ing, the LEPCi is a heterogeneous sub-context of the CEPCj where there is a set of trans-

formation functions τ1…τn defined on CEPCj for the public use of all local contexts 

LEPCi. 

• θ, the local-source context mapping, is a labelled multi-set {lsCtx1 := θ1, …, lsCtxn := θn}.  The 

label lsCtxi is the name of the local-source context map, and θi (i∈1…n) consists of a set of lo-

cal-source concept maps lsCtxi = {Ξi1(locIidi, srcIidj, options), …, Ξim(locIidi, srcIidj, options)} 

(j∈1…m) such that ∀locIidi ∈LEPCi  and ∀srcIidj ∈ SEPCj. Defined on lsCtxi are a set of 

transformation functions of concept value (UnitTransform and Value Transform) and a set 

of implicit-explicit concept mapping functions τ1…τn on map(sourceConcept(S), localCon-

cept(localConcept1, …, localConceptn)(L)). 

5.3.2. An Integration Scenario on CONEX Framework 

This subsection provides the intuition for the above definition by demonstrating how the 

integration scenario shown in Figure 3-1 can be represented in CONEX framework F  = <C, 

L, S, ϕ, Θ, θ>. Table 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Appendix 2 present a partial codification based on 

CONEX grammar. This will be elaborated briefly below: 

• The common context set C (Table 5 of Appendix 2) consists of two common concept 

sets of CEPC1 in English and CEPC2 in French. Both contain a set of common meta-

concepts, which are semantically the same as each other. Specifically, they are semanti-

cally same in classifiers “comClassifier(cepc(concept+(concept*)))” with meta-concept 

structures “concept(IID, AN, TYPE, FUNCTION)”. The substructure of concept is “con-

cept(comIid, comAn, comType, comFunction)”, which has different conceptualisation 

method in CEPC1 and CEPC2. The concepts of CEPC1 and CEPC2 are semantically 

the same because they are mapped together through common-to-common mapping 

structure. The substructure modelled on concept(IID, AN, TYPE, FUNCTION) includes 

a token “comFunction” that is used to introduce a transformation function (UnitTransform 

or ValTransform). Transformation functions as tokens are located in leaf concepts with 

the concept type “comType” for specifying value structure, which is either a constant 

type (atomicConstantType), a unit type (atomicUnitType) or a value type (atomicValueType). 
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These functions are implemented in common context C for the use by sub-contexts L. If 

the token refers to a unit transformation function (e.g. Currency or Quantity) constrained by 

atomicUnitType, the return value will be a value factor (valFactor) used to modify the re-

ceived value that has the same ruling scope. If it refers to a value transformation function (e.g. 

Value) constrained by atomicValueType, the return value will be the pure value that is 

multiplied by the value factors of the same ruling scope and the received value. A CEPC is 

similar to a public domain-wide standard, which is used as a semantic reference model. 

• The local context set L (Table 6 of Appendix 2) consists of three local contexts of 

LEPC1, LEPC2 and LEPC3, where concepts are product-rooted. For LEPC1 and 

LEPC2, they are all meta-concepts because their source catalogues SEPCs are located in 

the different data stores of their firms (either in relational tables or XML documents). 

For LEPC3, it is directly generated, based on the CONEX classifier of LEPC, because 

there is no source data store. It is a set of concepts including concept values for all leaf 

concepts. Similar to CEPCs, LEPC1 and LEPC2 have the same meta-concept structure 

“concept(IID, AN, TYPE, FUNCTION)” and sub meta-concept structure “concept(locIid, 

locAn, locType, locFunction)”, which is conceptualised differently between LEPC1 and 

LEPC2. Their classifiers are “lepcClassifier(lepc(concept+(concept*)))”. For each leaf 

concept, it contains a locFunction that is semantically equivalent to the comFunction of 

CEPC. Nevertheless, an LEPC does not implement these functions. Their implementa-

tions are realised in CEPC. An LEPC is similar to a private domain-wide standard that is 

used as a semantic reference model in a specific business entity such as an SME.  

• The schemas/DTD of SEPC1 and SEPC2 are converted into K classifiers of CONEX 

(see Table 6 of Appendix 2) and become source concepts for developing concept maps. 

Their concept structures are concept(annotation, srcIid), where annotation is a schematic 

term and srcIid is the schemaPath (either a LOREL path expression [155] for relational 

table schema or an XPath expression [27] for XML DTD). The schemaPath links to the 

source contents of SEPC. Specifically, the classifier of SEPC1 is converted from rela-

tional table schema and has the form of “relClassifier(dbName(product(cname, clr, prc, 

qty)))”. The classifier of SEPC2 is converted from XML DTD and has the form of 

“xmlClassfier(catalogue(réfrigérateur(_modelé, couleur, prix, quantité)))”. 

• Common-to-common context mapping ϕ (Table 7 of Appendix 2) defines a mapping 

relation ϕ : CEPC1 → CEPC2 through IID replication function r : iid(C1) → iid(C2) and 

annotation translation τ : annotation(C1)×language(C1)×language(C2) → annotation(C2). By 

providing these two functions, common concepts that are created in any site can be real-
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time replicated between participating CEPCs, where all replicated concepts are semanti-

cally equivalent. 

• Local-common context map set Θ (Table 7 of Appendix 2) is a set of collaborative con-

cept maps, which have the form of map(comIid, locIid). They are classified on classifier 

lcClassifier(lcmap(map+(map*))). Particularly, LCMAP1, LCMAP2 and LCMAP3 semanti-

cally map LEPC1 on CEPC1, LEPC3 on CEPC1, and LEPC2 on CEPC2. The concep-

tualisation of concept map map(comIid, locIid) is a collaboration process between collabora-

tive parties, which guarantee that the annotation assigned to locIid is semantically equiva-

lent to the annotation assigned to comIid such that (comAn→comIid) ≡ (locAn → 

locIid). For example, map(1.52.14.15.1, LF111) : map(comIid, locIid), where collaborative 

agreement is made between CEPC1 and LEPC1, where domestic refrigerator → 1.52.14.15.1 

and fridge → LF111, such that domestic refrigerator ≡ fridge. 

• Source-local context map set θ (Table 8 of Appendix 2) is a set of collaborative concept 

maps modelled on map(IID1, IID2, OPTIONS). It has the form of map(locIid, locAn, 

srcPath, nodeType, conceptType, status, function)→concept value. It has common classifier lsmap-

Classifier(lsmap (map+(map*))), where each leaf map concept may be reified to include con-

cept value if the leaf unit type concept is expanded from implicit concepts. For example, 

the leaf map concepts of LSMAP1 map(LF111-2, curr, c1.product1.cname, field, atomicUnit-

Type, implicit, Currency) → AUD is a reification of a leaf map concept (which is expanded 

from implicit concept price “prc”). Particularly, LSMAP1 maps SEPC1 onto LEPC1, and 

LSMAP2 map SEPC2 onto LEPC2. In LSMAP, srcPath (which is a path expression of re-

lational table) is regarded as a source concept identifier srcIid, which links to source con-

tent. The nodeType is used to refer to a specific type of source term (e.g. field of relational 

table). The conceptType defines the types of concept (e.g. catalogue, category, product, at-

tribute, atomicConstantType, atomicUnitType and atomicValueType). The status defines 

whether a concept is implicit or explicit. The function only applies to the leaf concept, and 

is imported from CEPC to define an operation for processing the concept (e.g. Currency 

function). With a source-local map, implicit and explicit concepts can be mutually trans-

formed either from implicit source concepts to explicit local concepts or from explicit lo-

cal concepts to implicit source concepts. The incoming concepts from the result of 

common-local transformation could be re-transformed to adapt to local assumptions on 

concept values. For example, the incoming constant “AUD” could be transformed into 

“Euro” through executing the Unit Transformation function “Currency” stipulated in the 

map, and its transformed result could be processed by the Value Transformation func-
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tion “Value” in another map. According to different implementation scenarios, these 

Unit and Value Transformation functions could be either processed in the common-local 

transformation stage or in the local-source transformation stage. There is no difference 

except for a minor alteration in mapping structures. 

The CONEX Framework described above has characterised the features of Collaborative 

Concept Exchange. Particularly, it is a set of integrated representations of PRODUCT MAPs 

that are constructed as an integration scenario on ConexNet, which follows the CONEX struc-

ture model. 

5.3.3. Justification of  CONEX Framework 

This subsection justifies that component EPCs on the CONEX framework are semantically 

connectible for exchanging concepts between any two source electronic product catalogues 

(SEPCs). Thus, the CONEX framework is an effective semantic integration framework. 

Proposition 1 (Semantic Connectivity): A concept of an ad hoc EPC (SEPC1) is semantically 

connectible to another concept of a remote ad hoc EPC (SEPC2) if they are all on a CONEX 

framework. 

Justification:  

(1) Based on the CONEX structure model, each component EPC of the CONEX framework 

comprises a classifier (κ), a set of classified concepts (E) (e(µ, ε) ∈ E where µ is an in-

terior concept and ε is an exterior concept), and a set of mapping structures (Ξ) such 

that κ(e1(ε1, µ1)(…(…, e1.m…m(εn, µn)))) and Ξ = {Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξn(εn, εn’)} where εi’ ∉ κ 

(i ∈ 1…n). The classified concepts on a classifier κ(e1(ε1, µ1)(…(…, e1.m…m(εn, µn)))) can 

be linearised into κ(e1(ε1, µ1), …, en(εn, µn)) as per Concept Property 2 of Chapter 4. 

(2) Given a CEPC on the CONEX framework that has a set of concepts classified as 

KC(e1(ε1, µ1), …, ec(εc, µc), …, ep(εp, µp)) with mapping structure ΞC={Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξc(εc, 

εc’), …, Ξp(εp, εp’)} where εc’ ∉ KC (c ∈ 1…p). 

(3) Given an LEPC on the CONEX framework that has a set of concepts classified as 

KL(e1(ε1, µ1), …, el(εl, µl), …, eq(εq, µq)) with mapping structure ΞL={Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξl(εl, 

εl’), …, Ξq(εq, εq’)} where εl’ ∉ KL (l ∈ 1…q). 

(4) Given an SEPC on the CONEX framework that has a set of concepts classified as 

KS(e1(ε1, µ1), …, es(εs, µs), …, er(εr, µr)) with mapping structure ΞS={Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξs(εs, 

εs’), …, Ξr(εr, εr’)} where εs’ ∉ KS (s ∈ 1…r). 
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(5) Assume that there exist a context map LSMap such that it consists of a set of collabo-

rative concept maps, which makes LSMap = {Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξx(εx, εx’), …, Ξm(εm, εm’)} 

(x ∈ 1…m). 

Let ΞS ⊆ LSMap and (ΞL’ ⊆ ΞL) = LSMap such that for all Ξs(εs, εs’) ∈ ΞS, εs = εx ∈ 

Ξx(εx, εx’) and for all Ξl(εl, εl’) ∈ ΞL’, εl = εx’ ∈ Ξx(εx, εx’), then for all εs ∈ SEPC, εs ∈ 

Ξx(εx, εx’) ∈ LSMap and for all εl ∈ ΞL’ ∈ LEPC, εl ∈ Ξx(εx, εx’) ∈ LSMap. According 

to the definition of collaborative concept map defined in Section 5.1, εx is semantically 

equivalent to εx’ (i.e. εx ≡ εx’), thus εs ≡ εl  via map Ξx(εx, εx’). Since εs ∈ es(εs, µs) ∈ KS 

and εs  µexternalise←⎯⎯⎯⎯ s based on the relationship between interior concept structure and 

exterior concept structure of Section 5.2.1.1, the complex concept definition of interior 

concept µs is fully transformed to exterior concept εs without the loss of meaning. The 

same applies to el(εl, µl) such that εl 
externalise←⎯⎯⎯⎯  µl. Thus, µl εtransform⎯⎯⎯⎯→ l ≡ εs 

 µtransform←⎯⎯⎯⎯ s, and µl ≡ µs, that is, the meanings of interior source concept and interior 

local concept are semantically equivalent and fully exchangeable. 

(6) The same justification applies to semantic connectivity between LEPC and CEPC, as-

suming that there exist a context map LCMap such that it consists of a set of collabora-

tive concept maps, which makes LCMap = {Ξ1(ε1, ε1’), …, Ξx(εx, εx’), …, Ξm(εm, εm’)} (x 

∈ 1…m). Similarly, we have µc ≡ µl such that µl  εexternalise⎯⎯⎯⎯→ l ∈ Ξx(εx, εx’) ∋ εc 

 µexternalise←⎯⎯⎯⎯ c where εl  ≡ εx and εc ≡ εx’. 

(7) Given any two CEPC1 and CEPC2 that are peers on CONEX framework, assuming that 

CEPC1 has a set of concepts classified as KC1(e1(ε1, µ1), …, ec1(εc1, µc1), …, ep(εp, µp)) 

and CEPC2 has a set of concepts classified as KC2(e1(ε1, µ1), …, ec2(εc2, µc2), …, eq(εq, 

µq)). Any ec1(εc1, µc1) ∈ KC1 is semantically equivalent to ec2(εc2, µc2) ∈ KC2 because: (a) 

For all ec ∈ KC, εc = (iid) and µc = (iid, annotation, …) where annotation 

 iid according to Concept Property 1 of Chapter 4, thus iid conveys the 

full meaning of concept definition of “annotation”. (b) For iid

assignMeaningTo⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→

1 ∈ ec1(εc1, µc1) and iid2 ∈ 

ec2(εc2, µc2), iid1 = iid2 according to replication function of common-common mapping 

structure. Thus, for any annotation1 ∈ µc1 ∈ ec1(εc1, µc1) and annotation2 ∈ µc2 ∈ ec2(εc2, µc2), 

annotation1 ≡ annotation2 on annotation translation program if the translation is proved by 

collaborative parties of CEPCs. 
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(8) Applying the above justification to any SEPCs, LEPCs and CEPCs on the CONEX 

framework, we have multiple semantic connections between any SEPCs via LEPCs and 

CEPCs such that we have a concept supply chain in the form of concept(SEPC) ↔ 

concept(LEPC) ↔ concept(CEPC) ↔ concept(CEPC) ↔ concept(LEPC) ↔ con-

cept(SEPC).  

Thus, the proposition of semantic connectivity between any of two SEPCs on the CONEX 

framework is proved and the effectiveness of the CONEX framework for concept exchange 

is justified. 

5.4. Collaborative Concept Reconstruction on CONEX 

Framework 

In the CONEX framework, product information is represented in a set of heterogeneous con-

texts of CEPCs, LEPCs and SEPCs, where any two adjacent contexts are linked together 

through a collection of collaborative concept maps (Ξ): 

Γ├ Ξ [is(c1( x1), σ1), is(c2(x2), σ2)] 

where we have assumed that any concept map between two exterior concepts from two differ-

ent component EPCs is collaboratively created. That is, a collaborative concept map is always 

true for meaning assignment and the two concepts in the map are always semantic equivalent. 

As discussed in Section 5.1, collaboration between concept designers is necessary to make 

agreement on semantic equivalence between two concepts of a concept map. This section 

removes the above assumption that is set on a concept map, and emphasises that the collabo-

ration mechanism Γ [87] on CONEX framework is needed for semantic consistency maintenance 

between heterogeneous concepts of any two adjacent contexts in order to create a collabora-

tive concept map.  

With collaboration mechanism, distributed concept designers are able to work on a common 

context for mapping heterogeneous concepts and substituting them such that: 

Ξ[is(c1(x1), σ1), is(c2(x2), σ2)] ← Γ├ [σ1(x1)  ≡ σ2(x2)], 

where “≡” refers to “semantic equivalent”.  

The above condition Γ├ [σ1(x1)  ≡ σ2(x2)] imposed on a concept map suggests that the con-

struction of a collaborative concept map requires a semantic equivalence condition such that 

two collaborative concept designers of adjacent contexts agree that two concept statements 

or definitions are semantically equivalent. 
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This section investigates the semantic equivalence condition of concepts between two het-

erogeneous contexts for reconstructing concepts into collaborative concept maps. Concept 

reconstruction refers to the creation of new concepts by agreement, and concept recreation by 

conforming to both concept structures and semantic agreement between concept designers. 

To facilitate this investigation, the section first proposes a semantic consistency model for 

establishing a semantic equivalence condition. Then, a collaboration mechanism is described 

for maintaining semantic consistency between heterogeneous concepts. 

5.4.1. Semantic Consistency Maintenance Model 

Although collaboration has long been applied to achieving collaborative work in collabora-

tion systems (e.g. Bannon et al [9], Ariadne [171], REDUCE [187]), solutions to resolving se-

mantic level conflicts are largely unexplored [188]. To resolve semantic conflicts between 

heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs, a novel semantic consistency model on the 

CONEX framework is proposed to maintain semantic consistency. This model is described 

based on the preliminary research on integration conditions (see Section 4.3) of heterogene-

ous structures (HESI), heterogeneous concepts (HECI) and heterogeneous contexts (HEXI). 

Definition 5-11: Mappable Structure (“≈”) 

Given two concept structures si ∈ ctx1, sj ∈ ctx2 and a set of concept map Ξk ∈ Ξ, then ctx1 

and ctx2 are said to be structurally mappable onto Ξ, expressed as “(ctx1 ≈ ctx2)@Ξ”, if and only if 

there exist si and sj such that Ξk(si, sj).        

This property guarantees that two structures of heterogeneous contexts ctx1 and ctx2 are 

structurally mappable onto Ξk if and only if Ξk is a collaborative concept map for hosting two 

structures of sj ∈ ctx1 and si ∈ ctx2. It states that concepts of ctx1 and ctx2 are reclassified ac-

cording to a set of concept maps such that both contexts share a common structure classifi-

cation of Ξ in a possibly partial way.  

The property has realised the HESI integration condition (see Section 4.3.1) such that two deno-

tative concept structures (let DSi = si and DSi = sj) of two PRODUCT MAPs (let PM1 = ctx1 and 

PM2 = ctx2) have a one-to-one mapping relation DSi↔Ξk(DSi, DSj) and DSj↔Ξk(DSi, DSj). It 

also provides a precondition of semantic substitutability of two concepts conveyed in a map-

ping structure. For example, given two structure instances s1(LF111, fridge, www.boo1.com) 

and s2(1.52.14.15.1, refrigerator, www.boo2 .com) such that concept c1 → s1 and concept c2 

→s2, if Ξk(s1, s2), then c1 and c2 have a common structure Ξk for collaborative testing whether 

c1 and c2 are semantically equivalent. 
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Definition 5-12: Equivalent Causality (“≅”) 

Given two concepts ci(iti, ani, iidi) ∈ ctx1, cj(itj, anj, iidj) ∈ ctx2 and concept map Ξk ∈ Ξ, then ctx1 

and ctx2 are equivalent in semantic causality at Ξ, expressed as (ctx1 ≅ ctx2)@Ξ, if and only if there 

exist Ξk(iidi, iidj) such that (a) iti → ani → iidi and itj → anj → iidj, and (b) iti ≡ itj, where “≡”  

refers to “semantic equivalent”.         

This property guarantees that orders of concept semantics (see Concept Property 1 of Section 

4.2.5) of concepts ci and cj are equivalent for achieving semantic equivalence at Ξk(iidi, iidj), 

where it is an interpretation of concept annotation an, and iid is concept identifier.  

Through this property, HECI integration condition (see Section 4.3.2) has been realised such that 

for any two concepts ci(iti, ani, iidi) ∈ ctx1 (ctx1 = PM1) and cj(itj, anj, iidj) ∈ ctx2 (ctx2 = PM2), 

Ξk(iidi, iidj) guarantees PM1 ≈ PM2 such that iidi → Ξk(iidi, iidj) and iidj → Ξk(iidi, iidj), and iti ≡ itj 

guarantees PM1 ≅ PM2 such that for iti → ani → iidi and itj → anj → iidj, iidi ≡ iidj. The agree-

ment of iti ≡ itj is made through collaboration between concept designers of PM1 and PM2 on 

collaboration mechanism. Thus, with the order of iti → ani → iidi and itj → anj → iidj and iidi ≡ 

iidj, ci and cj can be substituted without the loss of semantics. 

For example, given that ∀ci∈ctx1: “refrigerator→r1(price→p11(currency→c111, value→v112), 

color→c12)” and ∀cj∈ctx2: “fridge→f0, prc→f11, curr→f21, val→f22”, if Ξ = {Ξ1(r1, f0), 

Ξ2(p11, f11), Ξ3(c111, f21), Ξ4(v112, f22)}, then (ctx1 ≈ ctx2)@Ξ. If “refrigerator ≡ fridge, price ≡ 

prc, currency ≡ curr, value ≡ val, color ≡ clr” is proved by collaborative judgment between concept 

designers of ctx1 and ctx2 on a collaboration mechanism, then (ctx1 ≅ ctx2)@ Ξ is established. 

Definition 5-13: Common Context (“∝”) 

Given two contexts ci(iti, ani, iidi) ∈ ctx1, cj(itj, anj, iidj) ∈ ctx2 and a context Ξ, then ctx1 and ctx2 

have common context Ξ, written as “ctx1, ctx2 ∝ Ξ”, read as “ctx1 and ctx2 are in the context of 

Ξ”, if and only if, if ci(iti →ani→iidi), then cj(itj ←anj←iidj) such that iti→Ξ and itj→Ξ.  

This property is a sufficient condition of mappable structure and equivalent semantic order. 

It guarantees that the semantic orders of two concepts in heterogeneous contexts are reversi-

ble when a common context is given for semantic reference. Thus, a concept created in one 

context can be correctly interpreted in another context without any misinterpretation. 

With this property, HEXI integration condition (see Section 4.3.3) has been realised such that 

given a concept ci(iti → ani → iidi) ∈ PMi, there always exists a common context Ξ such that iti 
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→ ani → iidi → Ξ. When given a concept cj(itj → anj → iidj) ∈ PMj, since itj → Ξ, semantically, 

we have iti ≡ itj. Since itj, anj and iidj are in a same context ctx2, the order of semantics is re-

versible 8 such that itj ← anj ← iidj, thus, when ci arrives at PMj from PMi, PMj can interpret ci 

in the way of iidj →  anj → itj → Ξ → iti → ani → iidi. Thus, by common context Ξ, HEXI 

condition is realised. 

With common context property, any two concepts in heterogeneous contexts can understand 

each other. For example, given three contexts ctx1: “(réfrigérateur, r1)((prix, r11))” and ctx2: 

“(fridge, f1), (prc, f11), (amount, f111)”, and ctx3: “(refrigerator, 1), (price, 1.1), (value, 1.1.1), 

(unit, 1.1.2)”, if “réfrigérateur → r1 → Ξ(r1, 1) → 1 → refrigerator, prix → r11 → Ξ(r11, 

1.1) → 1.1 → price”, then “réfrigérateur ≡ refrigerator and prix ≡ price”. Similarly, there are 

“fridge ≡ refrigerator and prc ≡ price” and hence “fridge ≡ réfrigérateur and prc ≡ prix”. In 

this example, common contexts exist between ctx1 and ctx3 and between ctx2 and ctx3.  

The implication of common context between two heterogeneous contexts is that the CONEX 

system does not require a universal common context (e.g. a product standard such as 

UNSPSC [193]) but only two common adjacent contexts. This allows millions of ad hoc 

EPCs to be semantically connected through a set of common contexts that are maintained by 

different collaborative parties, which provides flexibility in ad hoc EPC integration. 

Definition 5-14: Semantic Consistency Model 

Given two contexts ctx1 and ctx2, then ctx1 and ctx2 are said to be semantically consistent in 

reference to a context Ξ, expressed as “(ctx1 ≡ ctx2)@Ξ”, if and only if there exists a collabo-

ration mechanism on which following properties are satisfied: 

(1) Mappable structure: Some structures of ctx1 and ctx2 are structurally mappable onto a collec-

tion of collaborative concept maps Ξ such that (ctx1 ≈ ctx2)@Ξ. 

(2) Equivalent causality: Some concepts of ctx1 and ctx2 are equivalent in semantic orders at a 

collection of collaborative concept map Ξ such that (ctx1 ≅ ctx2)@ Ξ. 

(3) Common context: Part of context ctx1 and part of context ctx2 have a common context Ξ such 

that ctx1, ctx2 ∝ Ξ.          

The semantic consistency model is a partial consistency model, which means that only those 

representations that satisfy three properties are semantically consistent with each other. In 

                                                 
8 It is assumed that in a same context, a concept designer has permanent retention on what s/he does, thus s/he can repli-

cates what s/he has done before such that if it ← an ← iid then iid → an → it, if and only if, it ∈ ctx1, an ∈ ctx2 and iid 
∈ ctx3 and ctx1 = ctx2 = ctx3. 
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this model, the first two properties are necessary conditions. That is, if two contexts are 

mapped on structures and equivalent in semantics in a collection of concept maps then they 

are semantically equivalent. The third property is a sufficient condition, which states that if a 

common mapping structure is provided for two concepts of heterogeneous contexts then 

structure mapping and semantics substitution can be achieved. In the next subsection, the 

semantic consistency maintenance model is applied to devise a collaboration mechanism to 

maintain semantic consistency between distributed and heterogeneous component EPCs. 

5.4.2. Collaborative Mechanism for Concept Reconstruction 

The CONEX collaboration mechanism is defined as a collaborative sub-system on the CONEX 

framework, which is used for reconstructing heterogeneous concepts of various contexts 

among concept designers of component EPC. It includes three parts: a common concept 

creation component for evolving CEPCs, a common concept localisation component for 

building LEPCs to link CEPCs and SEPCs, and a local concept globalisation component for 

requesting common concept designers to include the emergent local concepts of LEPCs in 

CEPCs. For all of these components, we assume that concept designers are knowledge workers 

[163] who are responsible for reconstructing concepts of CEPCs, LEPCs and SEPCs. 

5.4.2.1. Common Concept Creation 
A common concept creation component is web-distributed, which is a peer-to-peer collaborative 

concept editing system (called Common-common Collaborator) on the CONEX framework. It has a 

similar form to those existing collaborative authoring systems (e.g. LinkFactory [117] and K-

Infinity [101]) and takes a replicated architecture (e.g. REDUCE systems [187]) except for the 

underlying technologies that are developed in this thesis. Like most replicated distributed sys-

tems, the challenge of common concept creation is consistency maintenance between multi-

ple copies of CEPCs. Nevertheless, particular to CEPC replication, the issue is the semantic 

conflicts that are not from syntactic operations but between heterogeneous concept defini-

tions of distributed concept designers (see also Section 3.3.2.1). 

Applying the semantic consistency maintenance model developed in Section 5.4.1, a template 

is provided for multiple copies of CEPCs. This template follows the definition of common 

context of CEPC in Table 5 of Appendix 2 such that: 

  ComClassifier(cepc(concept+(concept*)))::classifier K 
  cepc(comLang, comUrl) 
  concept(comIid, comAn, comType, comFunction)::concept. 
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This common template functions as context templates of multiple copies of CEPCs such 

that (CEPC1 ≈ CEPC2) if ϕ. ϕ is a common-common context map, which includes the pro-

cedures of replication and translation that maintain semantic constancy properties.  

A replication procedure is to copy common concept identifiers created in one CEPC to other 

peer CEPCs. It ensures mappable structure property such that for all meta-concept structure 

ca :: concept of CEPC1 and cb :: concept of CEPC2: 

ϕ1 : (comIida in ca) → (comIidb in cb) 

A translating procedure is to translate concept annotations comAn from CEPC1 to CEPC2 dur-

ing the process of concept identifier replication such that: 

ϕ2 : (comAna in comIida) → (comAnb in comIidb)  

where comAnb = f(comAna, language(CEPC1), language(CEPC2). This procedure ensures 

both properties of equivalent semantic order and common context. In above two proce-

dures, the Common-common Collaborator guarantees that concept designers have a com-

mon context where agreement about concepts is made through comIid. Details about repli-

cation and translation procedures are given below. 

5.4.2.1.1. Replication Procedure 

A replication procedure has several steps, which describe how a common concept identifier 

is created, propagated and executed in remote peer CEPCs. 

Procedure 1: Replication 

Step 1 (ComIid Creation): Given a comIidi
p on CEPC1 such that comIidi

p = (11, i2, …, ip) = 

11.i2…ip, and comIidi
p has x children such that children(comIidi

p) = 11.i2…ip.x(p+1) = comIidx
(p+1). We 

regulate that any new child concept of comIidi
p is generated at the left-most vacant position of 

comIidx
(p+1) where x = {1, …, k, …, x}: 

• If comIidk
(p+1) ← (∅ ≡ comAnk

(p+1)), then child(comIidi
p) = comIidk

(p+1) = (11, i2, …, ip, k(p+1)) 

= (11.i2…ip.k(p+1), which is a vacant node between comIid1
(p+1) and comIidx

(p+1) (inclusive) 

without being assigned concept annotation. A vacant node is a reused node, which is 

marked as “deleted” in a list of siblings such that children(x) =[an1→1, …, 

ank(deleted)→i, …, anm→m]. 

• If comIidk
(p+1) ← comAnk

(p+1), then child(comIidi
p) = comIid(x+1)

(p+1) = (11, i2, …, ip, (x+1)(p+1)) 

= 11.i2…ip.(x+1)(p+1), which is a new node followed by comIidx
(p+1). 

Step 2 (Node Lock): Issue a node lock on a centrally managed lock tree at the node positions of 

children(comIidi
p)={11.i2…ip.1(p+1)), …, 11.i2…ip.(x+1)(p+1))}, which ensures that semantic con-
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flicts will not be generated by concurrent common concept creation operations between peer 

CEPCs.  

Step 3 (Meaning Assignment): Conceptualise the newly created child concept identifier comIids = 

(comIidk
(p+1) | comIidx

(p+1)) (“|” is an OR operation) by assigning concept definition to comIids 

such that comIids ← comAns, comAns ← comType, and comAns ← comFunctions.  

Step 4 (Concept Notification): Notify peer CEPCs to copy the new concept in their local CEPC 

at the position of comIids. 

Step 5: Lock Release. 

5.4.2.1.2. Concept Node Locking Mechanism 

The key to the replication procedure is concept node locking. In literature, unconstrained solu-

tions (e.g. REDUCE [187], GRACE [188]) to replication are often favoured. These solutions pro-

pose that concurrent operations should be executed freely without any constraints. Thus, 

locking for consistency maintenance is not an effective solution, because a lock issued to a 

part or whole of document is a constraint for concurrent operations. This constraint prevents 

other concurrent users from creating document contents at the same time. This thesis inves-

tigates the specific application context of semantic integration between CEPCs and favours a 

locking mechanism for preventing semantic conflicts. 

Firstly, distributed CEPCs on the CONEX framework are heterogeneous contexts situated in 

different semantic communities. They have ontological drifts [162] because concept designers 

have different modality judgments [23][97] to classify concepts. The modality judgment issue 

implies that a lock is needed to prevent concurrent meaning assignments to a same common 

concept identifier. Since an assigned concept has a specific context hierarchy, it cannot be 

merged.  In this sense, a lock is the best alternative to prevent semantic conflicts. 

Secondly, although it is possible9 to syntactically replicate hierarchical comIid in an uncon-

strained way, it is not possible to do so at a semantic level. This is because when hierarchical 

concepts with denotation-connotation relations are conveyed in comIids, these comIids as 

identifiers of concepts carry semantic judgment modes about real-world concept taxonomy. 

Since every concept designer has his/her own heterogeneous judgment, the merge of crea-

tion operations from several contexts is, in fact, the merge of several classifications of 

CEPCs, which will change denotation-connotation relations between concepts. 

                                                 
9 It is suggested that it is possible to replicate CEPCs in an unconstrained way because a transformation algorithm [187] can 

be applied after a set of hierarchical comIids is converted into a list of comIids in a sequence (see Section 4.2.5 about Con-
cept Property 2 on hierarchy-to-linearization conversion). 
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Thirdly, provided a locking solution is adopted, maintaining an application-wide lock is not 

applicable:  

• In the CONEX framework, CEPCs are distributed and autonomous. A lock issued in a 

CEPC is only effective to its own system, and thus semantic conflicts arising from 

concurrent concept creation are not resolved. 

• An IEPC system (in this thesis the CONEX system) is not designed as a monolithic 

global system for controlling operations of component systems. Thus, there are no 

global operations for ensuring a proper lock in each component EPC. 

From these investigations, the CONEX approach introduces a simple but reliable solution, 

called the concept node lock mechanism, which issues a distributed lock on a dedicated lock tree 

that is independent of all component CEPCs. The working mechanism is that when a site 

needs to create a child concept, it issues a lock notice to the dedicated lock tree where the 

corresponding sibling concepts are marked as locked. The locked means that when the node of 

concept is locked, other sites cannot create the same nodes in their own sites. However, they 

can still issue locks under the existing child nodes of the locked nodes to create the grand-

children concepts by issuing locks on grandchildren concepts, shown as in Figure 5-8. 

Simply speaking, an existing node can be issued a set of locks on all its children, which do not 

affect lower level descendant nodes. The granularity of the concept node lock is relatively small. 

The reason why the sibling nodes of the node being created should be locked is that multiple 

child nodes may be created but be assigned the same annotated meanings. This will create 

redundant concepts under the same parent concept and arise semantic inconsistency in con-

cept classification, which will further develop many heterogeneous sub concept classifica-

tions. 

Independent Node Lock Tree

1

1.1 1.2

1.1.1 1.1.2 1.2.1

1.2.1.1 1.2.1.2

1.2.2

1.1.1.1

Children of 1.2 are locked by Site 1
for creating child concept "1.2.2"Children of 1.1.1 are locked by Site 2

for creating child concept "1.1.1.1" Children of 1.2.1 are locked by Site 3
for creating child concept "1.2.1.2"

 
Figure 5-8: Concept node lock mechanism 

To ensure that a dedicated lock tree is always available, a node lock tree is independently 

maintained in the CONEX approach as a separate system with multiple identical versions for 

backups in case one or several of them are dead in run-time. 
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5.4.2.1.3. Translation Procedure 

The replication procedure ensures mappable structures between all CEPCs in terms of con-

cept identifiers comIids. Nevertheless, it has only solved half of the issue in creating new con-

cepts. The annotation of a concept also needs to be copied to other CEPCs to ensure the 

property of equivalent semantic order. Since the CONEX approach allows multiple natural 

languages to support CEPCs that are globally linked, the received copies of a newly created 

annotation must undergo a translation procedure to adapt to the natural languages of remote 

CEPCs. 

Procedure 2: Translation 

Step 1 (ComIid Copy): Copy a new concept at comIids(receiver) = (comIidk
(p+1)  | comIidx

(p+1)) such 

that (comIids, comAns, comTypes, comFunctions), where “|” is an OR operation and comIidk
(p+1) is a 

vacant node of concept. 

Step 2 (Automatic Translate): Translate comAns(sender) by launching a translation function co-

mAns(receiver) = Translate(comAns(sender), comLang(sender), comLang(receiver)) such that if co-

mAns(sender) → comIids(receiver), then comAns(receiver)→ comIids. 

Step 3 (verify): Verify the accuracy of machine translation by concept designers at receiving 

CEPCs. In the CONEX approach, unverified machine translation is marked as “unverified”. 

The translation procedure guarantees that equivalent semantic order is ensured on common 

context in terms of Common-common Collaborator, where language-different annotations 

are translated and verified between different CEPCs. It should be noted that CONEX provides 

concept context for translation programs based on gene-alike comIid, which carries all the 

path information from root to the concept that is translated (see Section 5.1 and Section 

3.4.5). Nevertheless, whether the run-time translation context can be utilised depends on the 

adopted translation services. 

5.4.2.2. Local Concept Reconstruction 
The reconstruction of source concepts into globally interoperable concepts is conditioned to 

the existence of common concepts. The CONEX approach assumes that LEPC designers are 

not expert knowledge workers [163] and are unable to correctly append their local concepts 

directly to CEPCs. This assumption requires that LEPCs join CEPCs by subscribing integra-

tion services of CEPCs. Nevertheless, this is not a restriction but a strategy to ensure accurate 

product concept classification and reconstruction. In fact, CONEX supports the design of new 

LEPC concepts by providing a globalisation mechanism, on which emergent local concepts 

are propagated to CEPCs where they are classified. This subsection describes a common 
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concept localisation component and a local concept globalisation component to reconstruct 

SEPCs into LEPCs that are linked to CEPCs. 

5.4.2.2.1.  Common Concept Localisation 

A Common concept localisation component is a point-to-point collaborative concept editing system 

(called Local-common Collaborator), which links an LEPC with a CEPC. A localisation procedure 

creates local concepts of an LEPC by mapping them onto common concepts of a CEPC. It in-

volves local concept creation, source-local concept mapping and local-common concept 

mapping. The localisation procedure is executed on a Local Concept Designer (see Chapter 6), 

which allows browsing common concepts, creating local concepts, and mapping local con-

cepts onto common concepts and source concepts to ensure the semantic consistency prop-

erties. Localisation results are stored in a local context (Table 6 of Appendix 2), a local-

common context map (Table 7 of Appendix 2) and a local-source context map (Table 8 of 

Appendix 2), which ensure mappable structure property such that common context and local 

context are structurally mapped at local-common context map, and local context and source 

context are structurally mapped at local-source context map. Templates of these contexts and 

maps are: 

Local context: 
     LepcClassifier(lepc(concept+(concept*)))::classifier 
     lepc(locLang, locUrl)::lepc 
     concept(locIid, locAn, locType, locFunction)::concept 

Ssource context: 
     SepcClassifier(concept(concept*))::classifier 
     concept(schematicTerm, srcPath)::concept 

Local-common context map: 
LcClassifier(lcmap(map+(map*)))::classifier 
lcmap(comLink, locLink)::lcmap 

     map(comIid, locIid)::map. 

Source-local context map: 
    LsmapClassifier(lsmap(map+(map*)))::classifier 
    lsmap(store, url, lang)::lsmap 
    map(locIid, locAn, srcPath, nodeType, conceptType, status, 

  function)::map → concept value 

Procedure 3: Localisation 

Step 1 (Browse Common Concept): Given a CEPC and an SEPC classifier displayed on Local 

Concept Designer, browse comAn on CEPC and a corresponding term on SEPC classifier, 

input a local concept locAn such that locAn ≡ comAn and locAn→(schematicTerm→ srcPath). 
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The browse operation on Local Concept Designer is a semantic mapping process between 

source concept, local concept and common concept. Through this mapping, equivalent se-

mantic order and common context are ensured between SEPC, LEPC and CEPC. 

Step 2 (Local-common Concept Mapping): The comIid, comType, comFunction are retrieved from 

CEPC and locIid is automatically generated (or manually generated) to create local-common 

concept map map(comIid, locIid) on local-common context map. 

Step 3 (Local Context Creation): Local concept concept(locIid, locAn, locType, locFuction) is automati-

cally created on local context by assigning locType ← comType and locFunction ← comFunction. 

Step 4 (Local-source Concept mapping): The source path expression (srcPath) of SEPC is retrieved 

as source identifier. Source-local concept map map(locIid, locAn, srcPath, nodeType, conceptType, status, 

function) is automatically created on local-source context map by assigning conceptType ← com-

Type, function ← comFunction, and is marked status as implicit if srcPath is empty. 

The localisation procedure integrates the terms in the classifier of SEPC, local concepts 

newly designed and common concepts into local context, local-common context map and 

local-source context map. By these integrated context documents, the heterogeneous SEPCs 

are semantically mapped onto CEPCs and are interoperable with each other. 

5.4.2.2.2. Local Concept Globalisation 

As stated above, the localisation procedure builds on the condition that common concepts 

are available on CEPCs. In a dynamic and emergent market environment, the customers’ re-

quirements of new product concepts may not always be consistent with the CEPC services 

of common concepts. Some concepts may not exist on CEPCs. To resolve the issue, a global-

isation procedure is introduced to asynchronously create local concepts. This procedure triggers 

a collaboration process between the designers of an LEPC and a CEPC to create new con-

cepts. The procedure has several steps: 

Procedure 4: Globalisation 

Step 1 (New Concept Submit): A new local concept is prepared on Local Concept Designer fol-

lowing a template concept(locIid, locAn, locType, intendedAncestor, description),  which is submitted to 

CEPC at the intended node position. 

Step 2 (Revision): The submitted concept is reviewed and revised by common concept design-

ers on Common Concept Designer (see Chapter 6) of CEPC. 

Step 3 (Publish): New common concept is created and published on CEPCs and sent back to 

the sender for local-common mapping. 
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The globalisation procedure is an asynchronous collaboration process between a CEPC and 

an LEPC, which integrates a new local concept into the CEPC and ensures that semantic 

consistency properties are maintained in new concept creation. 

In summary, the collaboration mechanism for creating common concepts, local concepts and 

concept maps among various contexts provides a collaborative solution to resolving semantic 

conflicts between heterogeneous component EPCs. Through this mechanism, three proper-

ties of the semantic consistency model are maintained. This mechanism also guarantees that 

any collaborative concept map used in the CONEX framework is semantically true to both 

adjacent component EPCs. Thus, any two concepts conveyed in a collaborative concept map 

are semantically consistent. 

5.5. Automatic Concept Exchange on CONEX Framework 

This section describes a novel mechanism for accurately and automatically exchanging collec-

tions of heterogeneous concepts in terms of active contexts between two SEPCs based on 

CONEX framework [89]. The aim of this mechanism is to achieve that various business 

documents such as order inquiry, quotation or order confirmation could be automatically 

exchanged for conflict-free business interoperations, such that users worked on this mecha-

nism do not need to be involved in any integration activities for semantic conflict resolution.  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the traditional approach for enabling concept exchange is 

achieved through providing a mediator (e.g. COIN mediator [73] and facilitator [107]), which 

subscribes either a tight-coupling strategy (e.g. MEPC [92], Internet EPC [184] and MEMO 

[156]) or a loose-coupling strategy (Smart/Virtual Catalogue [107], MOMIS [12] and MACS 

[115]). The former requires a globally shared vocabulary of domain to mediate heterogeneous 

concepts. Nevertheless, if heterogeneous component EPCs have different structures and se-

mantics on the domain, the commitments of vocabulary definition are difficult [83]. In addi-

tion, changes in the structures and semantics of a SEPC will cause inconsistency between 

component EPCs and domain-wide shared vocabulary, because a shared vocabulary is similar 

to a rigid standard [35].  

For the loose-coupling approach, two mediating approaches are applied, that is, to develop 

multiple vocabularies for multi-sources through inter-vocabulary mapping (e.g. MACS [115]) 

or to develop layered vocabularies (e.g. RDFT [148], Q-Calculus [75]) under a global vocabu-

lary for source mediation. The advantage of the inter-vocabulary mapping approach is that 

no common and minimal definition commitment about one global ontology/thesaurus is 

needed. Each source vocabulary can be developed without reference to other sources or their 
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vocabularies. This vocabulary architecture can simplify the integration task and supports any 

change in sources. Nevertheless, the lack of a common vocabulary makes it difficult to com-

pare different source vocabularies. To overcome this problem, an additional representation 

formalism defining the inter-vocabulary mapping is needed (e.g. RDFT mapping meta-

ontology [148] and MACS linking approach [115]). Inter-vocabulary mapping identifies seman-

tically corresponding terms of different source vocabularies. However, the mapping has to 

consider different structures and semantics on a domain, which makes inter-vocabulary map-

ping difficult to define, especially when the number of participating sources increases to mil-

lions of component EPCs (e.g. ad hoc EPCs of SMEs). In the context of unknown numbers 

of participating sources, mapping rules, in practice, are impossible to cover all the semantic 

relations between heterogeneous sources. Thus, inaccurate concept mapping becomes a sig-

nificant problem when automation programs are applied (e.g. “incompleteness” and “false 

values”, etc. [55]).  

For the layered vocabulary approach, multiple independent vocabularies have higher-level 

shared vocabularies, which again have a global vocabulary. For example, in Smart Catalog 

and Virtual Catalog [107], local ontologies over local EPCs and global ontology are mediated 

through a set of translating ontologies along with a set of inference rules. The Q-Calculus 

[75] provides two or more layers of shared Q-Vocabularies to mediate information sources. 

Mediating vocabularies could resolve semantic conflicts if the local vocabularies of both 

senders and receivers understand the mediating vocabularies. Nevertheless, inheriting the 

problems of both single shared vocabulary and multiple vocabulary approaches, the layered 

vocabulary approach has still not solved the issue of scaling up to the unlimited number of ad 

hoc EPCs. 

In response to the limitations of existing mediation approaches, this section proposes a novel 

concept mapping approach for designing a concept exchange mechanism to accurately and 

automatically transform concept semantics from one SEPC to another SEPC. To facilitate 

transformation, a heterogeneous concept transformation algorithm (HCT algorithm) is described, 

which supports various types of business documents. The foundation of the HCT algorithm 

is the collaborative concept maps of context mapping created using the collaboration mecha-

nism discussed in Section 5.4. These maps provide bridges for enabling heterogeneous con-

cept transformation between contexts.  

It is assumed that the CONEX system has already established concept structures of CEPCs, 

LEPCs and SEPCs (described in CONEX framework in Section 5.3) and filled them with se-

mantically consistent concepts (described in Section 5.4), such that there are common con-
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cepts for CEPCs, local concepts for LEPCs, source concepts for SEPCs, and concept maps 

for source-local context maps (in short LSMAP), local-common context maps (in short 

LCMAP). With these assumptions, active context is first defined. 

Definition 5-15: Active Context (“actCtx) 

An active context actCtx is a set of concepts ci created on a sender’s context S and related to a 

receiver’s context R. It is formulated based on S and expected to be understood by R. Strictly, 

if R understands S, then 

∀ci ∈ actCtx,  actCtx ⊆ (S ∩ R)     

By this definition, the document O1 (described in Figure 3.3) is an active context, which is 

created on the context of SEPC and expects to be understood by the context of LEPC. 

Consistent with the motivational scenario, the purpose of HCT algorithm is to transform the 

active context O1 from SEPC1 to SEPC2 (see Figure 3.1) by experiencing a set of contexts 

(i.e. LEPCs and CEPCs on Table 5 and 6 of Appendix 2), that is, the concept supply chain be-

tween SEPC1 and SEPC2, which are collaboratively created in Section 5.4, such that: 

SEPC1 ↔ {Ξi(srcIidi, locIidi)} ↔ LEPC1 ↔ {Ξi(locIidi, 
comIidi)} ↔ CEPC1 ↔ {comIidi} ↔ CEPC2 ↔ {Ξi(comIidi, locIid-

i)} ↔ LEPC2 ↔ {Ξi(locIidi, srcIidi)} ↔ SEPC2 

In this concept supply chain, the active context O1, created on SEPC1, expects to be under-

stood by all sequentially experienced contexts. In order to move O1 to the destination, each 

context where O1 experiences regenerates a new active context that is semantically equivalent 

with the original O1 and sends it to the next expected context. Thus, O1 has experienced five 

regenerations in terms of active contexts. 

o O1 → {Ξ(srcIidi, locIidi)} → ELO  // Figure 3.3 

o ELO→ {Ξ(locIidi, comIidi)} → ECO // Figure 3.3 

o ECO → {comIidi}→ FCO   // Figure 3.3 

o FCO → {Ξ(locIidi, comIidi)} →FLO  // Figure 3.3 

o FLO → {Ξ(locIidi, srcIidi)} → TO1  // Figure 3.3 

Specific to the motivational scenario, ELO refers to local active context in English, which 

conforms to the local concepts of LEPC1. ECO refers to common active context in English, 

which is consistent with the common concepts of CEPC1. FCO refers to common active 

context in French, which conforms to the common concepts of CEPC2, FLO refers to local 

active context in French, which confirms to the local concepts of LEPC2, and finally FLO is 

processed into source active context TO1 in French, which is understandable to SEPC2. 
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Thus, the O1 transformation includes five steps: source-to-local context transformation 

(SLCT), local-to-common context transformation (LCCT), common-to-common context 

translation (CCCT), common-to-local context transformation (CLCT) and local-to-source 

context transformation (LSCT). 

5.5.1. Source-Local Context Transformation 

The source-to-local context transformation (SLCT) is to transform the active context O1 of SEPC1 

(Figure 3.3) into an active context ELO on LEPC1 (Table 6 of appendix 2), that is, to trans-

form a set of possibly implicit and reified source concepts into a set of explicit and reified 

local concepts. The core to this transformation is to make implicit source concepts explicit. 

Given a source-to-local mapping context LSMAP1 (Table 8 of appendix 2), O1 can be trans-

formed into ELO (Figure 3.3) if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) ∀ctxAni∈O1, ctxAni→srcPathi∈mapi(locIidi, locAni, srcPathi, 
            nodeTypei,conceptTypei, statusi, functioni)∈LSMAP1. 
(2) Case 1: ∀ctxAni, IsLeaf(ctxAni) ∧ IsLeaf(mapi) 
              ctxAni → locIidi → ELO 
              locIidi → ReifiedValue(ctxAni). 
    Case 2: ∀ctxAni, IsLeaf(ctxAni) ∧ IsNotLeaf(mapi),  
              ctxAni → locIidi(locIidi.1, …, locIidi.n) → ELO 
              If locIidi is implicit and atomicUnitType,  
                 locIidi → defaultValue(locIidi); 
              If locIidi is implicit and atomicValueType,  
                 locIidi → reifiedValue(ctxAni). 
    Case 3: ∀ctxAni, IsNotLeaf(ctxAni) and mapi is product, 
            ctxAni → locIidi → ELO. 

In above conditions, ctxAn is either an element or attribute name of an XML document or a 

table name or field name of a relational table, which is in the classifier reclassified based on 

the source schema of SEPC1. The first condition suggests that all active context elements 

(ctxAn) of O1 must fall in the map of LSMAP1 as the leaf of srcPath such that srcPath = 

a\b\…\x, ctxAn = x. 

The second condition suggests that if an element ctxAn of O1 corresponds to a concept that 

is a leaf concept in O1 and is also a leaf concept in LSMAP1, then the ctxAn maps onto a 

unique locIid. The reified concept value is transferred to the corresponding locIid of ELO. If 

the ctxAn of O1 is a leaf concept in O1 and is also a non-leaf concept in LSMAP1, then the 

ctxAn maps an instance of two-level explicit concept (see Section 5.2.1.3.3) of LSMAP1. The 

implicit concept is made explicit through transferring assigning values of “atomicValueType” 

and “atomicUnitType” to ELO based on LSMAP1. If the ctxAn of O1 is a non-leaf concept 

in O1 and is a “product” typed concept, its corresponding locIid in LSMAP1 is transferred to 
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ELO. For all non-leaf concepts in LSMAP (e.g. product concept), they can be omitted. In the 

receiving party, they can be recovered based on the hierarchical iid. 

The above conditions guarantee that product concepts and their leaf concepts are trans-

formed into ELO active context document. Typically, the result of ELO transformed from 

O1 can be written in Listing 5.5.1 using CONEX grammar such that: 

Listing 5.5.1: ELO Active Context Document 

// Elementary Structure Declaration //Primitive Structure Declaration 
es :: elementaryStructure :: SE  ps::primitiveStructure::SP
cs :: conceptStructure :: SC
lang :: es      constant :: ps 
url :: es      string :: ps 
locIid :: es      uniqueId :: string 
       X :: variable value :: ps 
// Concept Structure Declaration 
context(lang, url) :: cs 
concept(locIid) :: cs 
// Classifier Structure Declaration 
EloClassifier(context(concept+(concept*))) :: SC
// Reification declaration 
X ← concept 
// Conceptualisation 
context(English, www.lepc1.com/inquiry) : context( 
  concept(LF111) : concept  // can be omitted( 
    concept(LF111.1) : concept → white 
    concept(LF111.2.1) : concept → AUD 
    concept(LF111.2.2) : concept → 990 
    concept(LF111.2.3) : concept → piece 
    concept(LF111.3.1) : concept → 400 
    concept(LF111.3.2) : concept → piece)) 

Listing 5.5.1 is an active context that includes a context root “context” whose elements are 

sender’s information for remote processing. The body of the context consists of a set of ex-

changed concepts with a product concept and leaf concepts whose parents, which may be missing, 

can be inferred through their locIids. For instance, the described product “LF111.2” that re-

fers to “price of fridge” can be inferred. The omission of intermediate concept nodes is a 

peculiar feature of CONEX system, which provides dynamic node calculation by IID and reduces a 

large amount of transmitted data. 

5.5.2. Local-Common Context Transformation 

The local-to-common context transformation (LCCT) is to transform the active context ELO into 

ECO (Figure 3-3). The core to this transformation is to compare whether the concepts of 

ELO are in a common context CEPC1 (Table 5 of Appendix 2). If they are there, then ELO 

can be transformed into ECO.   
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Given a local-to-common mapping context LCMAP1 (Table 7 of Appendix 2), the ELO can 

be transformed to ECO if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) ∀locIidi∈ELO, locIidi ∈ mapi(locIidi, comIidi) ∈ LCMAP1,  
(2) ∀locIidi→locVali ∈ ELO, comVali(comIidi) = locVali,  

(comIidi → comVali) → ECO. 

The first condition suggests that all locIids in ELO must fall in LCMAP1, where locIids and 

comIids are mapped. The Second condition suggests that the values carried by locIids must be 

transferred ECO as a reified concept of comIids. The result of ECO transformation in CONEX 

grammar is illustrated in Listing 5.5.2: 

Listing 5.5.2: ECO Active Context Document 

es :: elementaryStructure :: SE  ps::primitiveStructure::SP
cs :: conceptStructure :: SC
lang :: es      constant :: ps 
url :: es      string :: ps 
comIid :: es      uniqueId :: string 
       X :: variable :: ps 
context(lang, url) :: cs 
concept(comIid) :: cs 
EcoClassifier(context(concept+), concept(concept | X)) :: SC
X ← concept  
context(English, www.lepc1.com/inquiry) : context( 
  concept(1.52.14.15.1) : concept( 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.2) : concept → white 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.1) : concept → AUD 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.2) : concept → 990 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.3) : concept → piece 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.1) : concept → 400 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.2) : concept → piece)) 

Exceptions may occur in local-common context transformation if local concepts are not 

found in LCMAP1. In such cases, the local concepts are not collaboratively designed. A local-

isation process is required to generate local-common concept maps in LCMAP1. If no com-

mon concepts can be found for localisation, a globalisation process should be run to collabora-

tively design common concepts with common concept designers of CEPC1. 

In the CONEX approach, such exceptions are handled by allowing partial transmission of ac-

tive documents. According to the accuracy requirements of concept exchange, two options 

are offered: partial concept transformation and full concept transformation. The former is 

applicable for operations such as order inquiry, while the latter option is applicable for opera-

tions such as placing orders, order acceptance and order confirmation. 
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5.5.3. Common-Common Context Transformation 

The common-to-common context transformation (CCCT) is to transform ECO on CEPC1 (Table 5 

of Appendix 2) into FCO (Figure 3-3) on CEPC2 (Table 5 of Appendix 2). The core to this 

transformation is to examine common concept consistency between two CEPCs and to cor-

rectly translate the concept values from one natural language to another. 

Given that CEPC2 has context-aware language translation programs, ECO can be trans-

formed into FCO if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) ∀comIidi ∈ ECO, comIidi = comIidj ∈ CEPC2,  

(2) ∀comIidi→comVali∈ECO, comValj←Translate(comVali(comIidi),  
lang(ECO), lang(CEPC2)),(comIidj → comValj) ∈ FCO. 

The first condition suggests that the comIids of ECO must fall in CEPC2. The second condi-

tion suggests that the concept values comVal of context ECO should be translated into the 

language of CEPC2 through the Translate function of a context-aware translation program. 

The expected transformed active context FCO is provided in Listing 5.5.3 based on CONEX 

grammar: 

Listing 5.5.3: FCO Active Context Document 

// Declarations are the same as Listing 5.5.2. 
// Conceptualisation  
context(French, www.lepc1.com/inquiry) : context 
  concept(1.52.14.15.1) : concept 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.2) : concept → blanc 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.1) : concept → AUD 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.2) : concept → 990 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.3) : concept → morceau 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.1) : concept → 400 
    concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.2) : concept → morceau 

A possible issue may arise in concept value translation, that is, the translation program cannot 

accurately translate the values. For example, a reified concept value “cream” may be wrongly 

translated into “ ” (a kind food in Chinese) or “ ” (ice cream in Chinese). The 

CONEX concept mapping approach solves this problem by providing correct context infor-

mation to the translation program. In the CONEX approach, a common concept implies a 

hierarchical context as formalised in Section 5.1. For example, the common concept iid 

1.52.14.15.1.2 implies a specific context of colour of refrigerator of domestic appliances. 

奶油 冰激凌

   iid(1.52.14.15.1.2) :=  
       1:ConexEPC 
          52:domestic Appliances and Supplies and Consumer    
               Electronic Products 
              14:domestic appliances 
                  15:domestic kitchen appliances 
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                      1:domestic refrigerators 
                          2:colour 

This gene-alike iid of meta-concept “colour” ensures that translation programs can receive 

the correct translation context for translating concept values. Under this condition, “cream” 

will be correctly translated into 奶白  (“cream colour” in Chinese). Providing specific term 

translation context is a special feature of the CONEX concept exchange, because each iid implies 

a context classification of concept from a wide category to a specific context. 

色

It should be noted that the CONEX system itself does not provide a translation mechanism. It 

only plugs-in existing machine translation programs to implement the translation function, 

for instance, the web service of the BABEL of www.altavista.com. Therefore, the translation 

accuracy is dependent on whether the plugged-in translation services can handle the run-time 

translation context that the CONEX system provides. 

5.5.4. Common-Local Context Transformation 

The common-to-local context transformation (CLCT) is to transform FCO to FLO (Figure 3-3) on 

LEPC2 (Table 6 of Appendix 2). The task is to examine whether comIids of FCO fall in 

LCMAP2 (Table 7 of Appendix 2) and swap comIids to locIids. 

Given a common-to-local mapping document LCMAP2, the FCO can be transformed into 

FLO if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) ∀comIidi ∈ FCO, comIidi ∈ mapi(comIidi, locIidi) ∈ LCMAP2,  
(2) ∀comIidi → comVali ∈ FCO, comVali → locVali(locIidi), 
     (locIidi → locVali) ∈ FLO. 

The first condition suggests that comIids of FCO must be presented in LCMPA2. The second 

condition requires that for all comIids, they must be swapped to locIids of FLO along with 

concept values.  The result of FLO is presented in Listing 5.5.4: 

Listing 5.5.4: FLO Active Context Document 

// Declarations are the same as ELO of Listing 5.5.1 
// Conceptualisation 
context(French, www.lepc1.com/inquiry) : context 
  concept(RL33) : concept 
    concept(RL33-2) : concept → blanc 
    concept(RL33-3.1) : concept → AUD 
    concept(RL33-3.2) : concept → 990 
    concept(RL33-3.3) : concept → morceau 
    concept(RL33-4.1) : concept → 400 

concept(RL33-4.2) : concept → morceau 
 
The common-local context transformation is a reverse operation of local-common context 

transformation. 
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5.5.5. Local-Source Context Transformation 

The local-to-source context transformation (LSCT) is to transform FLO to TO1 (Figure 3-3) 

through LSMAP2 (Table 8 of Appendix 2) so that legacy systems can understand the incom-

ing inquiry. The key tasks of this transformation include two parts: (1) to check whether the 

incoming concept values have the same type of value structures. If not, the heterogeneous 

incoming concept values must be transformed into the types of local concept structures; and 

(2) to transform the explicit local concepts into implicit source concepts that conform to 

SEPC2, so that local legacy systems can understand the incoming active context. 

The conditions for fulfilling the first task are: 

(1)∀locIidi ∈ FLO, locIidi ∈ mapi(locIidi, locAni, srcPathi, 
          nodeTypei, conceptTypei, statusi, functioni) ∈ LSMAP2. 
(2) Type transformation functions are implemented for atomicUnit-
type and atomicValueVype under the same ruling scope. 
   Case 1: mapi has unit transformation function such that 
      UnitTransform([in]comVali, [in]locVali, [out]valFactori). 
   Case 2: mapi has value transformation function such that 
      ValTransform([in]locVali,[in]valFactor[k], [out]locVali) 
      (locIidi → locVali) → intFLO. 

The first condition states that for all incoming concepts, their locIids must be presented in 

LSMAP2. The second condition ensures that the heterogeneous unit types are correctly 

transformed into locally required value structure types and their value factors are multiplied 

by the original incoming value. The result of transformation of FLO is an intermediate con-

text, which needs to be further transformed to the final form of TO1. Specifically, 

• The incoming atomicUnitValue AUD is transformed to Euro through a unit trans-

formation function UnitTransform, and a value factor (valFactor) “0.6667” is pro-

duced, supposing 1 Euro = 1.5 AUD; and 

• The valFactor is multiplied by the original incoming value (i.e. 990) through a value 

transformation function ValTransform, which produces the transformed local con-

cept value locVal, 990*0.6667 = 660. 

After the atomic type transformation, FLO is transformed into an intermediate context int-

FLO in Listing 5.5.5.1: 

Listing 5.5.5.1: intFLO Active Context Document 

// Declarations are the same as ELO of Listing 5.5.1 
// Conceptualisation 
context(French, www.lepc1.com/inquiry) : context 
  concept(RL33) : concept 
    concept(RL33-2) : concept → blanc 
    concept(RL33-3.1) : concept → Euro // AUD to Euro 
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    concept(RL33-3.2) : concept → 660 // 990 to 660 
concept(RL33-3.3) : concept → morceau // morceau to morceau 
concept(RL33-4.1) : concept → 400 // 400 to 400 

    concept(RL33-4.2) : concept → morceau // morceau to morceau 

The active context intFLO needs to be further transformed to a form that the legacy systems 

of SEPC2 can understand. To carry out this task, the following conditions must be ensured. 

(1) ∀locIidi ∈ intFLO, locIidi ∈ mapi(locIidi, locAni, srcPathi, 
       nodeTypei, conceptTypei, statusi, functioni) ∈ LSMAP2,  
       (locIidi → srcPathi ∈ (classifier(SEPC2)) ∧ mapi). 

(2) ∀locIid →locVal  ∈ intFLO, i i

    Case 1: mapi has a conceptType = “atomicConstantType” 
            Expand srcPathi into a tree such that 
             c1(…, c1.i(…, ( c1.i…i), …)) ⊆ TO1 
            srcAni := c1.i…i  
            ReifiedValue(c1.i…i) := locVali 

    Case 2: mapi has a conceptType = “atomicUnitType” 
            Ignore locIidi and locVali

    Case 3: mapi has a conceptType = “atomicValueType” 
            Find Parent(srcPathi) ← Parent(locIidi) 
            Expand Parent(srcPathi) into a tree such that 
         c1(…, c1.i(…, ( c1.k…k), …)) ⊆ TO1 
            Merge the trees if previous trees exist 
            srcAni := c1.k…k
            ReifiedValue(c1.k…k) := locVali 

The first condition suggests that locIids of intFLO1 must fall in LSMAP2, where they are 

mapped onto srcPaths of the classifier of SEPC2 (converted from schema of SEPC2). 

The second condition suggests that if the mapped srcPath is an explicit constant concept, then 

the reified locVal of inFLO is directly assigned to the leaf of srcPath. If the transferred locIid is 

typed “atomicConstantType”, then the concept value is directly written to TO1. If it is typed 

“atomcUnitType”, then the default value is ignored in the active context TO1. If it is typed 

“atomicValueType”, then the concept value is set to the parent source element of the re-

ferred element mapped onto the locIid in LSMAP2. This is, in fact, a process of value restora-

tion, which is a reverse of source-local context transformation. After satisfying the above 

conditions, FLO is transformed into TO1 as the following form, which is understandable to 

the legacy systems of SEPC2 with classifier of “Sepc2Classifier(catalogue (réfrigérateur 

(couleur, prix, quantité)))”, that is, 

Concept(catalogue) 
         Concept(réfrigérateur) 
         Concept(couleur) → blanc 
         Concept(prix) → 660 
         Concept(quantité) → 400 
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In the local-to-source context transformation, the active context TO1 is generated through a 

two-step concept transformation. These two steps ensure that differently typed value struc-

tures are transformed or be dropped in the final TO1 if they are implicitly assumed. 

5.5.6. Heterogeneous Concept Transformation Algorithm 

With the above computation of the context transformation between different active contexts, 

this part generalises the process into an algorithm, called a heterogeneous concept transformation 

algorithm (HCT), which includes five sub-steps SLCT, LCCT, CCCT, CLCT and LSCT. In 

the Listing 5.5.6, we present the HCT algorithm. 

Listing 5.5.6: Heterogeneous Concept Transformation Algorithm 

Pre1: CEPC1, …, CEPCn 
Pre2: SLMAP, LCMAP, CLMAP and LSMAP 
Pre3: Translate([in] val, [in] lang1, [in] lang2) in CEPCs 
Input: actCtxIn in SEPC1 domain 
Output: actCtxOut in SEPC2 domain 

HCT(actCtxIn) 
If ctxAn(actCtxIn)→ srcPath ∈ SLMAP Then     // SLCT Step 
  If ctxAn is non-leaf And srcPath is non-leaf 
     And “product” ← conceptType(srcPath) Then 
     Swap([in]srcPath, [out]locIid) 
  ElseIf ctxAn is leaf And srcPath is leaf Then 
     Swap([in]srcPath, [out]locIid) 
     locVal(locIid)←reifiedVal(ctxAn) 
  ElseIf ctxAn is leaf And srcPath is non-leaf Then 
     Swap([in]srcPath, [out]locIid[k]) 
     While locIid[k] 
      If atomicValueType ← locIid[k] Then 
       locVal(locIid) ← reifiedVal(ctxAn) 
      ElseIf atomicUnitType ← locIid[k] Then 
       locVal(locIid) ← defaultVal 
      End If 
     End While 
  End If 
End If 
Iterate 
actCtxLA ← actCtxIn 
If locIid(actCtxLA)→ comIid ∈ LCMAP Then     // LCCT Step 
   Swap([in]locIid, [out]comIid) 
   comVal(comIid) ← locVal(locIid) 
End If 
Iterate 
actCtxCA ← actCtxLA 
For comIidi(actCtxCA)        // CCCT Step 
  If comIidi → comIidj ∈ CEPC2
   comIidj := comIidi  
   comVal(comIidj) := Translate(comVal(comIidj),langCEPC1,langCEPC2) 
  End If 
End For 
actCtxCB ← actCtxCA 
If comIid(actCtxCB)→ locIid ∈ CLMAP Then     // CLCT Step 
   Swap([in]comIid,[out]locIid) 
   locVal(locIid) ← comVal(comIid) 
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End If 
Iterate 
actCtxLB ← actCtxCB 
For locIid (actCtxLB) ∈ LSMAP                 // LSCT Step1 i

 While Parent(locIidi)is same //Ruling scope 
  If conceptTypei(locIidi)= “atomicUnitType” Then 
   If locVal(actCtxLB) <> locVal(LSMAP) Then 
     valFactor[:] = UnitTransform 
     locIidi → locVal(LSMAP) 
   End If 
  ElseIf conceptType(locIid ) = “atomicValueType” Then i

   locVal = ValTransform(locVal(actCtxLB), valFactor[:]) 
   locIidi → locVal 
  End If 
 End While 
End For 
actCtxSB ← actCtxLB 
For locIid(actCtxSB) ∈ LSMAP                   // LSCT Step2 
  If status = “explicit” Then 
     Create(srcPath) 
     srcAn = Leaf(srcPath) 
     srcVal(srcAn) = locVal(locIid) 
  ElseIf conceptType=“atomicUnitType” and status=“implicit” Then 
     Ignore 
  ElseIf conceptType=“atomicValueType” and status=“implicit” Then 
     srcPath ← parent(locIid) 
     srcAn = leaf(srcPath) 
     srcVal(srcAn) ← locVal(locIid) 
  End If 

  End For 
  Return actCtxOut ← actCtxSB 
End HCT 

The HCT algorithm ensures heterogeneous concepts are transformed between contexts.  By 

this algorithm, heterogeneous active contexts such as the inquiry “O1” and TO1 between 

sender and receiver can understand each other. 

This section has described a novel heterogeneous concept transformation algorithm to solve 

the semantic consistency issue to achieve semantic integration of multiple component EPCs. 

The solution is based on the CONEX framework, where heterogeneous product information 

and their mapping information are stored in source catalogues (SEPCs), local catalogues 

(LEPCs), common catalogues (CEPCs), source-to-local context maps (LSMAP) and local-to-

common context maps (LCMAP). Functions related to language translation, unit type con-

versions and value transformations are predefined in CEPCs and LEPCs. By means of the 

HCT algorithm, the concept exchange strategy could be implemented for automating the 

exchange of heterogeneous product information without human intervention along the con-

cept supply chain: source-local context mapping, local-common context mapping, common-

common context mapping, common-local context mapping and local-source context map-

ping. 
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The HCT algorithm is based on the idea of context transformation [83][84]. The heterogene-

ous context mapping approach is different from the traditional mediation approach (e.g. 

[93][107]) that relies on product ontologies to mediate heterogeneous product concepts. On-

tologies are formal and must pre-exist otherwise inaccurate concept mapping, such as “in-

completeness” and “false values” [55], will occur. The heterogeneous context mapping ap-

proach is also different from the contemporary ontology-based mapping approaches (e.g. 

[146]) because most of these focus on the interoperation of product standards. Solutions to 

standard EPC interoperation are difficult to be applied to resolving interoperation issues in 

ad hoc heterogeneous EPCs, because ad hoc EPCs are irregular and unknown in source 

schemas, semantics and numbers [84]. In the CONEX approach, heterogeneous context map-

ping relies on neutral or decontextualised concept identifiers iids. The complex heterogene-

ous concept semantics are encapsulated in interior concept structures local to semantic 

communities and hidden behind externalised unique iids – exterior concept structures This 

HCT algorithm guarantees that heterogeneous concept structures, languages and contexts are 

irrelevant to public concept expressions. 

5.6. Summary 

This chapter has contributed a CONEX information model, which has systematically described 

the reconstruction of autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs. This 

model demonstrated how autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs can 

be integrated to present a semantically conflict-free and globally interoperable EPC, which 

can be used as the foundation layer of global electronic markets.  

Central to this model is collaborative concept map, which reflects the idea behind the Col-

laborative Concept Exchange approach. Firstly, a concept map is a connection structure, 

which constructs a communication channel between autonomous and distributed component 

EPCs. Secondly, it provides a common context where different concept designers who are in 

different semantic communities can collaborate with each other to assign mutually agreed 

concepts. Thus, semantic conflicts between heterogeneous concepts are resolved. Thirdly, 

since the collaboratively designed concept map is semantically conflict-free and links to any 

two adjacent heterogeneous contexts, the automatic and accurate concept exchange mecha-

nism can be designed when multiple collaborative concept maps are connected together as a 

concept supply chain. Thus, heterogeneous concepts can automatically traverse from one end 

of concept supply chain to the other without losing any concept semantics. 

Based on collaborative concept map, the CONEX information model includes three important 

components: a CONEX framework, a collaboration mechanism, and a context exchange 
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mechanism, which correspond to the three aspects of structure, concept and context of 

PRODUCT MAP discussed in Chapter 4. The trichotomy of structure, concept and context for 

model design is extremely important. By this trichotomy, the design of IEPC systems can be 

separated into the design of system structure, system content and context transformation of 

component EPCs. The separation has several benefits.  

Firstly, model independence [112] can be achieved. Since the structure model is independent 

of content semantics and contexts, it is generic and can be implemented in a wide scope. This 

reflects in the CONEX structure model, CONEX grammar, and CONEX framework.  

• The CONEX structure model includes three fundamental structures of concept structures, 

classifier structures and mapping structures. Concept structure supports both private in-

formation space and public information space through the novel structure of concept 

expression. This separates complex and private interior concept structure from simple 

and public exterior concept structure. It provides high flexibility [82][88] in the design of 

private concept structure that supports personalisation [109][204] and legacy EPC sys-

tems. Classification structure provides a generic and unified concept classification struc-

ture, which supports the integration of various types of data schemas of component 

EPCs (e.g. relational table schema and XML DTD). With this structure, existing source 

schemas and newly developed schemas of component EPCs are structurally the same 

and can be interoperable with each other without the schematic problems [105][110]. 

More importantly, classifier structure provides a unified solution to concept evolution 

[82] through a simple vector concept tree, which governs the structure of concept identi-

fier and controls the generation of specific concept identifier. Mapping structure has pro-

vided the connectivity of autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs 

that are situated in different semantic communities. It is facilitated as a type of common 

context that links any two adjacent heterogeneous contexts. With this structure, product 

information of personalised and legacy component EPCs are structurally linked through 

unique and personalised concept identifiers. The problem of structure heterogeneity 

[55][138][144] is thus eliminated. 

• The CONEX grammar provides an independent representation of the CONEX structure 

model at a syntactic level. With this grammar, different programming languages can be 

applied to implement the CONEX structure model (e.g. XML family languages [20]). The 

feature of this grammar is the separation of structure declaration from concept defini-

tions that are conveyed in the structures, which is promoted in Gulog [43]. This feature 

makes the grammar more generic in two aspects: firstly, as long as two adjacent compo-
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nent EPCs have necessary common structure declarations, they are structurally interop-

erable. The CONEX grammar only requires partial agreement between adjacent compo-

nent EPCs, structure consistency for the whole CONEX systems is not required. This fea-

ture allows independent implementations of the CONEX structure model in different 

component EPCs. Secondly, the definitions of concepts conveyed in structures are ir-

relevant to structure representations. The definitions of concepts are not the responsibil-

ity of structures when they are represented but are the task of concept designers. Struc-

tures are only communication channels for concepts. Specifically, the feature of separa-

tion of structure from concepts is achieved by the separate declarations of structure, con-

cept, map and context.  

• THE CONEX framework is an integration scenario of the CONEX structure model, which 

follows the market network topology of ConexNet (Chapter 4). It provides an example 

solution of how to structurally integrate heterogeneous component EPCs provided in the 

motivational scenario. Through this integration scenario, the theory of concept structure, 

classifier structure and mapping structure are implemented as SEPCs, LEPCs and 

CEPCs that are connected by a set of mapping contexts. This framework is a particular 

example of model independence such that the generic CONEX structure model can be 

particularised to fit for specific need. 

Secondly, semantic conflicts in integrating component EPCs are resolved and the accuracy of 

concept exchange is improved. This is because the formation of a concept is by collaboration 

between concept designers. The introduction of a collaborative mechanism for concept de-

sign eliminates the problems of modality judgment [23] and mental association [167] that af-

fect accuracy in integrating heterogeneous component EPCs. By collaboration, concept de-

signers are able to negotiate with each other to agree on semantic equivalence of heterogene-

ous concepts that are generated in different contexts. Resolving semantic conflicts by col-

laborative concept design prevents the inaccuracy problem [55] between concept mapping 

and mediation that occurs in other approaches such as ontology mediation and ontology 

mapping [195]. 

To design the collaboration mechanism, a semantic consistency model has been provided for 

guiding concept reconstruction between concept designers of heterogeneous component 

EPCs. A semantic consistency maintenance model specifies three consistency maintenance 

properties of mappable structure, equivalent semantic order and common context for het-

erogeneous concept reconstruction. To maintain the three consistency properties, several 

collaboration procedures have been provided. Replication and translation of common con-
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cepts maintain semantic consistency between common concepts. Common concept localisa-

tion maintains semantic consistency between local concepts and common concepts and be-

tween local concepts and source concepts. Local concept globalisation allows new concepts 

of LEPCs to be collaboratively designed between common concept designers and local con-

cept designers. 

Thirdly, users of CONEX systems are free of any integration activities. This is because sys-

tems, concept design and concept use have been separated in the CONEX information model. 

Under this separation, systems are responsible for maintaining systems operations. Concept 

designers as a special group of knowledge workers [163] resolve semantic conflicts. Users of 

integrated IEPC systems are unaware of integration activities and can exchange their hetero-

geneous concepts without semantic conflicts. This separation, which corresponds to the 

trichotomy of structure, concept and context, has a good balance between systems, concept 

designers and users and is beneficial to concept users. Contrasting with the dichotomy of sys-

tems and users in integration systems design, the trichotomy is more attractive.  By the di-

chotomy, if a loose-coupling approach (e.g. facilitator [107]) is adopted, users have to resolve 

large numbers of semantic conflicts that systems cannot resolve, or if a tight-coupling ap-

proach (e.g. MEPC [93]) is applied, the flexibility of evolving new concepts is lost. 

The support of accurate and automatic concept exchange for users has been provided by the 

heterogeneous concept transformation mechanism of the CONEX information model. This 

mechanism assumes that concept users have no knowledge of integration and may also con-

tinue to use their legacy product catalogues in terms of relational tables or ad hoc XML 

documents. With this assumption, users may generate business documents (i.e. heterogene-

ous active contexts) such as order inquiry or order sheets based on their local catalogue sys-

tems. A heterogeneous concept transformation (HCT) algorithm has been designed to sup-

port the automatic concept transformation services for transforming heterogeneous active 

contexts from one component EPC to another yet maintaining semantic consistency be-

tween heterogeneous contexts. 

In summary, the CONEX information model demonstrated in this chapter can integrate 

autonomous, heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs in a flexible, evolvable and 

accurate way.  
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C h a p t e r 6  

COLLABORATIVE CONCEPT EXCHANGE 
PROTOTYPE 

 

The goal of the Collaborative Concept Exchange Prototype is to provide a demonstration of 

the feasibility and features of the collaborative concept exchange approach. In commensura-

tion with the goal of this thesis, this chapter is particularly interested in provision of a con-

crete implementation of Concept Collaborators and Concept Transformers. Section 6.1 pre-

sents the architecture of this prototype and a brief description of its components. Section 6.2 

describes the implementation strategy underlying this prototype by proposing an XML 

PRODUCT MAP Representation Specification and a transparent context connectivity method 

on the CONEX information model. Section 6.3 contains an in-depth discussion of the imple-

mentation of Concept Collaborators and Concept Transformers, which are respectively re-

sponsible for interfacing to concept designers for concept design and transforming concepts 

for exchange. The final section concludes this chapter by describing how designers might 

make use of the systems to integrate their ad hoc EPCs into CONEX systems and how users 

can utilise the systems to exchange their product information in an accurate way between 

heterogeneous and distributed component EPCs on Internet. 

6.1. Architecture of  Collaborative Concept Exchange 

Figure 6-1 shows the high-level architecture of the CONEX prototype that is being imple-

mented on the CONEX framework. This architecture consists of two common catalogues 

(CEPC1 and CEPC2), two local catalogues (LEPC1 and LEPC2), and two source catalogues 

(SEPC1 and SEPC2). These catalogues are linked following the ConexNet (see Chapter 4) 

and the CONEX framework (Chapter 5), where LEPC1/SEPC1 and LEPC2/SEPC2 consti-

tute two source nodes and CEPC1 and CEPC2 are two language different mediation nodes 

in English and French respectively. The additional nodes can be added in any time to form a 

larger ConexNet by copying the implemented program package of a mediation node or 

source node into the ConexNet and adjusting the language setting. With features derived 

from ConexNet, the CEPCs can provide the common concept services for LEPCs to inte-

grate their heterogeneous product information into globally integrated electronic product 
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catalogues. The LEPCs can subscribe the services from CEPCs to transform their heteroge-

neous active context documents from one SEPC to another. Heterogeneous concepts are 

transformed through the concept supply chain where services of collaboration and transfor-

mation are provided. Each linked catalogue is either part of mediation node or part of source 

node of ConexNet and consists of two processes: client process and server process shown in 

Figure 6-2. 

LEPC 1

SEPC 1

LCMAP 1

LSMAP 1

CEPC 1

Mediation Node

CEPC 2
LCMAP 2

Mediation Node

Source Node

LEPC 2

SEPC 2

LSMAP 2

Source Node

CCMAP

 

Figure 6-1: An instance of ConexNet - a high-level architecture of CONEX systems 

Client process provides the interaction with product concept designers and users, and routes all 

concept creation or exchange requests to Concept Collaborator or Concept Transformer. 

Concept Designer is a web-based editing tool for browsing, mapping and creating product con-

cepts. A similar example of Concept Designer is Cimaera [130], which provides a point-and-

click interface for merging and evolving ontologies in their cases. Concept Exchanger is also a 

web-based editing tool for formulating product document requests to document processors, 

and for displaying the answered documents. For mediation component such as CEPCs, the 

Concept Exchanger is default missing because it processes nothing about sources.  

Server process includes two parts: core sub-components and information gateway. The core 

sub-components of server process refer to server-side Collaborators and Transformers. They 

are middlewares, which provide core services to Concept Designers and Concept Exchangers 

and logically connect to remote server processes. Information gateway provides physical connec-

tivity to adjacent components on Internet. The goal is to insulate the idiosyncrasies of Trans-

former and Collaborator processes from different component management systems by pro-

viding a uniform open protocol for concept exchange as well as a canonical concept ex-

change language (and information model) for heterogeneous concepts. In the current imple-

mentation, the CONEX information model is implemented on XML PRODUCT MAP (XPM 

that will be discussed in Section 2) that is designed based on both XML language [20] and 
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Figure 6-2: Architecture of mediation and source components  
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CONEX grammar discussed in Chapter 5. The concept exchange on XPM adopts SOAP [19] 

and XML Web services (WSDL [24]) to discover and provide the document exchange service 

between numerous server processes.  This logically separates all source components or me-

diation components from each other and leads to a non-intrusive solution to heterogeneous 

information systems that behave independently. 

From the viewpoint of a single component, the CONEX systems consist of Collaborators and 

Transformers. A Collaborator refers to the system components that collectively provide semantic 

conflict resolution services: these include server-side concept Collaborator (which collabora-

tively provides concept creation services) and client-side concept Designer (which is a user 

interface for consuming services of Collaborator for creating concepts). 

The Collaborators are categorised into Common Collaborators and Local Collaborators, and are sup-

ported by two types of repositories: Source Repository and Concept Repository. In mediation com-

ponents, there are no source repositories but only concept repositories, which function as 

stores of common concepts generated from the collaborative concept design. In the source 

component, the source repositories are various types of heterogeneous data stores such as 

relational tables, XML documents or reified CONEX source catalogues. The concept reposi-

tory functions as a store of local concepts and classifiers that are converted from source sche-

mas (e.g. relational schema or XML DTD). If there are no source stores, the classifier of 

CONEX is defaulted as s built-in source schema. In this case, the generated concepts are rei-

fied as local concepts of LEPCs. 

The Transformer is a system component that is responsible for transforming heterogeneous 

concepts, which includes a Client-side Exchanger of concept senders/receivers and a Server-side 

Transformer that is typed as Local Transformer and Common Transformer. Transformers are sup-

ported by Map Repositories and Intermediary Repositories. The former stores three categories of 

concept maps, which are source-local context maps, local-common context map and com-

mon-common context map. In the current implementation, these maps are created based on 

map templates of mapping structures and take the form of a set of XML PRODUCT MAP 

documents (discussed in Section 6.2), which allows adjacent heterogeneous product concepts 

of different contexts of CEPC, LEPC and SEPC to be semantically linked together. The evo-

lution of source-local context maps and local-common context maps are the results of com-

mon concept localisation and local concept globalisation, which semantically connect con-

cepts between SEPC, LEPC and CEPC. A common-to-common context map consists of 

replication functions for common concepts and translation functions of plugged-in language 

translation programs. The second repository serves as a temporary data store for Transform-
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ers. In the current implementation, it is in the form of a set of XML templates in several des-

ignated folders, which allow intermediary results to be stored and operated upon using trans-

formation functions. 

To develop a CONEX Prototype that demonstrates a globally integrated IEPC system as well 

as to focus on collaboration and transformation, the infrastructure of World-Wide-Web 

(WWW) is chosen to support the CONEX prototype whenever possible. For example, in our 

current implementation, we adopt several Internet-related technologies: the Internet Protocol 

(IP) for providing connectivity across heterogeneous network and hardware platform, the 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol for communication across different gateways, 

Universal Resource Locators (URLs) as a universal addressing scheme for identifying and 

locating resources (in particular, heterogeneous product document sources and intermediary 

transforming documents of product concepts), and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 

[19] to deliver operation parameters of concept exchange between multiple heterogeneous 

domains. 

Constructing a Prototype leveraging on these protocols brings about a number of benefits. 

Firstly, this allows the development of programs that are highly portable. For instance, the 

implementation of client processes (including Concept Designers and Concept Exchangers) 

is suggested to use server pages (e.g. Java Server Page (JSP) or Active Server Page (ASP)), 

which could be executed on a wide range of hardware and software (the current demo proto-

type uses ASP of Microsoft .NET and is portable in Microsoft platform. If the program is 

implemented using JSP, it could obtain an even higher portability and can be virtually exe-

cuted on any hardware and software from Unix to Microsoft Windows). Secondly, in case 

that no compatible server pages are provided or there are special requirements for the infor-

mation systems, the built-in supports are provided for transparently distributing concept ex-

change services to any proprietary systems through standard SOAP Web services and generic 

XML solution. Such clients (any concept exchange users) have two options to receive the 

services: (1) by connecting to remote catalogue service providers to request services and store 

their private product information in their local computing systems in XPM document for-

mats (or just leave in remote catalogue provider’s servers if privacy is not important); and (2) 

by building their proprietary client programs, using SOAP operation parameters specified in 

WSDL [24] documents. For all the above cases, the CONEX implementation solution pro-

vides user freedom for supporting the distribution and autonomy of heterogeneous systems. 

Thirdly, server processes (including Server-side Collaborators and Transformers) are imple-

mented on ConexNet topological architecture. This provides a redundant multi-routing 

scheme for transforming heterogeneous concepts from source nodes to destination nodes. 
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The provision of alternative selections of concept supply chains guarantees the reachability of 

services and avoids bottlenecks in certain information mediation servers. 

6.2. Implementation Strategy behind CONEX Prototype 

The implementation of the CONEX Prototype subscribes to two strategies: context independ-

ence and standard interconnectivity. This conforms to the non-intrusiveness requirement of 

the autonomously distributed EPC components [73]. Context independence refers to the self-

evolution of concept semantics of an autonomous and heterogeneous EPC component. It 

allows a business entity to independently design and use its own product information systems 

including supporting personalisation and legacy systems. In the current implementation, con-

text independence is supported by the novel product representation specification – XML 

PRODUCT MAP (XPM described subsequently), which is compatible with W3C XML stan-

dard [20]. This specification allows individual heterogeneous EPCs to be encoded in a com-

plex way as a set of interior concepts in their own XPM formats and to be externalised as a 

set of simple exterior concepts in terms of concept identifiers. Exterior concepts of different 

domains are mapped together for heterogeneous concept transformation through a set of 

collaborative concept maps. This strategy ensures that autonomous EPC components are 

non-intrusive and their complex concept semantics are hidden behind their simple exterior 

concepts. Standard interconnectivity refers to that any documents transformed from one hetero-

geneous component to another are interconnected through the international standard proto-

cols such as those discussed in the last section (protocols of IP, HTTP, URL, XML and 

SOAP). This strategy ensures that heterogeneous platforms of software and hardware are 

connectable and semantically linkable. The following two subsections will discuss the above 

two strategies in more detail. 

6.2.1.  Implementing Independent Contexts by XML PRODUCT MAP 

Underlying the CONEX Prototype is a set of document templates that implement the abstract 

concept structures, classifier structures, mapping structures and context structures of the 

CONEX information model. They are core to realising a specific implementation scenario for 

the CONEX framework that includes CEPCs, LEPCs, SEPCs and context maps. 

Consistent with the goal of implementing Collaborator and Transformer, a novel XML 

PRODUCT MAP (XPM) specification has been developed for implementing the representations 

of the CONEX framework based on generic CONEX grammar. An XPM specification is an XML 

document specification that characterises the features of the CONEX information model. It is 

compatible with the W3C XML recommendations [20] and is transformable to other lan-
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guage formats when a conversion wrapper is provided. In the current implementation, this 

type of wrapper is not supplied but can be easily implemented by adopting existing technolo-

gies. This is because XPM is a light-weighted specification, which directly applies Document 

Type Definitions (DTDs) for model representation. There are many existing tools that can 

convert DTD to various types of language representations. For example, Mapforce 2004 [127] 

is a tool that can convert DTD to the languages of XSLT [26], Java, C++, C# or some other 

XML format languages such as business standard EDI [192]. 

The remainder of this subsection first describes the syntax of XML PRODUCT MAP, and then 

describes core templates that implement the CONEX framework, on which Collaborator and 

Transformer of the CONEX Prototype are implemented. 

6.2.1.1. Syntax of  XML PRODUCT MAP 
As a specific implementation of generic CONEX grammar, XML PRODUCT MAP (XPM) fol-

lows DTD syntax that conforms to W3C XML recommendation [20]. An XPM specification 

represents a concept tree, which includes three major types of XML nodes: element node, 

attribute node and text node. In XPM, the local name of an element node represents the 

name of a concept structure, and the attribute list of the element node represents the n-tuple of 

denotative concept structure (i.e. representing a meta-concept structure). The text node of an 

element node represents a concept value of a reified concept. The XML tree structure repre-

sents the denotation-connotation relationship, which is structurally abstracted as concept 

classifier structure. In the following, the syntax of XML PRODUCT MAP is described. 

(1) Tokenised Meta-Structure: A tokenised meta-structure of XPM is a token of the decla-

ration of meta-structure corresponding to a structure declaration StructDecl :: SC in CONEX 

grammar. It is assigned to none of the concept semantics in the form of: 

<!ELEMENT StructDecl EMPTY> 

Simply speaking, it is a meaningless symbol [23], which relates to nothing of concept in sign 

model [167]. The only structural meaning, which it may refer to, is that it is ready to be struc-

turally modelled for evolving to a more complex meta-structure. Based on this simplest struc-

ture, further syntactic rules are developed to describe XPM syntax applicable to CONEX Pro-

totype implementation. 

(2) Connotative Meta-Structure: Given a set of tokenised meta-structures StructDecls, a 

connotative meta-structure is an implementation of classifier structure for “classifierStruc-

ture(StructDecl(…(…StructDecl)))”.  

 <!ELEMENT Root (StructDecl*)> 
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 <!ELEMENT StructDecl (StructDecl*)> 

where each StructDecl is a concept structure declaration. The Root introduces a catalogue root. 

The recursively connoted StructDecl describes a concept structure hierarchy. 

Connotative meta-structure is open to spawn new meta-structures and conforms to the 

evolvability requirement of the CONEX approach. It satisfies the indexation of IID (Definition 

4.6) and makes StructDecls indexable in implementation according to a document sequence. 

This syntax naturally constructs a catalogue structure, which could be structurally modelled to 

any catalogue frameworks. For example, UNSPSC [193] product standard can be modelled as 

a four level meta-structure:  

 <root>              <!-- catalogue --> 
   <structDecl>        <!-- segment --> 
     <structDecl>      <!-- family --> 
       <structDecl>    <!-- class --> 
         <structDecl/> <!-- commodity --> 
       </structDecl> 
     </structDecl> 
   </structDecl> 
 </root>. 

(3) Denotative Meta-Structure: Given a tokenised meta-structure StructDecl, a denotative 

meta-structure is an implementation of concept structure c(s1, …, sn) of CONEX grammar such 

that: 

   <!ATTLIST StructDecl 
 (ElemStructDecl PrimStructDecl #REQUIRED | #IMPLIED)n>10, 

where if the occurrence of ElemStructDecl is zero, then the StructDecl has no denotation 

and is degenerated as a tokenised meta-structure. The number of ElementStructDecls deter-

mines the complexity of interior concept structure (see Section 5.2.1.1.1). For example, a general 

denotative concept structure is: 

<!ATTLIST concept 
          iid ID #REQUIRED 
          annotation CDATA #REQUIRED 
          link CDATA #REQUIRED 
          option CDATA #IMPLIED> 

where the iid is a unique concept identifier in a denotative meta-concept structure.  

(4) Meta-Structure Model: Given a meta-structure in the form: 

<!ELEMENT StructModelDecl EMPTY> 
  <!ATTLIST StructModelDecl 

(ElemStructDecl PrimStructDecl #REQUIRED | #IMPLIED)n

                                                 
10 For simplicity, the ( )n is used to notate “zero-to-N” differently named attributes, which is applicable to other DTD notations 

in this thesis. In actual DTD modeling, it should strictly follow the rules of XML DTD to enumerate the named attributes. 
The “#REQUIRED | #IMPLIED” should also be separated, following XML 1.0 recommendation [20]. 
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 ModelReference CDATA #IMPLIED>, 

then it is said to be a meta-structure model if and only if the following structure (called be-modelled 

structure) is derived from the above meta-structure: 

<!ELEMENT StructBeModelledDecl EMPTY> 
  <!ATTLIST StructBeModelledDecl 

(ElemStructBeMod PrimStructBeMod #REQUIRED | #IMPLIED)n> 
 ModelReference CDATA #IMPLIED>. 

The meta-structure model is a special type of implementation of the substructure and super-

structure of s :: s’  of CONEX grammar in terms of be-modelled and model. The key to the model 

and be-modelled relation is that s and s’ should have same signature and s has a model reference 

to s’. This implementation is very important in establishing meta-structure equivalence rela-

tionship between heterogeneous component EPCs. It allows two syntactically equivalent 

XML structures to be used interchangeably regardless of the heterogeneity in the string 

names of element nodes and attribute nodes. More specifically, two meta-structures are struc-

turally isomorphic if they share the same structure signature (that is, one element with the same 

number of typed attributes) and the be-modelled structure has a reference to its model. For 

instance, the following two concept structures have the model and be-modelled relationship, 

which are structurally isomorphic. 

<!Element concept EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
          iid ID #REQUIRED 
          annotation CDATA #REQUIRED 
          link CDATA #IMPLIED> 

<!ELEMENT 概念 EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST 概念 
          标识 ID #REQUIRED 
          注解 CDATA #REQUIRED 
                        地址 CDATA #IMPLIED 
          引用 CDATA #IMPLIED>  
<!--引用 references to the value of “link” of “concept”--> 

The above meta-structure model permits an XML processing system to be modelled on an-

other heterogeneous system, which increases the document reusability. Any two adjacent 

component EPCs can build model and be-modelled relationships for allowing model reuse if 

and if both implement the LINK elementary structure in a model. The value of LINK is the 

reference point, which states the be-modelled structure obeys the referenced structure. For 

example, when an operation of “概念” receives the information of concept(LF111, fridge, 

www.boo.com : structure : concept) from “concept”, “概念” will know that “concept” is the 
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structure name that “概念” has referenced, “LF111” is the value of “标识”, and “fridge” is 

the value of “注解”. 

(5) Meta-Concept: Given a meta-concept structure, for example: 
<!Element concept EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
          iid ID #REQUIRED 
          annotation CDATA #REQUIRED 
          type CDATA #REQUIRED>, 

then the structure is said to be conceptualised if and only if all attributes of ATTLIST (i.e. a n-

tuple of elementary structures) are instantiated by instance data (i.e. instances of primitive 

structures). A meta-structure conceptualisation is a meta-concept declaration such that for all 

elementary structures in a concept structure, t : s in CONEX grammar. For example, the fol-

lowing is a concept: 

<concept iid = “1.52.14.15.1” annotation = “domestic re-
frigerators” type = “product”/>. 

In general, a meta-concept has the form of  “<concept x1 = “x1Val” … xn = “xnVal”/>”. A 

conceptualisation process is a collaboration process for creating a meaningful concept to in-

stantiate a meta-structure.  

(6) Rei ied-Concept f

A reified-concept is an instance of the following DTD: 
<!ELEMENT StructDecl (#PCDATA)> 
  <!ATTLIST StructDecl 
    (ElemStructDecl PrimStructDecl #REQUIRED | #IMPLIED)n>. 

Specifically, a reified-concept has the form of “<concept x1 = “x1Val” … xn = “xnVal”> 

#PCDATA </concept>”. Its corresponding CONEX grammar is “X←concept(x1Val, …, 

xnVal) : concept(x1, …, xn)”. The difference between a meta-concept and a reified-concept is 

that a reified-concept includes a text node, while a meta-concept has no text node. 

The above constructs constitute the core syntax of XPM representation specification. 

6.2.1.2. Document Templates in Collaborators and Transformers 
Based on XPM syntax, a collection of XPM document templates is designed for implement-

ing the CONEX framework used in the CONEX prototype, especially for Collaborators and 

Transformers of both mediation nodes (CEPCs) and source nodes (LEPCs and SEPCs). 

These templates can be classified into concept structures, classifier structures, mapping struc-

tures and context structures, and their subsequent concepts and reification. Appendix 3 pre-

sents the XPM document template specification used in Collaborators and Transformers that 

implement the repositories of CONEX Prototype. 
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Concept Structure. In XPM specification, there are two types of concept structures: common 

concept structure of CEPC (Listing A3-1 of Appendix 3) and local concept structure of LEPC (List-

ing A3-2 of Appendix 3). The former specifies a generic CEPC concept structure where 

common concepts are created through structure conceptualisation. The common concept 

structure implies a set of denotative common concept structures that are hierarchically connoted. 

Common concept structure includes comIid (common concept identifier), comAn (common 

annotation for defining the concept), comType (common concept type), and comFunction (that 

provides a function declaration that points to the implementation of concept transforma-

tion). The latter is similar to CEPC structure except that it is used for LEPCs and has a dif-

ferent form. For local concept structures, the locIid (local concept identifier) and locAn (local 

annotation for defining the concept) are heterogeneously modelled to suit personalisation 

requirements, which make LEPCs flexible to adapt to local heterogeneous systems. Mean-

while, the locType (local concept type) and locFunction (local function token) exactly point to 

the same implementation of comType and comFunction, which means that LEPCs share types 

and functions with CEPCs. This strategy allows CEPCs to focus on the public services that 

are complex for LEPCs. 

Classifier Structure. Concept classifier structure has two functions. (1) It regulates how a denota-

tive concept structure should be evolved on a given XPM document according to connota-

tive meta-concept structure. For example, the CEPC should at least follow one concept that 

could be recursively connoted. (2) It provides the rule of how comIid or locIid should be recur-

sively generated to uniquely identify concepts according to IID evolution rules, where each 

iid (either comIid or locIid) as the identifier of a concept is indexed by classifier factor κ and takes 

the form of “pκ” such that p is a prefix. Classifier structures of CEPCs, LEPCs and SEPCs 

are given in the Listing A3-1, A3-2 and A3-5 of Appendix 3. 

Mapping Structure. XPM specifies two types of concept mapping structures: LCMAP that 

maps an LEPC and a CEPC (Listing A3-3 of Appendix 3), and LSMAP that semantically 

map an SEPC and an LEPC (Listing A3-4 of Appendix 3). Both of these enable heterogene-

ous concepts to be transformable between two heterogeneous contexts. 

Context Structure. Two types of contexts in XPM specification are EPC context and active 

document context. The former refers to the CEPCs, LEPCs and SEPCs themselves. Often, 

these three types of contexts have the following relationships if all participating heterogene-

ous contexts are integrated: 

• CEPCi is semantically equivalent to CEPCj 

• LEPC is semantically included in adjacent CEPC 
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• SEPC is semantically included in adjacent LEPC 

These relations suggest that a product source store (SEPC) is a partial context of adjacent 

LEPC and an LEPC is a partial context of adjacent CEPC. All CEPCs are peers and have 

equal contexts in semantics. 

The active document context (see Listing A3-6 of Appendix 3) is a contextual document retrieved 

from a component EPC context or drafted following the semantic rules of a component 

EPC context. Thus, an active document context inherits the concept heterogeneity of its par-

ent context. When it is sent to another context, it needs a concept transformation. For each 

active context, it at least contains a concept and each concept at least contains a concept 

identifier iid. A concept in a context is reified when particular data (#PCDATA) is carried in 

the context. 

The above types of DTD constitute the core templates that the implementation of the 

CONEX framework for the CONEX prototype requires, especially for Collaborators and Trans-

formers. These XPM templates support the implementation strategy of context independence of 

autonomous EPC components and ensure the property of mappable structure of the seman-

tic consistency model. 

In Appendix 4, the instance XPM documents are presented, which implement the motiva-

tional scenario of Figure 3-1 based on the XPM templates. 

6.2.2. Transporting XPM Documents through Standard 

Interconnectivity 

This subsection describes the implementation strategy of standard interconnectivity for how 

XPM documents could be transported between multiple heterogeneous domains without 

conflicting with heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. It is assumed that each 

website, which is either a mediation node (CEPC) or a source node (LEPC and SEPC) of 

Figure 6.1, can process standard XML SOAP documents and WSDL documents. By this as-

sumption, an LEPC (e.g. LEPC1) transports its XPM documents by requesting a web service 

of the destination website. Through a proxy-server interaction, the document information is 

transferred from the proxy to the server. If the server is only an intermediate mediation node 

(e.g. CEPC1), this server again acts as a proxy to request the web service of the next destina-

tion (e.g. CEPC2) until the final destination (e.g. LEPC2) is reached. In this chained proxy-

server interaction process, the XPM documents created in one heterogeneous component 

EPC (e.g. SEPC1 and LEPC1) are transformed to multiple destinations of other component 
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EPCs (e.g. SEPC2 and LEPC2) in a semantically understandable way. Before the XPM 

document transport process is described, a brief introduce to SOAP and WSDL is given. 

SOAP: The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [19][77][78] is a lightweight protocol 

intended for exchanging structured information in a decentralised, distributed environment. 

It is an XML based protocol recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(www.w3.org), which consists of three parts: an extensible messaging framework containing a 

message construct that can be exchanged over a variety of underlying protocols; a set of ad-

juncts that may be used with the messaging framework; and a non-normative document in-

tended to provide an easily understandable tutorial. The SOAP uses XML technologies to 

define the extensible messaging framework. The framework has been designed to be inde-

pendent of any particular programming model, implementation of specific semantics, hard-

ware platforms and software platforms. 

WSDL. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [24] is an XML format for de-

scribing network services as a set of endpoints operating on messages containing either 

document-oriented or procedure-oriented information. The operations and messages are de-

scribed abstractly, and then bound to a concrete network protocol and message format to 

define an endpoint. Related concrete endpoints are combined into abstract endpoints (ser-

vices). WSDL is extensible to allow description of endpoints and their messages regardless of 

what message formats or network protocols are used to communicate. In WSDL version 1.1, 

the only bindings are described on how to use WSDL in conjunction with SOAP 1.1, HTTP 

GET/POST and MIME.  
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Figure 6-3: XPM document transport mechanism 

The XPM document transport mechanism shown in Figure 6.3 is described through an example 

that works on the case of ConexNet (Figure 6-1) consistent with the motivational scenario. 

An XPM document is created on the sender’s side (e.g. source node 1) as an active context 

document, which is fully compatible with local semantics (i.e. SEPC1 and LEPC1). This 
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document is sent to the nearest adjacent mediation node (e.g. CEPC1) through a proxy-

server interaction. The proxy (i.e. source node 1) supplies the URL of the active document 

that requires transformation, and the URL of the LCMAP document, which contains the 

mapping information for local-to-common context transformation. When the mediation 

node (i.e. CEPC1) as the server receives these URLs, it retrieves the information carried on 

these documents and transforms the active XPM document into another active XPM docu-

ment. At the same time, the server (i.e. CEPC1), acting as another proxy, sends the URL of 

the newly transformed active XPM document, together with the language property, to the 

next mediation node (i.e. CEPC2 as a server). In CEPC2, the incoming active context is 

translated and the result is stored as a new XPM active context document. The CEPC2 again 

acts as a proxy to request the web service from source node 2 (i.e. LEPC2 and SEPC2) and 

sends the URL of the translated common context document to the source node 2, where it 

retrieves the document information, transforms the contained concepts into locally under-

standable formats, and distributes them to the relevant programs for processing. 

In the current implementation of the CONEX prototype, WSDL 1.1 [24] is adopted to design 

web services for transporting XPM documents between heterogeneous contexts. Thus, it 

only supports SOAP 1.1 [19] but not SOAP version 1.2 [77][78]. By XML web services, the 

XPM document URL information as operation parameters are passed to the final destination 

through a series of proxy-server interactions. 

The example in Figure 6-3 has demonstrated how heterogeneous active contexts encoded in 

XPM documents could be transparently transported and semantically transformed through a 

mechanism of chaining proxy-server processes between heterogeneous systems. Two bene-

fits could be gained from this mechanism. (1) It enables heterogeneous active contexts to be 

transparently transported for semantic transformation regardless of different software and 

hardware platforms. (2) The information transferred between proxy and server is simply 

URLs, which simplifies mediation procedures. More importantly, the richer concept informa-

tion could be encapsulated in XPM documents, and are independent of the document trans-

port processes. 

6.3. Implementation of  CONEX Prototype 

The CONEX prototype is implemented on the Microsoft Windows platform, which is an effi-

cient and robust Microsoft .NET implementation. It provides the client services on Micro-

soft Internet Information Servers (IIS) by distributing a collection of active server pages 

(ASP) on different nodes (i.e. source nodes and mediation nodes). These client services are 

supported by the middleware server components consisting of server objects, and also inter-
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operate with document transport server objects in the layer of document transport. This sec-

tion focuses on the discussion of implementing Collaborators and Transformers between 

two adjacent nodes (i.e. either between a source node and a mediation node or between two 

mediation nodes). 

6.3.1. Concept Collaborator 

A Concept Collaborator takes the form of a collaborative editor (e.g. similar example editors are 

LinkFactory [117] and K-Infinity [101]) that is responsible for creating and reconstructing 

concepts through collaboration between two or more collaborative participants. Classified by 

functionalities, they could be divided into the Common-common Collaborator (or peer-to-peer 

collaborator) and Local-common Collaborator. The former implements replication and translation 

functions for creating common concepts of CEPCs that are used by local designers. The lat-

ter implements localisation and globalisation functions for reconstructing the source con-

cepts into local concepts, which are semantically equivalent to common concepts. 
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Figure 6-4: Common-Common Collaborator 

6.3.1.1. Common-Common Collaborator 
The Common-Common Collaborator consists of a Concept Designer (user interface), Concept 

Generator, Concept Propagator and Concept Executor that are loosely connected to one an-

other as shown in Figure 6.4. The Concept Designer consists of XPM CEPC templates and in-

stances, validating DTDs, XSLT stylesheets and the active server pages, which produces a 

common concept format and provides user interface presentation. The Concept Generator regu-

lates how a new concept is created based on the rules of the common concept classifier, is-

sues locks to prevent conflict operation executions, and creates new concept documents for 

the executions in remote CEPCs. The Concept Propagator is a proxy-server process, in which 

the propagator acts as the proxy and the receiver acts as a server of Web service to receive 
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the propagated XPM documents. The Concept Executor retrieves the new concept information 

received by the Web service server, requests a translation service for the incoming annotation 

of a new concept, and finally inserts the new concept into the existing common concept tree 

of the CEPC of the local website.  

At the heart of the Common-common Collaborator is the new concept generation-execution process 

across the sender and receiver, which implements the replication and translation procedures 

described in Chapter 5. Two points are important in this process: to generate correct child 

concept iid, and to avoid insertion operation conflict.  

A child iid generation procedure is initiated by selecting a parent concept node in a common 

concept tree as follows: 

Select parentIid(annotation) 
Find children(parentIid) 
While children 
  If width(child) is not used 
    width = width 
    Exit While 
  End If 
End While 
If width = nothing then 
  width = Max(width(children)) 
End If 
width = width + 1 
childIid = parentIid + “.” + String(width) 

In this procedure, the width of children is the last digit of an existing childIid (e.g. “23” is the 

width of iid “1.52.14.15.1.23”). By calculating the width, the childIid of a parentIid is either a 

none-used childIid between the existing sibling nodes or one more than the max sibling 

childIid. This procedure guarantees that no conflict will arise in generating new childIid and 

that it is unique in the common concept tree. This procedure also implements the feature of 

free evolution of common concepts following the rule of common classifier: comClassi-

fier(cepc(concept+(concept*))). 

The insertion conflict arises when multiple CEPC designers insert child common concepts un-

der a same parent node of an XPM common concept tree. Specifically, it arises when they 

generate a child concept of that parent concept by assigning either conflict annotations for 

the same child iid or redundant annotations of the same meaning for several sibling concept 

iids. The CONEX Prototype resolves this type of semantic conflict through a concept node lock 

mechanism discussed in Section 5.4.2.1. We implement the mechanism by building a public 

accessible XPM lock tree and providing some locking operations. The skeleton of the 

mechanism is shown below: 
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(1) Given a lock tree in XPM identical to common concept tree in concept identifiers iids. 
<!ELEMENT cepc (concept+)> 
<!ELEMENT concept (concept*)> 
<!ATTLIST cepc 
          lockUrl CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
          comIid ID #REQUIRED 
          lock (yes | no) #REQUIRED> 

(2) Lock 
//Switch to comUrl 
  Retrieve comIid = childIid // from childIid Generation 
//Switch to lockUrl 
  Select node@comIid // “@” means “at” 
  If attributeValue(lock) = yes Then 
    Message(“locked”) 
  ElseIf attributeValue(lock) = no Then 
    attributeValue(lock)= yes 
    MoveToSibling 
    SiblingAttributeValue(lock) = yes 
  End If 

(3) Unlock 
// To generate new concept 
  MoveToParent 
  childrenAttributeValue(lock) = no 

The concept node lock mechanism has prevented the insertion operation conflict between 

multiple copies of common concept trees in terms of XPM documents. 

6.3.1.2. Local-Common Collaborator 
The Local-Common Collaborator assumes that for each source node (shown in Figure 6.1), there 

is an adjacent mediation node (shown in Figure 6.1), where the required common concepts 

for reconstructing the source concepts of the source node are available. By this assumption, a 

source node localises the common concepts by creating two types of concept mapping: 

source-local concept mapping and local-common concept mapping through building the 

mapping relationships between CEPCs and LEPCs and between LEPCs and SEPCs. The 

current implementation takes a simplified approach, which creates the local concepts of an 

LEPC in the source-local maps. This simplification can save the maintenance cost of a sepa-

rate local concept tree (an LEPC). However, in real world commercial system implementa-

tion, to maintain a separate local concept tree is useful if there are many heterogeneous 

sources belonging to different departments of the same firm. In this case, an LEPC will act as 

a local product catalogue standard that semantically links to heterogeneous product sources 

of various departments, where each linkage is implemented by a set of source-local concept 

maps.  
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The Local-Common Collaborator consists of three loosely linked components: Concept De-

signer, Source-Local Mapper and Local-Common Mapper (as shown in Figure 6.5). The Con-

cept Designer functions as a collaborative editor implemented by ASP, which includes a web 

service proxy to retrieve common concepts from the linked CEPC, help functions for dis-

playing the CEPC and supplying common concepts, a set of XSLT stylesheets for browsing 

and supplying source concepts, and a form for collecting mapped concepts for further proc-

essing. The Source-Local Mapper processes the collected concepts - source concepts of SEPC 

classifier, common concepts of CEPC and the inputted concepts, which are inserted into 

XPM LSMAP. The Local-Common Mapper, on the other hand, inserts newly mapped concepts 

of the local concept and common concept into XPM LCMAP. 
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Figure 6-5: Local-Common Collaborator 

Central to Local-Common Collaborator is the implementation of the Local-Source Mapper 

and the Local-Common Mapper following the LSMAP and LCMAP structures. Their im-

plementation is provided in one class: Mapper, which includes the local-source mapping func-

tion and local-common mapping function. 

Class Mapper 
 // Switch Function 
 Function SourceSwitch([in] sourceType) 
  If classifier = “relational” or “xml” Then 
    LegacyMapper //Suitable for reconstructing existing sources 
                 // such as relational tables and xml documents 
  ElseIf classifier = “xpm” Then 
    XpmMapper    // Used for newly created XPM sources. 
  End If 
 End Function 
 // Legacy source concept Mapper 
 Function LegacyMapper([in] locIid, [in] locAn, [in] cptType,  
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       [in] nodeType, [in] srcPath, [in] status, [in] function,  
       [in] comIid, [in] lcmapPath, [in] lsmapPath) 
   LcMapper <locIid, comIid> 
   LsMapper <locIid, locAn, srcPath, cptType, status, function> 
 End Function 
 // XPM local concept Mapper 
 Function XpmMapper([in] locIid, [in] locAn, [in] cptType,  
    [in] function, [in] comIid, [in] lcmapPath, [in] lsmapPath) 
    LcMapper <locIid, comIid> 
    LEPC <locIid, locAn, cptType, function> 
 End Function 
End Class 

The Mapper class uses the localisation information that the concept designer has collected 

and inserts it into both the LCMAP and the LSMAP in XPM documents. Two types of local 

concepts are differentiated: the legacy local concepts that are mapped onto legacy sources 

such as relational tables and ad hoc XML documents, and the XPM local concepts that are 

directly created on an XPM LEPC. The former only establishes a mapping relationship be-

tween source classifiers and newly created local concepts in LSMAP. The latter has no 

sources and is created directly based on XPM LEPC classifier. 

The implementation of the Concept Collaborator demonstrates the feasibility of collabora-

tive sub-systems of the CONEX Prototype, which resolves semantic conflicts in concept crea-

tion between CEPCs, between CEPCs and LEPCs and between LEPCs and SEPCs. 

6.3.2. Concept Transformer 

The Concept Transformer consists of three components (shown in Figure 6.6): Sender Exchanger, 

Receiver Exchanger, and Distributed Context Transformer. In the demonstration implementation, 

both the Sender Exchanger and the Receiver Exchanger are user interfaces for editing and 

viewing active context documents that are created and received. They are client processes 

implemented by Active Server Pages. The Distributed Context Transformer, which is a col-

lection of server-side Transformers, implements the heterogeneous concept transformation 

(HTC) algorithm of Section 5.5.6 to realise the automatic concept exchange between hetero-

geneous component EPCs.  

In Distributed Context Transformer (partially implemented in Listing 5 of Appendix 5), an 

initial active context (sender context) is created on the source node 1 (through the active con-

text sender by an SLCT transformation from SEPC1 to LEPC1), transformed through the 

mediation node 1, the mediation node 2, and finally arrives at the source node 2 as the re-

ceiver context for the understanding of SEPC2 through LSCT transformation.  With this 

implementation method, the SLCT and LSCT transformations are necessary only when the 

source nodes require an exact structural format of source stores. In most cases, maintaining 
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the local active context documents in XPM formats is flexible because these documents can 

be used based on the demand of local systems and transformed following LSMAP dynami-

cally. For this reason, the implementation of the Distributed Context Transformer in the 

CONEX Prototype does not include the SLCT and LSCT transformations. On the contrary, 

they are implied in the LSMAP. For a generic implementation, the Distributed Context 

Transformer may include multiple source nodes and multiple mediation nodes. Each source 

node should implement the Sender Exchanger and Receiver Exchanger, LCCT proxy (which 

sends local contexts to mediation nodes) and CLCT server (which receives common contexts 

from mediation nodes). Each mediation node should implement LCCT server (which re-

ceives the contexts of lower-level nodes and transforms them to common contexts), CCCT 

proxy (which sends the generated contexts to peer mediation nodes), CCCT server (which 

receives the contexts of peer mediation nodes and translates them to the understandable con-

texts of local mediation node), and CLCT proxy (which sends the translated contexts to the 

lower-level nodes). 
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Figure 6-6: Concept Transformer 

The implementation results in an active context document that is saved in the Web address 

“loc2CtxUrl” of LEPC2 (Appendix 5). This document has changed the concept identifier iids 

and concept values of LEPC1 to the understandable iids and concept values of LEPC2. The 

implementation of the Concept Transformer demonstrates the feasibility of automatic con-

cept exchange between heterogeneous component EPCs. 

6.4. Concept Creation and Transformation: Perspectives from 

Designer and User  

A brief description of a typical interaction session is presented below, as seen from the per-

spectives of both a designer and a user. This is a concrete illustration of how heterogeneous 
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product concepts are created and reconstructed in both source nodes and mediation nodes, 

and how they are transformed from one source node to another source node. 

In Figure 6-7, a click of a common concept on the “Common Concept Tree” of CEPC1 will 

automatically generate a child concept identifier iid, which is ready to be assigned an annota-

tion to define a new concept as a child of the selected concept. When the annotation is as-

signed and the button “Create and Propagate to Remote Common Catalogue” is clicked, the 

result of newly created common concept is automatically replicated to other common con-

cept trees (i.e. CEPC2). The replication involves a translation procedure that calls for a Web 

service from a third party. Figure 6.7 shows the collaborative common concept creation 

process between the English Common Concept Tree (CEPC1) and the French Common 

Concept Tree (CEPC2). If the atomicUnitType is selected, a special term should be selected 

from the dropdown list of Special Terms. A special term such as “currency” is a concept that 

relates to a UnitTransform function to increase accuracy, which is maintained along with 

CEPCs. 

In Figure 6-8, a click of a common concept on the common concept tree of CEPC1 embed-

ded in LEPC1’s Concept Designer is an action of retrieving a common concept to LEPC1, 

waiting for further use. A click of a schematic term in a SEPC1 classifier (e.g. a classifier of 

relational table illustrated in Figure 6-8) retrieves the source concept information of SEPC1. 

To add personalised information, a local concept can be assigned (by inputting desirable local 

concept annotation such as “microwave”) to build the mapping relationships between a 

source schematic term (e.g. cname field of a product table, which corresponds to product names) 

and a local concept (e.g. microwave inputted in the textbox), and between a common concept 

(e.g. domestic microwave ovens) and the local concept (e.g. microwave). At the same time, a local 

concept iid (if default local identifier is not used) that is universal to the local community can 

be provided (e.g. LF112) and used as a local product standard. These two concept maps are 

created and stored in LSMAP and LCMAP after clicking “submit for mapping” (see Figure 

6.8). 

Figure 6-9 illustrates the process of automatic context transformation between heterogene-

ous EPC components. By a “clicking and writing” process on Concept Exchange, users of 

CONEX systems can achieve their goals of automatic concept exchange by creating an active 

document (e.g. an order or an inquiry) consisting of a set of product concept iids and reified 

concept values (or a query criterion if it is an inquiry). It is sent to the remote heterogeneous 

sites for order confirmation or query answer. The active context experiences a series of con-

text transformations and arrives at remote sites where the active context is understandable 
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according to the semantic assumptions of the remote sites. This is achieved through the dis-

tributed context transformer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-7: Collaborative common concept creation 
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LCMap(LF112, c.52.14.15.2) 
LSMap(LF112, microwave, product,   
              product.cname, explicit, none) 

cname 

Domestic Microwave Ovens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-8: Collaborative local concept creation and mapping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-9: Generation of active contexts 
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C h a p t e r 7  

CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter will conclude the thesis with a brief summary, followed by a short description of 

the implications of this research on global electronic markets. Finally, some potential future 

directions for this research are presented, summarising and expanding some of the ideas pre-

sented in previous chapters. 

7.1. Summary 

The CONEX system, functioning as an Interoperable Electronic Product Catalogue (IEPC), is 

a type of market-to-market semantic integration system for global electronic markets. It se-

mantically links millions of Internet-based ad hoc EPCs of small and medium sized enter-

prises (SMEs) that are distributed in various types of fragmented electronic markets. This 

thesis focused on the issue of semantic consistency maintenance in integrating autonomous 

ad hoc EPCs that are heterogeneous and distributed on the Internet. It achieved that a mean-

ingful definition of a term representation in one ad hoc EPC is able to be accurately under-

standable in another ad hoc EPC that has different assumptions from the former in concept, 

structure and context. Issues of semantic consistency can often be categorised as various 

types of semantic conflicts, many of which have been found in the areas of multi-database 

integration (e.g. [110][73][105]) and ontology/vocabulary/terminology integration [195]. Par-

ticular to ad hoc EPC integration, this thesis has reclassified the semantic conflicts into the 

categories of structure, concept and context to correspond with the three aspects of ad hoc 

EPC representation.  

In resolving the above semantic conflicts, traditional and contemporary solutions to EPC 

integration often use two types of strategies, either a standardisation approach [50][96][193] 

or an ontology mediation approach [107][120]. The former is rigid and lacks flexibility and 

evolvability, while the latter is either similar to a standard (tight-coupling) or is an approxima-

tion approach (loose-coupling) that is prone to errors and inclined to inaccuracy of product 

concept exchange [55]. More importantly, both cannot be scaled up to include millions of ad 

hoc EPCs due to the a priori nature (for standardisation and tight-coupled ontology mediation 
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approaches) and the erroneous or inaccurate ontology definition commitment (for loosely-

coupled ontology mediation approaches) [83]. 

In this thesis, a Collaborative Concept Exchange approach was proposed as a novel solution 

to resolving semantic conflicts between autonomously distributed ad hoc EPCs at all levels 

of structure, concept and context. With this approach, the structure, concept and context of 

heterogeneous ad hoc EPCs were separated and the semantic conflicts among them resolved 

by way of “divide-and-rule”. An analytical framework of PRODUCT MAP was developed based 

on semiotic analysis for laying the theoretical foundation of semantic conflict resolution. By 

the aid of a PRODUCT MAP, ad hoc EPC representations were decomposed through an articu-

lation methodology into simple, orderly and manageable elemental units and models. These 

units and models are characterised by the features pertinent to heterogeneity and uneven dis-

tribution of ad hoc EPCs underlying the fragmented electronic markets. They have captured 

the relations of heterogeneity and distribution between ad hoc EPCs in different contexts 

and provide the theoretical guidelines for semantic integration of ad hoc EPCs.  

Based on the analytical framework of PRODUCT MAP, the articulated units and models were 

reconstructed on a generic CONEX information model. In this information model, a CONEX 

structure model was facilitated as a generic structure representation (including model ele-

ments and grammar) for presenting the integration scenario of the CONEX framework. This is 

a structural integration model that disregards the semantic conflicts of concept definitions 

between ad hoc EPCs. Semantic conflicts of product concepts between ad hoc EPCs, which 

are often caused by different modality judgments [23] of concept designers, are collabora-

tively resolved on a collaboration mechanism. Collaboration by means of replication, localisa-

tion and globalisation semantically integrates ad hoc EPCs into the CONEX framework, which 

consists of concept repositories of SEPCs, LEPCs and CEPCs, and concept maps between 

them. Semantic connectivity between SEPCs, LEPCs and CEPCs brought by collaborative 

concept maps has provided an opportunity to automate the product information exchange 

on a concept supply chain between information senders and receivers (SEPCs). The automa-

tion has been enabled through a heterogeneous concept transformation algorithm. 

The reason why collaboration can resolve semantic conflicts in an accurate, flexible and ev-

olvable way is that the complex semantics of EPC representations have been encapsulated in 

interior concept structures and only their unique classified concept identifiers (as exterior 

concepts) are exposed to the external world for semantic linkage. By introducing three map-

ping structures (source-local concept mapping, local-common concept mapping and com-

mon-common concept mapping), any two heterogeneous concepts from adjacent heteroge-
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neous EPCs can be placed in the same collaborative concept map by making agreement be-

tween two collaborative parties during collaboration. Hence, complex and personalised (or 

legacy) structures and semantics of heterogeneous contexts are allowed to co-exist between 

heterogeneous EPCs yet while keeping accurate semantic linkage through concept maps. 

This provides a high flexibility in product representation and enables free concept evolution 

based on the feature of recursively-classified concept identifier (i.e. gene-alike concept identi-

fiers on vector concept tree). 

While the CONEX information model based on PRODUCT MAP presented a generic solution to 

resolving semantic conflicts between ad hoc EPCs, the CONEX prototype provided a para-

digm of independent model implementation through two implementation strategies: context 

independence and standard interconnectivity. The former focuses on personalisation feature 

(following the integration principle of non-intrusiveness [73]) of individual EPCs in model 

implementation by proposing a novel XML Product Map (XPM) specification. This specifi-

cation allows the structure of one context to be modelled in another context and thus in-

creases model reusability and personalisation ability. It allows inherited structures to be con-

ceptualised in the same way as concept evolution. Standard interconnection is an implemen-

tation strategy for resolving conflicts that arise from communication heterogeneity. This 

strategy adopts standard protocol and language (i.e. SOAP and WSDL) in transforming XPM 

documents between heterogeneous software and hardware platforms. These two strategies 

have been implemented in two components (Collaborator and Transformer) of CONEX Pro-

totype through Microsoft.NET. The CONEX prototype currently implemented demonstrated 

the feasibility of maintaining semantic consistency between autonomously distributed ad hoc 

EPCs. It shows that the Collaborative Concept Exchange Approach is correct and workable 

in resolving semantic conflicts for integrating ad hoc EPCs into a globally interoperable elec-

tronic product catalogue. Efforts being made on the CONEX Prototype towards building a 

robust and commerciable system will be functioned as a part of real-world global electronic 

markets for benefiting millions of SMEs. 

7.2. Implications of  the Research 

There are several important implications of this research. As a pioneer solution to integrating 

millions of ad hoc EPCs autonomously distributed over the Internet, this thesis has laid a 

solid foundation on both theory and market-to-market technology that are necessary for 

enabling SMEs to participate in global electronic markets. 

Firstly, the separation of structure, concept and context of ad hoc EPC representations has 

provided a generic methodology of investigating complex representations of existing frag-
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mented electronic markets, which are not limited to ad hoc EPCs situated in SMEs. Under 

this methodology, structural representations can be regarded as “neutral”, and are detached 

from any real-world meaning assignments to objects. By means of this neutrality, the repre-

sentational structures of heterogeneous contexts can be personalised and linked to legacy sys-

tems in their own evolution. Concepts of heterogeneous contexts can be managed separately 

and linked semantically through mapping their contextual meanings of representations. 

Secondly, the trichotomy of users, designers and systems adopted in CONEX system design 

implies an important understanding of the future global electronic market structure, which 

caters for the needs of business interoperation. The CONEX systems designers are market fa-

cilitators for producing and selling IEPC systems that connect fragmented electronic mar-

kets; common concept designers are CEPC providers (common concepts producers, dis-

tributors and retailers) for common concepts of products; local concept designers are the 

CEPC users for common concepts; and people interoperating with each other for product 

information exchange are users of overall CONEX systems. This understanding demonstrated 

in CONEX is consistent with the thought of the dual-trading arena [85] and is an example built 

on the market network topology of ConexNet. 

Thirdly, the CONEX solution has provided a paradigm of what is a practical market-to-market 

system. It follows a business principle that a profit centre should pay its own costs for busi-

ness profits, which conforms to the “self-interest” of transaction cost theories [29][30][31] 

[202] and takes the view of collaborative competition such as game theory [94]. The system 

design of CONEX first regards the nodes of ConexNet as independent cost entities. They are 

connected because of the goal of business interoperation for reducing business costs. For 

example, the CEPC providers pay CEPC integration costs for the profits of providing com-

mon concept services while the LEPC owners pay LEPC integration costs for the profit of 

participating global electronic markets by buying the services from the CEPC providers. Both 

of them maximise their profits and minimise their costs by taking comparative advantages 

[161][142][95] from production specialisation [177]. 

7.3. Directions of  Future Work 

Future work can be divided into two distinctive categories. The first category is to apply the 

semantically integrated product concepts to the higher-level heterogeneous document inte-

gration. The second category is to provide transparent interfaces to existing language transla-

tion programs, special terminology services and international product standards. 
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First, the extended goal of CONEX is to support heterogeneous business information ex-

change between SMEs. The ad hoc EPCs are only fundamental business information related 

to products. SMEs often interact with each other through sets of business documents in 

terms of business processes. An important future research is how the integrated ad hoc 

product information could be consistently encoded in the various types of business docu-

ments such as invoices, packing lists, order inquiries, bills of lading, etc. The perspective of 

the thesis on this issue is the creation of semantic information interfaces to the higher-level 

business documents that are independently structured and meaningfully assigned through 

unique concept identifiers. Providing this new support, the business interoperations in global 

electronic markets will be enhanced for creating more profits. 

Secondly, CONEX has provided an open and transparent architecture for integration. Never-

theless, to widen its application, it should further investigate the interfaces to the following 

types of applications. 

• Although CONEX has built-in support to the international product standard UNSPSC, it 

is not enough. A more generic approach is required to investigate semantic interfaces to 

different types of international and industrial product standards (e.g. RosettaNet [165], 

ebXML [49], xCBL [203] and cXML [33]). A possible approach is to utilise the existing 

research and solutions on the integration of product standards (e.g. Omelayenko et al 

[143][148] and MOMIS [12]), and plug existing integration systems of product standards 

into CONEX systems. 

• CONEX relies on a set of well-designed special terms (i.e. atomicUnitType) for concept 

transformation (e.g. currency, length, weight, etc.). Although the CONEX system itself can 

theoretically define a full set of special terms for its own use, it is important future re-

search to provide semantic interfaces to the existing solutions and standards of special 

terminologies (e.g. [6][158]), language resource management (e.g. [99][100][164]), or in-

dustry-wide ontologies (e.g. discussed in www.ontology.org). Through this research, 

CONEX can be built as a more open integration platform that hosts various categories of 

integration applications. 

• CONEX has provided a basic multilingual integration function for translating concept an-

notations and reified constant values (atomicConstantType) between language different 

contexts. It has also provided a useful dynamic translation context for achieving transla-

tion accuracy. However, the usage experiences of translation are limited to the testing 

purpose through a small dictionary between English and French, and some limited ex-

periences from using BABEL translation service (www.altavista.com). Statistical results 
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for translation accuracy are not formulated due to resource limitation and the research 

scope of this thesis. Future research is needed to provide an interface to some selected 

translation services that are context-aware in translation time. Another proposal to sup-

port context-aware translation based on CONEX gene-alike concept is to directly launch a 

cooperative research project with the researchers in the area of natural language process-

ing. The latter proposal may achieve a better effect on utilising CONEX gene-alike con-

cept. 

The CONEX approach described in this thesis has drawn its inspiration from semiotics, stan-

dardisation, ontology mediation, mapping, collaborative computing, market segmentation 

and various theories of business and economics. The deepening and widening of its applica-

tion will depend on continuing investigations in the above areas and in other untouched areas 

such as natural language processing. 
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APPENDIX 1: AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 

TO AD HOC EPCS ON INTERNET 

Table 3: Semantic differences of "domestic refrigerator" naming 
Description Not referring to 

“refrigerator” 

Referring to 

refrigerator” 

Named as 

“refrigerator” 

Named as 

“freezer” 

Named as 

“fridge” 

Actual/total 22/54 32/54 26/54 4/54 2/54 

Percentage 41% 59% 48% 7% 4% 

Note: the research has randomly investigated 54 Web sites that provide catalogues including 

products named as refrigerator, freezer or fridge. The catalogues are randomly selected from 

the search engines (www.google.com) from March to April 2003. 

 

Table 4: Attribute and value structure of "refrigerator" 
Description Multi-level 

attribute 

structure 

Single 

level at-

tribute 

structure 

Attribute num-

ber 

Min(n), 

Max(m) 

Simple 

value 

structure

Complex 

value 

structure

Simple 

pair-value 

structure 

Complex 

pair-value 

structure 

Multiple 

complex 

value struc-

ture 

actual/total 18/32 12/32 avg: 17 30/32 26/32 12/32 12/32 8/32 

Percentage 56% 38% n:6: m:33 94% 81% 38% 38% 25% 

Note:  

(1) The total number is taken from Table 3’s valid refrigerator catalogues. 

(2) Column definitions: 

• Multiple-level attribute structure is defined as a nested attribute structure, such as “dimension 

(width, height)”. 

• Single-level attribute structure is defined as a non-nested attribute structure, such as “color”.  

• Single value structure is defined as a simple value structure, such as “red” for color.  

• Complex value structure is defined as a complex value structure, such as “2 years” for war-

ranty.  

• Simple pair-value structure is defined as a simple paired value structure, such as 

“1250/piece”. 

• Complex pair-value structure is defined as a value structure, such as “FOB Rotterdam 

USD450/piece”.  

• Multiple complex value structure is defined as a value structureC such as “600×595×1850 

mm”. 
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APPENDIX 2: AN INTEGRATION SCENARIO 

ON CONEX FRAMEWORK 

Table 5: CEPCs of CONEX Framework 

Common context set C (CEPCs): 
// Declaration of structures for both CEPC1 in English and CEPC2 in French 

elementStructure :: SE

comIid :: elementStructure     uniqueID :: constant ::SP 

comType, comAn :: elementStructure    string :: SP  
comFunction :: elementStructure                                                         token :: SP

comLang :: elementStructure     language :: constant 
comUrl :: elementStructure     url :: string 
cepc, concept :: conceptStructure :: conceptConstruct :: SC

comClssifier :: classifierConstruct :: SC

comClassifier(cepc(concept+(concept*))) 
cepc(comLang, comUrl) 
concept(comIid, comAn, comType, comFunction) 

//Conceptualisation of CEPC1 
    cepc(English, www.cepc1.com/concept) : cepc 
       concept(1, CONEX common catalogue, none) 
         concept(1.52, domestic Appliances and Supplies and Consumer Electronic Products, category, none) : concept 
           concept(1.52.14, domestic appliances, category, none) : concept 
            concept(1.52.14.15, domestic kitchen appliances, category, none) : concept 
              concept(1.52.14.15.1, domestic regrigerators, product, none) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.1, model, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.2, colour, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.3, price, attribute, none) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.1, currency, atomicUnitType, Currency) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.2, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.3, unit, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.4, quantity, attribute, none) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.2, quantity scalar, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.5, fresh food capacity, attribute, none) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.5.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.5.2, quantity scalar, atomicUnitType, Weight) : concept 
                concept(1.52.14.15.1.6, gross food capacity, attribute, none) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.6.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                  concept(1.52.14.15.1.6.1, quantity scalar, atomicUnitType, Weight) : concept 
//Conceptualisation of CEPC2 
    cepc(Francais, www.cepc2.com/concept) : cepc 
     concept(1, catalogue commun d'"CONEX", catalogue, none) : concept 
       concept(1.52, Appareils domestiques et approvisionnements et produits électroniques du consommateur, category, none) : concept 
         concept(1.52.14, Appareils domestiques, category, none) : concept 
           concept(1.52.14.15, Appareils de cuisine domestique, category, none) : concept 
             concept(1.52.14.15.1, Réfrigérateurs domestiques, product, none) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.1, modèle, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.2, couleur, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.3, prix, attribute, none) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.1, devise, atomicUnitType, Currency) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.2, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.3.3, unité, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.4, quantité, attribute, none) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.1, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.4.2, grandeur scalaire, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.5, capacité de nourriture fraîche, attribute, none) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.5.1, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.5.2, grandeur scalaire, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
               concept(1.52.14.15.1.6, capacité brute, attribute) : concept 
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.6.1, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept  
                 concept(1.52.14.15.1.6.1, grandeur scalaire, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
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Table 6: LEPCs and SEPCs of CONEX framework 

 

Local context set L (LEPCs): 
// Structures declaration for all LEPCs 
     elementStructure :: SE

     locIid :: elementStructure     uniqueID :: constant ::SP 

     locAn :: elementStructure     string :: SP  
     locType :: elementStructure                       constant 
     locLang :: elementStructure                       language :: constant 
     locUrl :: elementStructure     url :: string 
     locFunction :: elementStructure                      token :: SP

     lepc, concept :: conceptConstruct :: SC

     lepcClssifier :: classifierConstruct :: SC

     lepcClassifier(lepc(concept+(concept*))) :: lepcClassifier 
     lepc(locLang, locUrl) :: conceptConstruct 
     concept(locIid, locAn, locType, locFunction) 
     locFunction ∈ concept(CEPC) 

// Conceptualisation of LEPC1: 
   lepc(English, www.lepc1.com/concept) : lepc 
     concept(LF111, fridge, product, none) : concept 
       concept(LF111.1, colour, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
       concept(LF111.2, price, attribute, none) : concept 
         concept(LF111.2.1, currency, atomicUnitType, Currency) : concept 
         concept(LF111.2.2, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
         concept(LF111.2.3, unit, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 
       concept(LF111.3, quantity, attribute, none) : concept 
         concept(LF111.3.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
         concept(LF111.3.2, value scalar, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 

// Conceptualisation of LEPC2: 
  lepc (Francais, www.lepc2.com/concept) : lepc 
    concept(RL33, réfrigérateur,  product, none) : concept 
      concept(RL33.1, modèle, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
      concept(RL33.2, couleur, atomicConstantType, none) : concept 
      concept(RL33.3, prix, attribute, none) : concept 
        concept(RL33.3.1, devise, atomicUnitType, Currency) : concept 
        concept(RL33.3.2, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
        concept(RL33.3.3, unité, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept   
      concept(RL33.4, quantité, attribute, none) : concept 
        concept(RL33.4.1, valeur, atomicValueType, Value) : concept 
        concept(RL33.4.2,  grandeur scalaire, atomicUnitType, Quantity) : concept 

// Conceptualisation of LEPC3: 
  lepc(English, www.lepc3.com/concept) : lepc 
    concept(AH68, refrigerator, product, none) : concept 
      concept(AH68.1, model, atomicConstantType, none) : concept → FAB2AZ3 
      concept(AH68.2, colour, atomicConstantType, none) : concept → blue 
      concept(AH68.3, fresh food capacity, attribute, none) : concept 
        concept(AH68-3.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept → 247 
        concept(AH68.3.2, scalar, atomicUnitType, Weight) : concept → litre 
      concept(AH68.4, gross capacity, attribute, none) : concept 
        concept(AH68.4.1, value, atomicValueType, Value) : concept → 271 
        concept(AH68.4.2, scalar, atomicUnitType, Weight) : concept→ litre 

// // Source Context S (SEPCs) 
// Classifier structure of c1 converted from relational schema (SEPC1) 
     relClassifier(dbName(product+(cname, clr, prc, qty))) :: classifierConstruct :: SC

// Classifier structure of c2 converted from XML DTD (SEPC2) 
     xmlClassfier(catalogue(réfrigérateur(_modelé, couleur, prix, quantité))) 
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Table 7: Common-common context mapping and local-common context mapping 

Common-to-common context mapping ϕ : 
// Given the common contexts of CEPC1 and CEPC2, they are mapped through replication and translation. 
// Replication function between CEPC1 and CEPC2 

(1) IID@CEPC1 = IID@CEPC2 
// Translation function between CEPC1 and CEPC2. 

(2) AN@CEPC1 = Translate(AN@CEPC2, lang@CEPC1, lang@CEPC2) 
   
Local-common context map set Θ : 
// Given local context set and common context set 
// Local-common context map declaration 
     comLink, locLink, comIid, locIid :: conceptConstruct :: SE

     comIid ∈ concept(CEPC) 
     locIid ∈ concept(LEPC) 
     lcmap, map :: mapConstruct :: SC
     lcmap(comLink, locLink) :: lcmap 
     map(comIid, locIid) :: map 
     lcClassifier(lcmap(map+(map*))) :: classifierConstruct :: SC
 
// Conceptualisation of local-common map between CEPC1 and LEPC1 in English (LCMAP1) 
    lcmap(www.cepc1.com, www.lepc1.com) 
      map(1.52.14.15.1, LF111) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.2, LF111.1) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.3, LF111.2) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.1, LF111.2.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.2, LF111.2.2) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.3, LF111.2.3) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.4, LF111.3) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.4.1, LF111.3.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.4.2, LF111.3.2) : map 
 
// Conceptualisation of local-common map between CEPC1 and LEPC3 in English (LCMAP3) 
    lcmap(www.cepc1.com, www.lepc3.com) 
      map(1.52.14.15.1, AH68) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.1, AH68.1) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.2, AH68.2) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.5, AH68.3) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.5.1, AH68.3.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.5.2, AH68.3.2) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.6, AH68.4) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.6.1, AH68.4.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.6.2, AH68.4.2) : map 
 
// Conceptualisation of local-common map between CEPC2 and LEPC2 in French (LCMAP2) 
    lcmap(www.cepc2.com, www.lepc2.com) 

map(1.52.14.15.1, RL33) : map 
  map(1.52.14.15.1.1, RL33.1) : map 

        map(1.52.14.15.1.2, RL33.2) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.3, RL33.3) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.1, RL33.3.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.2, RL33.3.2) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.3.3, RL33.3.3) : map 
        map(1.52.14.15.1.4, RL33.4) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.4.1, RL33.4.1) : map 
          map(1.52.14.15.1.4.2, RL33.4.2) : map 
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Table 8: Local-source context maps for relational database and ad hoc XML document 

Source-local map set θ : 
//Element declaration 
    elementConstruct :: SE
    locIid, locAn, srcPath, nodeType, conceptType status :: elementConstruct   string :: SP 
    lang, store, url :: elementConstruct      string 
    function :: elementConstruct                       token :: SP

    function ∈ concept(CEPC) 
     
// Construct declaration 
    lsmap(store, url, lang) :: conceptConstruct :: SC
    map :: mapConstruct :: SC

    map(locIid, locAn, srcPath, nodeType, conceptType, status, function) → value  any :: SP 
 
// Classifier declaration  
    lsmapClassifier(context(map+(map*))):: classifierConstruct :: SC
 
// Conceptualisation of source-local context between LEPC1 and SEPC1 (LSMAP1) 
    lsmap(SEPC1, www.lepc1.com/lsmap, English) : lsmap 
      map(LF111, fridge, c1.product1.cname, field,product, explicit, none) : map 
        map(LF111.1, clr, c1.product1.clr, field, atomicConstantType, explicit, none) : map 
        map(LF111.2, prc, c1.product1.prc, field, attribute, explicit, none) : map 
          map(LF111.2.1, curr, none,  none, atomicUnitType, implicit, Currency) : map → AUD 
          map(LF111.2.2, val, none, none, atomicValueType, implicit, Value) : map 
          map(LF111.2.3, unt, none, none, atomicUnitType, implicit, Quantity) : map → piece 
        map(LF111.3, qty, c1.product1.qty, field, attribute, explicit, none) : map 
          map(LF111.3.1, val, none, none, atomicValueType, implicit, Value) : map 
          map(LF111.3.1, scalar, none, none, atomicUnitType, implicit, Quantity) : map → piece 

// Conceptualisation of source-local context map between LEPC2 and SEPC2 (LSMAP2) 
    lsmap(SEPC2, www.lepc2.com/lsmap, French) : lsmap 
      map(RL33, réfrigérateur, catalogue/réfrigérateur, element, product, explicit, none) : map 
        map(RL33.1, modèle, catalogue/réfrigérateur/_modèle, attribute, atomicConstantType, explicit, none) : map 
        map(RL33.2, couleur, catalogue/réfrigérateur/couleur, element, atomicConstantType, explicit. none) : map 
        map(RL33.3, prix, catalogue/réfrigérateur/prix, element, attribute, explicit, none) : map 
          map(RL33.3.1, devise, none, none, atomicUnitType, implicit,  Currency) : map → Euro 
          map(RL33.3.2, valeur, none, none, atomicValueType, implicit, Value) : map 
          map(RL33.3.3, unité, none, none, atomicUnitType, implicit, Quantity) : map → morceau 
        map(RL33-4, quantité, catalogue/réfrigérateur/quantité, element, attribute, explicit, none) : map 
          map(RL33-4.1, quantité, none, none, atomicValueType, implicit, Value) : map 
          map(RL33.4.2, scalaire, none, none, atomicUnitType, implicit, Quantity) : map → morceau 
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APPENDIX 3: XPM DOCUMENT TEMPLATE 

SPECIFICATION 

1. CEPC Structure 

Listing A3-1: CEPC Structure 

<! -- CEPC Classifier Structure or Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT cepc (concept+)> 
<!ELEMENT concept (concept*)> 
 
<! -- CEPC Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATTLIST cepc 
          comLang CDATA #REQUIRED 
          comUrl CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
          comIid ID #REQUIRED 
          comAn CDATA #REQUIRED 
          comType (catalogue | category | product | attribute |  
                   atomicConstantType | atomicUnitType | 
                   atomicValueType) #REQUIRED 
          comFunction CDATA #REQUIRED> 

2. LEPC Structure 

Listing A3-2: LEPC Structure 

<! -- LEPC Classifier Structure or Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT lepc (concept+)> 
<!ELEMENT concept (#PCDATA | concept)*> 
 
<! -- LEPC Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATTLIST lepc 
          locLang CDATA #REQUIRED 
          locUrl CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
          locIid ID #REQUIRED 
          locAn CDATA #REQUIRED 
          locType (catalogue | category | product | attribute |  
                   atomicConstantType | atomicUnitType | 
                   atomicValueType) #REQUIRED 
          locFunction CDATA #REQUIRED> 
 

3. LCMAP Structure 

Listing A3-3: LCMAP Structure 

<! -- LCMAP Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT lcmap (map+)> 
<!ELEMENT map (map*)> 
<! -- LCMAP Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATTLIST lcmap 
 comLink CDATA #REQUIRED 
 locLink CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST map 
 comIid CDATA #REQUIRED 
 locIid CDATA #REQUIRED> 
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4. LSMAP Structure 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Listing A3-4: LSMAP Structure 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------<! 
-- LSMAP Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT lsmap (map+)> 
<!ELEMENT map (#PCDATA | map)*> 
 
<! -- LSMAP Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATTLIST lsmap 
 store CDATA #REQUIRED 
 url CDATA #REQUIRED 
 lang CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST map 
 locIid ID #REQUIRED 
 locAn CDATA #REQUIRED 
 srcPath CDATA #REQUIRED 
 nodeType (field | element | attribute | none) #REQUIRED 
 conceptType (product | attribute | atomicValueType | atomicUnitType 
   | atomicConstantType) #REQUIRED 
 status (implicit | explicit) #REQUIRED 
 function CDATA #REQUIRED> 
 

5. SEPC Classifier Structure 

Listing A3-5 : SEPC Classifier Structure 
<! -- SEPC Classifier Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT concept (concept*)> 
 
<! -- SEPC Classifier Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATTLIST concept 
 type (catalogue | server | database | table | field | element 

| attribute) #REQUIRED 
 annotation CDATA #REQUIRED 
 dataType CDATA #REQUIRED 
 schPath CDATA #REQUIRED 
 occurrence (one | zero-or-one | zero-to-many | one-to-many) #REQUIRED 
 hierarchy (root | leaf | connoted) #REQUIRED 
 classifier (relational | xml | xpm) #REQUIRED> 

6. Active Context Structure 

Listing A3-6: Active Context Structures for ELO, ECO, FCO and FLO 

<! -- Active Context Connotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ELEMENT context (concept+)> 
<!ELEMENT concept (#PCDATA | concept)*> 
 
<! -- Active Context Denotative Concept Structure -- > 
<!ATLLIST context 
 lang CDATA #REQUIRED 
 url CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST concept 
 iid ID #REQUIRED> 
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APPENDIX 4: XPM IMPLEMENTATION OF 

CONEX FRAMEWORK 

 

Listing A4-1: CEPC1 in XPM 

<cepc comLang="English" comUrl="www.cepc1.com/concept/cepc1.xml"> 
 <concept comIid="c" comAn="CONEX Common Catalogue" comType="catalog" comFunction="none"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52" comAn="Domestic Appliances and Supplies and Consumer Electronic Products" comType="category" 

                                      comFunction="None"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52.14" comAn="Domestic appliances" comType="category" comFunction="None"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52.14.15" comAn="Domestic kitchen appliances" comType="category" comFunction="None"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1" comAn="Domestic refrigerators" comType="product" comFunction="None"> 
     <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.1" comAn="model" comType="atomicConstantType" comFunction="None"/> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.2" comAn="colour" comType="atomicConstantType" comFunction="None"/> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3" comAn="price" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.1." comAn="currency" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Currency"/> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.2" comAn="value" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.3" comAn="unit" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Quantity"/> 
         </concept>         
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4" comAn="quantity" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" comAn="value" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.2" comAn="quantity scalar" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Quantity"/> 
         </concept> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5" comAn="fresh food capacity" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.1" comAn="value" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="None"/> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.2" comAn="quantity scalar" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Weight"/> 
         </concept> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6" comAn="gross food capacity" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.1" comAn="value" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
             <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.2" comAn="quantity scalar" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Weight"/> 
         </concept></concept></concept></concept></concept></concept> 
</cepc> 
 

Listing A4-2 : CEPC2 in XPM 
<cepc comLang="French" comUrl="www.cepc2.com/concept/cepc2.xml"> 
 <concept comIid="c" comAn="Catalogue électronique De Terrain communal De Produit de CONEX" comType="catalog" comFunc-
tion="none"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52" comAn="Appareils domestiques et approvisionnements et produits électroniques du consommateur"  

     comType="category" comFunction="None"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52.14" comAn="Appareils domestiques" comType="category" comFunction="None"> 
 <concept comIid="c.52.14.15" comAn="Appareils de cuisine domestique" comType="category" comFunction="None"> 
   <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1" comAn="Réfrigérateurs domestiques" comType="product" comFunction="None"> 
      <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.1" comAn="modèle" comType="atomicConstantType" comFunction="None"/> 
      <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.2" comAn="couleur" comType="atomicConstantType" comFunction="None"/> 
      <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3" comAn="prix" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.1." comAn="devise" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Currency"/> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.2" comAn="valeur" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
         <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.3" comAn="unité" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Quantity"/> 
     </concept>         
     <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4" comAn="quantité" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" comAn="valeur" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.2" comAn="grandeur scalaire" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Quantity"/> 
     </concept> 
     <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5" comAn="capacité de nourriture fraîche" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.1" comAn="valeur" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="None"/> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.2" comAn="grandeur scalaire" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Weight"/> 
     </concept> 
     <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6" comAn="capacité brute" comType="attribute" comFunction="None"> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.1" comAn="valeur" comType="atomicValueType" comFunction="Value"/> 
        <concept comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.2" comAn="grandeur scalaire" comType="atomicUnitType" comFunction="Weight"/> 
     </concept></concept></concept></concept></concept> </concept> 
</cepc> 

Listing A4-3: LEPC1 in XPM 
<lepc locLang="English" locUrl="www.lepc1.com/concept/lepc1.xml"> 
   <concept locIid="LF111" locAn="fridge" locType="product" locFunction="None"> 
      <concept locIid="LF111.1" locAn="colour" locType="atomicConstantType" locFunction="None"/> 
      <concept locIid="LF111.2" locAn="price" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
       <concept locIid="LF111.2.1" locAn="currency" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Currency"/> 
          <concept locIid="LF111.2.2" locAn="value" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value"/> 
          <concept locIid="LF111.2.3" locAn="unit" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Quantity"/> 
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      </concept> 
      <concept locIid="LF111.3" locAn="quantity" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
          <concept locIid="LF111.3.1" locAn="value" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value"/> 
          <concept locIid="LF111.3.2" locAn="value scalar" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Quantity"/> 

</concept> 
   </concept> 
</lepc> 

Listing A4-4: LEPC2 in XPM 
<lepc locLang="French" locUrl="www.lepc2.com/concept/lepc2.xml"> 
   <concept locIid="RH33" locAn="réfrigérateur" locType="product" locFunction="None"> 
      <concept locIid="RH33.1" locAn="modèle" locType="atomicConstantType" locFunction="None"/> 
      <concept locIid="RH33.2" locAn="couleur" locType="atomicConstantType" locFunction="None"/> 
      <concept locIid="RH33.3" locAn="prix" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
          <concept locIid="RH33.2.1" locAn="devise" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Currency"/> 
          <concept locIid="RH33.2.2" locAn="valeur" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value"/> 
          <concept locIid="RH33.2.3" locAn="unité" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Quantity"/> 
      </concept> 
      <concept locIid="RH33.4" locAn="quantité" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
          <concept locIid="RH33.4.1" locAn="valeur" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value"/> 
          <concept locIid="RH33.4.2" locAn="grandeur scalaire" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Quantity"/> 

</concept> 
   </con ept> c
</lepc> 

Listing A4-5: LEPC3 in XPM 
<lepc locLang="English" locUrl="www.lepc3.com/concept/lepc3.xml"> 
   <concept locIid="AH68" locAn="fridge" locType="product" locFunction="None"> 
      <concept locIid="AH68.1" locAn="model" locType="atomicConstantType" locFunction="None">FAB2AZ3</concept> 
      <concept locIid="AH68.2" locAn="colour" locType="atomicConstantType" locFunction="None">blue</concept> 
      <concept locIid="AH68.3" locAn="fresh food capacity" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
          <concept locIid="AH68.3.1" locAn="value" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value">247</concept> 
          <concept locIid="AH68.3.2" locAn="scalar" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Weight">litre</concept> 
      </concept> 
      <concept locIid="AH68.4" locAn="gross capacity" locType="attribute" locFunction="None"> 
          <concept locIid="AH68.4.1" locAn="value" locType="atomicValueType" locFunction="Value">271</concept> 
          <concept locIid="AH68.4.2" locAn="scalar" locType="atomicUnitType" locFunction="Weight">litre</concept> 
      </concept> 
   </concept> 
</lepc> 

Listing A4-6: LCMAP1 in XPM (CEPC1 – LEPC1) 
<lcmap comLink="www.cepc1.com/concept/cepc1.xml" locLink="www.lepc1.com/concept/lepc1.xml"> 
 <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1" locIid="LF111"> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.2" locIid="LF111.1"/> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3" locIid="LF111.2"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.1" locIid="LF111.2.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.2" locIid="LF111.2.2"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.3" locIid="LF111.2.3"/> 
  </map> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.4" locIid="LF111.3"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" locIid="LF111.3.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" locIid="LF111.3.2"/> 
  </map> 
 </map> 
</lcmap> 

 
 
Listing A4-7: LCMAP2 in XPM (CEPC2 – LEPC2) 
<lcmap comLink="www.cepc2.com/concept/cepc2.xml" locLink="www.lepc2.com/concept/lepc2.xml"> 
 <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1" locIid="RL33"> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.1" locIid="RH33.1"/> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.2" locIid="RL33.2"/> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3" locIid="RL33.3"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.1" locIid="RL33.3.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.2" locIid="RL33.3.2"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.3.3" locIid="RL33.3.3"/> 
  </map> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.4" locIid="RL33.4"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" locIid="RL33.4.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.4.1" locIid="RL33.4.2"/> 
  </map> 
 </map> 
</lcmap> 
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Listing A4-8: LCMAP3 in XPM (CEPC1 – LEPC3) 
<lcmap comLink="www.cepc1.com/concept/cepc1.xml" locLink="www.lepc3.com/concept/lepc3.xml"> 
 <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1" locIid="AH68"> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.1" locIid="AH68.1"/> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.2" locIid="AH68.2"/> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5" locIid="AH68.3"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.1" locIid="AH68.3.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.5.2" locIid="AH68.3.2"/> 
  </map> 
  <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6" locIid="AH68.4"> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.1" locIid="AH68.4.1"/> 
   <map comIid="c.52.14.15.1.6.1" locIid="AH68.4.2"/> 
  </map> 
 </map> 
</lcmap> 

Listing A4-9: LSMAP1 in XPM (LEPC1 – SEPC1) 
<lsmap store="SEPC1" url="www.lepc1.com/lsmap/lsmap1.xml" lang="English"> 
  <map locIid="LF111" locAn="fridge" srcPath="c1.product1.cname" nodeType="field" conceptType="product"  

status="explicit" function="None"> 
<map locIid="LF111.1" locAn="clr" srcPath="c1.product1.clr" nodeType="field" conceptType="atomicConstantType"  

status="explicit" function="None"/> 
<map locIid="LF111.2" locAn="prc" srcPath="c1.product1.prc" nodeType="field" conceptType="attribute" status="explicit"  

function="None"> 
<map locIid="LF111.2.1" locAn="curr" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType"  

status="implicit" function="Currency">AUD</map> 
<map locIid="LF111.2.2" locAn="val" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicValueType"  

status="implicit" function="Value"/> 
      <map locIid="LF111.2.3" locAn="unt" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType" status="implicit"  

function="Quantity">piece</map> 
    </map> 

<map locIid="LF111.3" locAn="qty" srcPath="c1.product1.qty" nodeType="field" conceptType="attribute" status="explicit"  
function="None"> 

<map locIid="LF111.3.1" locAn="val" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicValueType"  
status="implicit" function="Value"/> 

<map locIid="LF111.3.2" locAn="scalar" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType"  
status="implicit" function="Quantity">piece</map> 

    </map> 
  </map> 
</lsmap> 

 
 
 
 
Lising A4-10: LSMAP2 (LEPC2 – SEPC2) 
<lsmap store="SEPC2" url="www.lepc2.com/lsmap/lsmap2.xml" lang="French"> 
  <map locIid="RL33" locAn="réfrigérateur" srcPath="catalogue/réréfrigérateur" nodeType="element" conceptType="product"  

status="explicit" function="None"> 
<map locIid="RL33.1" locAn="modéle" srcPath="catalogue/réfrigérateur[@modèle]" nodeType="attribute"  

conceptType="atomicConstantType" status="explicit" function="None"/> 
<map locIid="RL33.2" locAn="couleur" srcPath="catalogue/réfrigérateur/couleur" nodeType="element"  

conceptType="atomicConstantType" status="explicit" function="None"/> 
<map locIid="RL33.3" locAn="prix" srcPath="catalogue/réfrigérateur/prix" nodeType="element" conceptType="attribute"  

status="explicit" function="None"> 
<map locIid="RL33.3.1" locAn="devise" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType"  

status="implicit" function="Currency">EURO</map> 
<map locIid="RL33.3.2" locAn="valeur" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicValueType"  

status="implicit" function="Value"/> 
<map locIid="RL33.3.3" locAn="unité" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType"  

status="implicit" function="Quantity">morceau</map> 
    </map> 

<map locIid="RL33.4" locAn="quantité" srcPath="catalogue/réfrigérateur/quantité" nodeType="element"  
conceptType="attribute" status="explicit" function="None"> 

<map locIid="RL33.4.1" locAn="valeur" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicValueType"  
status="implicit" function="Value"/> 

<map locIid="RL33.4.2" locAn="scalaire" srcPath="none" nodeType="none" conceptType="atomicUnitType"  
status="implicit" function="Quantity">morceau</map> 

    </map> 
  </map> 
</lsmap> 
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APPENDIX 5: SKELETON OF DISTRIBUTED 

CONTEXT TRANSFORMER 

Listing 5: Skeleton of implementing the Distributed Context Transformer 

//Source Node 1 (LEPC1) 
  [Namespace = CEPC1] 
  class LcctProxy inherits SoapHttpClientProtocol 
    Function GetContextUrl([in] locCtxUrl, [in] lcmapUrl) 
      return true 
    End Function 
  End class 

  class ContextSend 
    Function OnContextSend([in] locCxtUrl, [in] lcmapUrl) 
      // Do something 
      something = true 
      If LcctProxy.GetContextUrl(locCxtUrl, lcmapUrl) = true Then 
         sent = true 
      End If 
      If something = true and sent = true Then 
        return true 
      Else: return false 
      End If 
    End Function 
  End class 

//Mediation Node 1 (CEPC1) 
  <WebService> class LcctServer 
    <WebMethod> Function GetContextUrl([in] locCxtUrl, [in] lcmapUrl) 
      If ContextTransform.Transform(locCxtUrl, lcmapUrl) = true Then 
         transformed = true 
      End If 
    End Function 
    If CcctProxy.Translate(com1CxtUrl, lang) = true Then 
        translated = true 
    End If 
    If transformed = true and translated = true Then 
       Return true 
    Else: return false 
    End If 
  End class 

  class ContextTransform 
    Function Transform([in] locCtxUrl, [in] lcmapUrl]) 
       // Transform and save context document 
       save(com1CtxUrl) 
       return true 
    End Function 
  End class 

  [Namespace = CEPC2] 
  class CcctProxy inherits SoapHttpClientProtocol 
    Function Translate([in] com1CxtUrl, [in] lang) 
      return true 
    End Function 
  End class 

//Mediation Node 2 (CEPC2) 
  <WebService> class CcctServer 
    <WebMethod> Function Translate([in] com1CxtUrl, [in] lang) 
      // Get information of tgtLang 
      If Translation.Translate(com1CxtUrl, lang, tgtLang) = true Then 
         translated = true 
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      End If 
      If ClctProxy.Transform(com2CtxUrl) = true Then 
        Transformed = true 
      End If 
      If translated = true and transformed = true Then 
        return true 
      Else: return false 
      End If 
    End Function 
  End class 

  class Translation 
    Function Translate([in] comCtxUrl, [in] srcLang, [in] tgtLang) 
      // Do something about translation 
      save(com2CtxUrl) 
      return trune 
    End Function 
  End class 

  [Namespace = LEPC2] 
  class ClctProxy inherits SoapHttpClientProtocol 
    Function Transform([in] com2CtxUrl) 
      return true 
    End Function 
  End class 

//Source Node 2 (LEPC2) 
  <WebService> class ClctServer 
    <WebMethod> Function Transform([in] com2CtxUrl) 
      If Conversion.Convert(com2CtxUrl) = true Then 
        return true 
      Else: return false 
      End If 
    End Function 
  End class 

  class Conversion 
    Function convert([in] com2CtxUrl) 
      //Do something conversion 
      // (1) IID swap 
      // (2) Unit Transform 
      // (3) Value Transform 
      save(loc2CtxUrl) 
      return true 
    End Function 
  End class 
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